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Preface
The Arctic as a region has been spoken, written and imagined into existence by academics, politicians,
journalists, Indigenous organizations, NGO’s and military strategists during the past 30-40 years
(Keskitalo 2004, 2007; Steinberg et al. 2015). In Denmark, circumpolar politics is still a fairly new
discovery, both in the wider public and within more elitist spheres. While this recent change has been
essential for determining that the present dissertation is first and foremost about Greenland’s and
Denmark’s foreign policy identities in relation to the Arctic, the motivation, however, is rooted
further back in a few memorable events which have guided my curiosity towards the very North and
most intensively formed my research interests throughout the past seven years. Here I will take the
opportunity to present a few of those main events.
During my first week as a university student, a submarine planted a Russian titanium flag on the
geographic North Pole, 4,300 meters below sea level. In times when the so-called Global War on
Terror, the rise of China and the long-standing Israel-Palestine conflict occupied most of the
international news landscape, this symbolic act represented something refreshingly new, sowing a
seed for future investigation. Meanwhile, the Arctic slowly emerged as a new region of interest to
both Danish foreign policy professionals and the man in the street, encouraged by two central
publications targeted at each audience; an official Arctic strategy was published following Denmark’s
Arctic Council chairmanship in 2009-2011, and shortly after the book When the ice disappears:
Denmark as a great power in the Arctic, Greenland’s riches and the quest for the North Pole (Breum
2011) hit the booksellers’ bestseller list. As a master’s student in London searching for a topic for my
MA thesis in International Relations, these two publications presented welcoming materializations of
the, until then, rather sporadic remarks regarding the Arctic in a Danish context. With the Russian
flag-planting still clear in mind, the topic of my MA thesis became the development of the regional
security discourse as seen through the concepts of securitization and sectors as coined by the
Copenhagen School.
In May 2013, during the final stages of writing my MA thesis, I became more aware of the
Government of Greenland’s international aspirations, and of the postcolonial relationship that
preconditions Denmark’s role in the Arctic. The defining event was when Greenland’s then newly
elected Premier, Aleqa Hammond, boycotted the Arctic Council ministerial meeting in Kiruna,
Sweden, in discontent with Greenland’s subordinated role. Her decision was widely criticized, but it
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successfully positioned Greenland as a more autonomous international actor and drew attention to
the unequal postcolonial relationship with Denmark. The same meeting was also a proof of the
increased internationalization of the region as China, Italy, India, Japan, South Korea and Singapore
were all approved as observers to the Arctic Council, while the EU’s application was rejected due to
its ban on seal product import. Hence, the event both demonstrated a more detailed deepening into
the vertical relations within the Arctic states, and a widening beyond the region where non-Arctic
states accelerated their attempts to seek influence. Following this event, my primary research interest
became Greenland’s foreign policy, and in the pursue of becoming a PhD student, I wrote another1
master’s thesis about how alleged threats to Greenland’s societal security had been used to enhance
Greenland’s foreign policy autonomy.
In May 2016, three months into my PhD studies, a Danish foreign and security policy review
recommended that Denmark “shall take advantage of the position as an Arctic great power to
influence the development in the Arctic to the benefit of the Kingdom, the region and the Greenlandic
and Faroese peoples” (Taksøe-Jensen 2016:ix). Unlike Canada, Norway, Iceland and Russia, the
Arctic is not part of the prevailing tale about Danish national identity, and nor is ‘great power’ a
commonly used adjective when describing Denmark’s place in world politics. Reactions were
therefore mixed and since the review had been requested by the then Danish government, it was
widely received as a piece of special pleading. Whether the review had a decisive effect on policy or
not is a reasonable question, but notwithstanding it did succeed at drawing attention towards the new
opportunities in the Arctic in the aim to gain public acceptance of the new northbound initiatives
financed by taxpayers’ money. As such, the number of employees working with Arctic affairs within
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was subsequently doubled in times when the ministry was compelled
to lower its total number of employees. Moreover, the Arctic Command received an additional 120
million DKK, and 3 million DKK were allocated to an Arctic research hub in Nuuk, while Denmark
began to host and actively participate in agenda-setting Arctic events. All of which the review had
listed as concrete recommendations for how to enhance Denmark’s Arctic presence. At the same time,
the Arctic also became yet a more common point of reference in the Danish foreign policy discourse.

1
In Denmark, it is required to have a two-year master to become a PhD student in the 5+3 program. As my British
master was only one year - and since I then already had finished 1½ years of my master in Political Communication &
Management – I wrote this second thesis.
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Following the launch of the review, the main person in charge, ambassador Peter Taksøe-Jensen,
stated in an interview that “[t]he biggest threat to our interests in the Arctic is not the Russians, but
the prospect of a weakened cohesion within the Danish Realm” (Breum 2016). In that respect, the
review itself did not contribute to stronger a cohesion as Greenland’s then Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Vittus Qujaukitsoq, strongly criticized it for not taking Greenlandic interests into consideration, while
it further fuelled a debate over whether the Government of Greenland should write its own Arctic
strategy. This exchange of views convinced me to delve deeper into the nooks and corners of the
Danish-Greenlandic foreign policy identities in relation to the Arctic, as the contours of how the
international attention affects their postcolonial relationship seemed to appear. Motivated by this
development in the spring of 2016, I decided to write this dissertation about how foreign policy
representatives use the global Arctic attention to position Greenland and Denmark internationally.
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Introduction
“Several countries and states have come up with arctic strategies, which is a typical characteristic of
non-Arctic countries […] For an Arctic country like Greenland, our Foreign Policy Strategy is an
Arctic strategy. We are the Arctic. We are the epitome of the Arctic”
- Vittus Qujaukitsoq (2016), Greenland’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, 2014-2017.
Arctic identity claims are found in still more creative shapes and constellations as the circumpolar
North continues to warm and attract global geopolitical attention. Outside the region, government
strategies of China and the United Kingdom describe themselves as ‘Near-Arctic States’, while the
eight countries bordering the Arctic region to different degrees compete over who is most ‘Arctic’ to
establish and enhance reputations as legitimate actors2. As exemplified by Qujauktisoq’s statement,
the Government of Greenland both rhetorically distances itself from this tendency while in fact
discursively joining it by asserting to be the very essence of what it means to be a true Arctic actor.
However, the Government of Greenland does not enjoy the same privileged position as the states in
the international politics of the Arctic where it is formally subordinated Denmark in a collective
representation of ‘The Kingdom of Denmark’. As a former Danish colony with an envisioned future
as an independent state, the Government of Greenland finds itself on a (metaphorical) mezzanine. In
the overarching aim of moving a half level up and become a state, it embraces the increased
international Arctic attention as an opportunity to gain more autonomy. As clearly stated on the very
first page of the foreign policy strategy: “It is important that the interest in the Arctic and Greenland
is converted into concrete opportunities for the Greenlandic people and its development as a nation”
(Naalakkersuisut 2011:3).
At the same time, the Arctic has recently been declared one of Denmark’s five most important foreign
policy areas (The Danish Government 2017, 2018), hence adding new international dimensions to
the relationship between Copenhagen and Nuuk. This change happened in the spring of 2016, when
an official review of Denmark’s foreign and security affairs for the first time characterized the
Kingdom of Denmark as an Arctic great power and recommended that it should take advantage of
this position to gain more international influence (Taksøe-Jensen 2016:ix). Qujaukitsoq described the

2

See Mouritzen (2016) for more about how Arctic states engage in a ‘beauty contest’ by e.g. inventing and engaging
new and existing circumpolar governance initiatives.
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review as “a terrifying read” and criticized it for not taking Greenlandic interests sufficiently into
consideration (Nyvold 2016). Shortly after, a debate in the Greenlandic parliament arose about
whether the time is ripe for Greenland to write a unilateral Arctic strategy instead of, or as a
supplement to, the Kingdom of Denmark Arctic Strategy 2011-2020, co-authored with the Faroese
and Danish governments. The proposal was eventually rejected with the reason provided by
Qujaukitsoq that Greenland’s foreign policy strategy is per definition an Arctic strategy, while he
further expressed discontent with Denmark’s behaviour in Arctic politics: “We should not just let
others foist their attitudes and policies in our region. We must be ready to fight when we find that
others’ strategies and attitudes are not in line with our interests. This is, of course, particularly true
for Denmark with whom we work closely. Here it should be emphasized that the Kingdom of
Denmark has one Arctic part and that is Greenland” (Naalakkersuisoq EM2016/106).
The statement illustrates well the delicate balancing between working closely and being ready to fight
with each other, which characterizes the extremes of the Danish-Greenlandic relationship when
Arctic affairs are on the agenda. Within the Arctic, dependency between the former colonizer and
colony is to some degree reversed as what legitimize Denmark’s Arctic state status is Greenland’s
geographic location and membership of the Danish Realm. This dissertation investigates how this
postcolonial relationship unfolds in discursive Arctic contexts where foreign policy representatives
(inter)act - together and separately - to position Greenland and Denmark in the international politics
of the Arctic. More specifically, I ask: How do foreign policy representatives use the Arctic attention
to position Greenland and Denmark internationally? This research question is investigated through
five different articles and the present framework which altogether constitute the dissertation. Whereas
the framework is structured around this principal question, the articles provide different sizes of
pieces to the jigsaw puzzle. As will be elaborated further in the research design, three of the articles
are also components of anthologies and a journal special issue which all address the international
politics of the Arctic while simultaneously contributing to other academic discussions such as recent
developments of circumpolar security issues and new understandings of how the concept of
sustainability is used politically in the Arctic. One of the main purposes of this framework is to show
how the articles are connected and what they contribute with. Stripped for theoretical language and
finer nuances of their individual contributions, a distillation of the five articles into one coherent
narrative could be read as follows:
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The narrative begins on August 2nd, 2007, when a submarine planted a Russian flag on the geographic
North Pole seabed causing hardened interstate rhetoric and predictions of a coming Arctic anarchy.
In direct response, the Danish government invited the five littoral states3 to Ilulissat on the west coast
of Greenland where they confirmed that science and international law shall determine the future
delineation of the Arctic Ocean seabed. While they successfully refuted a re-emergence of a new
Cold War, the declaration simultaneously gave way for new conflicts over standards of science and
interpretations of international law. The latter arose between the signatory states and the Inuit
Circumpolar Council, which questioned the dominant understanding of sovereignty underlying the
declaration. In times of peaceful interstate relations there is more room for such disagreements as
states are more receptive when not confronted with existential threats. Within this circumpolar
security climate and in step with the increased international Arctic attention, the Government of
Greenland has cultivated new and existing international relations as ways to diversify dependency
and gain more foreign policy sovereignty. This has been done through emphasizing cultural traditions
and envisioned independence which are the two central aspects of Greenland’s foreign policy identity
activated in diplomatic tales when navigating in international politics with decreasing Danish
involvement. Greenland’s special position in Arctic international politics is clear when comparing
with neighbouring Nunavut which is one of the Arctic territories closest to the status of Greenland’s
self-government. Whereas their respective strategies describe Greenland as a ‘country’ on the road to
‘independence’ and Nunavut as a ‘territory’ with a declared goal of ‘devolution’, Danish interference
in Greenland triggers postcolonial conflict while Nunavummiut decision-makers explicitly respect
Canadian sovereignty. By moving the analytical focus to the representation of Greenland in
circumpolar governance it appears, how the increased international attention towards the Arctic
brings new opportunities to Greenland’s ambitions of more self-determination. Here, Denmark’s
dependency on Greenland for preserving status of an Arctic state is used as an advantage to enhance
Greenland’s foreign policy sovereignty. At the same time, more informal Arctic gatherings such as
conferences prove to be particularly useful arenas for Greenland to conduct own international
relations as they are found on the blurred line between governance and conversations. Meanwhile,
Danish parliamentarians and civil servants have developed an incipient Arctic foreign policy identity
by orienting their international political priorities more towards the northern realities and imaginaries.
Initially by superseding how Denmark, the Faroe Islands and Greenland have distinct foreign policy

3

Canada, Denmark/Greenland, Norway, Russia and the United States.
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identities, but later with more elucidated diversity and signals of mutual respect towards the two
North Atlantic parts of the Danish Realm.
With this distillation, I will now lay out the research design before continuing with elaborating the
more detailed theoretical and methodological rationale behind the dissertation as well as how it
contributes to present state-of-the-art Arctic International Relations.
Research design
Research designs within the study of International Relations can generally be divided into those
driven by theory and those driven by a problem. Theory-driven research designs depart from a
prevalent theoretical argument or framework in the current state-of-the-art literature and set out to
test, modify or improve the argument through empirical studies. Problem-driven research designs
instead begin with a practical trouble or phenomenon in need of further understanding (Shapiro
2002:598). This approach formulates more specific empirically-driven analytical questions and draws
on existing theories and methodologies rather than engaging in disciplinary debates, leaving the aim
of contributing with theoretical adjustments or advancements as a secondary ambition (ibid.). The
present research design is problem-driven as my main motivation and ambition is to get and generate
a better understanding of how the international geopolitical Arctic attention is used by Greenland and
Denmark, and how it effects their postcolonial relationship. The problem, then, is two-fold: From
Greenland’s perspective, the present postcolonial relationship is problematic because it is still one of
unequal parts where the former colony is subordinated the former colonizer. The increased
international Arctic attention offers a welcoming opportunity for the Government of Greenland to
gain more foreign policy autonomy and attract external investments, both important in the strive for
more self-determination. From Denmark’s perspective, the Arctic attention also offers new
international opportunities, but here it is a problem that the status as an Arctic state is conditioned
upon Greenland’s geographic location and continuous membership of the Danish Realm when
Greenland’s overarching goal is to decrease dependency of Denmark. To remain in the Arctic, the
Government of Denmark therefore needs to maintain the Danish Realm.
At the most general level, the dissertation is shaped by the following broad and explorative research
question: How do foreign policy representatives use the Arctic attention to position Greenland and
Denmark internationally? This question is what guides the present framework and connects the five
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articles. Each contributes to the overall conclusion, while also revealing other dimensions about
Arctic international politics beyond the roles of Greenland and Denmark. Hence, while article 4 and
5 are both entirely written within the overall frame, article 1, 2 and 3 are also parts of other academic
advancements as published in a journal special issue and two anthologies (see figure 1). Article 1 is
found within the special issue of the journal Politik edited by Victoria Herrmann and me (Jacobsen
and Herrmann 2017), where Jeppe Strandsbjerg and I contribute with empirical understandings of
how the Ilulissat Declaration successfully minimized the risk of interstate conflict following the
Russian flag-planting. Whereas theoretical concerns do not determine my studies a priori, I do to
some extent contribute to developing theory when using different discourse analytical tools to
generate a deep and detailed examination of an empirical phenomenon. As such, article 1 moreover
brings new insights into how the concept of desecuritization also works pre-emptively and by shifting
technique of government which in turn opens for new controversies; while the special issue
altogether4 provides “a productive arctification of securitization theory - a number of innovations that
deserve to be applied to other parts of the world” (cf. Wæver 2017:134).
Similarly, article 3 is part of the anthology The Politics of Sustainability in the Arctic (Gad and
Strandsbjerg 2019) which altogether demonstrates how the sustainability concept is used politically
to empower specific actors and certain kinds of knowledge (Gad et al. 2019:11). Within this book,
my chapter shows how Greenland’s mining discourse generally gives precedence to concerns
regarding the national economy in the paramount aim for independence, while the discourse in
Nunavut puts greater emphasis on Inuit identity and local social sustainability. This difference
between the two Arctic polities reflect their different degrees of autonomy and distinctive envisioned
routes for more self-determination, hence demonstrating Greenland’s special position as the most
autonomous self-governing non-state in the international politics of the Arctic. This distinct position
is also the starting point for article 2 published in the anthology Greenland and the International
Politics of a Changing Arctic (Kristensen and Rahbek-Clemmensen 2018a), which contains in-depth
analyses of Greenland’s paradiplomacy working towards enhancing international recognition by
engaging more bilaterally with the outside world. Herein, Ulrik Pram Gad and I demonstrate how
4
Five of the issue’s six articles use the theoretical concept of securitization in their studies of indigenous peoples’
societal security (Herrmann 2017), security language within the Arctic Council (Greaves and Pomerants 2017),
securitization controversies in the Danish-Greenlandic uranium debate (Rasmussen and Merkelsen 2017) and of identity
politics as emergent in parliamentary debates about the status of the Greenlandic language (Gad 2017). The sixth article
is instead more inspired by the English School when concluding that the regional Arctic order is exceptional (ExnerPirot and Murray 2017).
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Greenland’s foreign policy representatives draw upon different aspects of Greenland’s prevailing
identity narrative - pointing to indigeneity decline and future independence - when establishing and
evolving new and present international relations. As such, these three articles exceed the dissertation
framework by also adding new understandings of discourses regarding circumpolar security,
Greenland’s paradiplomacy and Arctic sustainability, while contributing to answering the overall
research question.

Figure 1: Illustration of how the dissertation articles relate to the present framework.

I second Luis Lobo-Guerrero when defining my research attitude as a ‘wondering’, which provides
the researcher with an ethos rather than a telos, as I have been open to and responded to surprises that
at first may have seemed to disrupt the rationale, but later have provided new understandings about
the phenomenon (Lobo-Guerrero 2013a:28). For instance, the analysis of how the sustainability
concept is used politically in Greenland and Nunavut mining discourses resulted in new
understandings of their different degrees of autonomy and visions for the future, which from the
outset was not immediately apparent. This creative process of fitting such seemingly disparate pieces
of evidence into the overall framework and present it as part of a coherent narrative, puts extra
demand on the researcher’s sense for ascribing meaning to what may appear to be without logic
(ibid.:27). As such, this approach in principle “defies the very idea of research design since it entails
a departure from carefully measured hypotheses and rationally focused “clean” questions. It leaves
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the researcher exposed to the surprise of thinking” (ibid.:25). Thus, I have created and adjusted the
research design as the analytical pieces have taken form, while retrospectively and ad hoc fitting them
together so they make up a coherent dissertation. Throughout this process, the research design has
been a useful working tool for creating an overview of the progress and focus of the individual articles
and the cohesion between them. Secondly, I hope that figure 2 shown below may also give the reader
an initial idea of my analytical strategies, working procedures and the links within this dissertation.
As explained, the research design aims towards answering a main research question which this
framework is structured around, and five sub research questions to the respective articles. As figure
2 shows, the research design is moreover structured around objects, relations, key theoretical
concepts, methodology and empirical data of the articles and, through these, the entire dissertation.
The primary objects are the representations of Greenland and Denmark and how they relate to each
other and to other international actors in discursive Arctic contexts. The key theoretical concepts are
all found towards the more radical end of constructivism where foreign policy is understood as
representing and reproducing national identity narratives which, more fundamentally, are contingent
and provisional results of discursive political battles. Within this tradition5, Ole Wæver’s concepts of
securitization, desecuritization and layered foreign policy identity are - as I will explain - particularly
useful when dissecting the circumpolar security discourse and Greenland’s and Denmark’s
representations herein. Additionally, I make use of the sovereignty games approach to parse how
Greenland’s and Denmark’s identity interactions evolve in discourse and praxis and bring attention
to moves of their respective foreign policy representatives within discursive Arctic contexts
Methodologically, all the articles are informed by discourse analyses, primarily building on preexisting texts, but - in a few instances - supplemented with my own interviews used to get a better
understanding of the broader context not always available in texts and to learn about the perspectives
of civil servants and other foreign policy representatives who are seldom in the media. Additionally,
I supplement with own ethnographic observations revealing otherwise undocumented material of e.g.
5
This group of scholars can be further grouped into two: 1) those doing so-called ‘elastic’ discourse analyses plotting
specific changes and transformations to trace new emergences and disappearances of relations, and 2) those using a socalled ‘plastic’ analytical approach seeking continuity when identifying organizing principles of dominating identity
representations (cf. Mutlu and Salter 2013:114). Article 1, 2, 4 and 5 are part of the former group as they focus on
changes within Arctic security discourse, changes in the representation of Greenland in international politics, and the
emergence of a Danish Arctic foreign policy identity. Article 3 is instead part of the latter group as it is less concerned
with historic developments but instead scrutinize how meaning is ascribed to the sustainability concept in Greenland
and Nunavut mining discourses.
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how sovereignty games sometimes take place behind the façade. Through such observations, I have
gained access to new empirical data consisting of articulations, acts and appearances showing how
the boundaries for what Greenland may do internationally have been altered. The latter approach is
distinct for article 4, while common for all the articles in the dissertation is that they build on an
archive of many hours of parliamentary debates and public hearings, close readings of key strategies,
documents and speeches, supplemented with news articles and secondary literature. The aim of this
collection is neither to produce ‘mimetic accounts’ of a political phenomenon nor to make broad
generalizations across many cases (cf. King et al. 1994); rather it is to provide a context-sensitive
multilevel analysis which specifically contribute with a better understanding of Greenland’s and
Denmark’s Arctic affairs. That said, the present dissertation does not and cannot cover all dimensions
of the case but only provide five - thorough - perspectives on a few important dimensions, while,
hopefully, serving as inspiration for parallel studies elsewhere in the Arctic and beyond.

With this initial presentation of why and how I will analyze Greenland and Denmark’s Arctic identity
interactions, we will now turn to how the present dissertation is positioned in relation to Arctic IR
state-of-the-art and how I contribute with new understandings to this body of literature.
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Figure 2: Research design. (With inspiration from Mark B. Salter (2013:19)).
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IR goes North: identifying literary lacunae and contributions
to state-of-the-art
Greenland enjoys a special position in the international politics of the Arctic where it is the most
autonomous self-governing territory, currently situated on the mezzanine between a colonial past and
an envisioned future as an independent nation-state. IR literature about the Arctic largely overlooks
this special case when giving analytical priority to how states navigate between cooperation and
conflict within and outside the regional institutions. In the few instances when Greenland sets the
stage for circumpolar analyses, local actors are usually reduced to extras in often realist-inspired
perspectives on high politics between East and West. In this dissertation, Greenland’s foreign policy
representatives are instead the main actors, while the high politics - which, indeed, also characterize
the region - are moved to the analytical background from where it occasionally appears when relevant
from a Greenlandic perspective. With this analytical choice, I aim to contribute with a better
understanding of how Greenland uses the global Arctic attention to gain more autonomy.
Theoretically, I contribute to the camp of radical constructivists by showing, 1) how Greenland’s
national identity narratives of indigeneity and independence are used to gain more foreign policy
autonomy; 2) how Denmark’s Arctic self-claim depends on Greenland’s geographic location and
continuous membership of the Danish Realm, and 3) how the Illulissat Declaration pre-emptively
desecuritized the regional security discourse and displaced controversy to the ontological foundations
of sovereignty and standards of science applied to the delineation of the Arctic Ocean seabed.
This chapter elaborates on the identification of these literary lacunae and how I seek to contribute
with new knowledge to state-of-the-art IR Arctic literature. In the two first parts of the chapter I show,
how the empirical focus on Greenland in this dissertation is different from mainstream studies of
circumpolar cooperation and conflict, whereas in the third part I position the dissertation in relation
to fellow scholars’ analyses of Arctic identity representations and discursive region-building. These
three parts of the chapter to a large extent reflect the respective foci of institutionalism, realism and
constructivism which dominate Arctic IR (Hønneland 2013). Whilst empirically and theoretically
positioning my dissertation in relation to these three strands of literature, I will simultaneously
provide an overview of state-of-the-art as developed in tandem with key circumpolar events crucial
for altering the almost unilateral focus on institutions and cooperation immediately after the Cold
War into a more diverse IR sub-discipline following the Russian flag-planting in 2007. Before turning
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to this geopolitical debate about whether the Russian actions heralded a return to interstate conflict
or not, we will now look at how Arctic IR studies were established some thirty years ago.
Institutionalized circumpolar cooperation and the formation of Arctic IR
During the Cold War, the IR discipline generally did not consider the Arctic a region per se but rather
as part of the global theatre for bipolar conflict. As described by Oran R. Young in 1985, this changed
congruently with the thawing of East-West relations: “Quietly, and almost unbeknownst to the
general public, the Arctic has emerged during the 1980s as a strategic arena of vital importance to
both of the superpowers” (Young 1985:160). Following this development, Arctic IR slowly took
form.
Initially, the literature was mostly descriptive and relatively speculative, while the few theoretically
inspired contributions were within institutionalism with Young as the most prominent scholar
(Hønneland 2013:xv-xvi). His contributions to the development of institutionalist theory included
weighty empirical data from the Arctic where the proliferated institutionalization in the early 1990s
served as recurrent examples. Before then, the Svalbard Treaty (1920) and the Polar Bear Convention
(1973) were the only multilateral agreements specific to the Arctic, but as the bipolar world order
came to an end, new forms of circumpolar collaborations were established: Following the script of
Gorbachev’s famous Murmansk speech in which he, among other things, suggested “setting up a joint
Arctic research council” (1987:30), the International Arctic Science Committee (1990) was founded
as the first circumpolar institution. In the subsequent years, regional collaborative arrangements such
as the Northern Forum (1991), the Council for the Baltic States (1992) and the Barents-Euro Arctic
Region (1993) brought together states, sub-state governments, academics and indigenous
representatives from both sides of the old East-West divide in the desire to cultivate good regional
relations. Addressing problems of regional pollution, the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy
(1991) was created as a multilateral non-binding agreement between the eight Arctic states. This
initiative was transformed into the Arctic Council (1996), which broadened the scope beyond
environmental concerns by adopting ‘sustainable development’ as one of its main pillars, while
welcoming Indigenous peoples’ associations as permanent participants.
Ensuing the rapid blooming of Arctic institutions, early studies examined the mandate and
membership of the new regimes as well as how rights and rules were supplemented with social
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interaction, important for the creation of mutual trust and expectations (Stokke 1990; Young 1998).
The focus was on cooperation rather than conflict as common achievements and benefits were
highlighted as important for cultivation of good governance and better relations across the Arctic,
while others discussed the possible connections of these new arrangements to global and regional
regimes (e.g. Harders 1987; Roginko and LaMourie 1992). Later, especially the Arctic Council has
been centre of much scholarly attention poised at the intersection of politics and law. Among others,
Timo Koivurova (2010) has pleaded that the council should have more political and institutional
influence, while Michael Byers (2013:277) has highlighted e.g. its legally binding agreements as
achievements proving the council as an important forum for constructive interstate cooperation. In a
broader perspective, it has been questioned whether the high number of institutions should be reduced
(Koivurova and Molenaar 2009) or organized differently to avoid too much overlap and make better
use of the various levels of governments involved (Stokke 2011). Common for this strand of
institutionalist scholarship is a fundamental belief that the former prevailing Cold War logic of zerosum relative gains should be replaced with one of plus-sum absolute gains (Osherenko and Young
2005).
IR analyses of circumpolar institutions have predominantly been centred around law and interstate
relations. Beyond that, people-to-people relations within cross-regional diplomacy (e.g. Tennberg
2012), intercity paradiplomacy (e.g. Joenniemi and Sergunin, 2015), circumpolar Indigenous
peoples’ organizations (e.g. Loukacheva 2009; Shadian 2010; Tennberg 2010), and the role of nonstate actors within the Arctic Council (Wilson Rowe 2018:104-123) - including NGO observers
(Wehrmann 2017) and permanent participants’ (e.g. Tennberg 1996; Knecht 2017; Shadian 2017) have been scrutinized. Despite this wide range of non-state Arctic studies, the role of the Greenland
Government in circumpolar institutions has only been analyzed by a few: Hannes Gerhardt (2011;
2018) and Jeppe Strandsbjerg (2014) have shown how Greenland’s approach to ICC has changed in
step with the development of more self-determination and the concomitant heavier emphasis on stateformation rather than Indigenous rights. Inuuteq Holm Olsen and Jessica Shadian (2018) have
analyzed and problematized Greenland’s role within the Arctic Council which, they argue, has
retrogressed - rather than developed - into a conventional intergovernmental political regime
diminishing the involvement of Indigenous organizations and sub-state governments. I stand on the
shoulders of this Greenland-oriented research which I particularly draw on in article 4. In contribution
to this small handful of scholars, I widen the institutional perspective beyond ICC and the Arctic
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Council when also analyzing how Greenland is represented at circumpolar conferences and in relation
to the Ilulissat Declaration signed in 2008 and celebrated 10 years later. My findings share Gerhardt’s
and Strandsbjerg’s argument that the Government of Greenland gives priority to the state-centred
understanding of sovereignty, while I further show how the more informal setup of e.g. the Arctic
Circle assembly provides a particularly useful occasion for Greenland to conduct foreign affairs
without Denmark.
Conflicting national interests? Arctic IR debate and mainstream’s neglect of Greenland
The Russian flag-planting on the geographic North Pole in 2007 sparked a second wave within Arctic
IR literature concentrated around the question whether a ‘scramble for the Arctic’6 was underway or
not (Hønneland 2013:xvii). Scott G. Borgerson’s (2008) influential Foreign Affairs essay titled
‘Arctic Meltdown: The Economic and Security Implications of Global Warming’ was a frequent
academic reference point dividing the two positions engaging in actual debate not previously
experienced within Arctic IR (Hønneland 2013:xv). Borgerson argued that the Russian provocation
required a firm American answer, and he warned against a coming anarchy in which “Arctic countries
are likely to unilaterally grab as much territory as possible and exert sovereign control over opening
sea-lanes wherever they can” (2008:74). This perspective was widely shared within the realist camp,
claiming that it heralded a return to more classical power politics in the Arctic where the increased
militarization could fuel a security dilemma spiral in which military capabilities are crucial for
deterioration (e.g. Huebert 2010). From this point of view, national power trumps international law
and institutionalist cooperation in the aim to protect national security and Westphalian sovereignty;
i.e. the survival of the state. The prevailing logic is here one of relative gains, sovereign competition
and (potential) conflict, while the most hawkish claim that the Arctic is an anarchic subsystem in
which Russia’s actions are part of a grand scheme to enhance its position over Arctic resources with
no respect whatsoever for international law (e.g. Cohen et al. 2008).
Those contradicting the pessimistic predictions, often represent a firm belief in international law and
constructive interstate cooperation (e.g. Ebinger and Zambetakis 2009; Young 2009), while more
moderate realists also tone down the sabre-rattling and plead that the Arctic states would gain more
6
A portrayal deliberately evoking the ‘scramble for Africa’ among European colonial powers by the end of the 19th and
the beginning of the 20th century. The phrase has been used as title of several articles and books about Arctic geopolitics
(e.g. Sale 2009; Craciun 2009; Carlson et al. 2013) and in minor modified versions such as ‘An Arctic scramble?’ (Potts
and Schofield 2008) ‘The Arctic Scramble’ (Ansink 2011) and ‘The scramble for the poles’ (Dodds and Nuttall 2016).
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from continuous peaceful cooperation rather than engaging in violent conflict (e.g. Zysk 2011; Olesen
and Rahbek-Clemmensen 2014). Yet others inspired by constructivism similarly claim that the Arctic
states - and Russia in particular - have both economically, security and identity-wise self-interests in
keeping the Arctic stable in order to exploit the vast natural resources important for sustaining the
state and for continuous nation-building (Wilson Rowe and Blakkisrud 2013; Keil 2014). While the
flag-planting sparked the first significant debate within Arctic IR, it occasionally reappears in other
shapes when external events such as Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014 spill over into the most
northern international politics, or when China announces its interest in i.a. establishing a ‘polar silk
road’ as part of the comprehensive Belt and Road Initiative.
Whether Arctic IR research is predominantly oriented towards cooperation or conflict, within or
outside the regional institutions, both realists and institutionalists usually share a state-centred focus
in which non-state actors are generally ignored. This also holds true for the IR literature more
specifically investigating Denmark’s Arctic engagements which - often in realist-inspired analyses usually refrains from studying the Greenland Government as a foreign policy actor (see Jørgensen
and Rahbek-Clemmensen 2009; Petersen 2009, 2011; Rahbek-Clemmensen et al. 2012; Mouritzen
2018). Whereas a few analysts do properly mention how Denmark to a still larger degree must take
Greenland’s specific foreign policy interests into consideration when engaging in Arctic politics
(Rosamond 2011, 2015; Rahbek-Clemmensen 2016, 2018; Henriksen and Rahbek-Clemmensen
2017), they merely scrape the surface of Denmark’s and Greenland’s sometimes discordant foreign
policy priorities in the Arctic. With empirical inspiration from this latter group of scholarship, I go
one step further in examining some of the complexities in this postcolonial Arctic constellation. I do
so, more specifically, by scrutinizing how Denmark’s shifting governments and parliamentarians
have discursively developed a Danish foreign policy identity more oriented towards the northern
realities and imaginaries.
Whereas both practitioners and academics occupied with Denmark’s Arctic affairs to a still larger
extent acknowledge and mention the role of Greenland in this respect, the literature about Greenland
as a (more) autonomous foreign policy actor gradually gains more volume (Ackrén 2014; Ackrén and
Jakobsen 2015; Foley 2018; Gad 2014, 2016; Heinrich 2018; Jacobsen 2015; Kleist 2016, 2019;
Kristensen 2004, 2005; Kristensen and Rahbek-Clemmensen 2018b; Olesen 2018; Petersen 2006a;
Powell 2016; Sørensen 2018; Worm 2011). Empirically, this is the group of scholars which I am most
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closely affiliated with; well exemplified by the five 2018 references listed, along with which article
2 was published together in the hitherto most comprehensive study of Greenland’s foreign policy
titled Greenland and the International Politics of a Changing Arctic (Kristensen and RahbekClemmensen 2018a). This anthology contributes with in-depth analyses of Greenland’s role and
relations to i.a. China, the EU, USA and the Arctic Council. Adding further to the volume’s ambition
of studying Greenland’s paradiplomacy, article 4 starts where article 2 left off by further analyzing
how Greenland representatives use the Arctic attention to gain more foreign policy autonomy, hence
adding new empirical perspectives to how Greenland’s foreign policy unfolds within its home region.
So, mainstream Arctic IR largely overlooks the case of Greenland, while a group of a few sensitive
realists and a small handful of constructivists have recently contributed to bridging this gap within
the Arctic IR literature. While these studies present important empirical contributions to state-of-theart, one should ask questions of how identities and the Arctic region are socially and discursively
constructed, in order to gain further insights into the underlying powerful representations seeking to
determine the line between legitimate and illegitimate actors within the international politics of the
Arctic. The next part will present some of the most essential constructivist studies that aim to answer
these questions, while I lay out how the dissertation contributes more theoretically to this strand of
Arctic IR literature.
Identity, region-building and security as discourse
Definitions of Arctic identities, the Arctic region and circumpolar security issues are some of the core
questions occupying constructivist and poststructuralist IR Arctic literature. While mainstream IR
often takes such definitions for granted, this theoretical school instead moves them to the centre of
analysis showing, how they are spoken, written and imagined into existence. In international politics,
such representations are used to draw a boundary between so-called Arctic and non-Arctic actors,
determining who holds special privileges and who does not. Thus, where the Arctic is and what it
means to be ‘Arctic’ remains a political question, while the answer is a product of powerful
discourses. Before elaborating on what characterizes this branch of the Arctic IR literature and how
I contribute to it, I will first present a few of the most common depictions of the Arctic region.
Usually, the Arctic region is described with reference to cartographic practice where it is everything
above the polar circle at 66°N latitude. Within natural sciences and the Arctic Council’s working
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groups, climatological definitions are also common; i.a. referring to the area where the isotherm does
not exceed 10°C, or to the ‘tree line’ above which only minor forms of vegetation can grow (see
figure 3). In difference from the other seven Arctic states, Canada has traditionally not used the polar
circle to define the Arctic, but rather referred to the 60°N latitude, which neatly divides the three
northern territories - Yukon, Northwest Territories and Nunavut - from the southern metropolitan
federal states. This definition mirrors the internationally agreed demarcation of Antarctica, but if
applied to Europe it would include the Shetland Islands, hence making the United Kingdom an Arctic
state (Hough 2013:5). Similarly, Iceland is only defined as an Arctic state due to the small island of
Grímsey located just barely within the polar circle. This makes it one of the eight member states of
the Arctic Council, while it - together with Sweden and Finland - was excluded from the Ilulissat
Declaration as neither of them border the Arctic Ocean. Outside the region, other actors7 have recently
developed creative ways of becoming more closely affiliated with the Arctic: China8 and the UK9
portray themselves as ‘Near-Arctic’, while Faroese politicians often describe the Faroe Islands as ‘a
door to the Arctic’. By using this kind of terminology, they seek to assert more legitimacy and carve
out a special position, hence trying to blur the line between insider and outsider in Arctic affairs.

7
The European Union is yet another type of actor seeking influence in the Arctic through different types of storylines
promoting itself as i.a. ‘facilitator’, ‘manager’ and ‘securitiser’ (Raspotnik 2018:152).
8

China’s self-description as a near-Arctic state was widely noticed when mentioned in its Arctic policy of 2018. This
definition, however, already started to appear in government papers and academic articles prior to the acceptance of
China as an observer to the Arctic Council in 2013 (Lanteigne 2017:93).

9

As scrutinized by Duncan Depledge, the British government has sought to develop a near-Arctic identity since 2010
(Depledge 2018:31).
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Figure 3: Map of the most prevalent natural science-based definitions of the Arctic region (Uni. of Lapland)

The emergence and powerful uses of these discursive constructions are some of the central elements
occupying Arctic IR constructivists. Within this group, Iver B. Neumann’s (1994) article on regionbuilding in Northern Europe enjoys a special position as it has inspired several scholarly analyses of
how the Arctic has been discursively constructed (e.g. Hønneland 1998; Browning 2003; Keskitalo
2004, 2007; Tennberg 2000; Wilson 2007), while it has also had a significant theoretical impact
beyond Arctic area studies. Yet other scholars, more oriented towards political geography have
scrutinized how states use certain cartographic and geopolitical representations when constructing
the more specific Arctic land and sea - in both frozen and fluid form - in order to make it governable
(Aalto et al. 2003; Dodds 2010; Powell and Dodds 2014; Steinberg et al. 2015; Strandsbjerg 2012;
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Wilson Rowe 2013). During the past decade, the renewed geopolitical interest has given rise to both
a higher level of representation as well as an increasing number of events of which many take place
outside10 the region of interest. These underlie how the Arctic is a globally embedded space
interwoven by various kinds of imagined communities (Keil and Knecht 2017 cf. Anderson 1983),
while making it subject to unfolding practices of governmentality (Albert and Vasilache 2018;
Tennberg 2000).
In contribution to this literature on Arctic region-building, this dissertation also provides new insights
into the circumpolar discursive security dynamics balancing the question of whether cooperation or
conflict is most likely. More specifically, Jeppe Strandsbjerg and I show11 in article 1 how the Ilulissat
Declaration in 2008 pre-emtively desecuritized the Arctic security discourse following the Russian
flag-planting which at first caused hardened interstate rhetoric and securitization attempts by media
and academics. While minimizing the potential for horizontal conflict between the Arctic states it
also gave way for vertical disputes between the signatories to the declaration on the one hand and the
Indigenous peoples of the Arctic on the other. At the same time, the declaration displaced controversy
to areas of international law and science, within which disagreement instead arose over the
ontological foundations of the sovereignty concept and standards of science applied to the delineation
of the Arctic Ocean seabed. Within securitization studies, our article further contributes with a new
understanding of how desecuritization is not necessarily about moving a policy issue from security
back to normal politics, but how it may lead to new controversies by shifting techniques of
government from one to another.

10
For instance, Seattle, Brussels and Saint Petersburg are home to recurrent international conferences named Arctic
Encounter, Arctic Futures Symposium and International Arctic Forum. Together with Arctic Frontiers, Arctic Circle
and High North Dialogue held in the cities of Tromsø, Reykjavik and Bodø, these are some of the many circumpolar
conferences mushroomed during the past 5-15 years. The Government of Greenland gives high priority to the once held
in Tromsø, Reykjavik and Brussels which it characterizes as “an opportunity to present Greenland, influence the
international agenda in our direction and ensure awareness of the opportunities in Greenland” (Naalakkersuisut
2016:20).
11

This article is part of a special issue titled Arctic international relations in a widened security perspective (Jacobsen
and Herrmann 2017), which contributes with new perspectives to regionalized and sometimes intermingled
securitizations. Altogether, these articles provide “a productive arctification of securitization theory - a number of
innovations that deserve to be applied to other parts of the world” (cf. Wæver 2017:134).
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Within the broader regionalization discourse, national and cross-border identities increasingly
oriented towards the Arctic are fostered and - subsequently and simultaneously - researched. For
instance, Shadian (2014) has examined the emergence of an Inuit polity, while Geir Hønneland (1998)
has analyzed how the Barents Euro-Arctic region was established with a declared aim of creating a
northern identity transgressing the former so-called iron curtain. Moreover, discursive constructions
of national Arctic identities have been widely examined; most particularly within Russia (Wilson
Rowe 2009; Wilson Rowe and Blakkisrud 2014; Hønneland 2015; Sergunin and Konyshev 2015;
Hansen-Magnusson 2018), Norway (Jensen 2013, 2016; Medby 2014), Canada (Shadian 2007;
Dodds 2011; Williams 2011) and Iceland (Dodds and Ingimundarson 2012; Ingimundarson 2015;
Medby 201712). Denmark’s Arctic identity has not yet been scrutinized. On the one hand, this is
surprising as Denmark is both one of the Arctic Council member states and one of the so-called
‘Arctic Five’ littoral states; a club founded on Danish initiative when the Ilulissat Declaration was
signed. On the other hand, the Arctic is not part of the prevailing tale about Danish national identity,
while it only recently - during the past three years - has emerged as one of the Danish government’s
five most important foreign policy priorities. In this light, I have found it relevant to examine what
could be the early contours of a more concrete Danish Arctic foreign policy identity, hence seeking
to cover a lacuna within the literature.
Claims to an Arctic identity rely upon a meaningful narrative which convincingly connects the land
above 66°N with the rest of the country. In the well-researched cases of especially Norway, Canada
and Russia, great parts of the respective countries are located well within the region of interest while
historic polar explorers are highly esteemed components in the national tales about the Arctic as a
special place. Denmark’s Arctic state status is, to the contrary, dependent on an island located
approximately 3,000 kilometres away where the local government has a declared goal of
independence. A goal, which Denmark respects as stated in the Act on Greenland Self-Government
of 2009. As I show in article 5, Greenland’s rather autonomous identity within the Danish Realm
challenges the attempts to represent Denmark as a unified actor in Arctic affairs. Something, which
other studies of discursive Arctic identities do not encounter, and as such the analysis also contributes
theoretically with new insights into how two foreign policy identities can be both internally connected

12

Medby compares the Arctic identities of Norway, Canada and Iceland as seen from the perspectives of state
personnel.
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and externally dislocated; a complex constellation of overlapping autonomous foreign policy
identities that perhaps may be found elsewhere outside the northernmost region.
Likewise, Greenland’s Arctic identity has neither been analyzed nor been questioned within state-ofthe-art Arctic IR. A reason for this may be, that Greenland’s geographic location within all types of
Arctic definitions is perceived as rendering superfluous a need for proving Greenland’s and
Greenlanders’ Arcticness - well illustrated by Vittus Qujaukitsoq’s statement in the beginning of the
introduction. Instead, Greenlandic politicians are more occupied with external others’ interests in the
Arctic which is a returning and still more frequent issue in foreign policy debates about the challenges
and, most of all, opportunities imagined to follow in the wake of the attention.
How Greenland’s foreign policy representatives use the global Arctic attention to discursively
position Greenland internationally is the overarching research question, which I aim to answer.
Together with Ulrik Pram Gad, I provide one part of this answer in article 2 by showing how a
national identity narrative of indigeneity and independence is used when establishing new and
enhancing present international relations of which the latest have been cultivated by the international
Arctic attention. Furthermore, I show in article 4 how Greenland representatives use the geographic
location and Denmark’s dependency thereof as an ‘Arctic advantage’ offering welcoming
opportunities to articulate, act and appear a more sovereign position in the international politics of
the Arctic. These contributions speak to fellow constructivist analyses showing how specific kinds of
knowledge and self-claims are deemed relevant in particular political settings, and how these give
way for certain powerful privileges.
Summing up literary lacunae and contributions
Mainstream IR Arctic studies are usually occupied with the role of institutions and states, debating
over whether cooperation or conflict is more probable. In their effort to write the most persuasive
analyses, scholars largely ignore the special case of Greenland which is the most autonomous selfgoverning non-state within the Arctic. Empirically, I contribute with new understandings of the
international politics of the Arctic by analyzing how Greenland’s foreign policy representatives use
the international Arctic attention to gain more autonomy; a development which potentially may have
significant repercussions for the circumpolar political landscape if Greenland one day fulfils the
endeavour for independence and becomes an Arctic state. A few fellow scholars have provided
valuable insights into Greenland’s paradiplomatic bilateral relations and its role within the Arctic
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Council. In continuation of their findings, I identify new mechanisms in Greenland’s Arctic affairs,
when analyzing how Greenland is represented in other discursive Arctic contexts such as the Ilulissat
Declaration, its 10-year anniversary and the many circumpolar conferences of which the latter provide
particularly useful occasions to enhance and expand international relations due to the more informal
setup.
Theoretically, the dissertation is positioned within the camp of radical constructivists occupied with
how definitions of Arctic identities and the region itself emerge as powerful discursive constructions
determining who have the right to decide. Within this strand of literature, I contribute with new
research into the early creation of a Danish Arctic identity, which until now has not been covered by
the existing literature. Different from similar identity studies of other Arctic states, Denmark is
dependent on a territory located on another continent where the local government has a declared and
respected goal of independence. As such, Greenland’s rather autonomous identity within the Danish
Realm challenges the attempts to represent Denmark as a unified actor in Arctic affairs. Theoretically,
this case further provides new insights into how two foreign policy identities can be both internally
connected and externally dislocated. These findings may be useful in future analyses of similar
complex constellations of overlapping and yet autonomous foreign policy identities elsewhere in the
world, since other former colonies and colonizers may experience similar complexities when both
acting together and separately in international politics. Related, I also contribute with new
understandings of how Greenland representatives navigate within the international politics of the
Arctic by using narratives of indigeneity and independence when diversifying dependence beyond
Denmark. Here, the international Arctic attention offers Greenland an advantage vis-à-vis Denmark,
as its geographic position and continuous membership of the Danish Realm is what makes the
Kingdom of Denmark an Arctic state. In step with the Danish government’s recent urge to act on the
increased international attention towards the Arctic, Greenland can use this somewhat reverse
dependency to gain more influence over own foreign affairs.
As part of the region-building approach, this dissertation also provides new insights into the
circumpolar security dynamics by analyzing how the Ilulissat Declaration can be seen as a preemptive desecuritization act in the wake of Russia’s flag-planting. Whereas it successfully minimized
the risk of interstate conflict, it simultaneously displaced controversy to standards of science and
understandings of the sovereignty concept as subsequently questioned by ICC.
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With these empirical and theoretical contributions to state-of-the-art Arctic IR, we will now move on
to the more sophisticated contemplations of how the dissertation is primarily positioned within
poststructuralist studies with foreign policy identity as the core concept of concern.
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Chapter III
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Theoretical positioning: foreign policy identity as discourse
and praxis
‘Identity’ is the most basic theoretical concept of this dissertation, because it is the point of departure
for how foreign policy representatives perceive Greenland’s and Denmark’s places in the world and
relate to other international actors in the Arctic and beyond. As I will explain, the focus on identity is
closely connected to the concepts of security and sovereignty which are both explicitly and implicitly
activated throughout the five articles. ‘Security’ is fundamental and inevitable when analytically
coupling identity and foreign policy, because threatening others - which contrast and define a national
identity - are used to discursively legitimize foreign policies serving to represent and protect the
citizens. ‘Sovereignty’ is particularly central to the analyses of Greenland and Denmark’s foreign
policy identity interactions in relation to the Arctic, as enhanced sovereignty is central to Greenland’s
dominant national identity representation. At the same time, Denmark seeks to uphold Arctic
legitimacy by articulating a more northbound foreign policy identity which, ultimately, depends on
the Danish Realm in which Denmark maintains sovereignty over Greenland. Thus, sovereignty
questions constitute the core of Greenland and Denmark’s postcolonial foreign policy negotiations.
When analyzing the discourses and praxes of representatives’ interactions, I also use the ‘sovereignty
games’ approach to grasp how strategic moves alter rules of what Greenland may do within the
current legal frameworks. By using this approach as a heuristic tool, I bring analytical attention to the
rules, players and moves involved in the game of how Greenland’s foreign policy representatives use
the Arctic attention as an advantage to gain more foreign policy room for maneuver. Before
elaborating further on the meaning of these concepts, their interconnections and how they are used, I
will now first introduce my basic ontological outlook, which is not explicated to the same extent in
the five articles.
Poststructuralism’s sense of discourses
The underlying perspective throughout this dissertation is poststructuralist, as I basically believe that
meaning and identity are contingent discursive constructions (Esmark et al. 2005:27-28). From this
point of view, the world is ambiguous and fluid, but unambiguity and order can be created for a period
by adhering to specifically articulated values that can help define meaning and identity, which give
way for action by delineating what makes sense within certain contexts (Dyrberg et al. 2001:9-12).
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Poststructuralism’s epistemology and ontology are both discursive (Hansen 2006:17), or rather the
ontology is empty as a poststructuralist de-ontologises an object and gives priority to epistemology in
the attempt to understand how meaning emerges (Andersen 2003:xii-xiii). The definition of discourse
used throughout the dissertation follows the Foucauldian tradition with particular inspiration from
Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe whose ideas - though seldom directly referred to in the five
articles - are often a main source behind the theoretical frameworks applied. In line with this tradition,
I understand discourse as a preconditioning system for statements (Wæver 2002:29-30 cf. Foucault
1972) formed from the overall, metaphorical, level of discursivity where words float around unrelated
until they are articulated in relation to each other, hence forming a mutual relation which creates
meaning within a specific discourse (Laclau and Mouffe 1985:105). As summed up by Jens
Bartelson: “Discourse is a system for the formation of statements” (1995:70).
One example is the hegemonic national identity representation in Greenland, which refers to
language, hunting and a special relation to nature as the most central elements constituting the
traditional foundation (Sørensen 1994:108-109). This meaning structure has achieved a high degree
of sedimentation through reiterated articulations, discursively constructing a powerful relation, which
does not have the same meaning outside a Greenlandic context. Such a narrative gives way for action
by e.g. allowing Greenlanders to hunt whales and by distancing Greenland from the dominant Danish
identity representation. At the same time, this and all other discourses are results of discursive battles
that could have turned out differently and which continue to be open for new rearticulation attempts
of what it e.g. means to be a Greenlander. The constant potential dislocation of the dominant
understanding is what makes politics possible, as it gives room for disagreement and, hence, debate
over what should be included and excluded (Laclau and Mouffe 1985:111). For example, the current
prevailing idea of what it means to be Greenlandic has been socially and politically created throughout
history and continues to be open for alterations. This is clear when analyzing the vision of future
independence which accompanies the cultural traditions as the other half of the prevalent collective
identity representation (cf. Gad 2005). While all but one of the seven political parties in Greenland’s
parliament subscribe to this overarching goal, they do not necessarily agree on what independence
exactly signifies. Does it e.g. imply a continuously close relationship with Denmark, or rather a clean
cut? When these nuances are explicated, equivalence between the parties ceases and the dominant
idea of what the national identity entails therefore to some extent alters (cf. Jacobsen 2014:24-28).
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While the emphasis on identity is common to poststructuralism and mainstream constructivism, the
latter disagrees with the understanding of language as a contingent and paradoxical meaning system
(Wæver 1999a). This is well-exemplified in Emanuel Adler’s critique of poststructuralism which, he
argues, “concedes too much to ideas; unless they are willing to deny the existence of the material
world, they should recognize, as constructivists do, that ‘a socially constructed reality presupposes a
nonsocially constructed reality’ as well” (Adler 1997:332 cf. Wæver 2002:22). However,
poststructuralists oppose this dichotomy between idealism and materialism and instead “affirm the
material character of every discursive structure. To argue the opposite is to accept the very classical
dichotomy between an objective field constituted outside of any discursive intervention, and a
discourse consisting of the pure expression of thought” (Laclau and Mouffe 1985:108 cf. Wæver
2002:22). That language is an independent symbolic order and not a mere instrument binding the real
and the imaginary together is what poststructuralism has inherited from structuralism in the
development of its most basic idea that objects do not exist prior to concepts (Esmark et al. 2005:1315). Where they disagree is instead on whether language is a closed structure that may be analyzed
systematically once and for all - as structuralists argue - or if it is an open structure with infinite
options for new meaning production that may - as poststructuralists believe - be analyzed by focusing
on dynamics, processes and practices (ibid.:15, 18).
With these clarifications of my most basic theoretical understandings, we will now take a closer look
at the relation between identity and foreign policy which more explicitly constitutes the analytical
framework throughout the dissertation.
Self, other and foreign policy
Foreign policy is a discursive practice drawing upon identity representations of both the country of
origin and of other international actors. The purpose is for policy makers to (re)construct meaning for
the nation they represent and to seek acceptance from relevant audiences used to legitimize certain
foreign policy moves (Wæver 2002:25). In other words, foreign policy elites tell stories about who
their country is and who others are to persuade their citizens that international engagements serve
domestic interests. At the same time, identity representations rely on policy discourses as they
produce and reproduce national identities when policymakers seek to legitimize and enforce
particular policies which, generally, activate questions of how communities project themselves into
the future (ibid.). This understanding of identity and foreign policy as being mutually constitutive is
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central to the IR poststructuralist agenda and is what connects the five articles within the present
framework, altogether comprising the dissertation. In this perspective, ‘identity’ always means
‘identity representation’ as to belong to a nation means to identify with the representation of being
e.g. Greenlandic or Danish, and assuming that others subscribe to the same imagined community
(Anderson 1983). At the same time, the definition of ‘us’ always relate to a different ‘them’, whose
negation constitutes the national self by exemplifying how ‘we’ make up a group not found elsewhere
in the world (Neumann 1996). This understanding of identity is yet another issue separating
poststructuralism from mainstream constructivism which instead argues that relational difference is
not a precondition for identity and that states have both social and pre-social intrinsic identities (cf.
Wendt 1999:225).
So, foreign policy is driven by narratively constructed discourses defining national identities in
relation to not just one but to multiple others (Gad 2010:38, 418; Hansen 2006:40) who or which
represent different degrees of otherness. These others range from antagonistic enemies posing an
existential threat (Campbell 1992:48) to non-threatening agonistic friends and/or opponents who
share common values such as a fundamental acceptance of democracy (Mouffe 1993:4). For example,
Denmark has been the primary other in the construction of Greenland’s national identity throughout
the past 300 years, at once constituting and threatening to eradicate Greenlandicness (Sørensen
1991:48). In this contrasting relationship, the core of the Greenlandic national identity has generally
been ethnically identified (Sørensen 1994:168-169) and, secondly, founded on Inuit traditions of
language, hunting and an intimate, romantic relation to nature (ibid.:108-109). When the colony status
ceased in 1953 and the ensuing nationalism grew, Greenland slowly started to establish international
relations to others beyond Denmark, while culture, welfare and democracy became some of the most
important concepts in the incipient state-building process (Gad 2005). However, the Danish
government remained the primary other which continuously influences the Greenlandic society while
preventing resurrection in the shape of an independent nation-state with full formal Westphalian
sovereignty (ibid.:46f). On this historical foundation, the core of Greenlandic national identity today
consists of two narratives: one of indigeneity and one of independence, respectively pointing to past
and future, and used to establish and enhance international bilateral relations with little or no
interference from Denmark.
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The idea of a core within a national identity is adopted from Ole Wæver13 (2002) who shares
poststructuralism’s insistence that everything is in principle fluid, but claims that not everything is
equally fluid. The core of a national identity, he argues, constitutes a nucleus of meaning produced
by constellations of concepts which have been discursively knitted together throughout history so it
today represents the basic ideas of a collective identity (ibid.:24, 26). In the cases of Denmark and
Greenland, the Social Democratic welfare system and democracy today constitute some of these basic
ideas, which are in principle possible to change, but, if so, would involve a pronounced and radical
transformation of the countries’ very foundation (ibid.:40). Thus, alterations to the core of collective
identities are only possible in the most extreme cases (ibid.:33-34, 40). Outside the core, is a second
layer where the relational position to e.g. the Arctic is found; here the analytical question is how the
basic constellation of the core relates to this region of interest (ibid.:37-38). Concrete foreign policies
are formed in the third outer layers, which are less sedimented and, thus, more amenable to
adjustments if the identity is challenged by internal rearticulation attempts (Neumann 2002:125) or
by external threats (Wæver 2002:32). In article 2 and 5 where I most explicitly use this analytical
framework, I simultaneously add a dose of structuralism to the poststructuralist foundation when I
move beyond the purpose of understanding by also partially explaining how these domestic
discourses of a collective ‘we’ are used (ibid.:20, 23) when representatives use the Arctic attention to
position Greenland and Denmark internationally.
The analytical focus throughout the dissertation is primarily centred around the international use of
these narratives, while the domestic discursive construction of Greenland’s national identity core
mainly builds upon findings from my master’s thesis (Jacobsen 2014) and writings by fellow scholars
(Christiansen 2000; Gad 2005, 2008, 2016; Sørensen 1991, 1994), who share compatible approaches
to identity. By using the results of their efforts, I show how these identity constructions are articulated
and acted internationally in the narratives and praxes of foreign policy representatives. Another
central element which has not been explicitly analyzed in the dissertation so far is the concept of
security in relation to identity and foreign policy. While it is most overtly used in the first article, it
also occasionally appears in the subsequent four articles where it - though not always unequivocally
mentioned - is present qua the underlying idea of foreign policy as both representation and protection
of the national identity. As this dimension has so far not been presented, I will do so on the next

13

This theoretical approach was originally developed by Ole Wæver and Ulla Holm for the draft publication The
Struggle for Europe: French and German Concepts of State, Nation and Europe (cf. Wæver 2002:23).
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couple of pages focusing most thoroughly on the concepts of sectors, securitization and
desecuritization.
Security as speech acts and identity protection
The poststructuralist conceptualisation of security depends on the construction of identity (Buzan and
Hansen 2009:219). Threatening others - who simultaneously contrast and define the collective
identity representation - are used to legitimize particular policies, while the promise of protection
disciplines citizens and, hence, ensures the existence of the state (Campbell 1992:50). Thus, though
I seldom mention the concept explicitly, a focus on security is essential and inevitable as I analytically
couple foreign policy and identity (cf. Campbell 1992:12; Wæver 2002:26). In line with the
constructivist turn which deepened and widened the understanding of security, I apply a discursive
approach and move beyond - however, without excluding - the conventional focus on state
sovereignty and military capabilities (Buzan and Hansen 2009:187-191). My main source of
inspiration is the Copenhagen School from where I have adopted some of the most central analytical
tools: sectors, securitization and desecuritization, of which I will now explain the most basic elements
while further elaborating on the connection between identity and security.
The concept of sectors was developed by Barry Buzan in 1983 to structure a series of phenomena
pertinent to security into environmental, economic, political, societal and military sectors, which
became the label for second order observations (Wæver 1999b) and, later, constituted the distinct
dialects of securitization (Wæver 1997:356). In 199514, Ole Wæver coined securitization as a label
for a specific kind of speech act which seeks acceptance for exceptional measures through declaring
a referent object as being existentially threatened. Whether a securitization attempt is successful or
not depends on the reception by the relevant audience which either accepts or rejects if the referent
object should be discursively moved out of the realm of normal politics and into the realm of security
(Buzan et al. 1998:22-26, 36). This act, however, does not reflect whether the referent object is
threatened per se, rather it is a political and usually elitist move serving the purpose of legitimizing
extraordinary and often state-centred solutions (Wæver 1995:57, 65). Securitization’s counterconcept is desecuritization, which is the contrary discursive moving of a referent object out of the
security sphere and back to the level of normal politics where democratic rules and procedures prevail
14

A working paper from 1989 titled Security, the Speech Act, Analysing the Politics of a Word explain the early stages
of the concept, but ‘securitization’ is not labelled as such.
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(ibid.:56-57). This can be done in various ways, but three of the most common are: 1) to simply ignore
the securitized issue (Huysmans 1995:65), 2) to redefine and actively downgrade it and, most
commonly, 3) to redirect the security discourse towards another more compelling issue which is
instead securitized (Buzan and Wæver 2003:489).
Although the concept of identity is not explicated in my analysis of the regional security discourse,
security and securitization are per definition always also about identity, as securitization attempts whether successful or not - are based upon representations of a collective ‘us’ and a threatening ‘them’
(Neumann 1998:16-17). The radical ‘them’, paradoxically, serves the construction of an existential
threat discursively pointed out to legitimize extraordinary means, while simultaneously constituting
the necessary ‘other’ used to demarcate the collective ‘us’ (Wæver 1994). A tale that seeks to
securitize a national identity - through discursively pointing out an existential threat to it as well as
the means to avoid the threat - tells how the ‘we’ may survive (ibid.). While this applies to the general
security focus throughout the dissertation, the referent object of the societal sector is, more
particularly, “the ability of a society to persist in its essential character under changing conditions and
possible or actual threats” (Wæver et al. 1993:23). In this sector, the referent object is the identity of
a community rather than the sovereignty of the state (Buzan et al. 1998:121), and therefore it “could
also be understood as ‘identity security’” (ibid.:120). Contrary to its poststructuralist origin, societal
security has been criticized for using a fixed rather than a constructed identity representation, hence
implying a focus on identities’ causal consequences rather than focusing on the discursive political
processes constituting these contingent identities (McSweeney 1996; Huysmans 1998). In response,
Buzan and Wæver (1997) have argued that these processes may be analytically separated from the
point when identities have become sedimented to an extent where they can be used within a security
discourse. This corresponds with the layered framework laid out previously where the core of a
national identity is less fluid and functions as a more solid point of reference for foreign policy
representatives as well as for others using this image to delineate their own national identity.
Sovereignty games: tools for parsing identity interactions
Sovereignty constitutes the identity of those practicing it by virtue of being at stake when competing
for recognition (Malmvig 2006 cf. Bartelson 2008:41). In Greenland’s national identity discourse, it
plays a dual role: today it is ultimately and unrightfully in the hands of Copenhagen, while full and
rightful Greenlandic sovereignty is postponed to the future (Gad 2016:17). As such, sovereignty
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questions are the essence of the postcolonial negotiations with the Danish government. To scrutinize
how these negotiations take place in discourse and praxis, I find inspiration in recent studies of
sovereignty games which have demonstrated how sovereignty should not merely be understood as a
juridical and spatial concept, but also as defining identity and functionality of both states and nonstates (cf. Fierke and Nicholson 2001; Aalberts 2004, 2010, 2012; Adler-Nissen and GammeltoftHansen 2008; Adler-Nissen and Gad 2013, 2014). In contrast with mainstream IR studies that leave
no agency to hierarchically subordinated non-states, this approach efficiently grasps the strategic
moves by a ‘constitutional-hybrid’ like Greenland whose governmental arrangements include some
areas of foreign affairs conventionally considered a prerogative reserved for sovereign states (cf.
Petersen 2006b; Loukacheva 2007:5, 109; Adler-Nissen and Gad 2014:16). In line with this approach,
I recognize sovereignty as a claim to authority, while ‘sovereignty games’ is used as a heuristic tool
to analyze the rules, players and moves of a game (cf. Adler-Nissen and Gammeltoft-Hansen 2008:7;
Aalberts 2012:94).
Central to the game analogy is that actors’ common understanding depends on a system of shared
rules: the constitutive rule defining the game is the binary either/or understanding of sovereignty traditionally separating states from non-states - while the regulative rules evolve as the game develops
(cf. Aalberts 2012:92-95), hence potentially changing the criteria for participation in international
agreements and modifying the roles of the players (Adler-Nissen and Gad 2014:18). In the case of
Greenland, the constitutive rules are the Constitution of the Kingdom of Denmark and the Act on
Greenland Self-Government, which allow the Government of Greenland some foreign policy
competence. However, as the exact definition is open to interpretation it gives rise to attempts of
moving the boundary of what Greenland may do internationally without Danish involvement. This is
where the regulative rules unfold in diplomatic discourse and praxis as, for instance, arrangements of
meeting rooms, sharing of speaking time and other symbolic but important challenges and
enhancements of representation may alter Greenland’s subjectivity as a player in international
politics.
To catch how the strategic moves are articulated and acted, sovereignty games studies supplement
text analyses with observations of diplomatic practice to analytically grasp how moves alter rules of
what the players may do within different types of discursive arenas. Additionally, a distinct focus on
appearances can add supplementary understandings of visual hierarchy manifestations such as the
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graphic representation of Greenland on a commemorative plaque celebrating the Ilulissat
Declaration’s 10-year anniversary. The task of creating this plaque was in the hands of Greenland’s
foreign policy representatives, and when they saw that its original illustration of the Arctic region
only carried names of states with ‘Greenland’ bracketed below ‘Denmark’, they chose to simply erase
all the names. This subtle move limited the subordinated appearance, altered a praxis inherited from
times of colonization and, hence, served as a minor enhancement of Greenland’s appearance in
international politics. As such, the sovereignty games approach offers useful tools when analyzing
Greenland and Denmark’s Arctic identity interactions in which the question of sovereignty is
essential to their mutual negotiations and their respective roles in the circumpolar international
politics.
Summing up theoretical positioning
The understanding of foreign policy as driven by identity constitutes the theoretical foundation of this
dissertation which is positioned within IR poststructuralism. Most basically, the ontology and
epistemology are both discursive, serving the purpose of trying to understand how certain forms of
meaning emerge at the expense of other possible outcomes. Through a foreign policy perspective,
this approach renders visible how Greenland and Denmark’s collective identities are formed in
relation to others - ranging from antagonistic enemies to agonistic friends or opponents - and how
specific values and narratives compose a more solid core of the identity representation. A focus on
security is inevitable and essential within this poststructuralist perspective as external threats are
central components to the creation of a national identity. So even though security is only explicitly
used as a lens in the first article, it is implicit in the subsequent articles.
Central to Greenland’s core identity narrative is a vision of enhanced sovereignty, which is a constant
underlying premise in the postcolonial negotiations with Denmark. In the aim to best parse how these
identity interactions evolve in discourse and praxis, I further use the sovereignty games approach to
bring attention to representatives’ respective moves in discursive Arctic contexts. These moves are
found through discourse analyses of texts, speeches and interviews and occasionally supplemented
with my own ethnographic observations to show how otherwise undocumented material can elucidate
tacit gestures, passing remarks and other symbolic changes to Greenland’s and Denmark’s respective
international positioning. Why some material has been selected and other left out is made clear in
each of the five articles, but how the empirical data has been retrieved has yet not been presented.
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The next chapter will do both, while also laying out the considerations and challenges encountered
throughout this process in which I have been dependent on important gatekeepers and unexpected
routes to new sources of knowledge.
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Assembling an archive: methods and methodological
considerations
Analyzing discourse and praxis is what I do. Discourses of identity and their connections to security
and sovereignty - and how these intersect, supplement or replace one another. Each article’s
respective analytical strategy presents what and how the material is used, but reveal little about the
prior process of how the data has been retrieved with the surprises, considerations and unexpected
insights into both the object of study and my own role as a researcher. This chapter presents some of
these reflections of which little has made the way to publication so far; a peek backstage in the
branching process of collecting data through reading texts, interviewing key actors and doing
ethnographic observations, which altogether make up the archive of empirical data for the present
dissertation.
Texts and speeches as empirical foundation
Texts and speeches make up the foundation of my empirical archive. But how many texts are
sufficient for writing a discourse analysis? Michel Foucault insisted, that one should read everything,
but in a normal course of events this is relatively impractical - if not impossible - to do. Instead, I
give epistemological and methodological priority to the study of primary texts selected cf. the criteria
as documents which 1) clearly articulate certain identities and policies, 2) are widely read and
attended to, and 3) which have the formal authority to define a political position (cf. Hansen 2006:83).
In article 1, the primary texts are the regional agreements of the Ilulissat Declaration (2008) and A
Circumpolar Inuit Declaration on Sovereignty in the Arctic (ICC 2009) representing the respective
dominating intergovernmental and Inuit perceptions of sovereignty in the Arctic. Article 2, 3 and 4
zoom in on the case of Greenland which is situated between these two positions:
Article 3 uses Greenland’s and Nunavut’s respective mining strategies as empirical points of
departure for analytically comparing how sovereignty is central to the question of who gets to decide
what to sustain in discourses about present and proposed mining projects. Article 2 and 4 - analyzing
Greenland’s foreign policy identity within the Arctic and beyond - primarily use the Greenland
Government’s annual foreign policy reviews since the introduction of the Act of Self-Government in
2009, which i.a. lays out the juridical framework for Greenland’s formal foreign policy competence.
With article 5’s empirical shift to the Arctic perspectives of Danish governments and members of
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parliament during the past decade, the primary texts are the Kingdom of Denmark Arctic Strategy
2011-2020 and the 2016 review of Denmark’s foreign and security policy which structure the two
parts of the analysis.
The next body of texts comprises speeches - both within and outside parliamentary debates - news
articles and press releases which often refer to the primary texts, hence invoking different forms of
intertextuality (Kristeva 1980) and interconnections which ascribe importance and construct the
primary texts as focal points or ‘monuments’ (Neumann 2001:52, 177). Speeches by Greenland’s and
Denmark’s respective foreign policy representatives are central throughout all the articles. Especially
the annual foreign policy debates in Greenland’s legislative assembly (2009-2017) and the annual
debates on ‘Arctic cooperation’ in the Danish parliament (2011-2018) constitute convenient
analytical starting points as politicians are here often (put) in situations where they (have to) mobilize
most possible rhetorical power (cf. Wæver 2002:41). While article 5 scrutinizes the parliamentary
debates regarding Denmark’s role in the Arctic, article 4 supplements the Greenlandic foreign policy
debates with speeches and observations from circumpolar events in the study of how Greenland
representatives use their geostrategic location to enhance Greenland’s foreign policy competence
through the playing of sovereignty games. In article 3, the political arenas of interest are more local
as public hearings regarding the Mary River mine in Nunavut, and the proposed mine in Citronen
Fiord, Greenland, make up the debates regarding how these projects are imagined to change status
quo.
Practically, some texts have been more difficult to retrieve than others. Particularly documents from
Greenland and Nunavut have sometimes been less accessible which at first caused frustration but
later led to technologically creative solutions and discoveries of new material and, hence, alternative
ways of knowing the world (cf. Lobo-Guerrero 2013b). The first obstacle emerged, when I sought
information on the homepage of the Greenland Government and discovered that most official press
releases before 2013 are no longer available as they were not filed when the homepage was updated
and changed name from nanoq.gl to naalakkersuisut.gl. With help from a communications officer
employed by the Greenland Government and the online search tool Wayback Machine - available at
archive.org/web - we together managed to reconstruct large parts of the archive of old press releases,
which proved to be useful empirical elements in article 2 and 4. In the instances where reconstruction
was not possible, I instead used utterances reported by the Greenlandic online news media
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Sermitsiaq.ag and KNR.gl as necessary supplements. The second obstacle emerged during research
of the Nunavut case in article 3, where copies of the public hearings regarding the Mary River mine
were extremely difficult to retrieve. After almost half a year of correspondence with people whose
job description usually indicates that they know where to find such information, I finally got the
documents when I eventually knocked on the door to the Manager of Minerals at Nunavut’s
Department of Economic Development and Transportation during my fieldtrip to Iqaluit in November
2017. Additionally, this experience also contributed with more nuances and insights into the history
and broader mining debate in Nunavut and the relations between Iqaluit and Ottawa, as I used the
occasion to supplement my entrance to the archive with face-to-face interviews. In this way, the data
has led my research in different and sometimes surprising directions; not just mentally and
analytically, but also physically.
Snowballing interviews and the importance of gatekeepers
While the foundation of the empirical data archive consists of texts and speeches, I supplement with
interviews and ethnographic observations in article 3 and, most explicitly, in article 4. The purpose
of this is to both get a better understanding of some of the sovereignty games not always available in
texts, and to learn about perspectives of i.a. civil servants who are seldom in the media spotlight but
whose work is important to the understanding of how Greenland and Denmark are represented
internationally.
I have made a total of 26 semi-structured interviews during my field trips to Fairbanks in May 2017,
to Ottawa and Iqaluit in November 2017, and to Nuuk and Ilulissat in May 2018, and when I attended
the opening of Greenland’s representation in Reykjavik in October 2018. Figure 4 at the end of this
chapter shows the details of when, where, whom and what regarding the interviews, and whether they
have been used in the articles of the present dissertation and/or published as news articles. Via these
interviews, I have been guided to what they - ministers, civil servants and representatives from Inuit
organizations and the Arctic Council - see as primary texts as well as how they position the entities
which they represent on the Arctic agenda. Most of the interviews lasted between 60 and 80 minutes,
while the interviews with Nunavut’s then Premier, Paul Quassa, Denmark’s then Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Anders Samuelsen, and his counterparts from the Faroe Islands, Poul Michelsen, and
Greenland, Suka K. Frederiksen and Vivian Motzfeldt, lasted between 10 and 30 minutes. All of these
but the one with Frederiksen have been published in full in the Norwegian online media High North
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News (available in appendix II), while quotes were used in printed articles for the Greenlandic
newspaper Sermitsiaq (available in appendix I). Considerations and reflections on this mix of roles
as both a PhD student and a freelance journalist will be elaborated in the next part of this chapter.
Contact to gatekeepers has been crucial for carrying out the interviews; especially in Nunavut and
Greenland, where it was extra important to get endorsements from the right persons to merely get a
response from other potential interviewees who can provide access to new valuable sources of
information otherwise not available. As my knowledge about the Nunavut public administration was
quite limited when I began my PhD studies, descriptions of ministries, job titles, interest groups etc.
were initially my main guidance in determining who would be relevant to do interviews with. This,
however, changed during my four-months research stay at University of British Columbia in the
spring of 2017, when Professor Michael Byers was my provisional supervisor. Besides being a rich
source of knowledge regarding international relations in the Arctic, he was also very generous with
providing contacts to potential interviewees in both Ottawa and Iqaluit. Especially one contact stood
out as an incredibly valuable gatekeeper, as she - Letia Obed, Director of Aboriginal and Circumpolar
Affairs at the Government of Nunavut’s Department of Executive and Intergovernmental Affairs provided connections and endorsed me to other interviewees who would otherwise be more reluctant
to spent time with me. This way of snowballing where one respondent guides the researcher to the
next person of possible interest (cf. Ekman 2014), proved highly efficient during this field study
where I was out of my usual research field. The snowball was formed with contacts from Byers and
subsequently gained volume and substance when Obed showed me the direction to other interviewees
and new sources of information. After a couple of months of snowballing, I became aware that it
should not turn into an avalanche, and I, thus, started to be even more critical in the selection of
possible interviewees as both preparation, the interview itself and the subsequent process of digesting
and transcribing the new information take away time from other important tasks.
Similarly, the field trip to Fairbanks in May 2017 also resulted in a significant positive spill-over into
future research, as the contact to Mira Kleist - Special Advisor at Greenland’s Department of Foreign
Affairs - was probably decisive for the realization of my field trip to Nuuk and Ilulissat exactly one
year later. Besides the official delegations, I was the only Danish citizen at the Arctic Council
Ministerial Meeting in Fairbanks, and this turned out to be an advantage when competing for the
attention of Denmark’s and Greenland’s respective representatives. Along with the fact that I wrote
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for a Greenlandic newspaper, and the value of meeting face-to-face, this seemed to help establishing
a basic level of trust between me and Kleist. As the idea of a field trip to Greenland emerged during
the subsequent year, it was, thus, natural to contact Kleist directly to ask her about the opportunity to
interview her and her colleagues in the Department of Foreign Affairs. She responded positively and
kindly assisted with coordinating my appointments, so I ended up interviewing the six most important
of the total eight employees. Coincidently, this happened during the exact same days as Greenland’s
new government took seat, but despite the extraordinarily busy schedule caused by welcoming a new
minister and introducing her to her immense portfolio, even the Permanent Secretary allowed more
than one hour for our interview. The contact with Kleist and my consistent engagement in
Greenland’s foreign affairs were probably pivotal in this regard.

Photo 1: Vivian Motzfeldt and Anders Samuelsen co-hosted the Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year anniversary, May 2018.
(by: Marc Jacobsen)
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Journalism: an unexpected but necessary key to parts of the archive
When planning my field trips to Alaska and Greenland, I was surprised that neither the Arctic Council
nor the Arctic Five - consisting of the signatories to the Ilulissat Declaration - allowed seats for
academics with interest in observing their work. Journalists, on the other hand, were warmly
welcomed, and as such a solution seemed to present itself: I needed a press card to experience the
meetings first-hand. Prior to my PhD studies I worked for journalist and author Martin Breum whom
I assisted with research for the book The Greenland Dilemma (org.: Balladen om Grønland) (Breum
2014) and with supplementary training courses on Svalbard for 40 Danish journalists learning about
Arctic geopolitics. Through these experiences, I had got a better understanding of how news is framed
for different kinds of media. On Breum’s recommendation, I contacted the Editor in Chief of the
Greenlandic newspaper Sermitsiaq who agreed to publish a couple of articles15 about the ministerial
meeting in Fairbanks. This provided the necessary key, and soon I found myself standing with my
tiny camera next to BBC and CNN taking photos (see below) of Rex Tillerson, Sergey Lavrov and
the other prominent participants. Apparently, I was the only media representative from the Danish
Realm, so Denmark’s and Greenland’s then Ministers of Foreign Affairs - Anders Samuelsen and
Suka K. Frederiksen - allowed extraordinarily much time for exclusive interviews after the official
meeting ended.
During almost half an hour with each of them, I asked questions both framed for the news articles I
had promised to write, but most of all questions targeted my dissertation. To do this most effectively,
I prepared the questions well in advance and received comments from both Breum and my supervisors
on earlier drafts in order to test that both language and content stayed within the boundaries of what
is meaningful to my dissertation and understandable to people outside of academia. These interviews
would have been way more difficult to squeeze into a minister’s calendar at home or at a similar
meeting taking place in another likely location such as Oslo, Helsinki or Moscow. In Alaska, both
ministers emphasized how being together with some of the world’s most powerful people in a remote
location is a golden chance for small powers like Denmark and Greenland, as it allows them more
time for conversations with other ministers which are usually less accessible. Such an ‘Arctic
advantage’ is apparently also to the benefit of academics working as freelance journalists.

15

All news articles are available in appendix I and II.
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Photo 2: Then U.S. Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson (right) was chair of the Arctic Council Ministerial meeting in
Fairbanks, Alaska, May 2017. (by: Marc Jacobsen)

Photo 3: The respective Ministers of Foreign Affairs of (clockwise) Norway, Russia, Finland and Denmark during the
Arctic Council Ministerial meeting in Fairbanks, Alaska, May 2017. (by: Marc Jacobsen)
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With this experience in mind, I made similar agreements with Sermitsiaq and High North News when
I visited Iqaluit, Nunavut, half a year later. Not because it was necessary, but because I had
experienced how politicians seemed to be more inclined to speak with me if they could get some
media coverage in return. With civil servants and suchlike, it seems to be the opposite so in my case
it was convenient to have both opportunities depending on what the interviewee preferred. In both
cases, ‘off the record’ info also provided valuable insights. While these could not be quoted, they
both contributed to a better understanding of the agendas of the interviewees as well as where to
possibly look for new uncovered material. After almost two weeks of interviewing civil servants and
interest group representatives for article 3 about sustainable development discourses in connection
with mining projects, I spent the last day in Nunavut’s Legislative Assembly where the 22 newly
elected politicians decided who should be Premier and ministers for the next four-year period. Besides
CBC, I was the only media representative at this Nunavut Leadership Forum, and soon rumours about
attention from international media circulated. This proved to be beneficial when I approached the
Premier, Paul Quassa, who had just been appointed by the other members of the Legislative
Assembly, as the local political tradition stipulates. Half an hour after the most significant career step
of his life, he was willing to talk with me one-on-one laying out his visions for the coming term and
elaborating on how relations with Greenland and other international actors were likely to play a role
in the development of Nunavut.
In May 2018, Greenland’s then newly appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs, Vivian Motzfeldt,
similarly agreed to an exclusive interview when I attended the celebration of the Ilulissat
Declaration’s 10-year anniversary as press; this time again because there were no seats available for
academics. She first appeared to be a bit perplexed about the situation and initially she only wanted
to do the interview in Greenlandic, which could be a political statement as she speaks Danish very
well. Unfortunately, I do not speak Greenlandic so if she had insisted, we would have needed an
interpreter, and while there was no such present, I also preferred to do the interview myself as
important nuances may be lost if the communication happens through a third person. I offered to do
the interview in English, but after advice from her staff - all of whom I had been interviewing the
week before - she finally agreed to do the interview in Danish, which was her second priority. During
the same two-day event, I also got the opportunity to do more informal and rather impulsive
interviews with Director of the Arctic Council Secretariat, the Faroese Minister of Foreign Affairs,
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the Kingdom of Denmark’s Arctic ambassador, a Danish-Greenlandic geology professor, Canada’s
Senior Arctic Official, and (twice) with Denmark’s Minister of Foreign Affairs. As Danish TV2 and
the Greenlandic Broadcasting Corporation, KNR, were the only other media present, the competition
for attention was quite limited, and most of the interviews took place without prior correspondence.
In a few instances, the initial contact even came from the interviewees themselves who approached
me at the venue or via twitter. As such the meeting in Ilulissat was a buffet of exclusive statements
from high-profile Arctic actors, which would otherwise have been more difficult to obtain, hence yet
again underlining the ‘Arctic advantage’ of being present at these remote events where there is less
competition for attention.
All the interviews have proven valuable sources of information, but the ones published in news
articles have been particularly useful when contacting public figures who seem to
value more concise information and a broader audience than academic articles typically offer.
While the press card has opened doors to parts of the archive which would otherwise not have been
accessible, my double role has called for extra considerations regarding my active participation in
shaping the popular media discourse, how I may have altered or assisted interviewees in representing
themselves in a particular way and whether my position and the purpose of my interviews have been
transparent. With this in mind, I have made it clear to both interviewees and potential readers that the
news articles originate from my research as a PhD student, with all the bias and competence entailed,
and I have not expressed my own opinion neither during the interviews nor in the published articles.
Instead, I have held the microphone and consciously avoided describing the interviewees with
adjectives other than their formal title. On another note, my articles may also have contributed to
informing the Greenlandic public about the politics unfolding in the region they call home, as the
local media usually do not prioritize international events.
Ethnographic observations
During my field trips to Alaska, Nunavut and Greenland as well as my attendance at Arctic
conferences in Tromsø, Seattle and Reykjavik, I have also been attentive to non-spoken sources of
information which could provide otherwise undocumented empirical data, help nuancing my
knowledge with better understanding of implicit meanings and improve my interpretation of
additional data (DeWalt and DeWalt 2002:8). These experiences supplement my thorough reading
across different genres and add contextual data of “how foreign policy and global politics are
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experienced as lived practices” (Neumann 2002:628). Though my field trips have not lasted more
than a couple of weeks at a time, I have aimed at doing what one may collectively characterize as
‘ethnographic observations’, but only once did I manage to move one step further - from frontstage
to backstage (cf. Goffman 1959) - and do ‘participant observations’ which is at the centre of the
ethnographic method (Gusterson 2008:99). This happened during my two-week field trip in
Greenland where I got the chance to experience the final preparations and the execution of the Ilulissat
Declaration’s 10-year anniversary.
After one week of interviewing Greenland’s Department of Foreign Affairs in Nuuk, I flew with those
responsible for the event to Ilulissat. Formal talk was slowly replaced by informal conversations and
personal anecdotes. Among these, useful information about past Arctic events and personal
judgement of the cooperation between Denmark and Greenland in terms of foreign affairs were
revealed. Time and space were two decisive factors in this fortunate change: the significant amount
of time we had spent together during the first week in Nuuk helped us getting a more confident idea
of the other’s personality and motives. The change of location from the everyday office in Nuuk to
the picturesque scenery at the shore of the Disko Bay also had a noticeably calming effect. Lastly,
gradual revelation of common acquaintances functioned as indirect endorsements and helped
establishing a more solid foundation of trust. This further helped me to more easily access the field
(cf. Gusterson 2008:96), and to some degree momentarily disregarded - or at least nuanced - the
perception of me as a privileged white male researcher living in the capital of the former colonizer.
During the three days of preparation I regularly shared meals and hung out with both representatives
from Nuuk and Copenhagen, which allowed me to observe their interaction in person. The
observations were carefully written down; first as scribbled notes when out of sight, and later with
more details to reflect on the cohesion and potential use for research, and to make sure that they would
also make sense when returning to office. However, when the day of the event finally arose and I had
to wear a badge saying ‘press’, my privileged access became more restricted and I then only got a
few chances to peep behind the surface. While this change was unfortunate, it was, however, my only
chance to get first-hand experience of the event itself. My constant presence at the venue hotel also
resulted in random chunks of information which later served as important empirical examples in
article 4. One example is a conversation about the commemorative plaque of the anniversary, which
carried a map of the Arctic region. The relatively simple task of creating the plaque was in the hands
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of the Foreign Affairs Department in Nuuk, and when they saw that the map carried names of the
Arctic states and ‘Greenland’ was put in brackets below ‘Denmark’, they chose to simply erase all
the names. Another example was the Greenlandic delegation’s reaction to my online interview with
the Faroese Minister of Foreign Affairs, Poul Michelsen, in which he stated that “we are not as Arctic
as Greenland, which is the only reason why Denmark and the Faroe Islands have a say in the Arctic.
With that in mind, I think Greenland gets too little attention. It seems like they are guests in their own
house. That is wrong, I feel”. While the Greenland representatives seemed restricted by the shared
role as host - and hence did not articulate any criticism of the Danish co-host - they indicated with
supportive remarks and gestures that they shared Michelsen’s perspective. As such, my presence
provided access to valuable empirical data and a better understanding than what would have been
possible if merely analyzing texts from a distance.
The inclusion of such empirical examples requires some ethical considerations as the information
was shared in an informal setting, where they were not always aware of me listening to their
conversation. By not stating the names nor the titles of the interlocutors, I believe the anonymized
use of this small anecdote is within the ethical normative boundaries. In Nunavut, these boundaries
are more clear as one has to apply for a scientific research license in order to enter as a researcher at
all; a time-extensive process in which one should clearly state the possible benefits and risks to the
local population, ethical considerations, a list of interviewees, among many other detailed
information. At the same time, one could perhaps also argue that this process infantilizes the
Nunavummiut as in need of protection from the outside world. Once I received the license after three
months and later finally landed in Iqaluit, people appeared to be less reluctant than what I experienced
in Greenland. One reason for this may be, that fewer scholars visit Nunavut and when they do it is
usually for a shorter period16. Another reason may be that in Nunavut I did not represent the (former)
colonial power as I do to some degree when I am in Greenland where the powerful positions taken
up by Danes and the widespread use of Danish are often a centre for debate (cf. Gad 2017). Hence,
the shared history and the occasional political disputes between Nuuk and Copenhagen seemed to
have a negative effect on the access to my research object in Greenland, while I - quite the contrary experienced extraordinary hospitality in Nunavut where I was welcomed as a stranger with no
burdened historical baggage.

16

I was told by my contacts living in Iqaluit. When I checked out of the hotel the staff laughed as they were surprised I
had been there for so long. They said that people usually just visit the town for a couple of days.
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A last example of how ethnographic observations supplement well my primary use of articulations
and enhances my cultural competence required for writing a good discourse analysis (Neumann
2001:50-51; 54-55), is my observations of the striking difference between the meetings in Iqaluit and
Fairbanks. While the Nunavut Leadership Forum was scaled as a local meeting important for
Nunavummiut, the latter was scaled as not just regionally, but globally important as the presence of
especially Sergei Lavrov and Rex Tillerson was framed as a symbol of peace between East and West
in times of annexation, sanctions and cyber warfare among other things. The different kinds of scaling
were particularly visible in the different security measures which I experienced first-hand. In
Fairbanks, I was almost arrested by three heavily armed policemen when I tried to take a shortcut
through some trees to the venue of the opening cocktail party where Tillerson and Lavrov also
attended. In Iqaluit, the person next to me in the Legislative Assembly wore a huge knife in his belt
and had blood on his trousers, and only after a couple of hours, security kindly asked him to leave the
knife in the cloakroom. Such impressions also serve as illustrative examples of what was on the
unofficial and not just the official agenda.
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Photo 4:Paul Quassa after he won the seat as Premier of Nunavut during the Nunavut Leadership Forum in November
2017. (by: Marc Jacobsen).
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Blind spots
As all other meaning productions, my analyses are also results of selections and rejections, hence
being contingent constructions extracted from a larger discursive context. Of course, I quote
accurately, double-check facts and only publish quotes with prior consent, but the data is collected,
selected and written into a certain context, hence being a result of my insights and blind spots. Thus,
to indicate that data collection and the subsequent analyses are consequences of my selection and
rejection from the infinite pool of discursivity (Laclau and Mouffe 1985:111), I use the first person
in writing, as I have done throughout this chapter. The occasional access to the messy divergence of
actual practices behind the idealized communication in formal settings and recorded statements has
also put more responsibility on my own shoulders, as it allowed me to choose what to record and
what to leave out (cf. Gusterson 2008:100). While I am conscious about my own role in this meaning
production, I simultaneously believe that I have rendered it probable that other researchers with the
same combination of theory and empirical data would have reached the same conclusion (Dyrberg et
al. 2001:320), i.a. by providing enough context and insights into my considerations for others to
discount my biases.
The decision on whom not to interview and what not to read are perhaps the most important, as nonselection and conscious exclusion may risk reproducing hegemonic structures. When selecting
interviewees, I have given priority to those highest in the official hierarchy such as ministers, senior
civil servants and heads of organizations as they are more likely to shape the official discourse about
high-profile topics such as foreign policy (cf. ‘model 1’ in Hansen 2006:64). As explained, the
snowball-technique has been particularly beneficial in getting interviews with people in these
positions. The downside of this is the risk of getting trapped within an echo chamber17 which could
otherwise have been avoided if I had been more open to the wider discourse (Gusterson 2008:98).
Instead, I have engaged with particular discourse communities where each interview built upon earlier
ones and gradually involved new (and more informed) questions as I deepened and expanded my
understanding of the topic over time (ibid.:104). Once parts of these interviews were gradually pushed
back into the communities through publications, I contributed to some degree to a change in the field
of discourse which I studied (ibid.:106). This entailed the risk of altering the popular media discourse,

17

However, I have also analyzed local public debates regarding proposed and present mining projects in Mary River,
Nunavut, and Citronen Fiord, Greenland, which has opened this echo chamber.
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but - on a more positive note - it may also have contributed to informing the Greenlandic public about
the politics of their home region.
Besides the challenges of getting access to certain texts, as described in the beginning of this chapter,
the most significant obstacle during my research has been that I neither understand Greenlandic nor
Inuktitut. This is a substantial problem because discourse analysis is not just about linguistics, but
also about understanding social codes (Hansen, 2006:83-84). The extent of the problem, however,
varies depending on what kind of empirical data I analyze, varying between two different groups of
material: 1) monumental texts like declarations, strategies, foreign policy reviews and Impact Benefit
Agreements are in Greenland and Nunavut originally written in Danish and English before they are
translated into Greenlandic and Inuktitut. The same is often the case with press releases and news
articles, which is why many Greenlanders and Nunavummiut often read those instead of those
translated into their mother tongue. In these cases, I do have access to the primary sources despite my
lack of local language skills. 2) What is graver and constitutes an inevitable weakness of my research
is when it comes to speeches and live debates in the legislative assemblies in Iqaluit and Nuuk, which
I have observed both in person and online. In these cases, I have been completely dependent on the
translations by the hard-working simultaneous interpreters18 when speeches were not in English nor
Danish. However, these translations will never be precisely congruent with what was originally
written or said, while I most certainly also miss passing remarks and internal references, important
for capturing a better understanding of the many nuances within the discourses.
It is beyond any doubt that not knowing the local languages of the objects I study is a serious
limitation to my dissertation, which e.g. quantitative researchers do not encounter to the same extent.
With a discursive ontology and epistemology, occupied with how meaning production emerges in
discourse and praxis, I should, ideally, know Greenlandic and Inuktitut to understand not only what
is articulated, but also the cultural connotations of acts and appearances. It is, for example, likely that
tacit gestures, rhetorical nuances, irony or other forms of cultural habits have escaped my analytical
gaze, hence I may have failed to include key nuances that could have helped writing more informed
analyses.

18

These interpreters who are typically out of the spotlight and seldom credited for their impressive work deserve my
deepest gratitude.
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When & Where
2017, 9-12 May
Fairbanks, icw.
Arctic Council
Ministerial Meeting.

2017, 5-19 November
Ottawa and Iqaluit
icw. Nunavut
Leadership Forum.

Whom
Anders Samuelsen,
Denmark’s Minister of
Foreign Affairs.
Suka K. Frederiksen,
Greenland’s Minister of
Foreign Affairs.
4 civil servants to the
Government of Nunavut:
Letia Obed, Mark
Sheridan, David Kunuk
and Paul Budkewitsch.
Stephanie Meakin,
Inuit Circumpolar
Council.

What
Importance of actively
participating in Arctic
governance – together
as well as separately.

News articles
Sermitsiaq, week
20, 2017.

Mary River mine, the
role of mining in
Nunavut and relations
between Iqaluit and
Ottawa, as well as
with Greenland.

Dissertation
Article 4. Quote
from Frederiksen.

Article 3.
Background info +
crucial to finding of
public hearings.

June Shappa and Bruce
Uviluq, Nunavut
Tunngavik Inc.
Kenn Harper, author and
former civil servant in
Nunavut.

Madeleine Redfern,
Mayor to Iqaluit.

Paul Quassa, Premier of
Nunavut.

2018, 14-19 May
Nuuk icw. the
beginning of a new
Greenland
government period.

5 civil servants in
Greenland’s Department
of Foreign Affairs:
Kenneth Høegh, Mira
Kleist, Jakob Rohmann,
Monika Paulli Andersen,
Nick Bæk Heilmann

Comparison w.
Greenland, relations
with Ottawa, former
Greenland-Nunavut
air link.

Sermitsiaq, week
46, 2017.

Her visions for
Nunavut, comparison
w. Greenland,
relations with Ottawa
and the Inuit
community.

Sermitsiaq, week
47, 2017.

His visions for
Nunavut, comparison
w. Greenland,
relations with Ottawa
and the Inuit
community.

Sermitsiaq, week
48, 2017.

Greenland’s foreign
policy affairs and the
preparation of the
Ilulissat Declaration
10-year-anniversary.
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Article 3.

Full interview
online in High
North News (20
Nov. 2017).
Article 4. Quotes
from Permanent
Secretary and
Greenland’s Senior
Arctic Official.

2018, 19-25 May
Ilulissat icw. 10-yearanniversary of
Ilulissat Declaration.

2018, 18-22 October

Anders Samuelsen,
Denmark’s Minister of
Foreign Affairs.

Denmark’s role as cohost of the
anniversary,
Denmark’s position in
Arctic politics.

Sermitsiaq, week
21, 2018.

Vivian Motzfeldt,
Greenland’s Minister of
Foreign Affairs.

Greenland’s role as
co-host of the
anniversary,
Greenland’s position
in Arctic politics.

Sermitsiaq, week
21, 2018.

Poul Michelsen,
Faroe Island’s Minister of
Foreign Affairs.

Faroe Island’s position
in Arctic politics and
his impression of the
anniversary.

Full interview
online in
High North News,
24 May 2018.

Hanne Fugl Eskjær,
Kingdom of Denmark’s
Arctic Ambassador.

The preparation of the
anniversary.

Minik Rosing, Professor
in Geology, Uni. of
Copenhagen.

His visions for the
proposed research hub
in Greenland.

Alisson LeClaire,
Canada’s Senior Arctic
Official.

Her impression of the
anniversary and
comparison of the
postcolonial relations
of DenmarkGreenland and Canada
and its Northern
Territories.

Nina Buvang Vaaja,
Director of Arctic
Council Secretariat.

Her impression of the
anniversary and the
Arctic Five format.

Jacob Isbosethsen, Head
of Greenland’s
Department of Foreign
Affairs.

Greenland’s foreign
policy affairs and the
preparation of the
Ilulissat Declaration
10-year-anniversary.

Jacob Isbosethsen, Head
of Greenland’s
Representation to Iceland.

Greenland’s
international role, the
significance of the
international Arctic
interest, foreign policy
relations w. Iceland
and Denmark.

Reykjavik icw.
opening of
Greenland’s new
representation and
the Arctic Circle
Assembly.
Figure 4: Overview of interviews and where they are used.
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Full interview
online in
High North News,
23 May 2018.

Article 4.
Anonymized
articulations +
quote from Poul
Michelsen.

Full interview
online in
High North News,
25 May 2018.

Full interview
online in
High North News,
25 May 2018.

Sermitsiaq, week
42, 2018.
Full interview in
Sermitsiaq, week
42, 2018.

Article 4.
Background info.

Summing up methods and methodological considerations
The archive of empirical data consists of various bodies of articulations, acts and appearances,
assembled through, primarily, discourse analyses of texts, supplemented with own interviews and
observations. These mixed methods both contribute with diverse insights into the discourses and
praxes of Greenland’s and Denmark’s foreign policy representatives, while rendering it more
probable that the understanding I provide is close to how their Arctic (inter)actions actually unfolded.
That said - and in line with the poststructuralist ontological outlook - this dissertation is yet another
contingent meaning production that could have turned out differently if I had selected and rejected
differently throughout this process. Thus, to indicate that the data collection and the ensuing analyses
are consequences of my choices and blind spots, I use the first person in writing when reflecting on
the methods used. The most serious blind spot is that I do not understand Greenlandic nor Inuktitut,
as it is essential to both accurately understand what is said and to analytically grasp unspoken gestures
and rhetorical connotations which may be lost in translation. That is a limitation which has probably
prevented me from writing a more informed dissertation.
My access to some sources of empirical data has initially been restricted, leading me to creative
solutions which have both provided a key to the desirable material and guided me towards new
discoveries, otherwise not encountered. As such, a communications officer and I have reconstructed
large parts of an old archive of press releases from the Government of Greenland by using the online
search tool Wayback Machine, while a press card happened to be my key to observe high-level
circumpolar meetings. Because these meetings took place in remote areas where few competed for
the attention of i.a. ministers of foreign affairs, they offered favourable occasions to do interviews
with people who are usually more difficult to get appointments with. At the same time, I got in contact
with significant gatekeepers who were later crucial for yet other interviews and field studies. While
the interviews were mainly used to get a better understanding of the broader context not always
available in texts and to learn about practitioners’ perspectives, observations proved to be particularly
valuable in the analysis of how Greenland uses the Arctic attention to gain more foreign policy
sovereignty. These and the other findings of the five articles will be laid out in the subsequent and
last chapter of the framework, which will conclude this part of the dissertation.
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Chapter V
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Findings and contributions
In the spring of 2016, the international Arctic attention gave rise to renewed foreign policy debate
within and between Greenland and Denmark. The crux of the matter was a review of Denmark’s
foreign and security policy - requested by the Danish government - which for the first time described
Denmark as an Arctic great power and recommended that this position should be used strategically
to more actively influence the international politics of the Arctic. Meanwhile in Greenland, the review
was strongly criticized for not taking Greenlandic interests sufficiently into consideration while it
subsequently fuelled debate over whether the Government of Greenland should write its own Arctic
strategy. Implicit in these opposing perspectives is the fact that Denmark’s privileged status as an
Arctic state depends on Greenland’s geographic location and continuous membership of the Danish
Realm. This exchange of views was the decisive motivation for further investigating how Greenland’s
and Denmark’s foreign policy representatives (inter)act - together and separately - within discursive
Arctic contexts, both domestically and internationally. Interactions which have been examined
through five articles and the present framework, shaped by the following broad and explorative main
research question: How do foreign policy representatives use the Arctic attention to position
Greenland and Denmark internationally?
Whereas the framework is structured around this principal question, the articles provide different
sizes of pieces to the jigsaw puzzle as some of them exceed the framework boundaries by also being
part of other academic advancements. As such, article 1 also contributes with new theoretically
informed perspectives on circumpolar security developments, while article 3 adds new
understandings of how the concept of sustainability is used politically in the Arctic. What connects
the framework and the five articles is the emphasis on Greenland’s and Denmark’s Arctic foreign
policies as seen through poststructuralist lenses, focusing on how particular contingent meaning
constructions emerge. In this perspective, identity and foreign policy are seen as mutually
constitutive. Identity is discursively constructed in relation to antagonistic and agonistic others, who
both contrast and define the national identity representation while legitimizing particular policies.
More specifically, the dissertation altogether scrutinizes how Greenland’s and Denmark’s foreign
policy identities are articulated in relation to the increased international Arctic attention, and how
their respective representatives use the international interest in discourse and praxis.
Methodologically, the archive of empirical data consists of different kinds of articulations, acts and
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appearances, which have been collected primarilly through discourse analyses of texts and
occasionally supplemented with my own interviews and ethnographic observations. These mixed
methods are used to get a better understanding of the broader context and to render visible how
otherwise undocumented material may elucidate changes to Greenland’s and Denmark’s respective
international positioning and their shared postcolonial relationship.
Positioned within Arctic IR studies, I contribute with new understandings of how Greenland’s foreign
policy representatives use the international Arctic attention to gain more autonomy, while also
examining what may be the early contours of a more concrete Danish Arctic foreign policy identity.
The special case of Greenland is largely ignored or misinterpreted by mainstream literature which
instead gives priority to the roles of states and institutions (realists and liberalists) and indigenous
peoples organizations as victims of, opposition to and creatively engaging with and within states and
institutions (constructivists). Hence, most mainstream analyses fail to analytically grasp one of the
most significant finer fluctuations in the current circumpolar political landscape: the hybrid position
of Greenland between indigeneity and statehood. Fluctuations, which in the future may have even
more noticeable repercussions if the Government of Greenland one day fulfils the ambition of stateformation and, hence, then also enters the analytical gaze of mainstream. Before concluding on the
framework, I will now first present brief recapitulations and the main findings of the articles by using
more theoretical terms than previously done.
Summary of articles’ cohesion and contributions
Article 1
The first article (Jacobsen and Strandsbjerg 2017) sets the stage by analyzing how the Ilulissat
Declaration pre-emptively desecuritized the issue of sovereign rights in the Arctic Ocean. This
Danish-Greenlandic initiative was a reaction to Russia’s flag-planting on the geographic North Pole
in August 2007, which strategies often refer to when declaring the Arctic as a region of renewed
international geopolitical importance (e.g. European Union 2008; U.S. Department of State 2013).
The Russian act first caused hardened interstate rhetoric and securitization attempts by some
journalists and academics who painted a public image of an anarchic race for riches and of new
territory at the top of the globe. In reaction, the governments of the five littoral states - Canada,
Denmark (via Greenland), Norway, Russia and USA - signed the Ilulissat Declaration on May 28th
2008, by which they agreed that science and international law shall determine the delineation of the
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Arctic Ocean’s seabed. Subsequently, the declaration became a powerful standard reference in
scholarly and political conversations and publications about why Arctic geopolitics is not on the verge
to become securitized, leaving some of the most hawkish observers convinced that an ‘Arctic
anarchy’ was, indeed, called off (e.g. Borgerson 2013).
In the article, Jeppe Strandsbjerg and I also aim to show how the declaration can teach us new aspects
on how desecuritization works. We suggest that desecuritization is not necessarily about moving a
policy issue from security back to normal politics but, rather, it works by shifting a policy issue from
one technique of government to another. This shift, we argue, entails a displacement of controversy,
meaning that it generates new controversies arising from the issue being desecuritized. Contrary to
the democratic ethos of the theory, these shifts do not necessarily represent more democratic
procedures. Instead, each of the techniques are populated by their own experts and technocrats
operating according to logics of right (law) and accuracy (science) which never speak with
unambiguous voices, challenging the notion of what normal politics is. While shifting techniques of
government might diminish the danger of securitized relations between states, it generates what we
define as a displacement of controversy. Within science there has been controversy over standards of
science, and within international law, there has been controversy over the ontological foundations as
the Inuit Circumpolar Council (ICC) questions the dominant understanding of the sovereignty
concept. While the declaration successfully minimized the horizontal conflict potential between the
Arctic states, it simultaneously gave way for vertical disputes between the signatories on the one hand
and the Indigenous peoples of the Arctic on the other. In times with good interstate relations, these
voices are easier heard in the regional security discourse as states are more receptive when not
confronted with existential threats. One of the voices, is the voice of the Greenland Government.
Article 2
The second article (Jacobsen and Gad 2018) zooms in on the Government of Greenland’s
international relations in the light of the renewed international Arctic interest which has given
new impetus to a strategy of diversifying dependency beyond Denmark. As put in its foreign policy
strategy: “It is important that the interest in the Arctic and Greenland is converted into concrete
opportunities for the Greenlandic people and its development as a nation” (Naalakkersuisut 2011:3).
Because Greenland today is the most autonomous self-governing Arctic territory, it is a suitable case
to study for better understanding the vertical disputes within the international politics of the Arctic.
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Situated on the mezzanine between a colonial past and an envisioned future as an independent nationstate, Greenland’s foreign policy supports the national self-image in combining Indigenous cultural
traditions with the vision of independence. These basic narratives - pointing to past and future however, sometimes clash when relating to Inuit kinsmen, Nordic siblings, the UN, the USA, the EU
and Asian powers.
Theoretically, Ulrik Pram Gad and I analyze Greenland’s foreign policy as driven by narratively
structured identity discourses relating to multiple others - both agonistic as well as more antagonistic.
In Greenland’s national identity narrative, Denmark has for centuries been the central Other at once
constituting and threatening to eradicate Greenlandic identity. Since the instigation of Home Rule in
1979, an ever-wider cast of characters have become involved: Some primarily linked to tradition,
others to modernisation; some cast in positive terms, some in negative terms. Relations to USA, EU
and Asian countries are cast to play central roles as recognizers of independent Greenlandic
subjectivity, while relations to ICC, UN and Nunavut both focus on upholding traditional minority
rights and simultaneously insist on the right to modern industrial development. In between these two
groups is the Nordic community which allows modernity to appear in more embracing, less
dominating guises than when brought by the Danish other alone, while at the same time not offering
Greenland the same opportunities as the member states. As such, representatives credibly present
Greenland as both a victim of past Danish colonization and an important, more individual, player in
an anticipated prosperous Arctic future.
Article 3
The third article (Jacobsen 2019a) compares how the sustainability concept is used in Greenland’s
and Nunavut’s respective mining discourses where the exploitation of mineral resources is often
highlighted as a key component for continuous nation-building. This is especially interesting to study
within the Arctic context where sustainable development has become an omnipresent buzzword (Gad,
Jacobsen and Strandsbjerg 2019) - particularly prominent in Arctic mining debates (Skorstad et al.
2017:14) - and where Nunavut and Greenland as partners in tradition and transition continue to alter
the regional political landscape. At the centre of these debates about what the perfect future should
look like for Greenlanders and Nunavummiut, some emphasize the importance of preservation
(sustaining), while others emphasize the possibilities that change (development) may bring. Hence,
they activate different and occasionally conflicting perceptions of what the collective identity entails,
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how mining may affect local standards of living, and, to a lesser extent, how it relates to regional and
global concerns and movements. Power and interconnections between different scales are highlighted
in the analysis, hence making visible how actors at one scale may be held responsible for sustaining
a referent object at a different scale in relation to an environment at a third scale. Additionally, sectors
are used as a heuristic concept to horizontally distinguish which aspect of sustainable development is
given highest priority.
By comparing the mining discourses horizontally - across national borders - while analyzing
sustainability articulations vertically - from the national to the local scale - I show what kind of
meaning is ascribed to the concept of sustainability, how priorities are made, and how responsibility
is distributed. In Greenland, the national economy is given precedence in the paramount aim for
independence, while the local social sustainability gets more attention in the Nunavut mining
discourse, which further allows more room for disagreement and puts greater emphasis on Inuit
identity. These prioritizations do, however, sometimes overlap, causing a spillover of impacts and
benefits across sectors and scales. The different narratives articulated with the sustainability concept
reflect their respective directions of postcolonial developments where Greenland is described as a
‘country’ on the way to ‘independence’, while Nunavut is a ‘territory’ with the declared goal of
‘devolution’. Denmark and Canada are largely left out of the respective discourses, but in the few
instances when they are mentioned it is clear how sovereignty is central to the question of who gets
to decide what to sustain. As such, Nunavut loyally respects Canada’s sovereignty and explicitly
states that the mining projects sustain Canadian sovereignty in the North, while, on the contrary,
Danish interference triggers postcolonial concerns in Greenland. On this foundation, the subsequent
article focuses on how Greenland representatives use this special position within Arctic politics to
enhance the local government’s foreign policy sovereignty.
Article 4
The fourth article (Jacobsen 2019b) argues that Greenland representatives use the renewed
international geostrategic interest in the Arctic to maximize Greenland’s foreign policy sovereignty
within the current legal frameworks, hence contributing to the process towards fulfilling the ideal
national self-image of transforming the postcolonial hierarchy into one of sovereign equality (cf.
Neumann 2014). This process is facilitated by Denmark’s dependence on Greenland’s geographic
location and continuous membership of the Danish Realm for maintaining a privileged position in
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the Arctic, which recently has been declared one of Denmark’s top-five foreign policy and security
strategic areas. A dependency, which provides Greenland with an ‘Arctic advantage’ where
circumpolar events are used as strategic arenas for trying to move the boundary for what Greenland
may do internationally without Danish involvement. This is done through playing sovereignty games
in the Arctic Council, at the high-level meetings in Ilulissat and at circumpolar conferences of which
the latter serve as a particularly useful platform for strengthening bilateral relations due to the more
informal setup providing an opportunity to do foreign affairs without Denmark looking over the
shoulder. The change of arena changes the tactics available in the sovereignty game. In these three
arenas, Greenland representatives successfully articulate, act and appear more sovereign through
outspoken discontent, tacit gestures and symbolic alterations.
Theoretically, the article is inspired by sovereignty games studies understanding sovereignty not only
as a juridical and spatial concept, but also as a concept defining functionality and identity of both
states and non-states. Here, sovereignty is perceived as a claim to authority, while ‘sovereignty
games’ is intended as a heuristic device used analytically to bring attention to the rules, players and
moves of the game. In contribution to this approach, I demonstrate how ethnographic observations
may reveal moves such as passing remarks and tacit gestures which are not possible to identify from
a distance, hence showing how sovereignty games sometimes take place behind the façade. In this
way, I i.a. render visible how the Government of Greenland does not share ICC’s contestation of the
sovereignty concept but rather subscribes to the traditional state-centred definition, how the Faroese
ally sometimes act as a stand-in in the postcolonial sovereignty game with the shared former
colonizer, and how leaving out names from the commemorative plaque in celebration of the Ilulissat
Declaration’s 10-year anniversary serves as a small enhancement of Greenland’s symbolic
appearance on the international scene, while - in a broader perspective - altering a praxis inherited
from times of colonization.
Article 5
The fifth and last article turns the perspective towards the other side of the postcolonial relationship
when analyzing how shifting Danish governments and parliamentarians have articulated a foreign
policy identity more actively oriented towards the realities and imaginaries of the Arctic. This
commenced in the mid-2000s when other Arctic states began to publish Arctic strategies, while the
Ilulissat Declaration of 2008 positioned Denmark as a more active Arctic actor. In 2011, the Arctic
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became a more integral part of Denmark’s national self-perception in foreign policy terms, when the
position as Arctic ambassador was established; when the first annual parliamentary debate about
Arctic cooperation took place; and when the Kingdom of Denmark Arctic Strategy 2011-2020 was
published. The latter entailed a noticeable linguistic uniting of Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe
Islands under the label ‘Kingdom of Denmark’, which is not a commonly used title within Danish
political discourse. With this, the selves of Greenland and the Faroe Islands were discursively
enveloped, simultaneously emphasizing the Danish government as the primary authority.
Subsequently, Faroese and Greenlandic representatives demonstrated discontent with the discursive
change and their downgraded roles within the Arctic Council, which caused a gradual change in the
Arctic discourse within the Danish parliament as it was more widely acknowledged that to remain an
Arctic state, the Danish Realm must be maintained. In 2016 - following the foreign and security
policy review which characterized Denmark as a great Arctic power - both diversity and unity within
the Danish Realm became more outspoken and led to new initiatives with the purpose of facilitating
dialogue between the three parts.
With inspiration from Ole Wæver’s (2002) layered framework for how to study foreign policy
identities, the analysis shows how Denmark’s foreign policy objectives depend on a continuously
close community within the Danish Realm, as this is what legitimizes Denmark’s privileged position
in circumpolar governance. The fact that the government centres of all the eight Arctic states are
located outside the region of interest means that their claims to an Arctic identity rely upon
meaningful narratives that convincingly connects the land above 66° North with the rest of the
country. Unlike the most northern parts of the other Arctic states, Greenland has a declared goal of
independence respected by the Danish government cf. the Act on Greenland Self Government (2009)
which also gives the Government of Greenland some foreign policy room for maneuver (cf. §12). As
such, Greenland both has a distinct voice in international politics and envisions a future with full selfdetermination in Arctic politics and beyond. Hence, the case of Denmark’s Arctic identity differs
from other Arctic states, as the representation of Denmark in the Arctic encompasses a representation
of other national selves, which are both within and outside the Danish nation.
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Conclusion
How do foreign policy representatives use the Arctic attention to position Greenland and Denmark
internationally? While this main research question has structured the framework and connected the
five articles, the answer is multifaceted with branches to other academic discussions as demonstrated
in the summaries above. Starting with the root of the question, the simple answer is that both
Denmark’s and Greenland’s foreign policy representatives use the Arctic attention to enhance their
collective and respective positions in international politics, where their roles as key Arctic actors offer
opportunities to have more frequent, direct interaction with the world’s most powerful state leaders.
A privilege which is not common for a small state like Denmark and even rarer for a self-governing
territory like Greenland. To achieve this privilege and preserve legitimacy in circumpolar governance,
the Arctic is articulated as an important component of the foreign policy identities of both countries:
While the Arctic is highlighted as ubiquitous and inevitable to Greenland’s collective identity and
relations to the outside world, Denmark’s Arcticness completely depends on Greenland’s geographic
location and continuous membership of the Danish Realm. While these Arctic identity interactions
were first mostly ignored by Denmark’s foreign policy representatives, they later became more
clearly articulated, hence accentuating that in order to remain an Arctic state, Denmark must maintain
the Danish Realm.
In step with the Arctic’s increased importance within Denmark’s foreign policy, dependency between
the former colony and colonizer has been reconfigured, providing Greenland representatives with an
‘Arctic advantage’ used to gain more influence in the negotiations with the Danish government, and,
more particularly, to achieve more foreign policy autonomy. For example, the two Greenlandic
members of the Danish parliament have for the first time ever been invited to take part in Denmark’s
Finance Act negotiations (Turnowsky 2019), while it is currently discussed if they should also have
a reserved seat in Denmark’s Foreign Policy Committee as Arctic questions are often - and still more
frequently - on the committee’s agenda (Jenvall 2019). This recent development underlines how
Greenland is today welcomed by Denmark as a more equal actor, while exemplifying how the Arctic
attention - from a Danish perspective - fuels a centripetal impetus to the relevance of the Danish
Realm. This is contrary to the Greenlandic perspective, where the Arctic attention instead works
centrifugally to the relevance of the Danish Realm, as the opportunities brought by external Arctic
interests are used to decrease dependence on Denmark. These opposing perspectives exemplify how
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the increased international Arctic attention brings new opportunities to both Denmark and Greenland,
while altering their postcolonial relationship into one of more equality.
Today, Greenland’s foreign policy representatives have more distinct voices when expressing
Greenland’s particular foreign policy priorities both domestically, within the Danish Realm and
internationally. As I have shown, Arctic events serve as important strategic arenas for moving the
boundary for what Greenland may do internationally without Danish interference, due to the
somehow reverse dependency between the former colony and colonizer within these discursive
contexts. Here, Greenland representatives successfully articulate, act and appear a more sovereign
position through outspoken discontent, tacit gestures and symbolic alterations, while circumpolar
conferences provide special occasions for Greenland to strengthen bilateral relations due to the more
informal setup. At the same time, the agency of the Greenland Government is today also more
generally acknowledged through official foreign policy channels, as demonstrated by the
establishment of a Greenland representation in Reykjavik in October 2018, and the United States
announcement in May 2019 that it will soon establish a permanent representation19 in Nuuk. This
prioritisation of a direct communication line with Greenlandic decision-makers is a clear indication
of unprecedentedly acknowledgement of Greenland’s more autonomous international role, while it
also emphasizes the increased geopolitical attention towards the Arctic.
The plan20 of a US representation in Nuuk was revealed a couple of days after the Arctic Council
ministerial meeting in Rovaneimi, Finland, where US State Secretary Mike Pompeo said, “There are
only Arctic States and Non-Arctic States. No third category exists, and claiming otherwise entitles
China to exactly nothing” (AFP 2019), while he further rhetorically asked: “Do we want the Arctic
Ocean to transform into a new South China Sea, fraught with militarisation and competing territorial
claims?” (ibid.). As such, the decision to upgrade US diplomatic presence in Greenland is probably
shaped by the Trump administration’s understanding of the circumpolar region as “a potential avenue
for great power competition and aggression” (US Department of Defense 2019:5).

19
It is often referred to as the ‘reopening’ of the representation, as the US had a consulate in Nuuk during the years
1940-1953. Currently, Greenland is only home to one similar representation, which is the General Consulate of Iceland
located in Nuuk.
20

The announcement should have been made during US State Secretary Mike Pompeo’s official visit to Greenland, but
he postponed the visit last minute.
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Three months later, the US strategic interest in Greenland and the Arctic was further stressed, when
Donald Trump floated the idea of purchasing Greenland prior to his announced state visit to Denmark
in the beginning of September 2019. However, as both Greenland’s Premier Kim Kielsen and
Denmark’s Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen unambiguously refused the idea, Trump cancelled the
planned visit. This recent event encapsulates well how the Arctic attention enhances both Greenland’s
and Denmark’s position in international politics, while it simultaneously highlights the Government
of Greenland’s agency within the Danish Realm and beyond. Though Trump’s idea may have been
received as a provocation mirroring a neo-colonial worldview, it may simultaneously serve as a
bargaining chip for Greenland to attract new external investments, crucial for the realisation of more
self-determination. As such, it both rendered visible the more equal relationship between Denmark
and Greenland, and further indicated the somehow reverse dependency between them when Arctic
affairs are on the agenda21.
In a broader perspective, Trump’s caprice implies that Greenland’s geostrategic location is yet again
becoming more important to the United States, as Russia is upgrading its military presence in Franz
Josef Land in the Arctic Ocean, while China shows interest in i.a. financing mining projects, research
infrastructure and airports in Greenland. Consequently, the predominantly peaceful Arctic security
discourse prevailing since the Ilulissat Declaration of 2008 is currently challenged by growing
militarization and hardened interstate rhetoric. If this development heralds continuously worsened
horizontal relations between states, it may simultaneously denote that the room for vertical
discussions between the states and the Indigenous peoples of the Arctic will retrogress if the states
are challenged by threatening external others. In such a security milieu, Greenland’s foreign policy
representatives may initially be reduced to extras in a high-politics perspective, while it subsequently
may reinforce the Greenland national economy if the growing interest lead to further external
investments. If this happens, the Arctic near-state of Greenland will move closer towards the goal of
independence. In this process, the Government of Greenland can use the narrative of future statemaking to both establish and enhance new and present international relations, while in the meantime
using Denmark’s dependency on Greenland in Arctic affairs to gain more rights within the Danish

21

When it was first announced that Donald Trump would make an official state visit to Denmark, and that ‘Arctic
questions’ would be high on the agenda, Greenland’s Premier, Kim Kielsen, was immediately invited to participate.
This would have marked a historic event as the first official meeting between an American President and a Greenlandic
Premier, hence further emphasizing the Government of Greenland’s international agency.
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Realm. Such moves are not available to other Arctic non-states, hence underlying Greenland’s special
position within Arctic governance.
Now 10 years after the Act on Greenland Self Government entered into force22, it is obvious that
“[…] the interest in the Arctic and Greenland is converted into concrete opportunities for the
Greenlandic people and its development as a nation” (Naalakkersuisut 2011:3), as stated in
Greenland’s only foreign policy strategy so far. Time will show if this development will eventually
lead to state-formation, but if the international Arctic attention prevails and perhaps increases, it
seems inevitable that the Danish-Greenlandic relationship will at least evolve into one of more
equality23.

22

See Jacobsen, Knudsen and Rosing (2019) for interdisciplinary insights into the historic development of Greenland’s
society and the roads to more self-determination.
23
In the special issue referred to in the previous footnote, Kleist (2019) lays out how ‘Free Association’ is a desirable
next step for enhanced self-determination which e.g. could make Greenland a rightful member of UN and the Arctic
Council.
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Summaries
Summary
This PhD dissertation investigates how Greenland’s and Denmark’s foreign policy identities interact
in the light of the renewed global geopolitical attention towards the Arctic. A development, which is
used to enhance their common and distinct positions in international politics, where their roles as key
Arctic actors offer opportunities to have more frequent, direct interactions with the world’s most
powerful state leaders. Something which is not common for a small state like Denmark and even rarer
for a self-governing territory such as Greenland.
Whereas the Arctic is discursively highlighted in foreign policy identities of the two countries, it is
so to quite different extends: In Greenland, it is ubiquitous and inevitable to the prevailing collective
identity representation as well as in paradiplomatic relations to the outside world. In Denmark, the
status as an Arctic state is conditioned upon Greenland’s geographic location and continuous
membership of the Danish Realm. This difference reconfigures the dependency between the former
colony and colonizer: It gives Greenland representatives an ‘Arctic advantage’ in the postcolonial
negotiations, as to remain an Arctic state, Denmark must maintain the Danish Realm. This advantage
is used to enhance Greenland’s foreign policy autonomy and to alter the relationship towards one of
more equality. At the same time, the Government of Greenland welcomes the increased international
Arctic attention as an opportunity to diversify dependency beyond Denmark, hence reducing the
relevance of the Danish Realm and enhancing Greenland’s agency in international politics.
How Greenland’s and Denmark’s foreign policy representatives (inter)act - together and separately in discursive Arctic contexts is examined through five different articles. These focus on discourse
and praxis within the Arctic Council, circumpolar conferences and concrete tri- and bilateral relations,
but also how e.g. proposed mining projects and questions of sustainability activate postcolonial
nuances about who has the ultimate right to decide. As such, all the articles contribute to a better
understanding of Greenland’s and Denmark’s Arctic affairs, while some of them are also part of other
academic advancements contributing with new theoretically informed perspectives on circumpolar
security developments and new understandings of how the concept of sustainability is used politically
in the Arctic.
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Resumé (Danish summary)
Denne ph.d.-afhandling undersøger, hvordan Grønlands og Danmarks udenrigspolitiske
repræsentanter interagerer i lyset af den fornyede globale geopolitiske interesse for Arktis. En
udvikling, der bliver brugt til at styrke deres fælles og respektive positioner i international politik,
hvor deres roller som centrale arktiske aktører giver mulighed for hyppigere, direkte interaktion med
nogle af verdens mest magtfulde statsledere. Noget, der ikke er normalt for en småstat som Danmark
og endnu mere usædvanligt for et selvstyrende territorium som Grønland.
Arktis bliver diskursivt fremhævet i de to landes udenrigspolitiske identiteter, men dét på ret
forskellige måder: I Grønland er Arktis allestedsnærværende og uomgængeligt i den fremherskende
kollektive identitetsrepræsentation, såvel som i paradiplomatiske relationer med verden udenfor. I
Danmark er status som en arktisk stat betinget af Grønlands geografiske placering og fortsatte
medlemskab af Rigsfællesskabet. Denne forskel rekonfigurerer afhængigheden mellem den tidligere
koloni og kolonimagt: Det giver Grønlands repræsentanter en ’arktisk fordel’ i de postkoloniale
forhandlinger, da Danmark må opretholde Rigsfællesskabet for fortsat at kunne kalde sig en arktisk
stat. Denne fordel bliver brugt til at styrke Grønlands udenrigspolitiske autonomi og til at gøre det
postkoloniale forhold mere ligeværdigt. På samme tid byder Grønlands Landsstyre den øgede
internationale interesse for Arktis velkommen som en mulighed for at diversificere afhængigheden
til andre end Danmark, alt imens relevansen af Rigsfællesskabet bliver reduceret og Grønlands
formåen i international politik bliver styrket.
Hvordan Grønlands og Danmarks udenrigspolitiske repræsentanter (inter)agerer – sammen såvel som
hver for sig – i diskursive arktiske kontekster, bliver undersøgt i fem forskellige artikler. Disse
fokuserer på diskurs og praksis inden for Arktisk Råd, på cirkumpolære konferencer og på konkrete
tri- og bilaterale relationer, men også på, hvordan potentielle mineprojekter og spørgsmål om
bæredygtighed aktiverer postkoloniale nuancer om, hvem der til syvende og sidst har retten til at
bestemme. Som sådan bidrager alle artiklerne til en bedre forståelse af Grønlands og Danmarks
arktiske anliggender, mens nogle af artiklerne også er del af andre akademiske diskussioner, som bl.a.
bidrager med nye teoretisk funderede perspektiver på sikkerhedsudviklingerne i Arktis og tilføjer nye
forståelser af, hvordan bæredygtighedsbegrebet bliver brugt politisk i Arktis.
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Eqikkaaneq (Greenlandic summary)
Ph.d.-mik ilisimatusaatitut allaaserisami matumani misissorneqarpoq, Kalaallit Nunaata
Danmarkillu nunat allat pillugit politikikkut aallartitai qanoq imminnut sunniivigeqatigiittarnersut,
nunarsuaq tamakkerlugu naalakkersuinermik ingerlatsisut Issittumik nutaamik soqutiginninnerat
eqqarsaatigigaanni. Ineriartorneq, nunat assigiinngitsut akornanni politikkimi ataatsimoorussamik
aamma immikkut inissisimanermik pitsanngorsaanermut atorneqartoq, taamatut issittumi peqataasut
qitiusumik atuuffii, nunarsuarmi naalagaaffinni siuttut pissaaneqarnerpaat ilaannik toqqaannartumik
sunniivigeqatiginnissinnaanermut periarfissiigajupput. Tamanna, naalagaaffeeqqamut soorlu
Danmarkimut nalinginnaanngilaq aamma suli qaqutigoorneruvoq naalagaaffiup ilaanut
namminersortumut, soorlu Kalaallit Nunaannut.
Issittoq, nunat taakku marluk nunanut allanut politikkikkut kinaassutsit pillugit attaveqarnermi
assuteqartillugu pingaartinneqartarpoq, kisianni tamanna periaatsini assigiinngilluinnartuni pisarpoq:
Kalaallit Nunaanni Issittoq najunngisaqanngitsuuvoq aamma ataatsimoorussamik kinaassutsimik
saqqummiisarnermi
nunarsuarmik

sallersaavoq

naalagaaffiup

saneqqunneqarsinnaanngitsoq,

allanut

attaveqarneranut

aamma

assingusumik

soorlu

avataani

sinniisoqarfinnit

atassuteqarnermi. Danmarkimi, Issittumi naalagaaffittut inissisimanermut aalajangiisuuvoq Kalaallit
Nunaata nunarsuarmi inissisimanera aamma Naalagaaffeqatigiinnermi ilaasortaaginnarnissaa.
Assigiinngissut taanna, qanga nunasiaataasimasup nunasiaateqarsimasullu akornanni, allanut
atanermik nutaamik aaqqissuusseqqinnermik tunisivoq: Taanna Kalaallit Nunaata aallartitaannut
’issittumi iluaqut’-mik nunasiaataasimanerup kingorna isumaqatiginninniarnermi tunisivoq,
pissutigalugu

Danmarkip,

suli

issittumi

naalagaaffittut

taaneqarsinnaajumalluni,

naalagaaffeqatigiinneq atatittariaqarmagu. Iluaqut taanna Kalaallit Nunaata nunat allat pillugit
politikkiata nammineq ingerlanera pitsanngorsarniarlugu aamma nunasiaataasimanerup kingorna
pissutsit naligiinnerulersinniarlugit atorneqarpoq. Ilutigalugu Kalaallit Nunaata Naalakkersuisuisa
nunat assigiinngitsut akornannit Issittumut soqutiginninneq tikilluaqquaat, Danmarkimit allanut
atanerup

allanngorsinnaaneranut

periarfissatut,

Naalagaaffeqatigiinnissap

pingaaruteqarnera

milliartortillugu aamma Kalaallit Nunaata nunat assigiinngitsut akornanni politikikkut pisinnaasaat
pitsanngoriartortillugit.
Kalaallit Nunaata Danmarkillu nunat allat pillugit politikikkut aallartitai qanoq imminnut
(sunniivigeqatigiittarnersut) iliuuseqartarnersut – peqatigiillutik aamma immikkut – issittumi
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attaveqarnermi attuumassuteqartuni, allaaserisani tallimani assigiinngitsuni misissorneqarpoq.
Taakku Issittumi Siunnersuisooqatigiit iluanni attaveqarnermi aamma suleriaatsini, nunat issittut
ataatsimeersuartarnerini aamma nunanik marlunnik pingasunillu peqateqarluni attaveqarfinni
aalajangersimasuni, kisianni aamma, qanoq aatsitassarsiornermi suliniutaasinnaasut piujuartitsinerlu
pillugu apeqqutit, nunasiaataasimanerup kingorna annikitsortai pillugit, kikkut inaarutaasumik
aalajangiinissamut pisussaaffeqarnersut ukkatarineqarput. Allaaserisat tamakkerlutik imminni
Kalaallit Nunaata aamma Danmarkip issittumi suliassaannik pitsaanerusumik paasinninnissamut
tuniseqataapput, massa allaaserisat ilaat aamma ilisimatoorpalaartumik oqallinnerni allani ilaasut,
soorlu ilaatigut Issittumi isumannaallisaanerup sillimaniarnerullu ineriartornera pillugu ilisimasanik
misilittakkanik tunngaveqartunik siunissamut siulittuutinik nutaanik tuniseqataasut aamma
paasinneriaatsinik

nutaanik

ilanngussisut,

Issittumi

atorneqartarnersoq.
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piujuartitsinermi

taaguut

qanoq

ᓇᐃᓈᖅᑐᒃᑯᑦ ᐅᓂᒃᑳᓕᐊᑦ (Inuktitut summary)
ᑕᒪᓐᓇ ᖁᑦᑎᑦᑐᒃᑯᑦ ᐃᓕᓐᓂᐊᕌᓂᒐᓱᐊᕐᓂᖅ ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑕᐅᔪᑦ ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑐᑦ ᖃᓄᖅ ᑲᓛᖦᖡᑦ ᓄᓇᖓᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᑎᓐᒫᒃ
ᓄᓇᓕᐸᐅᔭᖏᑦ ᒪᓕᒐᓄᑦ ᓇᓗᓇᐃᔭᐃᓂᖅ ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑎᒌᓐᓂᖏᑦ ᐱᔾᔪᑎᒋᓗᒍ ᓄᑖᙳᖅᑎᑕᐅᓂᖏᑦ ᓯᓚᕐᔪᐊᒥ ᐊᕙᑎᒧᑦᒐᕙᒪᓕᕆᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᐃᓱᒪᒋᔭᐅᔪᑦ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒧᑦ. ᐱᕙᓪᓕᐊᓂᖅ, ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᔪᑦ ᐱᕚᓪᓕᕈᑕᐅᓂᐊᕐᓗᑎᒃ ᐊᑐᖃᑦᑕᖅᑕᖏᑕ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ
ᐊᔾᔨᒌᙱᑦᑐᒃᑯᑦ ᐃᖅᑲᓇᐃᔮᔅᓴᐃᑦ ᓯᓚᕐᔪᐊᒥ ᒐᕙᒪᓕᕆᓂᕐᒧᑦ, ᐃᖅᑲᓇᐃᔮᖏᑦ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒥ ᐱᓕᕆᔨᖏᑦ ᑐᓂᓯᓲᖏᑦ
ᐃᓱᐊᓈᕈᑎ98ᔅᓴᓂᒃ

ᑕᐃᒪᐅᒐᔪᖕᓂᐊᕐᓗᓂ,

ᐅᖃᖃᑎᒌᓐᓂᖏᑦ

ᓯᓚᕐᔪᐊᒥ

ᒐᕙᒪᒥ

ᐊᐅᓚᑦᑎᔨᒻᒪᕆᓐᓄᑦ.

ᖃᐅᔨᒪᔭᐅᙱᓗᐊᕐᓂᖓᓄᑦ ᒥᑭᔪᓄᑦ ᒐᕙᒪᓕᕆᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᐆᑦᑑᑎᒋᓗᒍ ᑎᓐᒫᒃ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᑕᐃᒪᐅᒐᔪᙱᑦᑐᑦ ᐃᒻᒥᒃᑯᑦ-ᒐᕙᒪᓕᕆᓂᕐᒧᑦ
ᓄᓇᓕᒧᑦ ᐆᑦᑑᑎᒋᓗᒍ ᑲᓛᖦᖡᑦ ᓄᓇᖓᑦ.
ᓇᒥ

ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐ

ᑭᒡᒐᖅᑐᐃᓂᕐᒧᑦ

ᓇᓗᓇᐃᔭᖅᑕᐅᓯᒪᔪᑦ

ᓄᓇᓕᐸᐅᔭᓄᑦ

ᒪᓕᒐᓄᑦ

ᓇᓗᓇᐃᔭᖅᓯᒪᔪᑦ

ᑕᒪᒃᑭᓄᑦ

ᓄᓇᓕᐸᐅᔭᓄᑦ, ᐊᔾᔨᒋᙱᓚᖓ ᐱᔾᔪᑎᒋᔭᐅᔪᓄᑦ: ᑲᓛᖦᖡᑦ ᓄᓇᖓᓂ, ᑕᐃᒪᐅᙱᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᓴᖅᑭᑎᑕᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᑦ
ᐊᐅᓚᑕᐅᔪᓄᑦ ᑲᑎᖅᓱᖅᑕᐅᔪᓐᓇᖅᑐᑦ ᓇᓗᓇᐃᔭᐃᓂᖏᑦ ᑭᒡᒐᖅᑐᐃᓂᖅ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐃᓱᒪᒋᔭᐅᔪᑦ ᐃᓚᒌᒃᑐᓄᑦ ᓯᓚᕐᔪᐊᒥ.
ᑎᓐᒫᒃᒥ, ᖃᓄᐃᓐᓂᖏᑦ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒥ ᒐᕙᒪᓕᕆᓂᖅ ᐱᔾᔪᑎᖃᖅᑐᑦ ᑲᓛᖦᖡᑦ ᓄᓇᖓᓄᑦ ᓇᔪᕐᕕᐊᓄᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᑲᔪᓯᓂᖓᓄᑦ
ᐃᓚᒋᔭᐅᓂᖓᓄᑦ

ᑏᓂᔅ

ᑕᐃᒪᐅᓪᓚᕆᓂᖏᓐᓄᑦ.

ᐊᔾᔨᒌᙱᓐᓂᖓ

ᐊᖅᑭᒃᓱᐃᒃᑲᓐᓂᕐᓂᖅ

ᖃᓄᐃᓐᓂᖓᓄᑦ

ᓄᓇᒋᔭᐅᓚᐅᖅᑐᓄᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᓄᓇᖃᓕᖅᑐᓄᑦ: ᑐᓂᓯᔪ ᑲᓛᖦᖡᑦ ᓄᓇᖓᓄᑦ ᑭᒡᒐᖅᑐᐃᔨᓄᑦ ‘ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒥ ᐃᓱᐊᓈᕈᑎᔅᓴᓂᒃ
ᓄᓇᖃᖅᑐᒥᓂᕐᓂᖅ ᑭᒡᒐᖅᑐᐃᓂᕐᒧᑦ, ᐱᓯᒪᓂᐊᕐᓗᒍ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒥ ᒐᕙᒪᓕᕆᓂᕐᒧᑦ, ᑎᓐᒫᒃ ᑲᔪᓯᑎᑦᑎᒋᐊᖃᖅᑐᑦ ᑏᓂᔅ
ᑕᐃᒪᓪᓚᕆᒋᔭᖏᓐᓄᑦ.

ᑕᒪᓐᓇ

ᐃᓱᐊᓈᕈᑎᔅᓴᐃᑦ

ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᔪᑦ

ᐱᕚᓪᓕᕆᐊᕈᑕᐅᓗᑎᒃ

ᑲᓛᖦᖡᑦ

ᓄᓇᓕᐸᐅᔭᖓᑕ

ᒪᓕᒐᓕᕆᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᐃᒻᒥᒃᑯᑦ-ᒐᕙᒪᓕᕆᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐊᓯᔾᔨᕆᐊᕐᓗᒍ ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑎᒌᓐᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᐊᑲᐅᓈᕐᓂᖅᓴᒃᑯᑦ. ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᒐᕙᒪᑦ
ᑲᓛᖦᖡᑦ ᓄᓇᖓᑦ ᑐᙵᓱᒃᑎᑦᑎᔪᑦ ᐱᕚᓪᓕᕈᑕᐅᔪᑦ ᓯᓚᕐᔪᐊᒥ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ ᐃᓱᒪᒋᔭᐅᔭᕆᐊᖃᖅᑐᑦ ᐃᓱᐊᓈᕈᑎᒋᔭᐅᓗᑎᒃ
ᐊᖏᔪᒃᑯᑦ ᐃᒻᒥᒃᑰᕈᓐᓇᕐᓂᖅ ᐅᖓᑖᓄᐊᙱᓪᓗᒍ ᑎᓐᒫᑦ, ᑕᐃᒫᒃ ᓄᖑᑎᕙᓪᓕᐊᓂᖅ ᑕᐃᒪᐅᓂᖏᑦ ᑏᓂᔅ ᑕᐃᒪᐅᓪᓚᕆᓂᖏᑦ
ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐱᕚᓪᓕᕆᐊᕐᓗᒋᑦ ᑲᓛᖦᖡᑦ ᑲᑐᔾᔨᖃᑎᒌᓐᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᓯᓚᕐᔪᐊᒥ ᒪᓕᒐᓕᕆᓂᕐᒧᑦ.
ᖃᓄᖅ ᑲᓛᖦᖡᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᑎᓐᒫᒃ ᓄᓇᓕᐸᐅᔭᖏᑦ ᒪᓕᒐᖏᑦ ᑭᒡᒐᖅᑐᐃᔨᖏᑦ (ᐊᑯᓐᓂᖓ)ᒪᓕᒐᖓ - ᑲᑎᓪᓗᒋᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐊᕕᓪᓗᒋᑦ
-

ᑲᔪᓯᔪᒃᑯᑦ

ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒥ

ᐱᓕᕆᐊᕆᔭᐅᔪᑦ

ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᓯᒪᔪᑦ

ᑕᓪᓕᒪᒃᑯᑦ

ᐊᔾᔨᒌᙱᑦᑐᓄᑦ

ᓇᐃᓈᑦᑐᒃᑯᑦ

ᐅᓂᒃᑳᒐᔅᓴᓕᐅᖅᓯᒪᔪᓄᑦ.
ᑖᒃᑯᐊ ᑐᕌᒋᔭᐅᔪᑦ ᐅᖃᐅᓯᕆᔭᐅᔪᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᔪᑦ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒥ ᑲᑎᒪᔨᓄᑦ, ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒥ ᑲᑎᒪᔪᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐱᖓᓱᑎᒍᑦᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᒪᕐᕈᐃᓕᖓᔪᒃᑯᑦ ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑎᒌᒃᑐᑦ, ᑭᓯᐊᓂ ᖃᓄᖅ ᐆᑦᑑᑎᒋᓗᒍ ᑐᒃᓯᕋᖅᑕᐅᔪᑦ ᐅᔭᕋᖕᓂᐊᕐᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᐱᓕᕆᐊᔅᓴᓄᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ
ᐊᐱᖅᓲᑎᓄᑦ ᐊᑲᐅᓈᖅᑐᒃᑯᑦ ᐱᕙᓪᓕᐊᓂᖅ ᓄᓇᖃᖅᑳᓚᐅᖅᑐᓄᑦ ᐊᔾᔨᒌᙱᓐᓂᖏᑦ ᑭᒃᑯᑦ ᐱᔪᓐᓇᐅᑎᖃᕐᓂᖏᑦ ᓴᙱᔪᒃᑯᑦ
ᐃᓱᒪᒃᓴᖅᓯᐅᕐᓂᕐᒧᑦ. ᑕᐃᒪᐃᑎᓪᓗᒋᑦ, ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑕᐅᓯᒪᔪᑦ ᓇᐃᓈᖅᑐᒃᑯᑦ ᑐᓂᓯᔪᑦ ᐊᑲᐅᓈᕐᓂᒃᓴᒃᑯᑦ ᑐᑭᓯᐊᔾᔪᑎᔅᓴᓂᒃ ᑲᓛᖦᖡᑦ
ᓄᓇᖓᓄᑦ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᑎᓐᒫᒃ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒥ ᑭᒡᒐᖅᑐᖅᑕᐅᔪᓄᑦ, ᐃᓚᖏᑦ ᐃᓚᖃᖅᑐᑦ ᐊᓯᖏᓐᓄᑦ ᖁᑦᑎᑦᑐᒃᑯᑦ ᐱᕚᓪᓕᕈᑕᐅᓯᒪᔪᑦ
ᑐᓂᓯᔪᑦ ᓄᑖᓂᒃ ᐃᓱᒪᒋᔭᐅᔪᓄᑦ ᓇᓗᓇᐃᖅᑕᐅᓯᒪᔪᑦ ᑕᐅᑦᑐᒋᔭᐅᔪᑦ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒥ ᐊᑦᑕᕐᓇᖅᑕᐃᓕᒪᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᐱᕙᓪᓕᐊᓂᖅ
ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᓄᑖᓂᒃ ᑐᑭᓯᐊᔾᔪᑎᔅᓴᓂᒃ ᖃᓄᖅ ᐱᔾᔪᑎᒋᔭᖅ ᐊᑲᐅᓈᕐᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᓂᖏᑦ ᒐᕙᒪᓕᕆᓂᕐᒧᑦ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᖅᑐᒥ.
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Desecuritization as Displacement
of Controversy: geopolitics, law
and sovereign rights in the Arctic
Marc Jacobsen, PhD Candidate, Centre for Advanced Security Theory, Department of
Political Science, University of Copenhagen
Jeppe Strandsbjerg, Associate Professor, Department of Business and Politics, Copenhagen Business School
This article suggests that the Ilulissat Declaration of 2008 can be perceived as a preemptive desecuritization act in reaction to the growing concern for military conflict in
the wake of the Russian flag planting on the North Pole in 2007. The declaration confirmed that science and international law shall determine the delineation of the Arctic
Ocean. However, while it was successful in silencing securitization attempts, the shift
from security to science and law generated new dilemmas and controversies: within international law there has been controversy over its ontological foundations and within
science we have seen controversy over specific standards, hence challenging the notion
of ‘normal politics’. While minimizing the horizontal conflict potential between states,
this development has simultaneously given way for vertical disputes between the signatory states on the one hand and the Indigenous peoples of the Arctic on the other.

Introduction1
In May 2008, the five states adjacent to the Arctic Ocean, the so-called Arctic Five
(A5), signed the Ilulissat Declaration. In the Declaration, they declared their shared intention to cooperate and settle the allocation of sovereign rights in the Arctic Ocean on
the basis of international law and scientifically valid geodata. The declaration was, as
we will explain, a reaction to a growing concern among scholars and politicians reacting
1

We would like to thank our fellow colleagues whose critique, suggestions, and encouragements have
been invaluable in the development of this paper. The theoretical argument benefitted greatly from a
work-in-progress seminar hosted by Centre for Advanced Security Studies, while the empirical details
were enhanced following an Arctic Politics Research Seminar at University of Copenhagen. Ulrik Pram
Gad, Michael Byers and the anonymous reviewer deserve special thanks for their thorough and thoughtful
comments which were decisive in the final stages of writing.
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in particular to media reports on the potential for conflict and an increasing militarization of the Arctic region. More specifically, the concern arose over the distribution of
sovereign rights to what is called the Outer Continental Shelf in the Arctic Ocean. As
such, we suggest, the Ilulissat Declaration was an act of pre-emptive desecuritization
initiated by state elites to prevent a securitized Arctic scenario. To the extent that the
Ilulissat Declaration became a standard reference in subsequent scholarly and political
conversations, including academic publishing, about the legal status of the Arctic, the
declaration has been effective because it has become a powerful argument for why Arctic geopolitics is not about to become securitized. However, in this article we are not
only concerned with Arctic geopolitics but, more specifically, we aim to show how the
Ilulissat Declaration, as an act of pre-emptive desecuritization, can teach us something
about how desecuritization also works. We suggest that desecuritization is not necessarily about moving a policy issue from security back to normal politics but, rather,
desecuritization works by shifting a policy issue from one technique of government to
another. This shift, we argue, entails a displacement of a controversy, meaning that the
shift generates new controversies arising from the issue being desecuritized.
In its original formulation by scholars associated with what has come to be
known as the Copenhagen School, desecuritization was referred to as an opposite process of securitization; i.e. attempts to prevent a policy issue from being securitized or
attempts to move issues from the realm of security and back to normal politics (Wæver
1995, 57-58). The initial writings were about how desecuritization could be achieved
(Huysmans 1995; Wæver 2000), as it was perceived to represent a positive move reclaiming an issue from the exceptional realm of security back to the normal realm of
politics. Later, this view of desecuritization became criticized for avoiding politics (Aradau 2004) and for not being morally superior to securitization (Floyd 2011). Others
have sought to recover and highlight the political richness of the concept through examining its ontological and practical levels (Hansen 2012). Analyses of desecuritization
have subsequently followed three strands of questions: (1) what counts as desecuritization; (2) why desecuritization should take place; and (3) how it may be achieved (Balzacq, Depauw, and Léonard 2015 cf. Bourbeau and Vuori 2015, 254). The issue of migration has been a particularly popular case in these studies (Roe 2004; Huysmans
1998; Huysmans 2006). Usually, desecuritization has been analyzed as a post hoc process taking place when something has already been securitized, but as Philippe Bourbeau and Juha A. Vuori (2015) argue – as they take up the cue from some of the earliest
studies of desecuritization (Wæver 1989; 1995; 2000) – desecuritization may be a preemptive act made in order to prevent the securitization of a particular referent object.
Analyzing the Ilulissat Declaration as a pre-emptive desecuritization act is interesting for a number of reasons. First, the Ilulissat Declaration was largely driven by
state elites with the aim of avoiding a security scenario articulated by members of a
broader public. Conventionally, analyses of desecuritization posit state elites as those
who securitize, and public voices – for lack of a better term – as those who seek to
desecuritize. Second, and this is the most significant for this article, the success of the
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Ilulissat Declaration was built on its ability to shift the question of sovereign rights from
a potentially securitized domain to another, very particular legal-technical regime codified by the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The point
here is that while avoiding the spectre of security, such a shift from security to law and
science is not necessarily a return to a more democratic and open political domain but
rather another institutional domain governed by its own rules and logics. We label these
domains as different techniques of government.
The main purpose of this article is to show how such acts of desecuritization
through shifting techniques of government may generate new lines of controversy.
While this shift has, indeed, been successful in minimizing the risk of horizontal conflict between states, it has simultaneously given way for vertical disputes between the
signatory states on the one hand and the Indigenous peoples of the Arctic on the other
who question the very ontological foundation of the sovereignty concept and the legitimacy behind the alleged right to delineate the Arctic. If peaceful status quo persists,
such voices will probably continue to be audible, but if the involved states are not satisfied with the resolution of their overlapping claims, hardened interstate rhetoric and securitization attempts may resurface. As such, desecuritization is contingent. In what follows, we will briefly present the theoretical notion of desecuritization, followed by an
outline of the historical geo-strategic concerns in the Arctic. This again is followed by
an analysis of the Ilulissat Declaration as a case of desecuritization, while finally laying
out the displacement of controversy.
Desecuritization and techniques of government
The question of what makes something a security issue has traditionally been dealt with
in objective terms, in the sense that we could objectively analyze the world to say
whether a given phenomenon should be considered a risk. As such the study of security
would be concerned with how actors (politicians, bureaucrats, and strategists) would or
could best respond to a threat. As a central part of the constructivist turn in International
Relations, the Copenhagen School formulated a discursive take on security, famously
coining the term securitization (Wæver 1995; Buzan et al. 1998). In contrast to conventional realist (as philosophical realism) understandings of threats being objective facts,
the most radical claim by the Copenhagen School is that something becomes a security
issue not by virtue of its inherent nature but through discursive statements. Drawing on
language theory, Ole Wæver posits security as a speech act where it is the utterance,
designating something as a security issue in itself, that is of interest rather than the referent of that utterance (Wæver 1995, 55). This in turn transfers the security focus of
studies from the objective needs and threats surrounding a state/society to the realm of
political discourse.
The next important step is that security and insecurity do not represent a binary
opposition. Rather, the opposite of security is desecurity, with desecurity meaning normal politics. An agenda of minimizing security cannot move forward by criticizing se-
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curity, rather, it must understand the language-game that security is (Wæver 1995, 56).
Rejecting the binary nature of in/security, Wæver removes the positive connotations
surrounding the concept of security. By insisting that the counter to security is normal
politics, it follows that a democratic ethos would pursue an agenda of desecuritization in
order to deal with politics through normal procedures. The logic behind this is that because security as a concept signifies existential threats to a particular state or political
order, then issues of security are dealt with through emergency laws and exceptional
measures not encompassed by normal democratic rules of transparency and accountability. As a language game, security “is articulated only from a specific place, in an institutional voice, by elites” (Wæver 1995, 57). Buzan, Wæver, and de Wilde operate with a
continuum ranging from non-politicized (meaning something is not an issue for public
policy) over (normal) politicized to securitized (exceptional measures) (Buzan et al.
1998, 23-24).
The most obvious way to desecuritize is to not talk about issues in terms of security, but to ignore securitization and insist that an issue is non-politics or normal politics. In cases where something is already securitized, this is not a viable strategy. It is
then necessary to put things back into normal politics (Huysmans 1995, 65; Roe 2004,
284). The second way is to actively downgrade the issue by redefining it as not being a
threat towards a valued referent object (Buzan and Wæver 2003, 489). Third, and most
common, is the indirect discursive process of redirecting the security discourse towards
other more compelling issues that are securitized at the expense of the first issue that,
more or less unnoticed, is reduced to the discursive level of politics (Buzan and Wæver
2003, 489). These ways can follow objectivist, constructivist, or deconstructivist routes
to desecuritization (Huysmans 1995, 65-67). As we will discuss, the kind of desecuritization in the Arctic today is an elite-driven, pre-emptive desecuritization following the
second logic. We see state representatives continuously arguing that there is little tension, plenty of cooperation, and little to worry about in Arctic interstate relations.
There is an on-going sentiment in the writings dealt with here that to desecuritize is to render issues more democratic and accountable because they avoid the emergency rules associated with security: “to desecuritize surely implies exactly that – to
take security out of security, to move it back to normal politics” (Roe 2004, 285). In that
sense, normal politics is better than security. The aim to return to normal politics posits
a challenge to the more conventional view that security is good because it avoids insecurity. However, it has also led to a debate of the definition of normal politics. Is it
democratic? What are normal rules and procedures? From a Foucauldian perspective, it
is obvious to question the notion of normality. In the Arctic context, the debate of what
‘normal’ politics is should also remain an open question. Within this larger debate, the
aim of this article is to demonstrate how normalization meant shifting the issue of sovereign rights delineation into other socio-political domains or techniques of government.
In its wording, the Ilulissat Declaration shifted questions of sovereignty into a combined
legal and scientific-technical domain by pointing to an existing legal framework and
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diplomatic practice for dealing with such issues and not to a general field of ‘normal
politics’.
The following analysis suggests that desecuritization in this case is not a question of stepping back from security into an arena of normal politics. Rather, it is meant
to shift a policy issue into another technique of government. As such, successful desecuritization might require the existence of alternative institutional frameworks capable of
handling this issue. These other frameworks will embody different kinds of controversies compared to those of security. And while a desecuritization act obviously aims to
move an issue out of the emergency, the move will not remove but rather displace controversies. The next part briefly outlines the historic Arctic security discourse from a
securitization point of view. This will be followed by the analysis of the Ilulissat Declaration as a desecuritizing act through replacement of one policy issue to other government techniques.
Geostrategic concerns in the Arctic: the spectre of security in a historic
perspective
During the Cold War, the Arctic was home to significant US and USSR armament in
which Thule Air Base and the Kola Peninsula became key strategic military locations.
Even though an argument could be made that it was also the theatre of ‘normalized’ security routines and East West cooperative initiatives, like the A5’s Polar Bear Treaty of
1973 (cf. Byers 2013, 173), the then global macrosecuritization2 of a possible nuclear
war between the Warsaw Pact countries and NATO (Buzan and Wæver 2009) dominated the security discourse in the Arctic region. It was often subject to securitization attempts in relation to the military sector, well exemplified by then U.S. Air Force General Harp Arnold who in 1946 stated that “[i]f there is a third world war […] its strategic center will be the North Pole” (Murphy 1947, 61 cf. Hough 2013, 25). In response
to the antagonistic military rhetoric and the significant military build-up, a couple of
unsuccessful desecuritization attempts were made. In 1980, Norway’s then Prime Minister Oddvar Nordli proposed a nuclear weapon free-zone in the Arctic (Apple 1980,
17), and six years later, Secretary-General Mikhail Gorbachev and U.S. President
Ronald Reagan met in Reykjavik to discuss the possibilities of warming up bilateral relations. None of the initiatives led to the intended result, but they were considerable
steps in the desired direction, culminating with Gorbachev’s famous Murmansk speech
in 1987, in which he stated that “[t]he militarization of this part of the world is assuming threatening dimensions” (Gorbachev 1987, 4) and made clear that “[t]he Soviet Union is in favor of a radical lowering of the level of military confrontation in the region.
2

Securitization theory has mainly focused on the middle level of world politics, so in their aim of applying the concept to what happens above the middle level, Buzan and Wæver introduced the concept of
macrosecuritization. In their influential article, the Cold War is highlighted as the example par excellence
of an over-arching conflict that “[…] incorporate, align and rank the more parochial securitizations beneath it” (2009, 253).
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Let the North of the globe, the Arctic, become a zone of peace. Let the North Pole be a
pole of peace” (Gorbachev 1987, 4). As Kristian Åtland has rightly shown, this speech
served as an desecuritization act, paving the way for normal politics in an Arctic previously characterized by geostrategic concerns (Åtland 2008).
Following the end of the Cold war, the Soviet/Russian Northern Fleet declined,
as did security concerns more generally in the region. Disputes over sovereignty were
generally contained or localized and not subject to securitization attempts. Over the past
fifteen years, global interest in the region has, however, increased for one of three reasons. Overall, climate change is increasing accessibility to the region and, thus, is (1)
opening new shipping lanes; (2) catalyzing economic exploitation of hydrocarbon and
mineral resources; and (3) highlighting continental shelf claims by Arctic states. Accompanying these developments, Arctic states have redefined and developed Arctic
strategies, and several countries have revamped their military capabilities as clear signals that they are ready to defend their interests. As a result, the Arctic has re-emerged
as a geostrategic space attracting an increasing amount of political and public attention
and resurrected the spectre of geopolitics. Two more or less consecutive events especially fueled the global Arctic interest and drew significant headlines. First, the
(in)famous planting of the Russian flag on the geographical North Pole, 4,261 meters
below sea level, on August 2nd, 2007. Second, the publishing of US Geological Survey’s (USGS) estimate of undiscovered oil and gas north of the Arctic Circle suggesting
that the “extensive Arctic continental shelves may constitute the geographically largest
unexplored prospective area for petroleum remaining on Earth” (USGS 2008, 1). With
the incipient financial crisis and historical high oil prices that reached $100 per barrel in
the beginning of 2008 (Krauss 2008) and peaked in July 2008 with a price of $147 a
barrel (Hopkins 2008), the publication gained worldwide attention.
It was the combination of the imagination of hitherto unknown riches with the
absence of settled sovereignty in the Arctic that paved the way for a variety of conflict
scenarios, accelerated by the Russian flag planting organized by leading members of the
Putin-loyal party United Russia (Dodds 2015, 380f). The spectacle mirrored, it was
thought, European colonial practices of claiming land through symbolic acts in previous
centuries and it was, thus, met by unambiguous negative replies from the other Arctic
states. Canada’s then Foreign Minister Peter MacKay noted “[y]ou can’t go around the
world these days dropping a flag somewhere. This isn’t the 14th or 15th century”
(thestar.com 2007). Spokesman of the U.S. Department of State Tom Casey said “I'm
not sure whether they've, you know, put a metal flag, a rubber flag, or a bed sheet on the
ocean floor. Either way, it doesn't have any legal standing or effect on this claim” (Casey 2007). Russian explorer and Duma member, Arthur Chilingarov, retorted: “I don’t
give a damn what all these foreign politicians they are saying about this […] Russia
must win. Russia has what it takes to win. The Arctic has always been Russian” (Associated Press 2007).
The event, indeed, caused a hardened rhetoric between the Arctic states, but actual securitization attempts were not made from official state level. Some commentators
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and academics, on the other hand, were quick to point out the dangers of this development, painting a public image of sovereign states participating in an anarchic race for
riches and new territory in one of the world’s last remaining terra nullius. Headlines
such as ‘The Arctic Cold War’ (Chung 2007), ‘Scramble for the Arctic’ (Financial
Times 2007) and ‘Arctic Meltdown’ (Borgerson 2008) in non-tabloid media like Toronto Star, Financial Times, and Foreign Affairs, framed an impression of a region riddled
with conflict, insecurity, and military threats. In his influential essay, Borgerson warned
against ‘the coming Arctic anarchy’ and argued that ”[…] the situation is especially
dangerous because there are currently no overarching political or legal structures that
can provide for the orderly development of the region or mediate political disagreements over Arctic resources or sea-lanes” (Borgerson 2008, 71), and “[u]ntil such a solution is found, Arctic countries are likely to unilaterally grab as much territory as possible and exert sovereign control over opening sea-lanes wherever they can” (Borgerson
2008, 73-74). In this climate, it took little imagination to picture a scenario where the
A5 were racing to secure and defend sovereign rights over assets through flags and
guns.
Desecuritization of sovereignty disputes through science and international law
Denmark’s then Foreign Minister, Per Stig Møller, took initiative to invite high-level
representatives of the so-called A5 to a meeting in Ilulissat, Greenland, in direct response to this hardened interstate rhetoric and the growing mass of news reports outlining potential conflict scenarios in the Arctic. In his own words, he woke up one morning “soaked in perspiration with the head full of Russian submarines” (Breum 2013, 28)
and realized that something had to be done. On May 28th, 2008, the A5 representatives
declared that “the law of the sea provides for important rights and obligations concerning the delineation of the outer limits of the continental shelf, the protection of the marine environment, including ice-covered areas, freedom of navigation, marine scientific
research, and other uses of the sea. We remain committed to this legal framework and to
the orderly settlement of any possible overlapping claims” (Ilulissat Declaration 2008).
The rationale behind the declaration was to de-escalate security concerns and signal to a
wider audience that the five states were not about to engage in an Arctic arms race but
able to, and did indeed, cooperate on relevant areas. Explicitly referring to the attempts
to securitize the Arctic in military terms, Møller concluded the meeting by stating “[…]
we have hopefully, once and for all, killed all the myths of ‘a race to the North Pole’.
The rules are in place. And the five states have now declared that they will abide by
them” (Byers 2009, 89).
With that, the A5 also refuted the common perception of the Arctic Ocean as
terra nullius, or a legal vacuum, while refusing alternative solutions e.g. following the
logic of the Antarctic Treaty that does not recognize any sovereignty claims (Article 4)
and bans military activity with non-scientific purposes (Article 1) (ATS.aq). Those, who
had previously argued for the security scenario now widely acknowledged the new de-
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velopment. This is well exemplified by Borgerson’s Foreign Affairs essay five years
later, in which he admitted: “[…] a funny thing happened on the way to Arctic anarchy.
Rather than harden positions, the possibility of increased tensions has spurred the countries concerned to work out their differences peacefully. A shared interest in profit has
trumped the instinct to compete over territory. Proving the pessimists wrong, the Arctic
countries have given up on saber rattling and engaged in various impressive feats of cooperation” (Borgerson 2013, 79). Hence, the declaration was a successful pre-emptive
desecuritization act that signaled to the world that no Cold War ghosts were about to
resurface in the Arctic, and that the A5 would deal with issues of sovereignty and maritime safety through normal political procedures.
But what are normal political procedures? Much of Arctic sovereignty concerns arose because UNCLOS, concluded in 1982 and adopted in 19943, allows states
to claim two types of extended zones beyond their territorial sea of maximum 12 nautical miles (NM) from shore: The Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) giving rights to the
water column and the Continental Shelf (CS), giving rights to the seabed. Both are defined as 200 NM zones ranging from the juridical coastline, and as such the EEZ and
the CS are juridical constructs. In cases where the geological continental shelf exceeds
beyond the 200 NM, states can, moreover, claim an extended Continental Shelf Zone.
This claim must be supported by scientifically valid geodata of the seabed in order to
prove to the Commission on the Limits on the Continental Shelf (CLCS), established
under the auspices of UNCLOS, that the continental shelf extends beyond the 200 NM.
By turning the question of extending sovereign rights into a question of scientific surveying, the law, in effect, renders normal politics a matter of technology and science.
It is common practice in international law to refer to geographical features
when defining limits to sovereignty. The logic of the law assumes that ‘nature’ provides
a unified presence and science represents this with a consensual voice. And yet, science
is, in this process, politicized, and science never speaks with an unambiguous voice.
This is recognized within international law as well (cf. Shaw 2003, 534). Yet, in response to this politicization of their oeuvre, geo-science holds on to the virtues of truth
and objectivity. Responding directly to this question, the leader of the Greenland part of
the Continental Shelf Project of the Kingdom of Denmark, Christian Marcussen, stated
that scientists will seek to interpret the data in a way that is as beneficial as possible for
Extended Continental Shelf claims while staying within what is scientifically credible
(Strandsbjerg 2010). Emphasizing the scientific ethos, an editorial in Nature Geoscience
stated that “[o]nly if the science that underlies its recommendations stands the test of
time will the shelves’ outer limits established under UNCLOS be globally respected as
3

The U.S. is the only of the A5 who has not signed and ratified the UNCLOS. Despite a significant internal pressure for a U.S. signature, it has so far been rejected by a group of senators who fear that the same
laws could be used against the U.S. in other instances and more generally because they are “[…] fearful
of ceding too much sovereignty to a supranational organization […]” (Ebinger and Zambetakis 2009,
1224). In the 2009 U.S. Arctic Region Policy it is however, mentioned that “The Senate should act favourably on U.S. accession to the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea promptly, to protect and advance U.S. interests, including with respect to the Arctic” (Bush 2009, 3).
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the one and only valid demarcation line” (Nature Geoscience 2009, 309); i.e. the route
to better boundaries is better science.
As an act of desecuritization it, first, came from the political elite to preemptively de-escalate conflict scenarios and, second, it appears that this was done by
actively shifting the issue by using other techniques of government, namely law and
geo-science. To the extent that desecuritization has been successful, it is because alternative mechanisms existed that could deal with delineation of the continental shelves. It
is, of course, difficult to speculate about the conditions in cases where such a framework had not existed. But, in its absence, there would have been no procedures and
standards for how to deal with the issue. In effect, it would have been harder for those
involved to persuade each other as well as the public that there was no need to worry.
As discussed above, the return of an issue to normal politics should be a progressive
move leading to a more democratic and transparent handling of security issues. However, the shift from securitization as a technique of government to law and geo-science as
new distributive logics are in place. Rather than democracy, the issue is now decided by
right and measurement. This might be preferable to a question of survival, but it is not
necessarily more democratic. Instead, a return to normal politics might be a question of
shifting between different techniques of government – shifts that displace controversies.
Displacement of controversy
“Sovereignty” is a term that has often been used to refer to the absolute and independent authority of a community or nation both internally and externally. Sovereignty is a contested concept, however, and
does not have a fixed meaning. Old ideas of sovereignty are breaking
down as different governance models, such as the European Union,
evolve. Sovereignties overlap and are frequently divided within federations in creative ways to recognize the right of peoples. For Inuit living within the states of Russia, Canada, the USA and Denmark/Greenland, issues of sovereignty and sovereign rights must be
examined and assessed in the context of our long history of struggle to
gain recognition and respect as an Arctic indigenous people having the
right to exercise self-determination over our lives, territories, cultures
and languages.” (ICC, 2009: sect. 2.1).
In response to the Ilulissat initiative, the Inuit Circumpolar Council (ICC) issued A Circumpolar Inuit Declaration on Sovereignty in the Arctic, from which the above quote is
taken. They reacted against the A5 settling sovereign demarcation without including the
concerns of the Inuit, who constitute a well-organized Indigenous group of people in the
Arctic. Apart from not being involved in the drafting of the Ilulissat Declaration, the
ICC tried – at least rhetorically – to challenge the foundations of international law. As
part of the scholarship on a changing understanding of sovereignty, they detach sover-
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eignty from the state and, in effect, made the case for sovereignty referring to a much
looser community that may exist across state boundaries (Shadian 2010; Gerhardt
2011). In a similar way, the leader of the Greenlandic party Inuit Ataqatigiit, Sara
Olsvig, suggested that Hans Island, or Tartupaluk as it is called in Greenlandic, should
be declared ‘Inuit Land’ as it has been used for hunting by the Inuit since the 14th Century (Inuit Ataqatigiit 2015). Olsvig’s suggestion came as a reply to Professor Michael
Byers’ and Associate Professor Michael Böss’ proposal that Hans Island should be
turned into a condominium, equally shared and co-managed by Denmark and Canada
(Weber 2015). Instead, Olsvig argued, this should be in the hands of Nunavut and
Greenland.
We start to see here the contours of a displacement of controversy. By settling
the security concerns over sovereign rights among the A5, the Ilulissat process has
opened another controversy with the ICC challenging a conventional statist understanding of sovereignty and norms of international control and ownership. As has been discussed in more detail elsewhere, the Inuit claimed a different conceptualization, use,
and practice of space than that underwriting law (Strandsbjerg 2011; Strandsbjerg
2012). In spatial terms, international law operates with land and sea as two distinct categories. In this schema, ice counts as water (in hard form) and, thus, as a maritime
space. However, for the Inuit ice constitutes a material space used for travel and hunting, and it appears to play a somewhat hybrid role in between the dogmatic distinction
between land and maritime space (Joyner 1991). That is, the pre-emptive desecuritization through law has displaced the controversy to one concerning the ontological foundations of international law.
If we turn to the other dimension in the legal-scientific nexus dealing with the
continental shelf, there is an obvious immanent controversy arising over the quality of
science. This has already been alluded to in the previous section discussing how science
deals with their role in distributing sovereignty. CLCS has published guidelines for the
validity of data and surveys required in order to make claims to an extended continental
shelf zone, but uncertainty remains as to what exactly constitutes good enough data
(Macnab 2008). Scientist and cartographic technocrats always play a key role in International Court of Justice (ICJ) cases dealing with the delimitation of maritime boundaries. And while they have to fulfil some scientific standards that can generate an agreement between all involved partners, ambiguity remains as to what constitutes adequate
data. This signals another line of controversy built into the settlement of UNCLOS: scientific controversies over good enough data and their relation to law.
Finally, clauses in UNCLOS dealing with the continental shelf do not prescribe
how to deal with overlapping claims between states. The CLCS are only mandated to
deal with the individual submissions and refers to the ICJ and other principles in such
cases (article 83; un.org 1982, 56). While geo-science still plays a central role in court
disputes, diplomatic controversy could re-enter the settlement more clearly. Denmark,
Russia, and Canada have significant overlapping claims in the area, so if all three submissions are to be deemed scientifically valid and hence approved by CLCS, another
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controversy may surface in the shape of a more traditional maritime delimitation issue.
It could, however, also lead to a bi- or trilateral settlement following the same template
as the Russian-Norwegian Barents Sea Agreement, which, in the words of then President Medvedev stands as a “[…] constructive model of how rival Arctic nations should
settle their differences” (Harding 2010).
The Ilulissat Declaration remains the modus vivendi for securing peace between the Arctic states. However, it is also clear from our discussion that the way in
which the declaration worked as an act of pre-emptive desecuritization by shifting the
issue of sovereign rights to a legal-scientific realm generates new controversies. While
it successfully minimizes the risk of horizontal conflict between states, it simultaneously gives way for vertical disputes between the signatory states and the Indigenous peoples of the Arctic, who question the legitimacy behind the alleged right to delineate the
Arctic Ocean. Furthermore, the legal-scientific framework embraced by UNCLOS generates its own new controversies. This speaks to a broader concern within desecuritization studies about the nature of normal politics in International Relations. While providing little in terms of a concrete answer, this article has aimed to present an empirical
case of how a pre-emptive desecuritization displaces controversy from security to other
areas.
Conclusion
Throughout the Cold War, the Arctic was securitized by the military sector as part of a
possible US and USSR military conflict, which would in turn threaten most of the
world. While several attempts to de-escalate East-West tension in the Arctic were made,
it was not until Gorbachev’s speech in 1987 that a desecuritization act was widely
acknowledged, paving the way for cooperation. Two decades went with only sparse interest from external actors beyond the region, but a cocktail of climate change, emerging economic opportunities, and geopolitical uncertainty elevated the Arctic on the
global political agenda and fueled the A5’s expectations of territorial expansion and
economic gain. Hardened interstate rhetoric and securitizing attempts by some journalists and academics followed in the wake of Russia’s 2007 flag planting on the geographic North Pole. Nine months later, the Ilulissat Declaration was born in direct response to concerns about regional interstate conflict and to downplay securitization attempts, leaving some of the most hawkish observers convinced that an ‘Arctic anarchy’
was, indeed, called off. In this way, the Ilulissat Declaration pre-emptively desecuritized
the issue of sovereign rights in the Arctic Ocean by actively downgrading it, which is
the second possible strategy described by Buzan and Wæver (2003, 489).
As a case for desecuritization, the Arctic, however, challenges some established conventions within securitization theory. It is state elites that initiate desecuritization and they do so not only through discursive strategies, but also by shifting issues in
danger of being securitized to institutional frameworks. If securitization can be seen as a
technique of government, then, this is a question of shifting issues from one to other
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techniques of government. Contrary to the democratic ethos of the theory, these shifts in
government techniques do not necessarily represent more democratic procedures. Instead, each of these techniques are populated by their own experts and technocrats operating according to logics of right (law) and accuracy (science) that never speak with
ambiguous voices, challenging the notion of what normal politics are.
While shifting techniques of government might diminish the danger of securitized relations between states, the shift generates what we defined as a displacement of
controversy. Within international law, we have seen controversy over its ontological
foundations. Within science, we have seen controversy over standards of science. Each
of these are amplified and become more political significant when an issue is securitized
via relocation to another technique. While the Ilulissat Declaration has been successful
in minimizing the horizontal conflict potential between states, it has simultaneously
given way for vertical disputes between the signatory states on the one hand and the Indigenous peoples of the Arctic on the other who question the very understanding of the
sovereignty concept and the legitimacy behind the alleged right to delineate territory
and claim sovereign rights in the far North. In times with good interstate relations, these
voices are easier heard in the regional security discourse. Until CLCS has made the final
assessments, such voices may gain even more volume, but if overlapping claims are
deemed valid by the CLCS, the final decision will be made by International Court of
Justice or via bi-/trilateral agreements, hardened interstate rhetoric, and securitization
attempts may resurface to a dominant position on the Arctic security discourse.
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Setting the scene in Nuuk
Introducing the cast of characters in
Greenlandic foreign policy narratives
Marc Jacobsen and Ulrik Pram Gad

Greenland’s post-colonial foreign relations: diversification of
the constitutive dependency
Greenland has for decades worked towards enhanced independent agency in
international politics as a way to escape the unilateral dependency on Denmark.
The renewed global interest in the Arctic has given new impetus to a strategy
of diversifying its dependency relations as a way to post-coloniality. As the
government of Greenland puts it in its foreign policy strategy; “It is important that
the interest in the Arctic and Greenland is converted into concrete opportunities
for the Greenlandic people and its development as a nation” (Government
of Greenland 2011, 3). By referring to narratives of tradition and modernity,
Greenland has used this increased interest in the Arctic to enhance relations with
Inuit kinsmen, Nordic siblings, the UN, the USA and the EU while seeking to
establish new bilateral relations with Asian powers. This chapter will put each of
these relations in a historical perspective and investigate how Greenland’s foreign
policy is guided by the national self-image in combining symbolic elements of
indigenous cultural traditions with envisioned future independence. The basic
narratives of tradition and modernity, however, sometimes clash. Hence, the
chapter introduces the core cast of characters in the most important narratives,
which Greenland is telling about its place in the world through official documents,
speeches and media statements, supplemented with secondary literature.1
Empirically, the analysis, thus, gives priority to the collective narrative told by
official Greenlandic representatives on the international level.
Theoretically, the analysis draws on the tradition2 of analysing international
politics and foreign policy as driven by narratively structured discourses
constructing nation state identities in relation to different others. If there was
no difference, one could not meaningfully talk about identity. on the one hand,
any identity needs a radical Other to exist (Derrida 1988, 52; Connolly 1991,
64f; Campbell 1998, ix–x). In Greenland, Denmark has for centuries been this
central Other, at once constituting and threatening to eradicate Greenlandic
identity. The emergence of collective Inuit identity seems to have been provoked
by the encounter with qallunaat [white people], and in the case of Greenland,
Danes were the qallunaat who stayed to make a lasting impression (Sørensen
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1994, 109). This contrast is still defining for Greenlandic identity, as noted by
Sørensen when concluding on his fieldwork in the housing projects of nuuk:
“[G]reenlandicness and Danishness are mutually experienced and applied as
mutually negating each other in this ethno-political universe.” (Sørensen 1991,
48) Denmark appears in Greenlandic identity discourse as those who first
corrupted indigenous Greenlandic culture and identity (Gad 2005, 66ff; 2016,
46): To be authentic, Greenland needs a population which speaks Greenlandic,
it needs hunters who provide for themselves by providing the Greenlanders with
kalaalimerngit [Greenlandic food] and selling sealskin to qallunaat. However,
this basic narrative of decline of traditional Inuit culture coexist unhappily with
the inclusion of a series of distinctly modern elements in Greenlandic everyday
life and identity discourse: No one imagines a Greenland which does not include
100hp outboard motors, the internet, Canadian Goose outdoor gear or democracy
and “Scandinavian level” welfare services (Gad 2005). Hence, the narrative of
decline of tradition has – each and every day – to be reconciled with a narrative
of modernisation. In the combination of these two narratives, Denmark is cast
as the one preventing the resurrection of Greenlandic identity in the form of an
independent nation state (Gad 2005, 46f).
On the other hand, identity narratives seldom just relate the identity of the self
to one other – most often a whole cast of characters is involved (ricoeur 1988,
248; Hansen 2006, 40; Gad 2010, 38, 418). over the decades since the instigation
of home rule in 1979, the government of Greenland has increasingly engaged in
foreign relations, identifying forums and relations which would allow Greenland
to participate either separately or as part of a Danish delegation (Petersen 2006).
At times, Greenland seemed to pursue a rather indiscriminate approach. Initially,
the main objective was to gain entrance – and thereby recognition – rather
than any particular substantial interest (Nielsen 2001, 15). Gradually, a more
considered and prioritised approach developed.3 In these efforts, “Greenland has
always been hedging its bets in relation to the international society and world
society by playing both the national horse and the affiliation and cooperation with
the indigenous peoples of the world.” (Petersen 2006, 17). Hence, Greenlandic
identity narratives have involved an ever wider cast of characters; some primarily
linked to tradition, others to modernisation; some casted in positive terms, some
in negative terms.

ICC, UN and Nunavut: partners in tradition – symbolism and
ambiguous practices
One relation taken up well before home rule is the wider pan-Inuit identity. This
other – or perhaps rather; secondary self – is linked to one of the central discursive
elements of Greenlandic identity, i.e. the notion that traditional culture is defining.
In popular discourse, Inuit in Canada, Alaska and Chukotka are often mentioned
as kinsmen, connoting not just linguistic and cultural ties but also blood ties
(Sørensen 1994, 125; cf. Dorais 1996, 30; Kleivan 1999, 103). Inuit identity,
hence, is related to an aboriginal Greenlandic identity (Sejersen 1999, 131), which
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may – at the extremes – be narrated as a past relict hindering modernisation (Gad
2005) or, conversely, as a golden past which Greenlandic nationalism aims to
resurrect (Gad 2005). This schism was explicit between the succeeding versions
of the Greenland Home Rule policy in the area of Indigenous People drafted by
the Subcommittee on Foreign and Security Policy of the unilateral Greenlandic
Commission whose work led to the revised 2009 self-government arrangement
(Arbejdsgruppen 2000; 2001; 2002): Those who would like Greenlanders to
identify with a past Inuit community use the categories “indigenous” and “Inuit”
as positive references, while those who would like Greenlanders to see themselves
as “regular, modern people” distance themselves from the “indigenous people”
identity (cf. Christiansen 2000, 67f). Inuit and indigenous identification was
important for some of the leading figures of the Siumut party (established in 1977)
as they initiated Greenlandic home rule, and it was part and parcel of the youth
rebellion which formed the radical Inuit Ataqatigiit party (established in 1978).
The status of the pan-Inuit identity in Greenland today might best be paralleled to
the status of nordic identity in Scandinavia (Dorais 1996, 30f; cf. Hansen 2002,
55, 57): A secondary “we” that attracts – in some individuals – positive emotions
as it symbolises a romantic dream of a pure version of all the positive aspects
of our presence freed of the corrupting influence from outside, combined with a
certain strategic use, as it grants access to specific rights at a collective level such
as whaling (Jacobsen 2015, 7–9) and resources at an individual level such as jobs
and paid travel (Søbye 2013).
Greenlanders play an active part in the global movement of indigenous peoples
concentrating on the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues
(UNPFII) and United Nations Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous
People (EMRIP). These forums are important arenas for colonised peoples
seeking to challenge both the individual states and the very system of sovereign
states by appropriating and “stretching” the language and tools of the self-same
states (Lindroth 2011). Specifically, the government of Greenland is represented as
part of the Danish delegation in the UnPFII and EMrIP. Here, Greenland enjoys
a special position well exemplified by former premier Kuupik Kleist’s speech
shortly after the introduction of self-government. He described Greenland’s new
status as a “de facto implementation of the declaration of indigenous peoples’
rights” (Government of Greenland 2010, 22; cf. Jacobsen 2015, 6). Moreover, he
envisioned that “the experiences of Greenland’s process can serve as inspiration
for others of the world’s indigenous peoples in their struggle for greater autonomy
and in their development as a people” (Government of Greenland 2010, 7).
At the same time, Greenlanders are also present at the UNPFII and EMRIP via
the Inuit Circumpolar Council4 (ICC), which is part of the caucus of indigenous
NGOs. The ICC is a transnational organisation, spanning four states, involving
people in Canada, Alaska, Chukotka, and Greenland who identify as Inuit. This
central organisational vessel of pan-Inuit identity – while remaining intellectually
in opposition to the qallunaat states who colonised Inuit – at occasions articulate
its identity in a much more convoluted way, which resists any clear cut distinction
between state and indigenous identity. Challenging the indivisible sovereignties
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over the Arctic claimed by the Arctic states, the ICC in 2009 adopted a
“Circumpolar Inuit Declaration on Sovereignty in the Arctic” which insisted that
“The inextricable linkages between issues of sovereignty and sovereign rights in
the Arctic and Inuit self-determination and other rights require states to accept the
presence and role of Inuit as partners in the conduct of international relations in
the Arctic.” The ICC based their challenge on the observation that “Sovereignty is
a contested concept, however, and does not have a fixed meaning”.5
When including in the analysis not just the text but also the murky practices
behind the declaration, its claim appears, however, to be based as much in
strategic thinking as in an essentially different life-world. Probably the most
spectacular example of the involvement of the Danish state with the ICC was
when Crown Prince Frederik of Denmark was named the official patron of its
2010 General Assembly taking place in Nuuk. Organisationally, the ICC consists
of four “member parties”, each representing Inuit in one of the four states, and
each organised according to the laws of these states. In the case of Greenland,
membership counts a range of civil society organisations. However, Inatsisartut,
the Parliament of Greenland, has also acceded to the ICC charter. As home
rule – and later self-government – is territorially rather than ethnically defined,
a handful of the members of the Greenlandic delegation to international ICC
meetings are appointed by parliament, including representatives of the moderate
Atassut (established 1978) and Demokraatit (established 2002) parties, which
have been reluctant to define their political projects in ethnic terms. Moreover, the
annual budget of Inatsisartut pays a substantial part of the annual expenses of the
Greenlandic body of ICC. Since 2014, the annual economic support to ICC via
the Finance Act has, however, been gradually reduced from 4.39 million DKK in
2014 to 3.0 million DKK in 2016 (Government of Greenland 2016, 244), leaving
the impression that the Siumut coalition in this instance downgrades the affiliation
with ICC in favour of more modern and state-like activities (cf. Gerhardt 2011;
Strandsbjerg 2014; Jacobsen 2015). This impression is supported by the very few
times ICC is mentioned in the annual foreign policy reports since 2009, where it
only appears in connection with the Arctic Council’s Sustainable Development
Working Group and the work at the UN; especially regarding the UN’s World
Conference on Indigenous Peoples in 2014.
Inuit identity is most often articulated in international forums such as the above
mentioned, but it is also the foundation for bilateral relations both focusing on
traditional minority rights and modern industrial development. Across the Davis
Strait, Canada established Nunavut as a separate territory in 1999 following a
Land Claims Agreement signed with Inuit representatives in 1993. Greenland’s
Home rule Government soon after established good formal relations to its new
neighbour by signing a Memorandum of Intent with the purpose of generating
close cooperation on a list of shared key interests (Okalik and Motzfeldt 2000)
without involvement from Ottawa and Copenhagen (Krarup 2000). The shared
colonial past and common goal of increased autonomy have since then united
Greenland and Nunavut resulting in joint statements and agreements regarding
both culturally important preservation and development of new opportunities. In
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line with concerns for tradition, the two governments have concluded agreements
regarding strengthening of their respective Inuit languages (Government of
Greenland 2015c, 73–74) and joint management and research of the polar bear
(Government of Greenland 2015c, 64). In continuation hereof, Greenland and
Nunavut have on several occasions issued common statements emphasising
dissatisfaction with the EU’s ban on seal product import (Governments of
Greenland and Nunavut 2014; Government of Greenland 2015b). In line with the
modernisation narrative, attempts to establish a direct flight connection between
Greenland and Nunavut have been made, although a permanent route has not been
sustainable (Government of Greenland 2015c, 19) and mining experiences have
been exchanged. Most recently, a delegation of Greenlandic politicians went to
Nunavut, Ottawa and Saskatchewan to learn about their experiences with uranium
mining (Government of Greenland 2015a). In climate politics, both perspectives
on tradition and development combines in a common quest for indigenous peoples’
right to development, as stated by the two governments and ICC at COP21 in Paris
(Government of Greenland et al. 2015).6 Altogether, Nunavut and Greenland are
not only partners in tradition but also in transition, and as in the Indigenous world
movement, Greenland enjoys presenting itself as the more developed version of
indigeneity also in relation to Canadian kinsmen (cf. Søbye 2013).

Norden, USA and the EU: allies in modernity – more or less
threatening
Like the Inuit, Nordic identity plays a positive role in Greenlandic identity
narratives. Often it is rhetorically mobilised as a lesser, more positive other
compared to either aggressive Danish modernity or a globalised, American
capitalism (Lynge 1999:43). Hence, norden’s international image as an
homogenous, peaceful, successful and benevolent alternative to standard Western
capitalism (Katzenstein 1996; Lawler 1997; Archer 2000, 109; Campbell et al.
2006; Kuisma 2007) is reflected in Greenland. norden allows modernity to appear
in more embracing, less dominating guises than when brought by the Danish other
alone. As the Inuit, norden is often presented within a family metaphor. However,
it is not always clear that the members of the family enjoy equal status. This
is mirrored in, i.e., the fact that representatives in Nordic fora from Greenland,
the Faroe Islands and the Sami are not offered interpreting services at official
meetings, meaning that they have to use one of the so-called “state bearing
languages”: Danish, Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish (cf. Jacobsen
2015, 7). The discontent with this differential treatment has been the starting
point for establishing an alliance between Greenland, Åland and the Faroe Islands
in 2012 that gives the three autonomous areas the authority to speak on behalf
of each other (Jacobsen 2015, 7). Government of Greenland’s foreign policy
report of 2013 described this alliance as “a pivotal development of Greenland’s
foreign relations” (Government of Greenland 2013, 12; cf. Jacobsen 2015, 7).
related, an identity as “West nordic” – embodied by a series of smaller fora,
containing only Greenland, the Faroe Islands and Iceland – is articulated once in
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a while. Most often, common geography, common economic structure (fisheries
and sheep farming) forms the basis of the narratives. But the shared history as
Danish colonies at times seems to be a significant driver behind both the positive
identification between the three countries,7 but also the basis for arguing for
Greenlandic and Faroese equality with the sovereign states in the Nordic fora.8
In Greenland as elsewhere, Norden is often represented as a culturally and
politically less brutal contrast to yet another Other: the USA (Lynge 1999, 43;
qvist 2016; cf. Hansen 2002, 57; Adler-nissen and Gad 2013). However, there is
no agreement on what the role of the USA is in relation to Greenland. Immediately
after the 9/11 attacks in 2001, the parliamentary debates of Inatsisartut to a large
extent circled around emergency planning for a possible war. In one of these
debates, Atassut chair Daniel Skifte brought his general point home by alerting to
the fact that when, during WWII, the supply ships stopped coming from Denmark,
the Americans stepped in as both providers and protectors. However, competing
representations of the USA – and the Thule Air base (established in 1951) in
particular – involve casting it as the neighbourhood bully, as a threat (qua target
for bombing in the case of war), and an everyday nuisance (since the base limits
the locals’ movement) (Lynge 2002; Gad forthcoming). Finally, the very existence
of the base – sanctioned by Danish authorities without consulting Greenlanders
(Lynge 2002; Gad forthcoming) – has been a symbol for the lack of recognition
of Greenland as an actor in international politics.
Jørgen Taagholt concluded an article detailing the evolution and function of the
Thule Air Base by encouraging “[t]he Thule hunters [to] declare with pride that
they have contributed to securing world peace [by being removed from the base
area, as] the balance of terror worked, and the base was an important element in
this. So Greenland and the Thule hunters have suffered privations, which have
benefitted mankind. A Third World War was avoided.” (Taagholt 2002, 101–2)
Such a narrative has absolutely no resonance in Greenlandic identity politics
which is based on the understanding that we, the Inuit, are peaceful; war and
military affairs are not our affairs; at most it is a problem imposed upon us from
outside. Notable in this regard has been the near-total absence of Russia in
Greenlandic foreign policy narratives (also noted by Nielsen 2001, 21), spare the
routine exchange of fishing quotas in the northeast Atlantic. When Greenlandic
politicians make (rare) demands for military investments in Greenland, arguments
mostly relate to services provided for civil purposes (fisheries control, search and
rescue, oil spill response, etc.) (cf. Hammond 2016).
However, during the late 1990s in the context of a planned upgrade of the
Thule radar, the Home rule Government repeatedly demanded that they be
allowed to approach Washington directly without the detour via Copenhagen: A
common iteration claimed that “If only we could talk directly to the Americans,
they would recognise our legitimate claims, but the Danes will not let us”.
Since 2002, Greenlandic prime ministers and ministers of foreign affairs have
participated in a series of meetings with the USA, culminating in the trilateral
2004 Igaliko agreement and the subsequent instigation of a “Joint Committee”
mandated to promote cooperation between the USA and Greenland.9 So, the
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USA has increasingly played its part as recognisers of independent Greenlandic
subjectivity. However, not much practical cooperation has come out of the Joint
Committee. Rather, the main gain for Greenland from the negotiations has come
in relation to Denmark as a result of post-colonial politics of embarrassment: The
series of Thule incidents – including, most spectacularly, the 1953 relocation of
the Inughuit and the crash of an air plane armed with hydrogen bombs in 1968
– serve as a constant reminder of Denmark not always playing the benevolent,
protective role it claims. The mere threat of public shaming for colonial wrongs
serves as a bargaining chip for Greenland; but in relation to Denmark rather than
to the USA (Kristensen 2004). So apart from the Igaliku agreement – involving
a measure of formal recognition from the USA – the substantial results of this
strategy takes from Denmark and gives to Greenland: First, a (rare) official apology
was extracted from the government of Denmark for the forceful relocation of the
Inughuit. Second, a separate airport was built at Qaanaaq in 2001, partly paid
for by the Danish state as a remedy for the forced removal of the Inughuit from
Thule. They are now spared the helicopter tour to the USA base when going to
other parts of Greenland or Denmark – provided that they can pay for a ticket in
the first place.10
Finally, the consecution of Thule affairs also lay behind, the Danish state
formally delegating the “full powers to the Government of Greenland to negotiate
and conclude agreements under international law on behalf of the Kingdom
of Denmark where such agreements relate solely to matters for which internal
powers have been transferred to the Greenland Authorities” (Ministry of Foreign
Affairs 2005).11
Alongside the US in the line-up of “other Others”, the European Union has
long taken up a special role in Greenlandic identity discourse. First, the casting
of the EU, originally: the EEC, has, like the USA, been a point of contention
in Greenlandic politics. Moreover, like the USA’s entry on the scene, Danish
entry into the EEC in 1973 has arguably been decisive for bringing Greenlandic
aspirations a step towards self-government at a certain stage: contrary to the
Faroes, who enjoyed home rule since 1948 and, hence, had a separate referendum,
Greenland participated in the Danish referendum as any other provincial county.
Under that constitutional status, the Greenlandic majority against membership did
not matter. The experience of being included in the EEC against its will provided
the impetus for finally demanding home rule (Gad 2016; Skydsbjerg 1999). This
new status, modelled on the Faroese precedence, made retraction possible – and
Greenland has since 1985 been able to praise itself with being the only “country”
to ever leave the EU.
Moreover, the legal arrangement vis-à-vis the EU arrived upon quite early
after the introduction of home rule established an independent subjectivity for
Greenland. Contrary to the USA, in relation to whom Greenland only gained a
direct voice after 2002, the EU has been conducive to Greenlandic agency for a
longer period. Greenland utilises this platform for agency established long ago
and has gradually expanded to further its position in the new opportunities by
improved prospects for being able to harvest resources in the Arctic (cf. Gad et
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al. 2011; Gad 2016). The Association of the Overseas Countries and Territories
of the European Union (OCTA)12 is central to the positioning of Greenland as
an individual international actor, taking up a leading role among the OCTA’s
members. Through this association, a number of potential allies are constructed,
while both young Greenlandic diplomats and ministers use the forum as a place
to learn the trade of international relations in practice with no superiors posing
as superiors. Consequently, OCTA is revered as a nice place for Greenland to
practice for sovereign equality (Gad 2016).

New Others from the East
During the first decades of the new millennium, new others from the East have
been appearing on the radar. In the beginning, the interest focused on China.
In a parallel oscillation to the image of the USA, Greenlandic foreign policy
narratives featured this new Other in diametrically opposing roles. In the late
1990s, the Chinese were cast as the saviours of the Greenlandic national trade,
sealing, as a business development project (PUISI A/S), sponsored by the Home
Rule Government, promised to turn surplus seal meat into cash by selling it as
sausages in China. A few years later, Greenland in 2001 played a football match
against Tibet as a way of showing sympathy and identification with another
colonised people denied access to official FIFA tournaments. This narrative
positioned China as an evil oppressor and the match triggered Chinese threats to
the Greenlandic shrimp exports and cautious Home rule Government efforts to
defuse the problem (Mortensen 2007; nybrandt and Mikkelsen 2016). However,
after the introduction of self-government in 2009, the negative characterisation
of the Chinese has faded and instead the role as economic saviours resurfaced –
this time qua potential investments in minerals extraction in Greenland. But also
officials from Japan and South Korea have become frequent guests in Greenland,
enhancing the perception that the connections to the Far East are developing as
still more viable trading alternatives to Europe, North America and the Nordic
Countries. Particularly, hopes were high that Asian investments in mining would
make full Greenlandic independence possible.
At the introduction of self-government on 21 June 2009, representatives from
China, Japan and South Korea stood out as some of the more unusual official
guests in Nuuk (Government of Greenland 2010, 33). Their presence was a sign
of the renewed global interest in the Arctic, which, sparked by climate changes
and their consequences, had become “a magnet for different countries’ spheres
of interest” (Government of Greenland 2009, viii). In the subsequent years,
Greenland’s rare earth elements became the centre for attention from China, the
EU and later South Korea, which for some time competed to win Greenland’s
favour. It all accelerated in 2011, when then Minister for Industry and Labour,
ove Karl berthelsen, paid an official visit to China where he met with number
two in the hierarchy of China’s government, Li Keqiang, who – as explained by
Government of Greenland at home – showed a significant interest in Greenland’s
mineral potential (Government of Greenland 2012, 51). China’s Minister for Land
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and Resources, Xu Shaoshi, reciprocated the visit in April 2012 (Government
of Greenland 2012, 53) and in response to these events, then EU Commissioner
for Industry, Antonio Tajani, entered the fray and signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) on future mining with Greenland (Government of
Greenland 2013, 15). The simultaneous interest from two of the world’s greatest
powers only enhanced Greenland’s bargaining position (cf. Kleist in Hansen
2012a) and when South Korea’s president Lee Myung-Bak visited Greenland
shortly after and signed a MoU regarding future mining cooperation (Government
of Greenland 2014, 50), it was, as Premier Kleist underlined, “yet another proof of
Greenland’s enhanced foreign policy profile” (Hansen 2012b).
Since the football match in 2001, relations to the three big Asian powers had
only been described in terms of economic importance. And when EU’s interest in
Greenland’s mining potential did not materialise due to lack of finance, cultural
understanding and ethnicity became part of the explanation, posing Asians as
closer to Greenlanders. In an interview with the Danish newspaper Weekendavisen,
Premier Kleist described Westerners’ attitude as a master mentality with lack of
respect for Greenlandic culture: In contrast, “East Asian businessmen apparently
do make themselves more acquainted with the state of affairs than Western
investors do, who apparently do not care where they are” (quoted in Andersen
2013). He also pointed out another, for him, natural community with the Asian
partners: “Genetically, we Greenlanders are also, after all, more like family
with people from the East” (quoted in Andersen 2013). The idea that Inuit’s
ancestors’ historic migration patterns from Asia to the Arctic remains relevant,
is not unique: Princess Alexandra, the first wife of Prince Joachim (queen
Margrethe of Denmark’s younger son), has a Chinese father. When she donned a
traditional Greenlandic women’s costume during an official visit, the reaction on
the streets was enthusiastic; “she looks just like us!”. Nevertheless, the premier’s
weaving of genetics into the main storyline of Greenland’s general foreign policy
communication about the new Others from the East was new. Indeed, relations
with Asia is almost exclusively described in economic terms, hence indirectly
referring to the prospective discursive repertoire focusing on modernisation and
enhanced self-government.
However, what in the beginning looked like a race between two of the world’s
most powerful regions, quickly became an exclusively Asian affair: the EU
keeps buying fishing quotas and contributes to the “sustainable development of
the education sector” via a partnership agreement – but European investment in
mining never materialised. Relations in the Arctic Council evolved in a parallel
way: China, Japan and South Korea were granted permanent observer status in
2013, while the EU’s application was turned down by the Canadians explicitly
as a way to protest against the EU’s ban on import of seal products (Government
of Greenland 2013, 1). Though the ban included a so-called “Inuit exception”
(EU 2009), it de facto killed Greenland’s seal product exports (Sommer 2012).
In response to this development, Greenland has again looked towards the Far
East, which is the “strongest fur market in the world” (Government of Greenland
2014, 26). While the interest in Greenland’s mining potential has cooled down
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lately due to, i.a., the lower global market prices, more efforts have instead been
invested in promoting Greenland’s seal fur, seafood and tourist destinations to the
three strong Asian economies. Most recently as part of an official visit by premier
Kim Kielsen to Japan, which is currently Greenland’s most important seafood
export market outside the EU (Government of Greenland 2015c, 30-31). In this
perspective – and with the need for investments in anticipated future mining
projects in mind – Greenlandic politicians increasingly present relations with the
Far East as crucial to Greenland’s economic development and as a central way of
diversifying dependency to the outside world.
Thus, for the past decade, the retrospective identification with the Tibetans
as a colonised people has given way to economic considerations. Nevertheless,
every now and then, single-minded focus on economic visions for the future is
challenged. Sara Olsvig, then opposition leader, suggested that Greenland should
send an official invitation to Dalai Lama to make clear that Greenland is in favour
of human rights (EM2015/14 05:45:12-05:45:29). vittus Qujaukitsoq, Minister
of Foreign Affairs, replied that “It would be interesting if Dalai Lama from Tibet
was invited to Greenland. I think that you in Inatsisartut must assess what is most
important: trade, climate or human rights. What do you find most important?”
(EM2015/14., 05:47:57-05:48:22). Qujaukitsoq’s smile at that moment and
the fact that Dalai Lama has still not been invited indicate that Greenland’s
international relations with the three Asian powers – China in particular – will
continue focusing on business (as usual) in the years to come. Such prediction
finds support in the fact that qujaukitsoq cancelled a planned trip to Taiwan at the
request of China (Karner and Damkjær 2017).

Conclusion: new opportunities brought by the “Arctic bonanza”
discourse
Greenlandic identity narratives have involved an ever-wider cast of characters:
some primarily linked to tradition, others to modernisation; some cast in positive
terms, some in negative terms.13 The very insistence on diversifying dependency
relations from one relation (Copenhagen) to a variety of relations may be counted
as one way of moving Greenlandic identity into a post-colonial mode, even if
this version of post-colonialism does not (yet) involve full, formal sovereignty.
One permanent is the often articulated wish for more independent control with
external relations. Considering Asia, the government of Greenland claimed that
Greenland getting in the driver’s seat will “reduce any possible signal confusion
considerably” (Government of Greenland 2014, 26). This endeavour has a clear
precursor in the way in which the weight slowly being shifted from Copenhagen
to Nuuk in the triangular relation between Greenland, Denmark and the USA: In
2013, Greenland got its own representation at the Danish embassy in Washington
D.C. – just like the one established in brussels in 1992. Following the same script,
the establishment of a permanent representation in Beijing is often mentioned as
the obvious next step (Government of Greenland 2014, 26). Like the USA and the
EU, Asian countries are cast to play central roles as recognisers of independent
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Greenlandic subjectivity, crucial for the process towards a more autonomous
Greenland. In this regard, it might be counted as significant, that the Greenlandic
representation in Ottawa established in 1998 was closed down already in 2002.
In practice, Greenlandic politicians value global investments over cultural
connections (cf. Strandsbjerg 2014).
However, Greenlandic foreign policy narratives exhibit a distinct affection
when it comes to multilateral fora in which their representatives may pose in
virtual sovereign equality: as mentioned above, Greenland takes pride of being
first among equals in the Association of overseas Countries and Territories
(OCTA) in Brussels. In the West Nordic Council, Greenland gets to sit at the
same table as sovereign Iceland – without Denmark. In the Arctic Council to
the contrary, the government of Greenland is represented via the Kingdom of
Denmark’s delegation – a controversial arrangement in Greenland. Similar
Greenlandic dissatisfaction has been articulated in relation to the way Denmark
represents distinct Greenlandic interests in the World Trade Organisation and in
the International Whaling Commission (Jacobsen 2015). However, the growing
global attention and the fact that Denmark’s presence in the Arctic is only
legitimised by Greenland being a part of the Danish realm do make the Arctic
Council a strategically well-chosen forum for articulating the wish for a more
autonomous foreign policy.
In the Arctic Council, Greenlanders may be part of the ICC’s delegation which
enjoys the unique status of permanent participant qua indigenous people. Moreover,
then premier Lars Emil Johansen did indeed sign the Ottawa declaration forming
the Arctic Council in 1996 – but he did so representing Denmark by delegation.
Greenland cannot speak in its own right but only as a representative for Denmark,
and only when granted the right to do so by Denmark. In May 2013, Greenland’s
lower hierarchical status within this constellation was the centre for then premier
Aleqa Hammond’s boycott of the ministerial meeting in Kiruna, Sweden: if she
could not have a Greenlandic flag at her own table in the first row, she preferred
not to be part of the meeting (Josefsen 2015). The Greenlandic opposition met
Hammond’s tactics with harsh criticism, but the opposition, however, also shared
the opinion that both self-governing territories and indigenous peoples should
have a greater independent voice in the Arctic Council (Sørensen 2016). So in
relation to the Arctic Council, Greenland seems to be hedging its bets even further
by playing not just the national and the indigenous horse (cf. Petersen 2006, 17)
– participating both through the Danish delegation and the ICC – but also fielding
territorial and sub-regional horses: Greenland argues for including autonomous
territories (like Greenland, Nunavut and Alaska) formally in the council’s work.
And to complicate matters further, the West nordic Council – combining sovereign
Iceland with autonomous Greenland and Faroes – is reportedly preparing an
application for observer status in the Arctic Council (veirum 2016). In this way,
Greenland’s representatives oscillate between emphasising either tradition or
modernity, depending on whether it is a claim to Inuit identity or is state-centred
geopolitics, which may open a door or improve Greenland’s room for manoeuvre
(cf. Jacobsen 2015).
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Greenland has utilised its unique position as a very small population in
command of a very large island on its way to break free from colonial subjugation,
to gradually be evermore at the helm of its own foreign affairs on the verge of an
Arctic bonanza. The initial tactics pursuing indiscriminate access and visibility
has gradually been surpassed by a new tactics prioritizing fora and relations
which specifically serve the purpose of diversifying dependence upon several
sources of external resources. The different narratives used in this regard have
both made the acquisition of full formal Greenlandic sovereignty more plausible
and meanwhile it has widened the room to manoeuvre within imperial Danish
sovereignty. Notably, Greenland has made this achievement by refraining from
a general confrontation (rhetorical or otherwise) with its imperial metropole,
Denmark. Rather, confrontations with the colonial overlords have been carefully
calculated and occasionally staged to achieve maximum concessions from
other Others like the USA and the EU. These calculations and stagings have,
of course, relied on a particular constellation of past and future: the undeniable
history of colonial subjugation combined with the enticing projection of an Arctic
bonanza ahead. Greenland, hence, may credibly present itself as both a victim
of past Danish colonisation and an important, more individual, player in an
anticipated prosperous future Arctic in ways, which are not open to other micropolities. However, as a general strategy for foreign relations even this new, more
considered and prioritized tactics is so far an investment that has yet to produce
returns beyond brand recognition.
Notably, even if squarely placed in the middle of the Arctic, Greenland’s
foreign policy narratives and initiatives hardly sum up to a fully-fledged “Arctic
policy”. However, elements in the initial visibility tactics and the new tactics
of diversifying dependence may come to form the core of a third generation
of narratives and initiatives aiming at strategically shaping the Arctic region
as a preferred stage to act on for Greenland on its way to independence:
First, since the establishment of the Arctic Council, a priority for Greenland
has been to expand focus from environmental protection to allow for people
actually living in the Arctic. In the AC, this ambition has condensed under the
headline “sustainable development”, allowing both care for indigenous culture
and – particularly significant in Greenlandic politics – the exploitation of nonrenewable resources (Gad et al. 2016). Second, the Greenlandic pragmatism in
relation to “what horse to ride” – the indigenous, the autonomous, the sovereign
– could coalesce into a principled promotion of the Arctic as a unique laboratory
for creative governance structures: The real test for this ideal would, of course,
be whether Greenland will still advocate the participation of indigenous peoples
and autonomous territories when it flies its own flag in the front of the Un
building in New York as a sovereign state.

Notes
1 The analysis presented here is updated and developed on the basis of thoughts
presented in Gad (2005; 2016) and Jacobsen (2015). Most of the quotes referred to in
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this chapter are originally in Danish or Greenlandic. The authors are responsible for
the translation from Danish to English.
For more detailed presentations of (varieties of) the analytical strategy employed and
its theoretical bases, cf. Jacobsen 2015; Gad 2005; 2010; 2016.
That is, via the introduction of cost/benefit analyses in the annual Foreign Policy
Reports presented by the government of Greenland to the parliament. The Inuit
Ataqatigiit (IA) led government took yet another step in this direction when it
presented a Foreign Policy Strategy (Government of Greenland 2011).
Originally Inuit Circumpolar Conference, but re-named to signal its more permanent
structure.
Available at http://inuit.org/fileadmin/user_upload/File/declarations/ICC_Sovereignty_
Declaration_2009_poster.pdf (accessed 13 March 2014); cf. Shadian (2010).
For more on the paradoxes of Greenlandic self-representation in relation to climate
change, cf. Bjørst 2012.
The west-Nordic identity narratives (Thorleifsen, 2003) and organizations (Fjeldsbø,
2015) sometimes morphs eastwards to include all of coastal Norway (which enjoys a
comparable economical relation to the north Atlantic fisheries and endures comparable
geographical challenges) or just Finnmarken (which has a comparable history of
colonial monopoly trade).
Cf. the press release from West Nordic Council following a joint meeting of the
presidencies of West Nordic Council and Nordic Council; “vestnordiske lande, ikke
områder”, posted 27 october 2009, available at http://www.norden.org/sv/aktuellt/
nyheter/vestnordiske-lande-ikke-omraader (accessed 13 March 2014).
Cf. the presentation on the website of the embassy of the USA to Denmark; http://
denmark.usembassy.gov/gl/jc.html (accessed 13 March 2014).
Seen from the local perspective of the inhabitants in qaanaaq, the Home rule/Danish
sponsored disengagement from the USAF base is a much more ambiguous affair (cf.
Gad forthcoming).
Except “Agreements affecting defence and security matters”; “Agreements which shall
also apply to Denmark”; and “Agreements to be negotiated within an international
organisation of which the Kingdom of Denmark is a member.”
For a full list of OCTA members see: http://www.octassociation.org/octa-presentation
A recent opinion poll (Ugebrevet A4, 2013) reported 31 per cent of respondents in
Greenland to prefer Canada (probably imagined primarily as the home of fellow Inuit)
as the “closest future ally” (italics inserted) of Greenland, hence bypassing Denmark
(22 per cent) and all other listed alternatives (the US, Norway, China and “Others”
each preferred by less than 10 per cent); 25 per cent did not know how to answer.
However, a different question in the same poll revealed that 84 per cent approved
of “Greenland’s participation in the Community of the Realm with Denmark and
the Faroes” (for the time being, one supposes). These numbers are compatible on
the background of earlier polls consistently indicating that 80–90 per cent favours
independence – however, with 80–90 per cent adding that independence should not
reduce the level of welfare (Skydsbjerg 2002).
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Digging sustainability
Scaling and sectoring of sovereignty
in Greenland and Nunavut mining
discourses
Marc Jacobsen

To mine, or not to mine
The question of whether or not to mine is often placed centre-stage in discussions about rights and resources in the Arctic. Some primarily perceive mining
as the key to a better economy, while others put greater emphasis on the possible threat to nature. Both sides do, however, insist that the concept of sustainability is inevitable to their argument which, on the one hand, unites the
conflicting parts, while on the other hand drains the concept of meaning. In
contrast with harvesting, hunting, fishing, and the exploitation of other renewable resources (see Thisted, this volume), minerals are non-renewable and, thus,
not possible to sustain if simultaneously being extracted. Hence, ‘sustainable
mining’ may be perceived as an oxymoron used by those in favour to co-opt and
neutralize critique from environmentalists (Kirsch 2010). Through other lenses,
it may instead be a sign of environmental, economic, and social responsibility in
a capitalist world where development is imperative. The three responsibilities
are, however, seldom weighed equally and it is in these nuances that the political becomes observable. It is the aim of this chapter to render visible how the
various actors in Nunavut and Greenland mining discourses prioritize when
they articulate the sustainability concept, and to show what possible consequences this may have.
The acquisition of rights to natural resources has been a cardinal point in the
evolution of Greenland’s and Nunavut’s respective self-determination. In
Greenland, the right to the subsoil was already central in the negotiations with
Denmark prior to establishment of Home Rule in 1979, which, however,
resulted in a vague formulation that ‘the resident population in Greenland has
fundamental rights to Greenland’s natural resources’ (Sørensen 1983:238; cf.
Schriver 2013:51). Thirty years later, the control of all offshore and subsoil
resources was transferred to the Government of Greenland on 1 January 2010,
following the introduction of Self-Government on 21 June 2009.
In Nunavut,1 the outcome has so far been more moderate: As part of the
negotiations of the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement (1993), nearly 18 per cent
of the land ownership and about 2 per cent of the mineral rights were transferred to Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated (NTI),2 representing the Inuit of
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Nunavut. Though the transfer of ownership was limited, the areas were carefully
selected, ensuring that Nunavut gained control of the most commercially prospective mineral deposits. Today, negotiations to transfer more sovereignty of
the subsoil is at the core of the ongoing negotiations about devolution, whose
goal – like Yukon’s and the Northwest Territories’ similar agreements – is to
evolve as a subsidiary government within the Canadian Federation (Speca
2012:6). While Nunavut today is home to three active mines – in Meadowbank,
Mary River, and, most recently, Hope Bay – Greenland has, despite a long and
proud mining history, only one small active mine opened in Qeqertarsuatsiaat
in the spring of 2017. Both neighbours do, however, have well-documented vast
mineral deposits that may be mined if the global market prices are right, if the
necessary investments are in place, and if the political will is present.
Opportunities and possible threats related to mining are often the centre of
public attention and debate about what the perfect future should look like for
Greenlanders and Nunavummiut. Some highlight the importance of preservation (sustaining), while others emphasize the possibilities that change (development) may bring. This activates different and occasionally conflicting
perceptions of what the collective identity entails, how mining may affect local
standards of living, and, sometimes, how it relates to regional and global concerns and movements. By comparing the Greenland and the Nunavut mining
discourses horizontally – across national borders – while analysing articulations
about sustainability vertically – from the national to the local scale – the analysis will show what kind of meaning is ascribed to the concept of sustainability,
how priorities are made, and how responsibility is distributed. This is particularly interesting within the Arctic context, where sustainable development has
become an omnipresent buzzword (see Gad et al., this volume; Humrich 2016;
Kristoffersen and Langhelle 2017) – particularly prominent in Arctic mining
debates (Skorstad et al. 2017:14) – and where Nunavut and Greenland as partners in tradition and in transition (Jacobsen and Gad 2017:15) continue to alter
the political landscape by gaining more independent voices.

Scaling and sectoring of sustainability-speak
What sustainability means depends on whether and how relevant actors perceive and articulate certain projects and policies in relation to specific geographical scales, constructed by actors through ‘scaling, spacing and
contextualizing each other’ (Latour 2007:183–184). Thirty years ago, when the
concept of sustainable development was prominently put on the international
agenda, it was scaled as a global concern from the outset: ‘[w]e came to see that
a new development path was required, one that sustained human progress not
just in a few pieces for a few years, but for the entire planet into the distant
future’ (WCED 1987:4). Since then, the concept has been taken up by various
types and sizes of entities promoting particular political projects with different
geographical foci. One example is the Arctic Council, which adopted ‘sustainable development’ as one of its main pillars in 1996, broadening the scope from
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the prior Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy’s narrow focus on negative
climate change aspects. Today, the double perspective of profiting from the
emerging opportunities made accessible by climate change, while trying not to
accelerate environmental degradation any further, is visible in many plans and
agreements on how to realize new projects within the Arctic region. These
documents are products of social practices (Li 2007) that create subject positions and fix certain forms of hegemonic knowledge, privileging some while
excluding others (Sejersen 2015:165, 171). In this way, scaling is a contingent
hierarchical form of social organization, produced and reproduced by certain
‘scale-making projects’ that ascribe different degrees of authority to different
scales, encouraging imaginations of one scale as being more pertinent than
another (Tsing 2000:119–120).
Power and interconnections between different scales are highlighted in the
analysis, hence making visible how actors at one scale may be held responsible
for sustaining a referent object at a different scale in relation to an environment
at a third scale. Hence, in this chapter, individual scales will not be predefined,
but rather empirically deduced. The analytical lens of ‘scale’ means asking, of
each discourse, at which scale is something sustained? And who carries the
responsibility for making it happen? As the analysis will show, the concept of
sovereignty is central in the scaling of the two mining discourses, as the respective relations to Ottawa and Copenhagen play noticeably different roles in the
exploitation of Nunavut’s and Greenland’s subsoil. Whereas ‘national’ and
‘country’ are frequently used as labels for Greenland, and Denmark is seldom
mentioned, ‘territory’ and ‘Inuit identity’ are often articulated in the Nunavut
discourse, where respect and the subordination of Canada’s sovereignty is explicitly acknowledged in key documents and hearings. These details are important
to keep in mind when analysing who determines what should be sustained with
what possible concomitant consequences.
In addition to the vertical division of scales, this chapter will use sectors as a
heuristic concept to horizontally distinguish which aspect of sustainable development is given highest priority. As both Nunavut’s and Greenland’s mining
strategies refer explicitly to the World Commission on Environment and Development’s (WCED) definition, the analytical starting point will use the same
hegemonic triangular division, asking whether the economic, environmental, or
social sector is deemed most urgent to sustain by the involved actors. Combining attention to scales and sectors allow the observation of a matrix of horizontal and vertical articulations: Is it the national economy, the global climate, or
the local social cohesion that is given priority in Greenland and Nunavut
mining discussions? Or perhaps another combination? Though here presented as
rather distinct, the analyses will show how the prioritization of sectors sometimes overlap and how connections are narrated.
The empirical3 starting points are Nunavut’s and Greenland’s official mining
strategies for how to achieve development in a sustainable way. The next body
of texts constituting the data archive are public hearings and Impact Benefit
Agreements (IBAs), which are formal contracts between the involved mining
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company, authorities, and the local community which outline the impacts,
commitments, responsibilities, and benefits of a particular mining project. In
this chapter, hearings and agreements about the present Mary River project on
Baffin Island and the proposed Citronen Fiord mine in the Northeast Greenland
National Park are given special attention as cases where opinions from different
scales are voiced. These two cases are chosen because they activate different
scaling questions through their respective remote locations and related means of
transportation, and because they have not yet been scrutinized in the academic
literature on Arctic mining and politics of sustainability. By including the communication about these two projects, the chapter analyses how sustainability is
articulated in discussions about how concrete mining projects may change the
status quo, and at which scale and sector change is expected to occur.

Greenland: mining for a new nation, stretching ‘the local’
In Greenland’s Oil and Mineral Strategy 2014–2018, ‘sustainable development’
abounds: Across 102 pages, the sustainability concept is mentioned 37 times,
and two chapters (2.5 and 7) are dedicated to explaining how the broad sense of
‘sustainable development’ – as defined by the WCED – is the guiding principle
for developing the vast mineral resources with careful environmental, economic,
and social considerations. Much importance is attached to the imagined future
mineral exploitation, which is not merely framed as a single significant business
opportunity, but as a general development of the whole country that will
‘involve an adjustment of our entire way of organising society’ (Naalakkersuisut
2014a:14). The Government of Greenland ‘believes that it is important that all
of us contribute to a sustainable development of the area of mineral resources
activities’ (Naalakkersuisut 2014a:7), and in its aim to actively involve the
broader public, a popularized version of the strategy has subsequently been distributed (Naalakkersuisut 2014b). The responsibility for making this development sustainable is, thus, not limited to the politicians, the mining companies,
or the individual citizens, but instead everyone is expected to partake as stakeholders in this national endeavour. As such, the strategy discursively places all
potential mining projects in Greenland on the national scale, while making a
diffuse and encompassing ‘all of us’ responsible for fulfilling its unredeemed
potential. While this is the case in the national strategy – which per definition
is, exactly, national in its scope – it is necessary to dig deeper into the consultation processes of individual projects to get a more nuanced understanding of
who is made responsible for what, and on which scale.
One of the strategy’s six prioritized projects is the proposed zinc and lead
mine in Citronen Fiord (Naalakkersuisut 2014a:58), which the Australian
company Ironbark has the licence to exploit. The project is located in the
national park, where no one but a couple of handfuls of Danish servicemen and
a few polar scientists live. Hence, there is no obvious local place to conduct
public hearings, which is why Ironbark, the relevant ministers, and civil servants
visited seven towns in Greenland’s four municipalities to engage in a dialogue
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with the public.4 The selected towns were (attendees/population): Nuuk
(30/17,600), Kangerlussuaq (8/500), Ilulissat (8/4,555), Sisimiut (30/5,414),
Qaqortoq (?5/3,084), Tasiilaq (100/2,010), and Qaanaaq (200/623) (see Vahl
and Kleemann 2017:9), of which the latter two were given special attention
because they are nearest Citronen Fiord. Though their ‘proximity’ is limited to
approximately 2,000 km to the south and 1,000 km to the west, respectively, the
two towns were discursively constructed as the local scale, even if the immediate
economic impact will be abroad in Longyearbyen, Svalbard, from where most
air transportation for the proposed mine will arrive,6 and Akureyri, Iceland,
which is expected to be the port of departure for most shipping (Ironbark
2015:6). If environmental concerns had been the decisive optic for determining
the local scale, Svalbard could also have been a relevant place to conduct public
hearings, as it is located less than 1,000 km east of Citronen Fiord.
Flexibility paves the way to independence
During the hearings, environmental concerns were almost entirely articulated
in relation to the local and national scales, where the possible risk to marine
mammals and fishes constituted the greatest worry,7 primarily because they are
the main ingredients in traditional Greenlandic food, at the core of Greenlandic culture (see Gad 2005; Olsen 2011). This reflects the idea, promoted by the
current coalition government, that ‘[t]he sustainability principle is a Greenlandic invention where the first provisions on sustainable exploitation of animals
were formulated in the Thule Laws, and these principles must be upheld and
honoured’ (Siumut, Inuit Ataqatigiit, Partii Naleraq 2016:14). While the
sustainability concept articulated in the Thule Laws points to the importance of
environmental and social preservation, the communication regarding Citronen
Fiord generally puts greater emphasis on development and economic gain,
echoing the decision not to sign the Paris Agreement (see Bjørst, this volume),
as the Citronen Fiord mine alone is expected to cause a 20 per cent increase in
Greenland’s current total CO2 emissions.8 Via the Environmental Impact
Assessment – made in the process prior to the IBA – the mining company and
respective authorities scrutinize how to mitigate the potential environmental
impacts, but the responsibility for ultimately doing so is placed on the shoulders
of the mining companies – a decision characterized as ‘pioneering’ in the
strategy (Naalakkersuisut 2014a:66).
The prioritization is clear: mining must be realized in order to sustain the
national economy (Naalakkersuisut 2014a:45) even though it may have some
negative environmental impacts. As put by then Minister for Finance, Energy,
and Foreign Affairs, Vittus Qujaukitsoq from the social democratic party
Siumut, when interviewed about why mining is now allowed in Citronen Fiord
despite the past ban on any economic activities in the area: ‘The national park
is the most pristine part of our country, and it is important for all animal and
plant life. But we have to be flexible if new business opportunities arise’ (Breum
2016:42–43). Such flexibility is legitimized by the overall goal of future
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independence, which is dependent on new significant sources of income. This
was repeatedly emphasized by Qujaukitsoq, who stated: ‘We will never be independent if we leave our resources untouched’,9 and by then Minister for Business, Labour, and Trade, Randi Vestergaard Evaldsen from the social liberal
party Demokraatit, who argued that ‘by giving companies the opportunity
to establish mining projects we are paving the way towards independence’.10
One displeased citizen protested that ‘I feel Greenland is just being sold’,11
and another asked, ‘Could we postpone such projects until Greenland has
been declared independent? We hear about many projects which are never
being realised.’12 However, the dominant storyline throughout the hearings was
that the Citronen Fiord mine and other similar proposed projects must be
established for the benefit of fulfilling the Greenlandic ambition of independence.13 Hence, the national scale and the economic sector are the ones
prioritized.
The panda in the room: possible challenges to social sustainability
Part of sustaining the economy via mining is to ensure that local workers are
hired.14 This is expected to have a significant positive effect on Greenland’s
social sustainability.
As stated in the IBA, at least 21 per cent of the mine’s total workforce
must be Greenlandic during the first four years, increasing to 50 per cent
during the subsequent two years, and peaking at 90 per cent in year seven out
of the expected 15 years of mining activity in Citronen Fiord. This means 63
of the 300 workers in the first few years, and 423 of 470 when productivity
peaks (Ironbark Zinc A/S et al. 2016:50–52).15 Of these, as many as 60 per
cent are expected to be unskilled workers on quasi-specialist courses
(Naalakkersuisut 2014a:82). If there are, however, not a sufficient number of
Greenlanders with the required skills, further steps must be taken to upgrade
the qualifications of the Greenlandic workforce so the number of local
employees stays ‘as high as possible’ (Mineral Resources Act, §18). Ironbark
will establish an educational fund and a business development fund that will
help to finance these initiatives (Ironbark et al. 2016:72).16 Furthermore, a
social and cultural fund will be established with the purpose to ‘promote and
support Greenlandic culture’ (2016:73).
The relevance of the social and cultural fund is not further explained in the
IBA, nor in the strategy, but in line with past years’ mining debates in the
Greenlandic parliament17 it may be related to the awareness of the possible
need for a large number of foreign workers in order to realize Greenland’s
mining plans. This need is also briefly articulated in the mining strategy, where
it says that ‘foreign workers will supposedly be recruited from abroad to some
extent, e.g. from Asia’ (Naalakkersuisut 2014a:12). In the parliamentary
debates, it is widely acknowledged that such imports of, for instance, Chinese
workers may encompass a possible risk to the sustainability of Greenlandic
culture. However, this is generally accepted by all parties as a necessary means
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to serve the overarching goal of independence (Jacobsen 2015:112). In cases
where the Danish Government co-authors Greenland’s imagined future – such
as the 2012 debates about the so-called large-scale law and the Kingdom of
Denmark Strategy for the Arctic 2011–2020 – the risk connected to this expected
development is more clearly emphasized. The latter highlights that ‘[i]t will
also be a significant challenge for Greenland to develop policies which, apart
from the goal of social and societal-related sustainability, deal with the prospect of significant foreign labour migration’ (Espersen et al. 2011:23). This
reflects a perception of how a country like Greenland – with only 56,000
citizens – may be more susceptible to outside cultural influences by even a few
thousand immigrants than countries with higher populations. At the same
time, it may also be related to a development in international politics where
Chinese investments are sometimes seen as possible threats to Western domination, and with Greenland geographically located on the North American
continent, increased Chinese presence here is possibly observed with more
attention by the US and its ally Denmark than it would be elsewhere.
Danish and Greenlandic sovereignty negotiations
The attention towards China pertains both to the possible physical presence of
the many workers, and to the ownership of the mines. As explained at the public
hearing in Tasiilaq by the CEO of Ironbark, John Charles Downes, the ownership of Ironbark is shared between Nyrstar (23 per cent) from Belgium, Glencore
(10 percent) from Switzerland, and ‘various individual persons or companies’
(Tasiilaq 2016). When digging deeper into the ownership structure, it appears
that one of these ‘various companies’ is the China Non-Ferrous Metal Mining
Group Co. (CNMC), which is expected to obtain 20 per cent of the shares in
return for financing 70 per cent of the establishment of the Citronen Fiord mine
(Krebs 2014). As CNMC does business ‘with the support and kind care of
Chinese government and industrial association’ (www.CNMC.com), it is clear
that the company’s involvement is closely linked to the country’s policies and
strategies for the Arctic and beyond (see Sørensen 2017). Together with similar
Chinese engagement in the development of the proposed iron mine in Isua
(western Greenland) and the much-debated uranium and rare earth elements
project in Kuannersuit (southern Greenland), China’s participation in Citronen
Fiord has fuelled Danish geopolitical concerns. This is, among others, reflected in
the Danish Defence Intelligence Service’s risk assessment, where Chinese investments are mentioned as something with significant possible influence on Greenlandic society, both via the mere physical presence and the increased risk for
political interference and pressure (Forsvarets Efterretningstjeneste 2017:45).
Denmark’s concern with China’s geopolitical presence has subsequently led
to Greenlandic dissatisfaction with its former colonizer, re-activating questions
about sovereignty. Following the news about the Chinese engagement, Denmark’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs emailed an unsolicited approval of the
proposed Citronen Fiord project to their Greenlandic colleagues, stating that, in
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its present form, it does not conflict with the Kingdom’s collective security,
defence, and foreign affairs interests. The Greenland Government perceived the
email as an unnecessary provocation and furiously responded that it conflicts
with the delegation of competences and it, thus, is without meaningful content
(Sørensen 2016). This incident should be interpreted in light of two previous
cases fuelling the dissatisfaction: first, the debate about whether uranium export
is solely a matter of mineral rights or also a matter of security – and, thus, also a
Danish area of responsibility – had challenged official Danish–Greenlandic relations since the fall of 2013. Second – and just one week prior to the email – a
journalist revealed how Denmark’s Prime Minister, Lars Løkke Rasmussen, had
rejected an offer by a Chinese mining company to buy an abandoned military
base in Kangillinguit (southern Greenland) (Brøndum 2016).
Altogether, these cases touched upon the limits of Greenland’s current level
of self-determination and indicated how Denmark still upholds sovereignty in
Greenland. On the other hand, Denmark’s explicit acceptance of Greenland’s
decision to allow mining in the national park simultaneously shows that the
Self-Government Act pertains to all of Greenland – something that has previously been questioned by a Danish MP from the right-wing Danish People’s
Party, Søren Espersen (tv2.dk 2008).18 Named after a Danish freedom fighter of
the Second World War (Laursen 1955:265), and part of the geographical
foundation of the Danish Realm’s extensive territorial claim to the Lomonosov
Ridge (Jacobsen and Strandsbjerg 2017), Citronen Fiord is in the hands of
Greenland, which has the right to establish a mine in the pursuit of a more sustainable national economy.
The national economy is the prioritized scale and sector in Greenland’s mining
strategy and in the hegemonic storyline throughout the Citronen Fiord public
hearings. The reason for this is that, in the paramount aim for independence,
the national economy needs to be sustained in order to render superfluous the
block grant from Denmark. Possible threats to social sustainability from, for
example, large numbers of foreign workers with a different culture and threats to
hunting traditions via possible negative environmental impacts are widely
accepted as necessary sacrifices serving this higher purpose. Greenland’s independence aspirations are closely linked to a Westphalian sovereignty perception, so when Denmark reminds Greenland of its formal sovereignty by sending
unsolicited approval of the mining plans in the national park, it triggers postcolonial concerns in the Greenland administration. As such, to sustain the
national economy via mining is closely linked to enhancing and expanding
sovereignty – a cardinal concern reflected in the very first lines of the 2016
coalition government agreement, where it says: ‘Greenland is irrevocably on its
way to independence and this process requires not only political stability but
also national unity’ (Siumut, Inuit Ataqatigiit, Partii Naleraq 2016:2). As stated
in Greenland’s mining strategy, everyone should partake in the sustainable
development of Greenland’s mineral resources to the benefit of the country.
Though there are, indeed, opposing voices sceptical towards mining’s possible
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influence on Greenland, these are marginalized in the national strategy and in
the public hearings regarding the Citronen Fiord project. Sustainable national
unity involves both territorial integrity and societal accord.

Nunavut: social licence to drill towards devolution
In Nunavut’s mining strategy, Parnautit: A Foundation for the Future, the sustainability concept is mentioned 20 times across 64 pages, often in central parts of
the strategy. The first page states that the strategy serves as
the plan of the Government of Nunavut to create opportunities for the
future self-reliance of Nunavut and Nunavummiut through the sustainable
development of our mineral resources. It is intended to guide that development in the period leading up to the devolution of management responsibilities for lands and resources from the federal government.
(Government of Nunavut 2009:5)
As in Greenland, mining is ascribed much importance as a key element to
increased self-determination, but while the words used in the neighbouring
mining discourse when describing Greenland’s present and future status are
‘country’ and ‘independence’, the terminology used in Nunavut is instead ‘territory’ and ‘devolution’. This reflects the different directions of their respective
postcolonial developments,19 while simultaneously indicating that both governments perceive mining as the most likely economic contributor to increased
autonomy.
Sustaining the territorial economy is at the core of Nunavut’s official mining
discourse, but unlike the ‘flexibility’ that Minister Qujaukitsoq pleaded for when
explaining the necessity of allowing mining in Greenland’s national park,
environmental concerns are more explicitly addressed in Nunavut. After stating
that ‘Nunavut’s future economic viability, and the improvement of the quality
of life of Nunavummiut, will depend on the development of these known and
yet to be discovered resources’ (Government of Nunavut 2009:44), the strategy
emphasizes that ‘Nunavut’s arctic environment is fragile, however, and Nunavummiut will not tolerate development that has unacceptable environmental
impacts’ (Government of Nunavut 2009:45). The line between acceptable and
unacceptable is not further explained, but mining companies are advised to pay
special attention to public opinion, as the social licence is inevitable for a successful operation. The social licence is obtained through involving the local
community by, for example, hiring local workers which can benefit social
sustainability, and through minimizing the environmental impact by ‘treating
their project as a “temporary use of the land”, and fully rehabilitating the site for
other uses after mining or exploration is complete’ (Government of Nunavut
2009:45). Thus, the environmental and social sectors are also given high priority in the assessment of how a potential mine may contribute to the development of all of Nunavut and the individual local communities.
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Inevitable conflicts and proactive resolutions
It may be a delicate balancing act to sustain both the environment, the
economy, and the social sector when mining. This is acknowledged by the Government of Nunavut, which clearly expresses that ‘[i]nevitably, the push towards
development of mineral resources and the need for environmental protection
will create conflicts’ (Government of Nunavut 2009:45). In this light, a Planning Commission is currently working on a comprehensive Land Use Plan20 in
order to ‘proactively resolve potential conflicts between mineral exploration
parties requiring access to land, and wildlife and community uses’ (Nunavut
Planning Commission 2016:42). While this initiative presents a broader scope,
including sectors other than mining, the individual projects aim at proactively
settling disagreements via public hearings in the areas deemed most affected by
the proposed mining activity. In the case of the Mary River iron mine, the five
communities of Igloolik (155 km to the mine), Pond Inlet (160 km), Hall Beach
(192 km), Arctic Bay (280 km), and Clyde River (415 km) were pointed out as
the places in the ‘immediate vicinity’ with ‘long term social, economic and
environmental ties to the proposed ERP [Early Revenue Phase] area’ (NIRB
2014:31).
In July 2012, public hearings took place in Iqaluit (1,000 km), Igloolik, and
Pond Inlet, while in 2014 – when considerable changes to the plan required
new hearings – five days of hearings were held in Pond Inlet. The reason why
they were only held in one location was to limit the high transportation costs
and because Pond Inlet’s environment and 1,500 citizens were deemed potentially most affected by the changes brought by the mine, including
accompanying infrastructure21 and the arrival of 1,700–2,700 people in the construction phase and about 950 in the operation phase (George 2012). The other
communities identified as being potentially affected were represented by five
invited representatives, each from different demographic groups, including
hunters and trappers organizations, hamlet councils, youth groups, women’s
groups, and elders’ societies (NIRB 2014:54). A total of 38 community representatives participated, along with the Pond Inlet representatives in the two
days of technical presentations and the subsequent three days of community
roundtable sessions (NIRB 2014:54). In 2012, a total of 41 community representatives from Arctic Bay, Cape Dorset, Clyde River, Coral Harbour, Grise
Fiord, Hall Beach, Resolute Bay, and Kimmirut participated, together with three
Iqaluit representatives in the final hearing in Iqaluit (NIRB 2012:57).22
When a place is labelled as being in the ‘immediate vicinity’, it also means that
its citizens have better chances of being employed in or in relation to the mine.
This was often highlighted by the local representatives as the main reason why
they are ultimately in favour of the project despite accompanying potential risks –
such as negative environmental impacts especially connected to the shipping23 of
the iron, abusive use of alcohol and drugs (NIRB 2014:137),24 and other related
consequences known from similar fly-in fly-out camp environments (NIRB
2014:138).25 The representative of Hall Beach, Abraham Qammaniq, for example,
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said in his closing remark that ‘[w]e can support the Mary River project, because
we have observed that it’s already been beneficial to our community’ (Pond Inlet
2014: vol. 5, 1065). In a similar manner, but with greater attention directed
towards the younger and future generations, Igloolik representative Josiah Kadlusiak emphasized that ‘a lot of youth don’t have employment … we want the
project at Mary to proceed so people can have employment and generate revenue
for many’ (Pond Inlet 2014: vol. 5, 1068–1069).26 In this way, the local representatives do, indeed, represent the local interests in their speeches in which the
national, regional, and global scales are almost completely left out of the communication in favour of a unilateral focus on social sustainability through meeting
the basic needs of locals by offering new job opportunities.
IQ: ‘sustainable development is not a fixed understanding’
In the North Baffin region where Mary River is located, 94 per cent of the population are Inuit, and Inuktitut is the prevalent language with some monolingual
speakers, ranging from 6 per cent in Hall Beach to 24 per cent in Igloolik (NIRB
2014:31–32).27 The ethnic majority and respect for Inuit traditions are central
in the Nunavut mining discourse, mirrored in the name of the IBA, which has
an extra I indicating that it is, indeed, an Inuit Impact Benefit Agreement
(IIBA) (see Nunavut Land Claims Agreement article 26). Though this makes it
clear who ultimately should benefit from the mine, a discrepancy between the
modern industry’s way of thinking and traditional Inuit knowledge is where
most of the dissonances were articulated during the hearings. As Gamailie
Kilukishak, an Elder from Pond Inlet, said: ‘I think we have two different views.
I’m 80 years old. … I have been out hunting as far as 2005. I have lived two
different lifestyles, the old and the new. I have never done any research, but I
have just had my traditional knowledge, and that’s my research’ (Iqaluit
2012:232). In response, Mike Setterington from Baffinland Iron Mines Corporation, ensured that Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit – meaning ‘Inuit knowledge’ and
often abbreviated ‘IQ’ – played a crucial role in developing the mining plans in
a sustainable manner: ‘All that information that I shared in the baseline report
was basically passed on and shared with me from the hunters in the communities, so I would say that baseline report is probably 80 percent local and
traditional knowledge’ (Iqaluit 2012:230). This shows how respect for Inuit traditions is an important component in the social contract necessary before drilling can commence. At the same time, it is, however, not clear from the hearings
or the background documents exactly what the ideal balance between IQ and
science is. Instead, the assessment seems to be in the hands of the local representatives at the public hearings.
In Nunavut’s official mining strategy and in the Land Use Plan, the dominating Western WCED understanding of sustainable development is particularly
visible, but when IQ is included, the hegemonic perception is contested:
‘[s]ustainable development is not a fixed understanding. As communities
change, their relationship with the land and with each other will continue to
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develop and evolve’ (Nunavut Planning Commission 2016:41). Despite this
contestation, the Inuktitut translation of ‘sustainable’ is quite clear. Ikupik, as it
is called, means ‘to conserve and not take all at once; what is brought in from a
hunt. Everyone takes a piece for their family, ensuring there is enough to go
around’ (Nunavut Planning Commission 2016:42). As in the Thule Laws, the
sustainability principle is closely linked to food security and social sustainability
through covering the basic needs of the local community.28 This definition
makes sense for hunting and harvesting of renewable resources, but in the case
of non-renewable minerals this traditional understanding is open to interpretation – and even more so when adding the perception that the concept is in flux.
During the hearings, neither the traditional Inuit definition nor the contestation of the hegemonic WCED understanding were articulated. Instead, utterances about sustainability usually referred to one particular sector, where local
representatives emphasize the importance of sustaining the local communities,
and the official authorities put more weight on the sector closest to their respective area of responsibility. In this way, the executive director of the Nunavut
Planning Commission, Sharon Ehaloak, encouraged economic sustainable development (Pond Inlet 2014: vol. 1, 323), and the environmental specialist of
Parks Canada, Allison Stoddart, only talked about environmental sustainability
(Pond Inlet 2014: vol. 4, 842, 863, 872), while Karen Costello – the resource
director of the Nunavut Office of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development – said that her mandate is to ‘improve social and economic well-being and
develop healthier, more sustainable communities’ (Pond Inlet 2014: vol. 2,
407). While they all agree that if the mine should be established it needs to be
in a sustainable manner, the nuances of the different prioritized sectors demonstrate how they may represent different political agendas. Consequently, a compromise needs to be found to balance these different considerations in the
development of Nunavut – a development which is predominantly humancentred, as all parts in favour of the mine agree that economic gain should
benefit some size of a social entity; the individual, the community, the company,
the territory, and the nation.
Explicit acceptance of Canadian sovereignty
While the local scale is the one most often emphasized in the communication
about Mary River, the Canadian Federation’s sovereignty is also present in the
communication regarding this and other similar projects in Nunavut. Only once
was the issue directly mentioned during the public hearings, when Caleb
Sangoya from the Pond Inlet Mary River Project Committee said: ‘Baffinland
has already stated that Mary River will benefit Canada, and it will help with
Canadian sovereignty in the north … the federal government is going to make
a lot of money of this’ (Pond Inlet 2014: vol. 4, 876). In a similar manner, the
Nunavut Land Use Plan briefly, but clearly, states: ‘[t]he Commission’s
Objective is to respect and provide for Canada’s sovereignty over Canadian
Arctic Waters’ (2016:39), leaving no doubt that the Government of Nunavut
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explicitly accepts that Nunavut is a territory under the Canadian Federation,
who at the end of the day has the final say.
The waters referred to are a part of the Northwest Passage (NWP), where the
shipping of iron from the Mary River mine takes place. The NWP is claimed by
Canada as ‘internal waters’ via the 1970 Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention
Act – which made Canada responsible for the environmental regulation of
Arctic seas up to 100 miles from the extended Canadian coastline – and contested by, among others, the US, which perceives it as an international strait
(Byers 2009).29 The increased commercial use caused by the Mary River mine
contributes to Canada’s occupancy of the area in a more peaceful manner than,
for example, the Distant Early Warning Line and other military-related installations do. In this way, the project does not only sustain the social and economic
sectors on the local and territorial scales in Nunavut, but also contributes to
sustaining Canada’s sovereignty in the Arctic.
Though Ottawa’s indirect role in the Mary River project is officially accepted
by Nunavummiut, other cases of direct involvement have caused widespread dissatisfaction with the subordination if Nunavut has not been welcomed in the
decision-making process. A recent example is Barack Obama and Justin Trudeau’s 2016 moratorium on oil and gas drilling in North American Arctic waters,
which then Premiers of Nunavut and Northwest Territories – Peter Taptuna and
Bob McLeod30 – called a step backwards in the devolution progress as they were
only given two hours’ notice before the official announcement (Dusen 2016). In
response, the two Premiers issued a joint statement arguing that
[t]he economies of the two territories are small and depend heavily on
resource development as the major contributor to GDP and source of jobs
and income for their residents at the present time … All Canadians deserve
to share in the opportunities and benefits of living in a sustainable and prosperous Canada.
(Taptuna and McLeod 2016)
In this way, they protested against the Trudeau administration’s overruling of
the two northern territories’ interests, while simultaneously acknowledging that
they were, indeed, also Canadians. This serves as a good example of the noticeable difference between the Nunavummiut and the Greenlandic discourses
about sustainable development.
Nunavut’s mining strategy and draft Land Use Plan both clearly articulate the
inevitable conflicts that the question of mining cause in a society, where the
preservation of hunting grounds traditionally equals the survival of the people
inhabiting the territory. As such, the Nunavut Government makes room for the
exchange of different opinions, while trying to proactively resolve some of
the expected disputes. The cultural specific considerations are underlined by the
fact that an IIBA must be conducted, while respect for Inuit knowledge is essential in the process towards concluding a social licence, necessary before any
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mining activity may take place. The sustainability concept is frequently mentioned in both the key documents and the public hearings in connection with
the Mary River mine. While the WCED definition is contested, and described
as a concept in flux, the communication generally adopts the hegemonic definition in its aim to balance the considerations of the environmental, economic,
and social sectors in the development of the individual, the local community,
the company, Nunavut, and Canada – a development which essentially is
human-centred as these different scales of social entities are the ones expected
to benefit from the mining activities. The Canadian Federation is only mentioned a few times in the communication, but when it is, Nunavut’s subordination under Canada’s continuous sovereignty is noticeably underlined. Following
this, Nunavut is discursively placed on a territorial and – unlike Greenland –
not on the national scale, which is reserved for Canada. Instead, territorial
devolution from Ottawa and Indigenous cultural considerations are the main
concerns, while economic gain for the benefit of the local community, single
family, and individual is more often articulated as the main reasons by those in
favour of the Mary River mine.

Conclusion
Nunavut’s and Greenland’s postcolonial developments have been closely related
to the acquisition of the right to exploit their own mineral resources. In Greenland, this parallel process seems to continue, while mining in Nunavut is subject
to undisguised conflicts between primarily economic and environmental priorities, proactively addressed by the authorities in their aim to direct the territory
towards a future where all Nunavummiut feel at home. In both cases, the social
sustainability is given high priority. While hunting traditions are emphasized as
central to each respective collective identity – which in Nunavut’s case unquestionably equals an Inuit identity31 – the striving for independence is the overarching goal legitimizing mining in Greenland’s national park, despite a past
ban on any economic activities in the area. In Nunavut, more attention is
ascribed to the local community that shall benefit economically and socially,
while ‘the national’ is a label exclusively reserved for the Canadian Federation.
Instead, Nunavut is described as a territory that loyally respects Canada’s sovereignty, even though decisions such as the 2016 moratorium on hydrocarbon
exploitation in the North American Arctic waters was signed without prior
consultation with the territorial governments.
The analyses show how sovereignty is closely connected to the question of
who gets to decide what to sustain, which is particularly visible in the cases of
Nunavut and Greenland, where exploitation of their natural resources is perceived as a potential core contributor to a more viable economy and increased
self-determination. The concept of sustainability is, to some degree, contested
by Indigenous definitions, but in both discourses the WCED’s 1987 description
of sustainable development is generally the main point of reference, hence
reproducing the hegemonic perception. The defining nuances rendering visible
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how priorities are made, responsibilities are distributed, and what consequences
these decisions may have in the future are, however, found in the weighing of
different scales and sectors, as one often takes precedence over the others. In
Greenland, this weight is primarily put on the national economy, while the
Nunavut mining discourse gives more precedence to local social sustainability.
These prioritizations do, however, sometimes overlap, causing the spillover of
impacts and benefits across sectors and scales.

Notes
1 I owe special thanks to Letia Obed for her generous hospitality and wise assistance in
connection with my field trip to Iqaluit, Nunavut, during November 2017. Thanks to
her and the many interviewees from the Government of Nunavut’s Departments of
Executive and Intergovernmental Affairs, Economic Development and Transportation and the Devolution Secretariat. Thank you also to Stephanie Meakin from the
Inuit Circumpolar Council, June Shappa and Bruce Uviluq from Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated, Kenn Harper, and – not least – Michael Byers, who helped me in
the right direction and provided some decisive supervision during my research stay at
University of British Columbia in the spring of 2017.
2 NTI also has the right to half of the first $2 million of any resource revenues collected from public lands and 5 per cent of any additional resource revenues, which
they consider as Inuit patrimonial property (Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated
2011:7.4).
3 References to the Greenland mining documents have been translated from Danish to
English by the author of this chapter.
4 The public hearings have, however, been widely criticized for being a monologue in
which the public’s possibility for participation has been quite limited, rather than a
dialogue, (Ackrén 2016:3–4, 12; Nuttall 2015:105).
5 The number of attendees has not been made public.
6 As asked by Kim Petersen during the public hearing in Qaanaaq.
7 Articulated by Marius Didriksen in Qaanaaq, Henrik Lyberth in Kangerlussuaq,
Gunnar Frederiksen and Johanne Høegh in Qaqortoq, and Niels Amiinnaq in
Tasiilaq.
8 Stated by Minister Vittus Qujaukitsoq at the public hearing in Sisimiut.
9 Vittus Qujaukitsoq, at the public hearing in Ilulissat. He made a similar statement at
the public hearing in Nuuk.
10 Randi Vestergaard Evaldsen, at the public hearing in Qaqortoq.
11 Hans Josvassen, in Tasiilaq.
12 Niels Nielsen, in Iulissat. A similar utterance was made by Sofie Kielsen at the public
hearing in Qaqortoq.
13 Also pointed out by Bjørst (2015:39), Nuttall (2012:116; 2013:380; 2015:110), Kristensen and Rahbek-Clemmensen (2017:48), and Rasmussen and Merkelsen
(2017:84).
14 Emphasized by Johan Uitsatikitseq in Tasiilaq, Astrid Bro in Kangerlussuaq, and Jens
Peter Kielsen and Nikolaj Joelsen in Qaqortoq.
15 Ironbark has also agreed to have at least eight Greenlandic apprentices at any
given time.
16 The three funds are expected to be 600,000 DKK in the first year, 1.2 million DKK in
the subsequent three years, and 1.5 million DKK thereafter, based on an expected
export of 360,000 tonnes of ore concentrate (Ironbark Zinc A/S et al. 2016:72).
17 For example, the FM2014/68 debate in the Greenlandic parliament, Inatsisartut,
about the future need for foreign labour if large-scale mines are established.
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18 In the interview, Espersen said ‘[n]obody has ever lived there, and it has never been
Greenlandic’.
19 Also pointed out by, among others, Loukacheva (2007:16).
20 The final Nunavut Land Use Plan will be published in 2022 (Frizzell 2018). The one
referred to is the latest draft from 2016.
21 The 2012 plans to construct a 110 km railway were cancelled in 2014 due to a fall in
ore prices. Instead, the iron is transported on 200-tonne dump trucks via a tote road
to a port in Milne Inlet, where it is then shipped. Following new expansion plans for
Phase 2 of the project, the suggested railway is again on the table, along with five
locomotives, 176 rail cars, and winter sealifts of freight through ice, altogether
making possible an increase in production from 4.2 to 12 million tonnes per year
(Mtpa). In the fall of 2017, interested parties and persons must submit their comments, upon which the planning commission will determine whether new consultations are necessary (Bell 2017).
22 The number of civilians present at the hearings is only registered on handwritten
documents that can be accessed online with assistance from nirb.ca. (One must
expect to wait several months before receiving an answer from NIRB.) Some names
are not possible to identify because of unclear handwriting and/or because they were
written in Inuktitut. Furthermore, some civilians also wrote their occupation even
though they only represented themselves at the meeting. Altogether, this makes it
difficult to determine the exact number of civilians present at the meeting. From the
transcripts, it is, however, clear that it was usually only the selected representatives
who spoke on behalf of the communities, which is different from the public hearings
in Greenland.
23 Articulated by Rhoda Katsak on behalf of the Government of Nunavut (Pond Inlet
2014, vol. 2, 378), Caleb Sangoya on behalf of the Pond Inlet Mary River Project
Committee (Pond Inlet 2014, vol. 4, 758–759), Tim Anaviapik-Soucie representing
the youth of Pond Inlet (Pond Inlet 2014, vol. 5, 1053–1054), Jaypetee Akeeagok
representing Grise Fiord (Pond Inlet 2014, vol. 5, 1061), and Simon Idlout on behalf
of Resolute Bay (Pond Inlet 2014, vol. 5, 1062). A master’s thesis concludes that the
negative impact on caribou in the area was not thoroughly assessed in the Environmental Impact Assessment which, according to the author, privileged the perspective
of the mining industry (Williams 2005).
24 Also articulated by Tim Anaviapik-Soucie representing the youth of Pond Inlet
(Pond Inlet 2014, vol. 3, 683).
25 Bowes-Lyon et al.’s study of the past Polaris and Nanisivik mines in Nunavut also
point to alcohol as one of the reasons why the Inuit did not become more involved
in the mines (2009:384). They furthermore write that education was the only
positive long-term social impact of the mines (Bowes-Lyon et al. 2009:385), but that
the signing of the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement is more aligned with the sustainable development principles, which they see as ‘fortunate’ (Bowes-Lyon et al.
2009:392).
26 A similar statement was also made by the representative of Grise Fiord, Jaypetee
Akeeagok (Pond Inlet 2014, vol. 5, 1062).
27 In response to a question by Clyde River representative Jacobie Iqalukjuak, Baffinland promised that there will also be jobs available for monolingual Inuktitut speakers (Pond Inlet 2014, vol. 5, 1074–1075).
28 Also emphasized by Arctic Bay representative Olayuk Naqitarvika (Pond Inlet 2014,
vol. 5, 1071–1072) and in the Nunavut Land Use Plan, where the second goal summarizes: ‘the environment, including wildlife and wildlife habitat, is of critical
importance to the sustainability of Nunavut’s communities, Inuit culture and the
continuation of a viable long term economy’ (Nunavut Planning Commission
2016:18).
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29 According to Steinberg (2014), a possible solution to the dispute could be to designate the NWP as Canada’s territorial sea, which would satisfy both political
objectives.
30 At the Arctic Circle conference in Reykjavik in 2017, McLeod went a rhetorical step
further in his speech, stating that the moratorium was an example of colonialism still
present in Canada (McLeod 2016).
31 As newly appointed Premier of Nunavut, Paul Quassa stated that independence is
more likely to be a pan-Arctic Inuit project led by ICC than something Nunavut
should strive for (Jacobsen 2017).
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Abstract
Greenland representatives successfully use the renewed international geostrategic interest in
the Arctic to enhance Greenland’s foreign policy sovereignty. This is facilitated by Denmark’s
dependence on Greenland’s geographic location and continuous membership of the Danish
Realm for maintaining the status of an Arctic state, which recently has become one of the five
most important security and foreign policy priorities. The dependency gives Greenland an
‘Arctic advantage’ in negotiations with Denmark, while turning circumpolar events into strategic
arenas for sovereignty games in the aim to move the boundary of what Greenland may do
internationally without Danish involvement. This article analyzes how these games unfold in
the Arctic Council, at the high-level Ilulissat meetings and at circumpolar conferences where
Greenland representatives articulate, act and appear more foreign policy sovereignty through
outspoken discontent, tacit gestures and symbolic alterations. Altogether, this contributes to the
expanding of Greenland’s foreign policy room for maneuver within the current legal frameworks,
while enhancing Greenland’s international status and attracting external investments, important
in their striving towards becoming a state with full formal Westphalian sovereignty.
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Introduction
In the Arctic, nation states and the Inuit Circumpolar Council (ICC) disagree whether
the rightful meaning of ‘sovereignty’ is either a fundamental binary concept or a contested concept in flux. As a state-in-the-making with almost 90% of its population being
Inuit, Greenland is situated between those two oppositions. On the one hand, their
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self-government is part of the transnational Inuit community while it, on the other hand,
aspires to become a state in the traditional sense with full formal Westphalian sovereignty. In this striving, the development of more foreign policy sovereignty is an important factor in the enhancement of Greenland’s international status and in their ability to
attract external investments. The governmental arrangement with Denmark allows the
Government of Greenland some foreign policy competence on areas of exclusive concerns and which entirely relate to fields of responsibility that Greenland has taken over.
As this definition is open to interpretation, it gives rise to the question: how do representatives expand Greenland’s foreign policy room for maneuver by playing sovereignty games in the Arctic?
In attempting to answer this question, it is relevant to take into consideration the
renewed geopolitical interest in the Arctic region, welcomed by changing Greenlandic
governments as an opportunity for establishing new international relations in their aim to
loosen dependence on Denmark. Meanwhile, the Arctic has also become one of
Denmark’s top-five foreign policy priorities (The Danish Government, 2017, 2018),
causing a somewhat reverse dependency as Greenland’s geographic location and membership of the Danish Realm is the only thing legitimizing Denmark’s Arctic state status.
This gives Greenland an ‘Arctic advantage’ in negotiations with Denmark, while making
circumpolar events well-chosen strategic arenas for playing sovereignty games seeking
to move the boundary of what Greenland may do internationally without Danish involvement. Following the tradition of analyzing foreign policy as discourse and praxis, this
article investigates how Greenland representatives make use of the international Arctic
interests and Greenland’s geostrategic location to articulate, act and appear a more sovereign position in international politics. In contribution to the sovereignty games literature, this article will make use of ethnographic observations from central Arctic related
events, hence showing how otherwise undocumented empirical data may reveal more
latent moves in the sovereignty game. In a broader perspective within the study of
International Relations (IR), this article will also contribute to the understanding of quasi
states’ international roles which too often are treated by mainstream IR as having no
separate agency.
As the analysis will show, Greenland’s foreign policy sovereignty is successfully
enhanced via outspoken discontent and tacit gestures in the Arctic Council, at the highlevel meetings in Ilulissat and at circumpolar conferences, highlighted by shifting
Greenlandic governments as some of the most important foreign policy arenas. Before
turning to the analyses of these three cases, the analytical strategy of how to study sovereignty games will be explained, followed by a brief introduction to Greenland’s official
foreign policy competence and international priorities as stated in the Self-Government
Act and the Foreign Policy Strategy.

Sovereignty games
The concept of sovereignty is constitutive of modern politics as other concepts are
defined in relation to it and depend on it for meaningful use within specific discourses
(Bartelson, 1995: 12–13). Within law, for instance, sovereignty defines the scope of a
polity’s authority in geographic and material terms, whereas in political terms it defines
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the supremacy of a state’s institutions and its internal and external infinitude (Espersen
et al., 2003: 142). The juridical understanding is similar to the ontology of conventional
IR, referring to the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 as the birth of the modern international
system with sovereign states at its center (e.g. de Carvalho et al., 2011: 738). Here, sovereignty is a binary question that leaves no agency to hierarchically subordinated nonstates such as Greenland. Challenging this dominant understanding, an alternative
literature has revisited the theoretical assumption of sovereignty as inseparable from the
state (e.g. Albert and Brock, 2001; Bartelson, 1995; Habermas, 2001; Krasner, 1999),
most radically claiming that the Westphalian definition was a fallacy and that sovereignty is today not a prerogative of the state (Agnew, 2005; Ruggie, 1986, 1993).
Following this critique, Jessica Shadian has argued that the ICC – representing the
approximately 160,000 Inuit in Alaska, Canada, Greenland and Chukotka since 1977 – is
an example of a polity which transcends the state-centered theoretical legacy by having
sovereignty (understood as authority) in international legislations, in regional institutions and in local land claim agreements (Shadian, 2010: 503). In this way, she argues,
the ICC ‘has been central in helping reshape the inside–outside boundaries which have
constituted the global political system throughout Westphalia’ (Shadian, 2010: 504),
demonstrating how sovereignty rather should be seen as ‘a constitutive process of power
construction’ (Shadian, 2010: 487).
At first, Greenland seems to have a foot in both camps: on the one hand, the Parliament
of Greenland pays a substantial part in the local body of the ICC’s annual expenses and
appoints members to official delegations participating in international ICC meetings; and
on the other hand, all but one of the total seven political parties currently in parliament
agree that Greenland’s ultimate and overarching goal is state formation. However, as the
analysis will show, representatives of the Greenland Government do not share the conceptual contestation but rather subscribe to the traditional sovereignty understanding. In the
aim to move Greenland closer towards this ideal of full formal Westphalian sovereignty,
representatives seek to expand the room for maneuver within foreign policy by acting more
state-like in Arctic international politics. To analyze these movements, I use the concept of
‘sovereignty game’ to grasp the strategic uses of language by a ‘constitutional-hybrid’ such
as Greenland which currently maneuvers between self-determination and dependence
(Loukacheva, 2007: 5, 109). Relating back to Robert Jackson’s (1991) analysis of the
emergence of quasi-states during decolonization processes, studies of sovereignty games
draw on Ludwig Wittgenstein’s (1958) elaboration of language games in which the use of
language itself is compared to making a move in a game. Central to this analogy is that the
common understanding between the involved actors depends on a system of shared rules:
the constitutive rule defining the game is the traditional either/or understanding of sovereignty, while regulative rules may evolve as the game develops (cf. Aalberts, 2012: 92–95),
hence potentially changing the criteria for participation in international agreements and
modifying the roles of the players (Adler-Nissen and Gad, 2014: 18).
The concept of sovereignty games has been further refined by, most notably, Karin M.
Fierke and Michael Nicholson (2001), Tanja Aalberts (2004, 2010, 2012) and Rebecca
Adler-Nissen together with Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen (2008) and Ulrik Pram Gad
(2013, 2014), who have demonstrated how sovereignty should not only be perceived as a
purely spatially bounded concept, but also as defining functionality and identity of both
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states and non-states. Following this tradition, sovereignty is perceived as a claim to authority, while ‘sovereignty games’ is intended as a heuristic device used analytically to bring
attention to the rules, players and moves of the game (cf. Aalberts, 2012: 94; Adler-Nissen
and Gammeltoft-Hansen, 2008: 7). What is particularly central to postcolonial cases of
sovereignty games is whether the former colony should be awarded any subjectivity as a
player in the game and, through this, get the very possibility of articulating authority
(Adler-Nissen and Gad, 2014: 20). As such the notion of ‘game’ fits within a constructivist
perspective and has nothing to do with ‘game theory’ or similar rational choice approaches
which reduce the game to the level of strategy and tactics where actors try to predict and
act upon opponents’ expected moves.
In a contribution to the sovereignty games literature this article shows how ethnographic observations may reveal otherwise undocumented latent sovereignty games,
while I suggest to analytically distinguish between articulations, acts and appearances
when analyzing how moves alter rules of what the players may do within different types
of discursive arenas. In the present case, such moves serve to adjust the boundary for
what Greenland may do internationally by altering the level of representation, hence
contributing to the process towards fulfilling the ideal national self-image of transforming the postcolonial hierarchy into one of sovereign equality (cf. Neumann, 2014). This
process is facilitated by Denmark’s dependence on Greenland’s geographic location and
continuous membership of the Danish Realm for maintaining its status as an Arctic state.
A dependency, which the Government of Greenland uses to its own advantage resulting
in more responsibility and authority (cf. Adler-Nissen and Gad, 2014: 20), hence enhancing Greenland’s sovereignty over its own foreign affairs.

Articulations, acts and appearances in discourse, praxis and ethnographic
observations
Studies of sovereignty games start with laying out the constitutive rules, defining the
game. These are institutionalized sovereignty arrangements in the form of treaties, constitutions, delegation laws and other legal texts, which are ‘frozen’ outcomes of past
sovereignty games (Adler-Nissen and Gad, 2013: 14). In the present article, these will be
presented in a short overview of how a more autonomous foreign policy has evolved in
step with Greenland’s continuous state-building process during the past 40 years, followed by a review of the current official foreign policy competence as stated in the Act
on Greenland Self-Government. As previous analyses have shown, the exact definition
of this competence is open to interpretation, hence leaving room for sovereignty games
to be played (Ackrén, 2014; Gad, 2013, 2014, 2016; Jacobsen, 2015; Jacobsen and Gad,
2018; Kristensen and Rahbek-Clemmensen, 2018a).
Secondly, the framing of the sovereignty game is made visible by analyzing articulations in parliamentary records, public debates, policy papers and official statements as
part of the official foreign policy identity discourse. As this article exclusively concerns
how representatives position Greenland at Arctic related events, the analysis will depart
from the parliamentary debate about whether Greenland should have its own Arctic strategy, while articulations from the debates about the annual foreign policy reviews of
2009–2018 will be used ad hoc to show why the Arctic Council, the Ilulissat meetings
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and the circumpolar conferences are the three most relevant cases in this regard. 2009
marks the starting point for the analysis of Greenland’s Arctic sovereignty games as that
was the year when the Act on Greenland Self-Government entered into force.
Thirdly, relations between the legal texts and the identity discourse are handled in
diplomatic praxis as both articulations and acts, which can be analyzed through qualitative in-depth interviews with representatives of the case country revealing how they
maintain relations in concrete everyday moves and how – and to what extent – strategies
are employed (cf. Adler-Nissen and Gad, 2014: 22). In the present study, a total of 16
interviews have been conducted of which the eight interviews with civil servants working in Greenland’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Nuuk – which counts a total1 of 11
including the Minister and an intern – are particularly central. Together with the parliamentary debates, the interviews have guided the analysis towards the main documents
and most important events where Greenlandic foreign policy is practiced in a discursive
Arctic context. At the same time, civil servants’ explanations of how international representation of Greenland is performed ‘behind the scenes’ help with nuancing the analysis
beyond what can be concluded from official statements, while demonstrating ‘how foreign policy and global politics are experienced as lived practices’ (Neumann, 2002: 628).
On top of this usual method for how to analyze sovereignty games, this study also
pays special attention to sovereignty appearances in manifestations of hierarchy such as
a commemorative plaque and in the arrangement of meeting rooms. This analytical addition reveals symbolic but important challenges and enhancements to the former colony’s
subjectivity as a player in international politics and shows how such moves may change
the regulative rules. Most of these observations have only been possible by being present
at central events2 such as the 2017 Arctic Council Ministerial meeting in Fairbanks,
Alaska, and the Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year anniversary in Ilulissat, Greenland, in
May 2018. Though Adler-Nissen and Gad emphasize that ‘the strategic moves can only
be fully grasped in their unique settings and regional contexts’ (Adler-Nissen and Gad,
2013: 15), very few studies of sovereignty games make use of their own ethnographic
observations. Through being present where the sovereignty games evolved in an Arctic
context, it is possible to include passing remarks, tacit gestures and otherwise undocumented articulations, acts and appearances, demonstrating how sovereignty games
sometimes take place behind the façade. Before turning to the analysis of Greenland’s
Arctic sovereignty games, a brief overview of the development of Greenland’s official
foreign policy competence will now be presented.

Greenland’s foreign policy competence: the official story
Since the introduction of Home Rule in 1979 – by which Greenland’s local parliament
and local government was established and areas such as education, fisheries, environment and health were assumed from Denmark – Greenland has gradually gained more
sovereignty within foreign affairs. The decisive event initiating this process was
Denmark’s entry into the European Community in 1973 in which Greenland had to follow suit despite 70% of Greenlanders being against the decision due to the concomitant
loss of sovereignty over the important fisheries export (Petersen, 2006). When leaving
the European Community in 1985 and instead joining the Overseas Countries and
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Territories arrangement, Greenland assumed de facto sovereignty over fisheries after
which Nuuk could then negotiate favorable agreements directly with Brussels. Together
with Greenpeace’s campaign against sealing during the same period, this gave rise to a
more active Greenlandic foreign policy. With a legal base in the Home Rule’s §16,3
Greenland became a member of the Nordic Council and established diplomatic representations in Brussels in 1992 and in Ottawa in 19984 (Motzfeldt 2006: 120–121, 127).
Hence, Greenland began acting more and more as a state in international diplomacy after
the introduction of Home Rule. The development whetted the appetite, and in the beginning of the new millennium, the Defence Agreement of 1951 between Denmark and the
United States was renewed with the Government of Greenland as an individual part of
the triangular negotiations which resulted in the Itilleq Declaration (2003) and the Igaliku
Agreement (2004)5 (Motzfeldt, 2006: 125). As a result, the Thule Radar was upgraded
and integrated in the American missile defense, while the prior negotiations enhanced
Greenland’s foreign policy sovereignty and security policy influence (Kristensen, 2004).
Following a referendum in which 75.5% voted in favor, the Act on Greenland SelfGovernment entered into force on June 21, 2009, whereby Denmark formally recognized
Greenland’s right to secede if the people of Greenland decide to do so. In direct line with
the Itilleq Declaration codified in the Enabling Act, the Self-Government Act gives
Greenland more room for international maneuver and to, ‘ on behalf of the Realm, negotiate and conclude agreements under international law with foreign states and international organisations, including administrative agreements which exclusively concern
Greenland and entirely relate to fields of responsibility taken over’ (Statsministeriet,
2009: §12). The definition of what exclusively concerns Greenland and entirely relates to
fields of responsibility is, however, open to interpretation. This is also acknowledged on
the webpage of Greenland’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which states that the foreign
policy competence is regulated by three measures: the Constitution of the Kingdom of
Denmark; the Act on Greenland Self-Government; and praxis (Naalakkersuisut.gl, n.d.).
The emphasis on praxis bears witness to the perception that sovereignty can, indeed, be
played in the aim to gain even more responsibility over Greenland’s foreign policy.
Here it should be mentioned, that ‘Ministry’ and ‘Minister’ are the official English
translations of ‘Naalakkersuisoqarfik’ and ‘Naalakkersuisoq’, meaning6 ‘the place where
decisions are made’ and ‘the one who decides.’ These translations are more prominent
than the Danish ones which instead mean ‘department’ and ‘member of self-government.’ The translations of ‘Naalakkersuisut’ and ‘Inatsisartut’ into ‘government’ and
‘parliament’ are examples of the same, though these two Greenlandic terms are often
used in Danish. Formally, Denmark’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Government of
Denmark and the Danish parliament also serve Greenland, and therefore the more prominent titles are not used in Danish to describe the political context in Greenland. As such,
the English translations could also be seen as frozen results of past and perhaps tacit
sovereignty games played to enhance the symbolic appearance of Greenlandic politicians and civil servants when engaging in international affairs.
One of the central points of reference in parliamentary debates about how Greenland
should navigate in the world, is the Government of Greenland’s Foreign Policy Strategy
of 2011. Together with the introduction of self-government, the strategy mentions the
increased geopolitical and economic interests in the circumpolar region as the
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main argument for upgrading the annual foreign policy review to an actual strategy. As
highlighted on the very first page: ‘It is important that the interest in the Arctic and
Greenland is converted into concrete opportunities for the Greenlandic people and its
development as a nation’ (Naalakkersuisut, 2011: 3). Throughout the document, external
attention towards the Arctic is highlighted as a window of opportunity for how to position Greenland more prominently on the world stage, while the geopolitics of the Arctic
Ocean is listed among the top foreign policy priorities (Naalakkersuisut, 2011: 5, 8–9).
This priority should be pursued in a peaceful manner as agreed in the Ilulissat Declaration,
while the Arctic Council is praised as the main forum for generally securing a regional
peaceful status quo. The third strategic arena for Greenland’s Arctic sovereignty games
are circumpolar conferences, which the later foreign policy reviews and parliamentary
debates often emphasize as particularly important events. Following a brief introduction
to how Greenland parliamentarians discuss the external Arctic attention and Greenland’s
related geopolitical opportunities, we will now turn to the analyses of how Greenland
representatives use these strategic arenas to move the boundary of what Greenland may
do internationally without Danish involvement.

Greenland’s Arctic sovereignty games
‘Several countries and states have come up with arctic strategies, which is a typical characteristic of non-Arctic countries [. . .] For an arctic country like Greenland, our Foreign
Policy Strategy is an arctic strategy. We are the Arctic. We are the epitome of the Arctic’
(Naalakkersuisoq, EM2016/106).7 With these words, Greenland’s then Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Vittus Qujaukitsoq, turned down the proposal for parliamentary resolution that Greenland should have its own strategy for the region. Together with Denmark
and the Faroe Islands, Greenland is co-author of the Kingdom of Denmark Strategy for
the Arctic 2011–2020, but discontent with Denmark’s behavior in circumpolar affairs
gave rise to the proposal by the then opposition leader, Sara Olsvig (EM2016/106), who
also found inspiration in the Faroese unilateral Arctic assessment titled The Faroe Islands
– a Nation in the Arctic. The decisive event behind the proposal8 happened a few months
prior to the parliament debate when a review of Denmark’s foreign and security affairs
emphasized that ‘We must take advantage of our position as a major Arctic power to
influence developments in the Arctic to the benefit of the Kingdom of Denmark, the
region and the peoples of Greenland and the Faroe Islands’ (Taksøe-Jensen, 2016: 13).
Qujaukitsoq called the report ‘a terrifying read’ and criticized it for not taking Greenlandic
interests into consideration (Nyvold, 2016).
In his speech to the parliament, he further underlined: ‘We should not just let others
foist their attitudes and policies in our region. We must be ready to fight when we find
that others’ strategies and attitudes are not in line with our interests. This is, of course,
particularly true for Denmark with whom we work closely. Here it should be emphasized
that the Kingdom of Denmark has one Arctic part and that is Greenland’ (Naalakkersuisoq,
EM2016/106). The quote illustrates well the constant delicate balancing between cooperation and conflict in Danish–Greenlandic relations while pointing to the fact that
Greenland’s geographic location and its membership of the Danish Realm are what legitimize Denmark’s active participation in the highest political circles in Arctic affairs
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(Jacobsen, 2016). Though there is lack of consultation and the occasional postcolonial
overruling, Denmark’s discovery of the unredeemed potential at the top of the world can
also be perceived as an opportunity for expanding Greenland’s room for maneuver in
conducting foreign policy. How these sovereignty games evolve is the center of the following analyses of Greenland’s representation in, first, the Arctic Council, second, the
claims to the Arctic Ocean seabed and, related, the Ilulissat Declaration, and, finally, at
circumpolar conferences where Greenland representatives may act more individually
due to the more informal setup.

Arctic Council: musical chairs and slamming doors
Until 2011, Greenland and the Faroe Islands were gradually accustomed to being equal and
distinct parts of the official delegation to the Arctic Council. For instance, it was then Premier
of Greenland, Lars-Emil Johansen, who signed the founding Ottawa Declaration on behalf
of the Danish Realm in 1996, and during executive council meetings it was tacitly accepted
praxis that the delegation always had three chairs at the table, three flags on the table and a
country label saying ‘Denmark/Faroe Islands/Greenland’ (Olsen and Shadian, 2018: 132).
This arrangement ended when the chairmanship gavel was passed from Denmark to Sweden
in 2011. The change was not directly articulated but instead manifested in the symbolic
displacement of the Faroese and the Greenlandic representatives’ chairs, which were placed
away from the table – behind the Danish representative – at the next council venue, while
they were also themselves excluded from the important Senior Arctic Officials (SAO) meetings (Olsen and Shadian, 2018). This sovereignty game played by the member states to
emphasize the importance of Westphalian sovereignty as the ordering rule among the players was soon challenged by the then newly appointed Premier of Greenland, Aleqa
Hammond, who decided to boycott the ministerial meeting in Kiruna in May 2013 and to
suspend all of Greenland’s ongoing activities in the council until a resolution was found.
After three months of negotiations with the new Canadian chairmanship, an agreement was concluded giving all three parts of the Danish Realm the right to full participation in all council meetings – including the SAO meetings. In cases where the number of
chairs available for each delegation are less than three, it is an internal decision among
the three who, depending on the agenda, is the most eligible to take the seat. The victory,
however, had a slight negative after-taste as the representation of Greenland and the
Faroe Islands was simultaneously degraded as the three flags were replaced with one
full-size Danish flag (Gerhardt, 2018: 120), hence limiting the symbolic appearance and
highlighting the hierarchy within the Danish Realm. On the other hand, Greenland
gained the right to participate with Denmark in the scheduled informal meetings where,
for example, granting of observer status and other more sensitive questions are debated
outside public attention. This first happened during the ministerial meeting in Iqaluit in
2015 when the European Union’s import ban on seal products was discussed with the
then Premier of Nunavut, Peter Taptuna (Naalakkersuisut, 2015: 17). Two years later,
Thule Air Base and the seabed claims in the Arctic Ocean were on the agenda during the
meetings with the then US Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson (shown on Photograph 1),
and with Canada’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Chrystia Freeland (Naalakkersuisut,
2017: 15). In this way, the boycott and the outspoken discontent with the level of
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Photograph 1. Bilateral meeting between the USA and Denmark/Greenland in connection
with the Arctic Council Ministerial meeting on May 11, 2017. On the right side of the table,
Greenland and Denmark are represented by (from closest to farthest from the camera) Jacob
Isbosethsen (then acting Permanent Secretary of Greenland’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs), Suka
K. Frederiksen (then Greenland Minister of Foreign Affairs), Anders Samuelsen (then Denmark’s
Minister of Foreign Affairs), and Lars Gert Lose (then Denmark’s Ambassador to the USA). In
the background are Denmark’s and the USA’s flags; not Greenland’s. This illustrates well, how it
is essentially a meeting between the USA and Denmark, with an extra seat for Greenland when,
for example, the Thule Air Base is on the agenda (Photograph: Greenland’s Department of
Foreign Affairs’ twitter profile @GreenlandDFA, which changed to @GreenlandMFA in 2018).

representation helped with limiting the degradation of Greenland’s sovereignty in the
Arctic Council and enhanced the opportunity for speaking on behalf of oneself, though
still in the presence of Denmark and under Danish flag as illustrated in Photograph 1.
Another noteworthy step towards more equal representation came in the shape of
speaking time during the formal – almost ceremonial – ministerial meetings where
Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe Islands since 2015 have agreed to equally share the
three minutes allocated for each delegation. At the ministerial meeting in Fairbanks in
2017, Greenland’s then Minister of Foreign Affairs, Suka K. Frederiksen, expressed content with this arrangement but underlined that ideally Greenland should have all three
minutes as the only true Arctic representative of the Danish Realm. A first step towards
this ideal would be to leave out the Faroe Islands (interview May 12, 2017). With this
move, she opened for a potential sovereignty game against a postcolonial ally whose
similar historical relations to Denmark as a former colonizer usually unites them (e.g. in
the Nordic Council cf. Jacobsen, 2015), hence trying to modify the roles within the
Danish Realm and change the regulative rules for participation in the Arctic Council.
The symbolic acts at the high-level biannual ministerial meetings are central to how the
Government of Greenland appears internationally, but most of the actual content of the
Arctic Council’s work derives from the six working groups. This is acknowledged in the
Foreign Policy Strategy which states that it is essential to participate actively and to express
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and represent Greenlandic opinions and values in the working groups operating outside of
the broad media interest, as this ‘bottom-up’ approach offers significant influence
(Naalakkersuisut, 2011: 13–14). While the Danish Realm participates as a unity in the
Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme and the Protection of the Arctic Marine
Environment, Greenland has led the Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna9 in 2006–
2009. The most valued group according to the strategy is, however, the Sustainable
Development Working Group (SDWG), which has received its own chapter in the foreign
policy reviews for the past ten years. During the 2009–2011 chairmanship, Greenland
headed the group and has subsequently kept the coordinating and executive role on behalf
of the Danish Realm (Naalakkersuisut, 2010: 48; 2013: 36). This role has been used effectively, as Greenland – according to the foreign policy reviews – has been particularly influential by placing humans’ health and living conditions at the top of the group’s agenda
(Naalakkersuisut, 2010: 12; 2017: 16). In this way, representatives present themselves as
successful at positioning Greenland at these lower, but important, governance levels within
the Arctic Council; a strategic act serving to enhance Greenland’s authority in the council
where the member states to some extent must accept Greenland as party to the game.
In addition to the Danish Realm’s delegation, Greenland has two other channels for
representation in the Arctic Council. The first is via the permanent participation of the
ICC which pleads for Indigenous Peoples’ rights and takes a more critical stance on
hydrocarbon exploitation and the state-centered sovereignty perspective. The other is via
the West Nordic Council which was welcomed as an observer at the Fairbanks Ministerial
meeting in 2017. In this parliamentary cooperation, Greenland and the Faroe Islands act
on an equal footing with the sovereign state of Iceland, sharing the same past as a former
Danish colony and often mentioned as a role model for future Greenlandic state formation (e.g. interview with Jacob Isbosethsen, October 20, 2018). The extra channels of
representation expand the number of possible moves in the game as Greenland representatives may both put forward their opinions as a member state, a permanent participant and an observer, hence gaining more influence in the Arctic Council and enhancing
Greenland’s foreign policy sovereignty on the Arctic governance stage.

Ilulissat: sovereignty claims and tacit games
On December 15, 2014, the Danish Realm submitted data to the United Nations’ Commission
on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS) claiming an 895,000 km2 seabed in the Arctic
Ocean. The area –which corresponds to nearly half of Greenland’s present land territory and
approximately 19 times the area of Denmark – overlaps significantly with Russia’s and
Canada’s claims. From the beginning, it was a collective decision to initiate the project10 that
ultimately will be an expansion of Greenland’s Westphalian sovereignty if the vision of
independence is fulfilled. Reportedly, part of the Danish motivation for financing the venture was to dampen independence movements by showing how continued membership of
the Danish Realm has tangible benefits beyond the standard economic support (Breum,
2015: 314).11 On a different scale, potential conflict with Canada and Russia was a grave
concern in Copenhagen and as the project came to an end, Nuuk was worried that the claim
would be cautious and timid with more respect for maintaining good diplomatic relations
instead of going ‘all in’ on behalf of Greenland (Breum, 2015: 316–317). Despite reported
Danish–Greenlandic disagreements during the final part of the process, the extent of the
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claim surprised many commentators who described it as ‘provocative’ (e.g., Michael Byers
in Politiken (Skærbæk, 2014)). The Russian and Canadian reactions were, however, balanced as the five littoral states – Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia and USA – adjacent to
the Arctic Ocean, had already agreed that scientifically valid geodata and international law
shall determine the delineation as stated in the Ilulissat Declaration of May 2008. By their
signatures, they refuted the perception of the Arctic Ocean as a terra nullius and refused
alternative solutions following the logic of the Antarctic Treaty, which neither recognizes
any sovereignty claims nor allows any mining and military activities.
While the declaration diminished the horizontal conflict potential between the states,
it simultaneously gave way for vertical disputes between the signatories and the
Indigenous Peoples of the Arctic (Jacobsen and Strandsbjerg, 2017). During the ensuing
year, the ICC issued A Circumpolar Inuit Declaration on Sovereignty in the Arctic questioning the dominant either/or concept of sovereignty implied in the Ilulissat Declaration
and instead pleaded for detaching sovereignty from the state with the words ‘Sovereignty
is a contested concept. . . and does not have a fixed meaning. . . Sovereignties overlap
and are frequently divided within federations in creative ways to recognize the right of
peoples’ (Inuit Circumpolar Council, 2009: sect. 2.1). As co-host of the Ilulissat meeting
and a founding member of the ICC, Greenland formally had a leg in both camps. From
the official communication of shifting Greenlandic governments it is, however, clear that
they seldom emphasize the transnational Inuit ethnic identity nor share the conceptual
contestation of the dominant sovereignty understanding (see Gerhardt, 2011; Strandsbjerg,
2014). Rather they ascribe to a civic-national perception of what it means to be a
Greenlander and embrace the traditional idea of either/or sovereignty in the strive
towards becoming a state. Following this, the Government of Greenland acts as a state
and articulates a place for itself alongside the signatories of the Ilulissat Declaration. By
asserting this position, it endorses the constitutive rules of the game and underlines that
the claims – if proved successful – will expand Greenland’s potential Westphalian sovereignty; something which the Danish government seems to respect as Greenland leads the
Realm’s internal working group and the external presentations of the submissions to the
CLCS (cf. Naalakkersuisut, 2016: 31).
Along with the ICC, Sweden, Finland and Iceland were upset about not receiving an
invitation to the Ilulissat meeting. To dampen interstate disagreement and continuing constructive cooperation in the well-established regional governance structure, the then US
Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, suggested that the exclusive format should not continue
(Naalakkersuisut, 2010: 1). When the Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year anniversary was celebrated on May 22 and 23,12 2018, invitations were therefore extended to the three other
Arctic Council members, the six13 permanent participants and the Director of the Arctic
Council Secretariat. The celebration went smoothly and Greenland’s and Denmark’s shared
role as host seemed frictionless, which may bear witness to a well-functioning partnership
regarding the claims. At the same time, there may also be a norm embedded in the shared
role as host about not criticizing the other part when guests are present. While the frontstage
is kept nice and tidy, unresolved disagreements may be hidden backstage (Goffman, 1959),
and even though it is not directly articulated, one can allude to these disagreements by supportive remarks and gestures indicating agreement with criticism from a third part. This
happened during the anniversary when the Faroese Minister of Foreign Affairs, Poul
Michelsen, said in an online interview: ‘We are not as Arctic as Greenland, which is the
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only reason why Denmark and the Faroe Islands have a say in the Arctic. With that in mind,
I think Greenland gets too little attention. It seems like they are guests in their own house.
That is wrong, I feel’ (Jacobsen, 2018, interview May 23). With this move, the Faroese
minister acted as a postcolonial ally and a kind of stand-in for Greenland in this sovereignty
game with their shared former colonizer. While endorsing Greenland as a main player and
problematizing the lack of authority and acknowledgement given to the local host, his
articulation could also be seen as an attempt to move attention from the constitutive rule to
the regulative rules by blurring the line between states and non-states.
The Greenlandic reaction to the Faroese standpoint was observed in the corridors at the
venue hotel where more informal conversations took place during the breaks of the scheduled program. These backstage moments offered glimpses into the different delegations’
individual agendas and more candid opinions about the events of the day. During a highlevel session closed to the press, the Saami representative, reportedly, echoed the ICC’s
contestation of the state-centered sovereignty understanding, and while no-one argued
against the statement, a Greenland representative expressed irritation in the corridors,
hence confirming that the Greenland administration shares the state-centered ontology represented in the Ilulissat Declaration. In a similar way, it surfaced that Greenland representatives had made a tactical move prior to the anniversary – and perhaps even without Denmark
noticing. The task of creating a commemorative plaque of the anniversary (shown on
Photograph 2) was in the hands of the Foreign Affairs Ministry in Nuuk, and when they

Photograph 2. Greenland’s and Denmark’s then respective Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Vivian
Motzfeldt and Anders Samuelsen, co-hosted the Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year anniversary in May
2018. Here they stand next to the commemorative plaque which has an illustration of the Arctic
region in the right bottom corner. Originally, it should bear the names of the Arctic states, but as
‘Greenland’ was bracketed below ‘Denmark’, Greenland’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs decided to leave
out the names hence enhancing Greenland’s sovereignty appearance (Photograph: Marc Jacobsen).
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saw that the illustration of the Arctic region only carried names of states with ‘Greenland’
bracketed below ‘Denmark’, they chose to simply erase all the names, hence limiting the
subordinated appearance. As such, this subtle move served as a small enhancement of
Greenland’s symbolic sovereignty appearance on the international scene, while – in a
broader perspective – altering a praxis inherited from times of colonization.

Circumpolar conferencing: acting sovereign in more informal settings
A visible example of the renewed geopolitical interest in the Arctic is the raid growth of
conferences about the regional political dynamics during the past decade. Arctic
Frontiers, Arctic Circle, Arctic Futures Symposium, Arctic Encounter, High North
Dialogue and International Arctic Forum are the names of the recurrent conferences held
in the cities of Tromsø, Reykjavik, Brussels, Seattle, Bodø and Arkhangelsk/Saint
Petersburg. Participation in the Arctic Frontiers, Arctic Circle and Arctic Futures
Symposium are integral parts of Greenland’s annual foreign policy reviews describing
them as ‘an opportunity to present Greenland, influence the international agenda in our
direction and ensure awareness of the opportunities in Greenland’ (Naalakkersuisut,
2016: 20). The Icelandic initiative, Arctic Circle, is particularly highlighted by
Greenlandic parliamentarians as the most important, and in the sole occasion14 when an
invited minister could not participate due to sickness, it caused immense debate in the
parliament where several parties demanded a detailed explanation for the absence
(Demokraatit, 2017; Inuit Ataqatigiit, 2017). The importance of being present in
Reykjavik to influence the regional discourse in the wake of the immense external attention is well explained by Vivian Motzfeldt, who was Greenland’s Minister of Foreign
Affairs for a short period in 2018: ‘Many countries with Arctic strategies are located
outside the Arctic region, yet these strategies have been adopted without consulting the
populations of our countries. We, thus, believe that the largest Arctic conference, Arctic
Circle, held annually, should get the greatest attention from our country. In most Arctic
affairs and debates, we must show our co-responsibility’ (Motzfeldt, EM2016/106).15
From the beginning, Greenland has had a central position at this conference which has
replaced the Norwegian state-sponsored event, Arctic Frontiers, as the largest and most
prestigious conference for Arctic aficionados. Former Premier of Greenland, Kuupik
Kleist, was one of the founding figures, and at the very first assembly in 2013, the then
Premier Aleqa Hammond was the principal speaker after the official welcoming remarks.
Her speech followed the rhetorical line set out in her boycott of the Arctic Council earlier
the same year by articulating Greenland as a sovereign actor in circumpolar politics. She
predicted how the parliament of Greenland a few days later would vote in favor of allowing uranium mining and argued that ‘[t]his will pave the way for Greenland in a not-sodistant future to become a significant uranium exporter – among the world’s top-10 or
possibly top-5’ (Hammond, 2013: 5). With this statement, she ignored how the question
of uranium export would give rise to a sovereignty dispute with Danish authorities about
whether it is solely a matter of resource exploitation or also a potential security issue and,
thus, within Copenhagen’s area of responsibility (see Jacobsen, 2019; Kristensen and
Rahbek-Clemmensen, 2018b; Rasmussen and Merkelsen, 2017; Vestergaard, 2014;
Vestergaard and Thomasen, 2015). As such, it was the beginning of a rhetorical tradition
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where Greenland representatives use circumpolar conferences to act more sovereign as
the more informal setup provides an opportunity to do foreign affairs without Denmark
looking over their shoulder. The change of arena, changes the tactics available in the
sovereignty game.
The idea of the Arctic Circle assembly arose for three reasons: first, it was in response
to the exclusion of Iceland from the 2008 Ilulissat meeting (Mouritzen, 2017), secondly, it
was a challenge to the Arctic Council to take on a more global profile; and, thirdly, it was
an offer to marginalized and isolated actors seeking a more prominent position in Arctic
governance (Depledge and Dodds, 2017: 142–144). Since 2015, additional smaller forums
have been hosted by, inter alia, Alaska, Greenland, Québec, Scotland and the Faroe Islands
which are all home to substantial independence movements and subject to superior representations in the Arctic Council. At these fora, the Greenland Government has pursued the
same economic and social dimensions as emphasized in the Arctic Council’s SDWG while
using the events as a platform to establish and enhance direct bilateral relations. As
Greenland’s then Minister of Foreign Affairs, Vittus Qujaukitsoq, said at the Arctic Circle
Forum in Québec in December 2016: ‘The Arctic Circle Assembly and its regional Forums,
actually provide just such a platform, allowing for the types of exchanges, which are not
possible in the formal settings of the Arctic Council and the Arctic Five Coastal States’
(Qujaukitsoq, 2016: 3). He further criticized Barack Obama and Justin Trudeau’s moratorium on oil and gas16 drilling in North American Arctic waters and expressed optimism
about the newly elected Donald Trump’s administration’s expected nomination of Rex
Tillerson as Secretary of State: ‘I sincerely hope that the President-elect will choose as
Secretary of State, an outstanding individual with a comprehensive experience from the
private sector. This will be of benefit to our region’ (Qujaukitsoq, 2016: 2). By the end of
his speech, Qujaukitsoq went one step further, hence demonstrating how the conference
may serve other purposes than what is possible at the other regional gatherings: ‘In
Greenland we are open for business. Why not envisage having an American and a Canadian
permanent diplomatic presence in Nuuk within the coming four years, to make sure that the
potentials are fully developed?’ (Qujaukitsoq, 2016: 5). In May 2019, the Trump administration announced that the United States will establish a permanent representation in Nuuk.
Whether the decision has been facilitated by Greenland’s diplomacy remains untold, but
regardless this move does contribute to the enhancement of Greenland’s authority as a
more autonomous player in international politics.
Because conferences are not defined as formal institutions but instead take place on
the blurred line between dialogue and governance, they have become important stages
for exchanges of ideas and practices about the geopolitical development of the Arctic
(Depledge and Dodds, 2017: 145–146). For a quasi-state such as Greenland where praxis
is an important factor in determining the room for maneuver within foreign affairs, such
events are particularly useful in the aim of seeking more sovereignty on the regional
governance regime. This is well illustrated in the words of the Permanent Secretary of
Greenland’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs: ‘We participate in the Arctic Council together
with Denmark and the Faroe Islands. It is a bit more formal forum, while I see the Arctic
Circle as a more informal forum, and that is, perhaps, where thoughts and ideas actually
can be tested. It is a kind of supermarket for ideas and thoughts about the Arctic’ (interview with Kenneth Høegh, May 15, 2018). In this way, Greenland representatives make
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use of the circumpolar conferences – and the Arctic Circle in particular – to position
Greenland as a central geopolitical player while acting more sovereign in the absence of
Denmark. While the more bombastic statements made in this arena are not always realizable within the current governmental arrangement, they may serve as trial balloons for
what Greenland can do internationally without Denmark interfering, and as attempts to
enhance Greenland’s foreign policy sovereignty.

Conclusion: Greenland’s Arctic advantage
As the most autonomous self-governing Arctic territory situated on the mezzanine
between a past as a Danish colony and an envisioned future as an independent nation state,
Greenland enjoys a special place within the regional governance system. By proclaiming
that Greenland is a state-in-the-making, the self-government subscribes to the traditional
either/or definition of sovereignty shared by the Arctic states, well-exemplified by the
wording of the Ilulissat Declaration. With this, the Greenland Government simultaneously
distances itself from the rhetoric of the ICC claiming that sovereignty is a concept in flux
not exclusively reserved for rightful states. This discrepancy is only articulated in the corridors by Greenland Government representatives, which simultaneously ensures continuous representation of their perspectives by the ICC in, inter alia, the Arctic Council. Here,
Greenland is both represented via one of the member states (Denmark), via one of the
permanent participants (ICC) and via one of the observers (West Nordic Council), altogether expanding Greenland’s possible moves in the sovereignty game.
In their striving towards becoming a state, Greenland representatives try to maximize Greenland’s foreign policy sovereignty within the current legal frameworks by
articulating, acting and appearing a more individual position. Analytically, these moves
are found through discourse analysis, interviews and ethnographic observations, of
which the latter reveal otherwise undocumented moves of the game such as passing
remarks, tacit gestures and symbolic signs which are only possible to include in the
analysis if the analyst is present where the sovereignty game unfolds. This article suggests that studies of sovereignty games should do more to include ethnographic observations and pay special attention to sovereignty appearances in symbolic manifestations
of hierarchy; for example, how meeting rooms are arranged and anniversaries marked.
Such observations uncover both present and potential challenges and enhancements to
players’ subjectivity and demonstrate how some moves may change the regulative
rules of the game.
The success of Greenland’s sovereignty moves is facilitated by Denmark’s dependence
on Greenland’s geographic location and continuous membership of the Danish Realm for
maintaining status of an Arctic state, which recently has become more important as the
northernmost region has been declared one of Denmark’s top-five foreign policy and
security strategic areas. This dependency provides Greenland with an ‘Arctic advantage’
where circumpolar events are used as strategic arenas for trying to move the boundary for
what Greenland may do internationally without Danish involvement. Through outspoken
discontent and tacit gestures, Greenland has gained more authority and responsibility –
and hence a more sovereign appearance – in the Arctic Council, at the Ilulissat meetings
and at circumpolar conferences of which the latter serve as a particularly useful platform
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for strengthening bilateral relations due to the more informal setup. In this way, Greenland
representatives have expanded Greenland’s foreign policy room for maneuver within the
current legal frameworks (the constitutive rules) by playing sovereignty games through
articulating, acting and appearing a position more separate from Denmark.
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Notes
1. In comparison, 850 people work in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Copenhagen, while
about 500 represent Denmark at the various embassies and consulates abroad (um.dk, n.d.).
2. At both events, no seats were available for academics, so a press card happened to be the only
possible way to experience the meetings first-hand. Reportages and interviews have been
published in Sermitsiaq and High North News.
3. The Home Rule’s §16 stipulated that ‘the home rule authorities may demand that in countries in which Greenland has special commercial interest Danish diplomatic missions employ
offers specifically to attend such interests.’ (Hjemmestyreloven, 1979).
4. The representation in Ottawa, however, closed four years later.
5. With this agreement, the Government of Greenland profited from something which it was
actually against in the first place. As argued by Ole Wæver, this was important ‘training’ in
how it is to be a micro-state (Wæver, 2004: 31–33).
6. Thanks to former Director of the Greenland Home Rule, Jakob Janussen, for pointing to the
exact meanings of the Greenlandic words.
7. All speeches in Greenland’s parliament are translated from Greenlandic to Danish either by
the speaker or by the parliament’s hard-working simultaneous interpreters whom deserve my
deepest gratitude. I am responsible for the translations from Danish to English.
8. The proposal was already made one-year prior in the parliament debate about the annual foreign policy review (Inuit Ataqatigiit, 2015: 3). In the wake of the new Danish foreign policy
interest in the Arctic, Sara Olsvig found the opportunity to repeat her proposal.
9. Greenland’s Department of Nature and Environment is responsible for the representation
in the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme, the Protection of the Arctic Marine
Environment and the Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna, while the Sustainable
Development Working Group is within Greenland’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ area of
responsibility (Naalakkersuisut, 2013: 36).
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10. The Danish Realm has submitted a total of five submissions to the United Nations’
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS). Besides the one described,
there are two claims south and northeast of Greenland, and two north and south of the Faroe
Islands (a76.dk, 2014). The CLCS assesses submissions from all over the globe, hence the
Danish Realm’s Arctic Ocean claim is currently number 76 in line and, thus, it will probably take at least ten years before a solution is found. Russia is currently number one in line
because of an early submission made in 2001. Though the submission was not deemed scientifically valid, the Russian Federation kept its place in line while working on a resubmission,
which was finally submitted in 2015.
11. In this part of the analysis, I rely on the description in Martin Breum’s book The Greenland
Dilemma (2015). Prior to my PhD studies, I was research assistant on the original Danish
version of the book titled Balladen om Grønland (Breum, 2014), and therefore this use of
secondary literature is not as secondary as the reader may think at first.
12. 28 May is the exact date for the signing of the Ilulissat Declaration, but as there were not
enough vacant hotel rooms on that date, the event had to take place the week before (interview
with Jakob Rohmann 2018).
13. Though all six indigenous organizations were invited, only the Saami Council and the Inuit
Circumpolar Council participated in the celebration.
14. At the Arctic Circle assembly 2017, Greenland had a record-high participation with 70–80
people representing the government, the research institutions, municipalities, private businesses, Indigenous Peoples organizations, health services and the public sector (interview
with Mira Kleist May 18, 2018).
15. Special Advisor and Senior Arctic Official of Greenland, Mira Kleist, confirms the importance of representing Greenland at the Arctic Circle assembly and other similar conferences:
‘The responsibility is a bit heavier when it comes to the Arctic because we are such a central
part of the Arctic that it is unacceptable if we are not present. Because we are often mentioned, our presence is important so we can confirm or reject some of those things said at
these conferences. If they are undisputed, they become the written truth about the conditions
in Greenland’ (interview May 18, 2018).
16. The interest in oil and gas varies greatly from one Arctic country to another and it is therefore
not likely that a geopolitical rush for hydrocarbons will lead to conflict in the region as sometimes portrayed in the media (Keil, 2014).
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Introduction
As one of the last of the eight Arctic states, Denmark has recently formulated a foreign policy identity
more actively oriented towards the northern realities and imaginaries, thus far culminating with the
announcement of the Arctic as one of the five most important foreign policy priorities (The Danish
Government 2017:24-26; 2018:25-27). This article scrutinizes how this discourse has emerged and
how Denmark’s privileged position in Arctic governance has been sought sustained via articulations
connecting the prevailing Danish foreign policy identity with the circumpolar region. The main
question of interest therefore is: How have Danish parliamentarians and policymakers discursively
positioned Denmark in relation to the Arctic during the past decade? By using Ole Wæver’s
framework for studying layered foreign policy identities, the question is answered through an
examination of the historical development of today’s hegemonic Danish identity discourse and the
constellation of the Danish Realm, subsequently used in the analysis of how members of the Danish
parliament and key strategic documents characterize Denmark’s relation to the Arctic. As Denmark’s
status as an Arctic state is conditioned by Greenland’s geographic location and continuous
membership of the Danish Realm, this relationship is ubiquitous in the Danish political discourse
regarding the Arctic. Whether the inevitable detail is articulated or not, however, changes
significantly throughout the years.
The aim of the article is to contribute with new understandings of how powerful decision-makers
articulate specific and different kinds of Arcticness as ways of legitimizing their respective countries’
regional policies, as well as to show how these policies depend on an imagined national and regional
community (Anderson 1983). Studies of such discourses have mainly examined the cases of Russia
(Wilson Rowe 2009; Wilson Rowe and Blakkisrud 2014; Hønneland 2015; Sergunin and Konyshev
2015; Hansen-Magnusson 2018), Norway (Jensen 2013, 2016; Medby 2014), Canada (Shadian 2007;
Dodds 2011; Williams 2011) and Iceland (Dodds and Ingimundarson 2012; Ingimundarson 2015;
Medby 20171), while the emerging Arctic identity of Denmark has not yet been scrutinized. The
present article constitutes this piece of the jigsaw puzzle. Common for all of the Arctic states is that
their respective government centres - where regional policies and strategies are formed - are located
far away South from the circumpolar North. Copenhagen is no exemption as the shortest distance to
the Arctic is 1200 km whereas the distance to Nuuk is 3500 km. Unlike Alaska and the northern parts
of Canada, Scandinavia and Russia, Greenland has a declared goal of independence respected by the
1

Medby compares the Arctic identities of Norway, Canada and Iceland as seen from the perspectives of state personnel.
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former colonizer cf. the Act of Greenland Self Government (2009); an act which also allows the
Greenland government some foreign policy room for maneuver (cf. §12)2. As such, Greenland both
has a distinct voice in international politics and envisions a future with full self-determination in
Arctic politics and beyond (Ackrén 2014; Gad 2016; Jacobsen 2015, 2019; Jacobsen and Gad 2018;
Kristensen and Rahbek-Clemmensen 2018). Hence, the present case differs from the other Arctic
states, as the representation of Denmark in the Arctic involves a representation of other national
selves, which are both within and outside the Danish nation.
As the analysis will show, Denmark’s Arctic awakening happened in the mid-2000s when
policymakers noticed how the increased international attention towards the region, materialized in a
mushrooming of national Arctic strategies. In 2008, Denmark published a draft strategy which mainly
focused on potential consequences for Greenland in the light of enhanced self-determination. In the
wake of the Ilulissat Declaration - which for the first time positioned Denmark as an active Arctic
actor and sow the seeds for a Danish Arctic identity - an actual strategy was published in 2011
marking the peak of an ‘Arctic turn’ (Rahbek-Clemmensen 2018), characterized by a widening of the
perspective beyond Danish-Greenlandic relations. Subsequently, ‘Kingdom of Denmark’ became the
most frequent label when representing Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe Islands in Arctic affairs; a
title which is not usual in Danish political discourse, where ‘Danish Realm’ or ‘Community of the
Realm’ are the common collective signifiers. With this discursive change, hierarchy was highlighted
while the selves of Greenland and the Faroe Islands were discursively enveloped. Following a
Greenlandic boycott of the Arctic Council in 2013, Danish parliamentarians gradually started to more
clearly articulate that if Denmark wants to remain an Arctic state, the Danish Realm must be
maintained, which i.a. resulted in a new annual debate about the Danish Realm. This tendency
accelerated after a 2016 security and foreign policy review – describing Denmark as a great Arctic
power and recommended higher prioritization of the Arctic - which was badly received by the
Government of Greenland. Though ‘Kingdom of Denmark’ continued to be the most frequent title,
the selves of Greenland and the Faroe Islands were subsequently more clearly articulated and
acknowledged, as exemplified in new initiatives to facilitate dialogue between the three parts. This
2 The third member of the Danish Realm, the Faroe Islands, has a similar arrangement through the Foreign Policy Act
of 2005, but while Faroese politicians repeatedly articulate the islands as a ‘door to the Arctic’ (Jacobsen 2018), they
are usually mentioned as a required by-the-way addition in speeches, reviews and strategies regarding the Kingdom of
Denmark’s role in Arctic politics. Thus, in this article the Faroese perspective will also usually remain in the
background.
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recent development encompassed a new turn in the discourse, which now seems to have gone full
circle, constituting what one may call an ‘Arctic pirouette’. However different from the beginning of
the Danish political discourse regarding the Arctic, the perspective is now both on the internal
priorities and complexities and on the external risks and opportunities that the community and its
three respective members are facing.
Before turning to the historical background of how the current hegemonic Danish identity
representation has emerged, and the subsequent analysis of how the Arctic has been articulated in
relation to this national narrative, the theoretical foundation and selection of empirical data will now
first be presented.

Layered foreign policy identities
As first coined by Ole Wæver3 (2002), foreign policy identity structures consist of different heuristic
layers. Innermost is a core containing the basic ideas of the state, which have been discursively knitted
together throughout history so they today constitute a powerful representation of what it means to be
e.g. Danish (ibid.:24, 26). This nucleus of meaning is in principle possible to change, but would then
cause a radical transformation of the country’s very foundation, hence only being possible in the most
extreme cases (ibid.:40). Outside the core is a second layer where the relational position of the state
vis-à-vis the region of interest is found; here it is relevant to ask how Denmark’s core constellation
relates to the Arctic, which - as the analysis will show - is unequivocally connected to the relationship
with Greenland that - together with the Faroe Islands - constitute the Danish Realm (ibid.:37-38). The
third, outer, layer is where concrete foreign policies are formed and pursued by specific political
actors who argue and position themselves and the ones they represent in relation to others over time
(ibid.:38). If the identity is challenged - by internal (Neumann 2002:125) or external (Wæver
2002:32) pressure - adjustments will first happen in the outer layers, which are less sedimented and
therefore more amenable to change. Thus, parliamentary debates are convenient analytical starting
points as politicians are here often (put) in situations where they (have to) mobilize most possible
rhetorical power, while often drawing on basic narratives of who ‘we’ are when seeking to legitimize
and enforce certain policies (ibid.:41-42).

3 This theoretical approach was originally developed by Ole Wæver and Ulla Holm in The Struggle for Europe: French
and German Concepts of State, Nation and Europe (cf. Wæver 2002:23).
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Originally, the framework is developed with the purpose of analyzing how EU integration depends
on the constitution of central concepts like ‘state’ and ‘nation’ within national identity discourses,
and the room they leave for ‘Europe’. For EU integration to be successful, each country, first, must
construct a meaningful narrative linking state, nation and Europe, while, secondly, all these narratives
have to be compatible to ensure a stable European community. When adopting the same framework,
this article replaces ‘Europe’ with ‘Arctic’. Though both entities are contingent, ambiguous and
politically defined, an important difference, however, is that government centres of the eight Arctic
states are all placed outside the region of interest. This means that the governments’ respective claims
to an Arctic identity - and, hence, legitimacy in the regional governance regime - relies upon a
meaningful narrative which convincingly connects the land above 66° North with the rest of the
country. For instance, Washington D.C. relies on Alaska, while Ottawa depends on both Yukon,
Northwest Territories and Nunavut for preserving the privileged position in circumpolar politics.
Similarly, Copenhagen is dependent on Greenland’s geographic location and continuous membership
of the Danish Realm, but contrary to the subordinated entities within the United States and the
Canadian Federation, Greenland challenges the national community of the Danish Realm through
strong independence movements acknowledged by the former colonizer cf. the Act on Greenland
Self-Government (2009). Hence, the case of Denmark’s Arctic identity differs from other similar
cases, as the representation of Denmark in discursive Arctic contexts involves other national selves
that are both within and outside the prevailing Danish national identity.
In the aim to analyze how Denmark’s Arctic foreign policy identity has emerged, the official Danish
discourses about the Arctic constitute the analytical starting point while the Danish parliament is the
primary political arena of interest. More specifically, the archive of empirical data mainly consists of
two bodies of texts: the parliamentary debates about ‘Arctic cooperation’ (2011-2018)4, and the two
key governmental documents: Kingdom of Denmark Arctic Strategy 2011-2020 (published 2011),
and a security and foreign policy review titled Danish Diplomacy and Defence in a Time of Change
(published 2016). These documents are selected as texts that 1) clearly articulate certain identities
and policies, 2) are widely read and attended to, and 3) have the formal authority to define a political
position (cf. Hansen 2006:83); criteria which are in accordance with how the two documents are used
4 The parliamentary debates about ‘Arctic cooperation’ altogether lasted 22 hours and 35 minutes - converted to 391
transcribed pages available via the parliament’s webpage. The respective numbers for each year are: 2011: 2 hours, 7
minutes / 31 pages. 2012: 3 hours, 10 minutes / 52 pages. 2013: 1 hours, 50 minutes / 26 pages. 2014: 2 hours, 55
minutes / 50 pages. 2015: 3 hours, 28 minutes / 62 pages. 2016: 4 hours / 81 pages. 2017: 2 hours, 41 minutes / 50
pages. 2018: 2 hours, 10 minutes / 39 pages.
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in the parliamentary debates. As such, this combination of empirical data supplement each other and
structure the analysis, as the debates define the time span of the total diachronic analysis, while the
two documents delineate the two analytical parts divided by a discursive shift initiated with the 2016
security and foreign policy review. Before analyzing this archive of empirical data, the historical
background of how the present prevailing configuration of the Danish national self-image will now
be briefly examined with help from previous writings subscribing to a similar perspective (cf. Wæver
2002:40).

Historical background: Danish nation state identity and Greenland’s place in
the margins
In today’s prevailing Danish identity discourse, the concepts of ‘state’ and ‘nation’ are interlinked to
such a degree that it fuses the traditional division between a cultural nation (e.g. Germany) and a
political nation (e.g. France) (Hansen 2002:60, 78). On the one hand, the basic ‘we’ of the collective
identity representation is ‘the people’ (‘folket’) which constitutes the homogenous and solidary
community that Danes are born into (ibid.:58), hence resembling the German Kulturnation where
descendance and similarity among its members are fundamental (ibid.:51, 61). On the other hand, the
state and nation share the same boundaries to the outside world, as the Danish welfare state is
constructed to contain and unfold the core values of the nation (ibid.:60, 80). As such, most Danes
understand Denmark as a nation-state, demarcated by both geographical and cultural difference to
external others. However, this understanding leaves little space for a community like the Danish
Realm where Faroese and Greenlanders speak different languages while significantly many of the
latter also have different ethnic origin. Thus, to understand how this relationship has emerged, it is
necessary to go further back in history, starting with the time when Denmark was a conglomerate
state (Bregnsbo et al. 2016) consisting of different countries and provinces with dissimilar culture
and languages but with one common sovereign. Through a brief presentation of how Denmark’s core
national identity discourse has developed and how Greenland has traditionally had a marginal - if not
absent - place in it, the historical background will be useful in the subsequent analysis of how
Denmark today positions itself as a legitimate Arctic actor.
1448-1950: From conglomerate to unitary state
During the period 1448-1863, Denmark was one of the largest states in Europe, held together by the
House of Oldenburg’s reign, a strong navy and - since the Reformation in 1536 - the Lutheran Church
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(ibid.). In the 16th century, Norway and the principalities of Slesvig and Holstein became subject to
the Danish crown, while colonies were established in parts of India, the Caribbean, and on the Gold
Coast of Africa during the subsequent two centuries when Denmark was active in the transatlantic
triangular trade. This part of history fits uncomfortably with today’s national narrative about Denmark
as a peaceful small-state, while the then more diverse group of citizens contrasts today’s self-image
of Danes as a rather homogenous community. With the acquirement of Norway, the Norwegian
sovereignty over Iceland, Greenland and the Faroe Islands was transferred to Copenhagen.
Subsequently, Greenland was re-colonized when the priest Hans Egede in 1721 went on a mission to
christen the Norse settlers with whom contact had ceased, but as no Norse were encountered Egede
instead turned his attention towards the local Inuit. Since then, the Danish king upheld sovereignty in
Greenland, while the Royal Greenlandic Trade maintained a trade monopoly for almost two hundred
years (1776-1950), hence keeping Greenlandic contact with the outside world at a minimum.
Throughout the 19th century, Denmark’s status changed from that of European middle-power to a
poor small-state when Norway got independence from the Danish monarchy in 1814 5, and the
possessions in India and the fortresses on Africa’s Gold Coast were handed over and sold to Great
Britain in 1845 and 1850. The defining moment sealing the downfall was the loss in the Slesvigian
wars in 1864 through which the prevailing national identity narrative decisively changed (ibid.). With
the slogan ‘What is lost on the outside should be gained on the inside’, the national narrative became
more inward focused, and romantic nationalism subsequently emerged as a mass phenomenon
(Hansen 2002:57). While this tale has largely prevailed ever since, the relationship between the nation
and the state was the centre of political competition for the subsequent half century when the parties
Left, Right and the Conservative People’s Party debated the ideal future relationship to the lost
territories in Schleswig (ibid.:58-59). In short, the conservatives argued that the state should stay
smaller than the nation, meaning that Denmark should not do further to re-include the Danish
communities south of the border and instead prioritize good interstate relations with Germany (ibid.).
Contrarily, Right pleaded that the borders of the Danish state should exceed those of the nation, while
Left took the middle stance, stating that the border should be determined upon the people’s feeling
of belonging when Germany eventually would also become a democracy (ibid.). The latter proved to
be closest to the final outcome following the 1919 Treaty of Versailles, when the Danish-German
border was revised based on a plebiscite over whether the citizens in the areas of interest would join
5

Though in union with Sweden for the subsequent 91 years.
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Denmark or remain German (ibid.). With this, the understanding of Denmark as a nation-state
achieved hegemony (ibid.:59-60).
A few years prior, Denmark lost its last overseas possessions when its three Caribbean islands were
sold to the United States for 25 million USD in 1917, whereby they changed name from the Danish
West Indies to the US Virgin Islands (Bregnsbo et al. 2016). With this deal, the US simultaneously
promised to support Denmark’s efforts to regain the lost territories of Schleswig and acknowledged
Danish sovereignty over Greenland 6 (ibid.). The following year, Iceland gained independence but
stayed in personal union with Denmark through common monarchy and foreign policy until 1944
when an overwhelming majority of Icelanders voted in favour of adopting a republican constitution
(ibid.). The Second World War was decisive for this development as the British occupation of Iceland
in 1940 - succeeded by US soldiers the next year as per agreement with the Icelandic Home Rule significantly influenced Iceland’s position in international politics as part of the American orbit
(ibid.). Similarly, the United States took over control with Greenland in 1941 when the Danish envoy
to Washington, Henrik Kauffman, entered an agreement on his own accord giving the US almost
unlimited military authority in Greenland (Lidegaard 1999). This happened in response to the
occupation of Denmark the year before when the German troops met only minimal resistance from
the Danish side. This stance was in line with Denmark’s pursuance of a low profile foreign policy
largely accommodating the will of great powers, founded on the experiences from the loss in 1864
and the rewarding neutrality of the First World War (Hansen 2002:59 cf. Branner 2000).
1951-2009: Greenlandic exceptions to Danish exceptionalism
The end of the Second World War marked a new chapter in Denmark’s foreign policy approach as
well as in the Danish-Greenlandic relationship. In response to the United Nations’ demand for
decolonization, Greenland was formally integrated as a Danish county through the 1953
Constitutional Act following minimal consultation with Greenland’s provincial council (Janussen

In 1931, Norway instead challenged this position when occupying the then uninhabited part of eastern Greenland
known as ‘Erik the Red’s Land’ claiming that it was a terra nullius. However, two years later, the International Court of
Justice ruled against the Norwegian claim and dictated that Denmark should do more to exercise sovereignty in East
Greenland; thus, the Sirius Patrol was established. Previously, 70 Greenlanders had been displaced 800 km north from
Tasiilaq to what is today known as Ittoqqortoormiit in order to secure Danish sovereignty, though it was promoted as a
way for the Greenlanders to reach better hunting grounds. Similar, and more comprehensive, initiatives happened in the
Canadian Arctic (cf. Salter forthcoming).
6
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2019:15; Kleist 2019:94)7. As the Cold War gradually developed, Greenland got renewed
geostrategic importance to the US, and in 1946 then Secretary of State James F. Byrnes hinted at the
possibility of purchasing Greenland (Petersen 1998:2). While Danish sovereignty over Greenland
remained, US military presence increased with the 1950 decision to establish Thule Air Base and the
1951 Defense of Greenland Agreement which allowed the United States to do more or less whatever
they wanted militarily (Lidegaard 1999). Throughout the Cold War, US military presence was
frequently upgraded with both conventional installations visible to the public and with secret storage
and transportation of nuclear weapons, as revealed when a B-52 Stratofortress carrying four nuclear
bombs crashed in Thule in 1968. The exact cargo was first definitively confirmed in 1995 when an
official correspondence between the Danish Prime Minister and the US embassy in Denmark
regarding the issue was declassified (DUPI 1997).
While the Danish security policy identity was officially opposed to power politics and proclaimed
resistance against nuclear weapons, the Danish government’s acceptance of US military activities in
Greenland essentially contradicted this tale. Whereas the Danish public was ill-informed about these
complexities, Denmark’s leading role in peacekeeping operations and development aid to the Third
World since the 1950s corresponded well with the idea of being the antidote to egocentric power
politics (Hansen 2002:59 cf. Agersnap 2000). The postcolonial relationship with Greenland matched
the new national narrative and in line with the aim of making the world a better place using the Danish
welfare state as ideal (Hansen 2002:76f), Greenland undergone a rapid modernization (Bro
1993:202ff.). On the positive side, Greenlanders’ average life expectancy almost doubled (Iburg et
al. 2001), while on the negative8 side many Greenlanders felt like second-class citizens in their own
country, as Danes - whose percentage of the total population in Greenland increased from 4 to 20
percent during the 1950s (Thomsen 1998:41) - took up the most powerful jobs and were given
preferential treatment through i.a. the ‘birth place criterion’ ensuring a better salary for the same work
(Olsen 2011:410-411). Unlike Denmark’s approach to other developing countries where aid was only
provided if the receivers met specific demands such as democratization and good governance, the
same conditionality was not applicable to Greenland (Gad 2008:118 cf. Bach 2008:472ff). Here,
Denmark had a historically conditioned responsibility as Greenland was seen as Denmark’s own
7 Though discussed by the Danish parliament’s Greenland committee, Greenland’s provincial council was not
introduced to the opportunities of independence or free association (Janussen 2019:15; Kleist 2019:94).
8 The Greenlandic school system was also structured according to the Danish model with Danisih as the main language.
As part of this inititative, 22 Greenlandic children were put in schools in Denmark to be Danificated (Bryld 1998:16).
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developing country while - at the same time - the Danish government was extra sensitive to
Greenlandic accusations of neo-colonialism (Gad 2008:118).
The differential treatment fuelled a nationalistic wave9 in the 1960s and ‘70s when well-educated
Greenlanders’ introduced concepts such as ‘minority’ and ‘indigeneity’ to describe the suppressed
Greenlandic people (Petersen 1991:20; Thomsen 1998:43-46). Discontent10 with Danes accelerated
a politicization leading to the creation of the first political party, Inuit Partiaat, in 1964 which paved
the way for the establishment of Siumut (1977) and Inuit Ataqatigiit (1978) sharing the goal of selfdetermination, while Atassut (1978) contrarily pursued continuous cohesion with Denmark. Together
with Denmark’s entry into the European Community (EC) in 1973 in which Greenland had to follow
suit despite 70 percent of Greenlanders being against, this development led to the introduction of
Home Rule in 1979 by which Greenland’s local parliament and local government were established
and areas such as education, fisheries, environment and health were assumed (Petersen 2006).
Inspiration was found in the Faroe Islands where the introduction of Home Rule in 1946 meant that
the third part of the Danish Realm could stay out of the EC (Motzfeldt 2006:117). However different
from the Faroe Islands 11, Greenland’s exit from the EC in 1985 was replaced with another association
with Brussels through the Overseas Countries and Territories (OCT) which enjoy some of the same
benefits as members of the EC (today the EU)12.
As such, the Home Rule Act allowed Greenland some foreign policy room for manoeuvre (cf. §16),
which was gradually used to enhance Greenland’s international position through e.g. membership of
the Nordic Council and the establishment of representations in Brussels (1992) and Ottawa (19982002) (ibid.:120-121). In line with this development, the 1951 Defence Agreement was renewed with
the Government of Greenland as an individual part of the triangular negotiations resulting in the
Itilleq Declaration (2003) and the Igaliku Agreement (2004) whereby the Thule radar was upgraded
This movement was not merely endogenous, but was part of an international tendency where Inuit in USA, Canada
and Russia found common ground and established the Inuit Circumpolar Council in 1977 (Sejersen 1999:130).
9

Among other instances, the Danish decision to close the mining town Qullissat and displace its 1200 citizens led to an
increasingly antagonistic perception of Denmark.
10

The Faroe Islands entered a trade agreement with the EU in 1991. Today the Faroes remain some of the least
involved in European integration, while neither taking part in other larger formal frameworks for trade and cooperation
(Adler-Nissen 2014).
11

Moreover, Greenland’s fisheries agreement with the EU equals what Greenland originally received from the regional
development fund while member of the EC (Gad 2016:103-104).
12
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and integrated in the American missile defence (ibid:125). Throughout these negotiations, Greenland
representatives actively used Denmark’s self-image to practice a ‘politics of embarrassment’ turning
the debate away from the missiles to the democratic character of the triangular discussions, hence
forcefully enhancing the Greenlandic negotiation position (Kristensen 2004:8-9, 15-16; 2005:188).
Consequently, the negotiations further enhanced Greenland’s foreign policy sovereignty, codified in
the Enabling Act and stated in the Act on Greenland Self Government (Statsministeriet 2009:§12),
which entered into force on 21 June 2009. As written on the first lines of the act, the Danish
government recognizes “that the people of Greenland is a people pursuant to international law with
the right of self-determination, [and] the Act is based on a wish to foster equality and mutual respect
in the partnership between Denmark and Greenland” (Statsministeriet 2009:1). Furthermore, legal
obstacles on the way towards independence were removed with the words “[the d]ecision regarding
Greenland’s independence shall be taken by the people of Greenland” (ibid.:§21). Whereas this
characterization of the Danish-Greenlandic relationship linguistically settled with the hierarchical
subordination visible in the Home Rule Act of 1979 (cf. Thisted 2011:612), equality in terms of
sovereignty between Denmark and Greenland is de facto postponed to the future as a pronounced
opportunity.
Upon this brief historical examination of how the current dominant Danish national identity
representation has emerged, and how the relationship with Greenland has developed, we will now
turn to the analysis of Denmark’s Arctic identity discourse.

Denmark’s Arctic foreign policy identity
Denmark’s foreign policy awareness of the Arctic began in the mid-2000s, when policymakers
noticed that other states’ increasing attention to the northernmost region materialized into Arctic
strategies13. In August 2006, A Danish-Greenlandic working group was therefore established, and
two years later14 it published the report15 Arctic in a Time of Change congruently with the high-level
meeting leading to the Ilulissat Declaration. Despite the timing, the report paid little attention to the

13 Starting with Norway (2006), and followed by Russia (2008), Canada (2009), Finland (2010), Iceland (March 2011),
Sweden (May 2011) and the United States (2013).
14 Meanwhile Denmark’s comprehensive continental shelf project - leading to the claim of 895.000 km2 seabed in the
Arctic Ocean in 2014 - began in 2007.
15

See Rahbek-Clemmensen (2018:59) for a more detailed analysis of this report.
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circumpolar developments and instead mainly addressed repercussions for Greenland and the
envisioned future independence. As such, the simultaneous negotiations leading to the Act on
Greenland Self Government had a noticeable effect on the outcome, which could be seen as a Danish
attempt to improve the evolving postcolonial relationship with Greenland (Rahbek-Clemmensen
2018:58-59). Whereas the report maintained an introspective focus on the community of the Danish
Realm, the communication regarding the concurrent Ilulissat Declaration marked the beginning of an
‘Arctic turn’ in Danish foreign and security politics shifting focus away from the Danish-Greenlandic
relationship and instead positioning Denmark as a central actor in Arctic affairs (ibid. 2018:58-62,
67). The main person behind this development was then Minister of Foreign Affairs, Per Stig Møller,
who pointed to Russia’s 2007 flag-planting on the geographic North Pole seabed as the turning point.
In his own words, this event made him wake up one morning “soaked in perspiration with the head
full of Russian submarines” (Breum 2013:28), and in consequence he took initiative to the Ilulissat
Declaration whereby the five Arctic littoral states successfully minimized the risk of interstate
conflict in the Arctic (Jacobsen and Strandsbjerg 2017).
The Ilulissat initiative positioned Denmark as an active Arctic actor and sow the seeds for a Danish
Arctic identity (cf. Petersen 2009:56; Rosamond 2015:507). The subsequent year, the foreign policy
elites’ Arctic attention was further stimulated when Denmark assumed chairmanship of the Arctic
Council for a two-year period, during which it was underlined how the status as an Arctic state offers
a unique opportunity for Denmark to punch above its weight internationally. For the same reason, it
caused a political storm when Per Stig Møller’s successor, Lene Espersen, went on a family vacation
to Mallorca in 2010 instead of participating in a high-level Arctic Five meeting in Chelsea, Canada,
where i.a. then US Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, participated. After two months with political
pressure and a halving of the support to her Conservative party, she apologized and admitted that “it
is the stupidest decision I have made throughout my entire political life” (Sheikh 2010). The decision
eventually derailed her political career, but before that happened she remained in office while three16
Some may argue that the establishment of the Arctic Command in 2012 was also an important event, but despite the
international interpretation of the event as a military upgrade, it was rather the opposite as the new command replaced
the Greenland Command and the Faroes Command. A similar story applies to the Ministry of Higher Education and
Science’s Forum for Arctic Research established in December 2013, as it replaced the former Polar Secretariat.
However, as pointed out in the 2012 review of ‘Arctic cooperation’ prior to the parliamentary debate, “the increasing
interest for the Arctic has also resulted in a greater Arctic focus within the Danish universities. E.g. DTU [Technical
University of Denmark] has gathered all of its polar activities under DTU Polar. Similarly, Aalborg University has
gathered its activities within humanities and social sciences in Centre for Innovation and Research in Culture and
Learning in the Arctic (CIRCLA). It is the expectation that a number of other universities will follow suit” (Folketinget
2012:7).
16
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key Arctic initiatives were introduced in 2011: the publishing of the Kingdom of Denmark Arctic
Strategy 2011-2020, the establishment of a permanent17 position as Arctic ambassador, and the first
parliamentary debate about Arctic cooperation initiating an annual tradition. These marked how the
Arctic awakening had been replaced by a more concrete consciousness.
2011-2015: The kingdom’s discursive enveloping of Greenlandic and Faroese selves
The 2011 Arctic strategy was the momentous document characterizing the Arctic as a more integral
part of Denmark’s foreign policy identity, while the self-portrait broke with usual small-state
characterizations. As stated in the strategy: “[t]he Kingdom is already a vigorous and important actor
in the strategically vital international cooperation on the future of the Arctic” (Espersen et al. 2011:7),
and “[t]he aim is to strengthen the Kingdom’s status as global player in the Arctic” (ibid.:11).
Additionally, geographical and cultural connections were emphasized to discursively sustain the
privileged position in the Arctic as evident on the very first lines: “[t]he Kingdom of Denmark is
centrally located in the Arctic. The three parts of the Realm - Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe
Islands - share a number of values and interests and all have a responsibility in and for the Arctic
region. The Arctic makes up an essential part of the common cultural heritage, and is home to part of
the Kingdom’s population” (Espersen et al. 2011:6). Although the three parts of the Danish Realm
were occasionally mentioned, the ‘Kingdom18 of Denmark’ was the preferred self-reference,
mentioned 143 times on 58 pages while merely 4 times on the 43 pages of Arctic in a Time of Change
from 2008. This change signifies how the 2011 strategy’s geographic widening simultaneously
entailed a noticeable linguistic uniting of Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe Islands, emphasizing
the Danish government as the primary authority while downplaying the political complexities and the
respective international agency. As such, the Danish articulations of identification with the Arctic

During Denmark’s chairmanship of the Arctic Council and the Nordic Council, the position as Arctic ambassador
was interim (cf. Per Stig Møller, Folketinget 2011).
17

18 A note worth mentioning here is that the royal family is very popular in Greenland. The affection has recently been
boosted by Crown Prince Frederik’s expedition with the Sirius Patrol in 2000 and the naming of his and Crown Princess
Mary’s twins (born in 2011) who each has a Greenlandic name (out of four): Ivalo and Minik. While this is probably a
gesture signalling how the royal family admires Greenland, it may also serve a strategic purpose by strengthening the
feeling of belonging within the imagined community of the kingdom. In 1940, when Queen Margrethe was baptized she
also got an Icelandic name: Þórhildur. Four years later, Iceland became independent.
In 2016, the queen also mentioned the increased international Arctic attention in her new year’s speech: “[a] changing
climate is clearly felt and the increased international interest for the Arctic draws significant attention to Greenland. I
am very attentive to the challenge that one is facing right now and I would like to send my sincere New Year’s wishes
to everyone in Greenland” (Kongehuset, 2016).
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involved a discursive enveloping of the Greenlandic and Faroese selves as it was no longer legitimate
to just be Denmark when Arctic affairs are on the agenda. What was gained with the external focus,
was lost internally.

Figure 1: the community between Denmark, Greenland and the
Faroe Islands is usually referred to as ‘Danish Realm’, but in the
Arctic it is instead called ‘Kingdom of Denmark’

Representing Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe Islands as the ‘Kingdom of Denmark’ is not usual
within Danish political discourse where the typical title is the ‘Danish Realm’ - which is the official
English translation - while ‘Community of the Realm’ is closer to the exact meaning of what is in
Danish called Rigsfællesskabet. The linguistic unification under the royal title was problematized by
a Faroese member of the Danish parliament - Sjúrður Skaale from the party Javnaðarflokkurin - when
he in the 2012 parliamentary debate about ‘Arctic cooperation’ said:
“the Faroe Islands are not happy that what was known as ‘Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe
Islands’ now changed name to ‘Kingdom of Denmark’ in Arctic affairs. Some would think that such
a term is only cosmetic, but there is a clear signal in that term. […]. The term ‘Denmark, Greenland
and the Faroe Islands’ puts more emphasis on the regional cooperation, which the Faroe Islands would
like to see, as opposed to the state angle which is more prominent in the concept of ‘Kingdom of
Denmark’” (Folketinget 2012).
The only response to this problematization came from Finn Sørensen from the Red-Green Alliance:
“I do not think it sounds good to change it to the Kingdom of Denmark when we previously had a
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formulation which better indicated that we are there together. And the old formulation was actually
also more in line with the one we use at home. If one should stick to the terminology we use here at
home, it is called the Community of the Realm. That is a good word – that thing with ‘community’
is good” (Folketinget 2012).
The Greenlandic members of the Danish parliament did not make any direct objections to this
linguistic change, but one of them - Sara Olsvig from Inuit Ataqatigiit - critically emphasized in a
similar vein that “the power - as the cases have become increasingly high-level politics - has moved
to the south” (Folketinget 2013). Her articulation referred to the development within the Arctic
Council the same year when Greenland’s newly appointed Premier, Aleqa Hammond, boycotted the
ministerial meeting in Kiruna, Sweden, and suspended all of Greenland’s ongoing activities in the
council as she was discontent with the demoted role. Previously, it had been standard procedure that
the delegation of the Danish Realm had three chairs, three flags and a country label saying ‘Denmark/
Faroe Islands/ Greenland’ (Olsen and Shadian 2018:132). However, these were replaced with the
country label ‘Kingdom of Denmark’, and the chairs of the Faroese and the Greenlandic
representatives’ were placed away from the table - behind the Danish representative - while they were
also excluded from the important Senior Arctic Officials meetings (ibid.). As such, Greenland’s and
the Faroe Islands’ appearances and possibilitities of influencing the council’s agenda had been
seriously restricted. After three months of negotiations, the Premier’s boycott ended with an
agreement giving all three parts of the Danish Realm the right to full participation in all council
meetings. In cases where there are less than three chairs available for each delegation, the three
representatives will have to agree who - depending on the topic discussed - is the most eligible to take
the seat. However, the outcome simultaneously resulted in further symbolic degradation as the three
flags were replaced with one full-size Danish flag (Gerhardt 2018:120), hence further limiting the
symbolic appearance and emphasizing hierarchy within the delegation. Moreover, the country label
remained ‘Kingdom of Denmark’.

This event influenced the subsequent parliamentary debates regarding ‘Arctic cooperation’ where the
question of how to best represent Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe Islands when constituting one
delegation in the formal circumpolar governance regime was frequently asked and (sought) answered.
Though not directly reasoned in this question, a new initiative of an annual parliamentary debate
about the Danish Realm was introduced in 2014 with the purpose of creating a space “where the
opportunities and challenges of the Danish Realm can be debated collectively and without prejudice”
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(Folketinget 2014b). This happened the same year as the new Minister of Foreign Affairs, Martin
Lidegaard (Social-Liberal party), took seat. Different from his predecessors, he did not shy away
from clearly stating that the Danish Realm - and Greenland in particular - is important for Denmark’s
position in international politics, while he further often articulated the individual international agency
of all three parts of the Danish Realm:
“I think you should say it straightforward: Denmark has an enormous need for Greenland. Denmark
has an enormous need for the Faroe Islands. You take up a large space in our understanding of
ourselves and in our foreign policy. Thus, it would be completely unthinkable if we should not base
our foreign policy thinking on a very strong cooperation within the Danish Realm with both
Greenland and the Faroe Islands” (Folketinget 2014a).
With this statement, Lidegaard on the one hand rhetorically included Greenland and the Faroe Islands
as central components of the Danish identity, but on the other hand simultanously upheld distance by
demarcating them (‘you take up a large space’) and us (‘in our understanding of ourselves’), hence
essentially confirming the hegemonic idea that the Danish state and national identity share the same
borders. Whereas Lidegaard’s understanding of the Danish Realm resembles the old idea of Denmark
as a conglomerate state consisting of a more diversified group of citizens with both common and
separate cultural characteristics, his successor - Kristian Jensen from the Liberal party 19 - instead
indicated20 an understanding of the Danish Realm as being more unitary:
”the kingdom is one nation. That means that when we speak in e.g. the Arctic Council, we speak with
one voice. Sometimes that voice has a Greenlandic accent, sometimes a Faroese accent and
sometimes a Danish accent. But it is one voice, and it is a coordinated statement. That does not mean
that Greenland and the Faroe Islands are the only ones who should yield, it also means that Denmark
should yield our position in order to reach agreement” (Folketinget 2015a. my emphasis).

2016-2018: The Arctic pirouette
In May 2016, a foreign and security policy review titled Danish Defence and Diplomacy in Times of
Change recommended that the Danish government should “take advantage of the opportunities for
influence The Kingdom of Denmark enjoys in its capacity as a major Arctic power” (Taksøe-Jensen
The direct translation of Venstre is Left, but the party is today found on the right side of the political spectrum. The
party does not have an official English translation of its name, but does - on their translated webpage - call themselves
‘Venstre – the Liberal party of Denmark’. Therefore, the media usually refer to the party members as Liberals.
19

In 2015, former Premier of Greenland, Aleqa Hammond, was elected as one of Greenland’s two members of the
Danish parliament. Minister Jensen’s statement, among many others, alluded to Hammond’s boycott of the Arctic
Council two years previously.
20
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2016b:9). Whereas this self-description21 seems to confirm that the 2011 strategy’s aim “to strengthen
the Kingdom’s status as global player in the Arctic” (Espersen et al. 2011:11) had been achieved,
there is a noticeable difference between the official English translation of the review - quoted above
- and the official Danish version which is more rhetorically grandiose, characterizing Denmark as a
‘smaller’ rather than a ‘small’ European country, and a ‘great’ rather than a ‘major’ Arctic power (cf.
ibid. in comparison with Taksøe-Jensen 2016a:2). This difference indicates, how the review was
primarily targeted a domestic rather than an international audience in the aim to emphasize the
Arctic’s political importance to Denmark and paving the way for public acceptance of new
northbound initiatives financed by taxpayers money. During the subsequent two years, the Liberal
government - which requested the review - met most of the concrete recommendations regarding how
to position Denmark more prominently in the Arctic, as it: 1) doubled the number of employees
engaged in the Arctic within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs22; 2) allocated additional 120 million
DKK to the Arctic Command; 3) participated in and hosted agenda-setting Arctic events; 4)
reconnoitred possible financing mechanisms23; and 5) allocated 3 million DKK to cut the first turf to
an Arctic research hub in Nuuk.

Since the 2011 strategy, the peaceful circumpolar security discourse had been challenged by i.a.
Russia’s annexation of Crimea, but when asked for his perspective on potential threats to Denmark
within the circumpolar region, the main author of the review, ambassador Peter Taksøe-Jensen,
stated: “[t]he biggest threat to our interests in the Arctic is not the Russians, but the prospect of a
weakened cohesion within the Danish Realm” (Breum, 2016). However, if the purpose of the review
was to minimize this threat, it failed. Immediately after publication, Greenland’s then Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Vittus Qujaukitsoq, characterized it as “a terrifying read” and strongly criticized it
for not taking Greenlandic interests into consideration (Nyvold 2016). Furthermore, it fuelled debate

21 The enthusiasm and identification with the Arctic resembles - though on a noticeable smaller scale - what happened
in Norway a decade earlier when the Norwegian government in 2005 declared the High North to be the most important
foreign policy priority, and then Minister of Foreign Affairs, Jonas Gahr Støre, stopped calling Norway a small country
and instead stating that “we are the fifteenth biggest country on the planet – if we include the seabed […]” (Jensen
2016:133). Similarly, the Danish review claimed that “the Kingdom of Denmark is both a smaller European country
and by virtue of the Danish Realm with the Faroe Islands and Greenland an Arctic great power and the world’s 12th
largest territory” (Taksøe-Jensen 2016a:2).
22

In times when the ministry has been compelled to lower its total number of employees.

23

cf. Oxford Research 2018.
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over whether the Government of Greenland should write its own Arctic strategy 24; a proposal which
was eventually rejected as Greenland’s foreign policy strategy is - according to Qujaukitsoq - per
definition an Arctic strategy due to the country’s geographic location (see Jacobsen 2019).
Taksøe’s emphasis on the importance of cohesion within the Danish Realm was part of a shift in the
Danish political Arctic discourse in which it was more often - and more widely - acknowledged that
if Denmark wants to remain an Arctic state, the Danish Realm must be maintained 25. Though
‘Kingdom of Denmark’ continued to be a frequent collective signifier, the shift entailed that the selves
of Greenland and the Faroe Islands were not discursively enveloped to the same extent. Instead, new
initiatives to facilitate dialogue between Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe Islands regarding both
their collective and separate Arctic interests were introduced during the ensuing couple of years: In
2016, Greenlandic and Faroese government representatives began taking part in the annual
ambassador meetings, hence highlighting their international agency 26 and special position within the
Danish Realm. More specifically within the Arctic context, civil servants from all three parts of the
Realm in 2017 initiated annual ‘Arctic dialogue meetings’ where they discuss their respective and
common priorities for the Arctic, and by the end of 2018, a permanent ‘Arctic delegation’ of
parliamentarians was established. What started with an introspective focus on the community of the
Danish Realm in the 2008 report Arctic in a Time of Change, and subsequently replaced by an ‘Arctic
turn’, now seems to have gone full circle, constituting an ‘Arctic pirouette’. However, different from
the focus a decade earlier, the perspective is now both on the internal priorities and complexities and
on the external risks and opportunities that the community and its three respective members are
facing.
Central to the last turn in the pirouette was the initiated tradition of an annual parliamentary debate
about the Danish Realm. The topics of the two debates, however, often overlap with oscillating
perspectives between external Arctic affairs and internal interests, so in the aim to more clearly
24 Something which the Government of the Faroe Islands had done in 2013 with the document The Faroe Islands – a
nation in the Arctic.

Then Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen’s decision of 2016 that all public buildings in Denmark shall hoist the
Greenlandic and the Faroese flag on their respective national days on 21 June and 29 July, could also be seen in this
light.

25

26 Furthermore, Greenland’s and the Faroe Islands’ international agency within the Arctic governance regime was also
clearly acknowledged when they signed the International Agreement to Prevent Unregulated High Seas Fisheries in the
Central Arctic Ocean on October 3, 2018.
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distinguishing them, the report prior to the 2018 Arctic parliamentary debate proactively stated:
“Activities with internal Danish Realm character - or which otherwise concern the relationship
between Denmark, the Faroe Islands and Greenland - will be handled in the government’s annual
report about the Danish Realm […] and, thus is not part of this report” (Samuelsen 2018:1).
Unsuccessfully, the attempt was widely refused with the reason that such a delineation is simply not
possible. Among the most critical was Sjúrður Skaale (Javnaðarflokkurin), who said: “That is a new
word: internal Danish Realm-character. […] That is weird. There is nothing about the Arctic, which
is not of internal Danish-Realm character. That is almost absurd to claim” (Folketinget 2018a).
Similarly, but rhetorically softer, Rasmus Nordquist (the Alternative) contradicted the attempt: “The
only role of the Danish parliament in relation to the Arctic is played due to the Danish Realm and
therefore I think it is decisive that we dare - also when we talk about the Arctic - to talk about the role
of the Danish Realm, including the mutual roles that the three parts of the Danish Realm play”
(Folketinget 2018a). He continued his speech by proposing “Should we have a Minister for the Danish
Realm - a position represented alternately by the three countries - who will make the things work in
our cooperation?” (ibid.). The idea gained support by parliamentarians from both sides of the political
spectrum, although they instead emphasized the Arctic aspect:
”I think the idea about an Arctic minister is good and I note that Mrs. Aaja Chemnitz Larsen
hereby announce her candidacy” (Rasmus Jarlov, the Conervatives (Folketinget 2016a)):
“Perhaps Denmark would profit from appointing a minister for Arctic cooperation like we
today have a minister for Nordic cooperation” (Carsten Bach, Liberal Alliance (Folketinget 2018a)).
“whether you call it a foreign minister or an Arctic minister [it is important] that we
strengthen the Arctic areas within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It is in many ways paradoxical that
an area and a theme which has so extensive consequences both in our time and in the future is handled
by so few people” (Martin Lidegaard, Social Liberal party (Folketinget 2018a)).

Despite the widespread support within the parliament, neither a ministry for the Danish Realm nor
for the Arctic was established when the newly elected Social Democratic government took seat in
June 2019. Nevertheless, the Arctic attention within the Danish parliament was subsequently further
stimulated when US President Donald Trump floated the idea of purchasing Greenland prior to his
announced state visit to Denmark in the beginning of September 2019; A visit which was cancelled
by Trump as he was offended by Denmark’s Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen’s characterization of
the idea as being absurd. In the same articulation, Frederiksen also made it clear that such a proposal
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should be addressed to Nuuk and not Copenhagen, hence highlighting the special position that
Greenland has within the Danish Realm. The following weeks, Greenland’s international agency and
importance to Denmark’s position in the world was further underlined when the two Greenlandic
members of the Danish parliament were - for the first time ever - invited to take part in Denmark’s
Finance Act negotiations, while it is now discussed if they should also have a reserved seat in
Denmark’s Foreign Policy Committee as Arctic questions are still more often on the committee’s
agenda (Jenvall 2019). These recent developments bear witness to how Greenland is today welcomed
by Denmark as a more equal actor in the Arctic and beyond, while the Arctic attention simultaneously
has also brought renewed attention to the Danish Realm. As pointed out by member of parliament,
Bertel Haarder (Liberal party): “after all, it is not least the Arctic which binds the Danish Realm
together” (Folketinget 2017a).

Conclusion
During the past decade, shifting Danish governments and parliamentarians have articulated a more
northbound foreign policy identity in tandem with the development of new national policies and
strategies for the region. In the wake of Norway, Canada and Russia, Denmark woke up late to the
new circumpolar developments, and entered the governance stage by instituting the Ilulissat
Declaration in 2008, which stimulated an ‘Arctic turn’ that shifted focus away from the internal
Danish-Greenlandic relationship and instead positioned Denmark externally as an active Arctic actor.
On this foundation, an Arctic strategy was published in 2011 by which the ‘Kingdom of Denmark’
became the most frequent label when Arctic affairs are on the agenda; a title which is not usual in
Danish political discourse, where ‘Danish Realm’ or ‘Community of the Realm’ are the common
collective signifiers. With this linguistic change, the three parts of the Danish Realm were represented
as a unity in which the selves of Greenland and the Faroe Islands were discursively enveloped, while
political complexities were hidden and the Danish government highlighted as the primary authority.
After representatives from the Faroe Islands and Greenland demonstrated discontent with the
discursive change and their degraded role within the Arctic Council, members of the Danish
parliament slowly started to more clearly acknowledge and articulate the importance of the triangular
community. Subsequently, both diversity and unity between the three became more outspoken when
Danish parliamentarians realized that to remain an Arctic state Denmark must maintain the Danish
Realm. This development accelerated after 2016 when a security and foreign policy review characterizing Denmark as a great Arctic power and recommended further concrete Arctic initiatives
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- was first badly received by the Government of Greenland, but later led to new initiatives with the
purpose of facilitating dialogue between the three parts. This development comprised a new turn in
the Danish Arctic discourse, which now seems to have gone full circle, altogether constituting an
‘Arctic pirouette’. However different from the beginning of the Danish political discourse regarding
the Arctic a decade ago, the current perspective is both on the internal priorities and complexities and
on the external risks and opportunities that three respective members are facing – together as well as
separately.
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ARKTIS

Good bye USA, hyvää päivää Finland:

Issittumi siunnersuisoqatigiit
siulittaasoqarfiata allanit
isumagineqalernissaa Faibanksimi pissaaq
PISSAANERMIK TIGUMMINNITTUT ALASKAMI NAAPISSASUT
Marc Jacobsen, Fairbanks
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

N

aalagaaffiit issittumiittut arfineq
pingasuusut nunanut allanut tunngasunut ministerii – naalagaaffiit pineqartut
tassaallutik – Canada, Finland, Island,
Norge, Rusland, Sverige, USA, aamma Naalagaaffeqatigiit – aamma nunap inoqqaavisa
issittumiittut sinniisaat Fairbanksimi Alaskamiittumi sapaatip akunnerani matumani
sisamanngornermi ataatsimeeqatigiipput.
USA-p Issittumi siunnersuisoqatigiinnut
ukiuni marlunni siulittaasuuffimmik
tigumiaqarnerata naammassineqarnera
ataatsimiinnermi malunnartinneqarpoq,
tamatumani pingaarnerutinneqarsimallutik silap pissusiata allanngoriartornera,
aningaasaqarnikkut inuunermilu atugassarititaasunik pitsanngorsaaneq aamma
Issittumi imaatigut angallannermi isumannaannerulernissaq. Siulittaasuutitaqarneq
Finlandimut maanna ingerlateqqinneqarpoq taakkulu nalunaarutigaat siulittaasuutitaqarnerminni pingaarnertut samminiarlugit avatangiisinik illersuinissaq,
silasiornermut tunngasunik suleqatigiinnissaq, ilinniartitaaneq aamma ataqatigiinneq.
Kingullertut taaneqartumi qularnanngitsumik innersuussutigineqarluni attaveqaqatigiinnermik aaqqissuussisarnerit assigiinngitsut, tamannali suli erseqqissumik
oqaatigineqarani.

Ilisimatusarnikkut
pisussaaﬃliisumik nutaamik
isumaqatigiissuteqarnissaq
Oqaluuserisani pingaarnertut inissisimasoq
tassaavoq ataatsimoorussamik pisussaaffiliisumik ilisimatusarnermut isumaqatigiissuteqarnissaq, taamaalilluni issittumi
ilisimatusartut nunat killeqarfii akimorlugit
sulinerminni pitsaanerusunik atugassaqartitaassammata. Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiit
kaffisoqatigiittarfiinnartut, atorsinnaasunik
angusaqarfiusanngitsutut isornartorsiorneqakkajuttarput. Isumaqatigiissulli
pineqartoq tikilluaqqunartumik taama
inissisimanngilaq, taamaalillunimi siunnersuisoqatigiit Issittumi naalagaaffiit akornanni ingerlatatut siuttutut isigineqarneranut
nukittorsaataagami. Isumaqatigiissut Kalaallit Nunaannut aamma pingaaruteqalersinnaavoq; ingammik Nuup ilisimatusarnermi
ingerlatsiviunissaanik isumassarsiaq piviusunngortinneqassappat.
Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiit siusinnerusukkut marloriaannarlutik taama assingusumik isumaqatigiissuteqarsimapput:
Imaatigut silaannakkullu angallannermi
sillimaniarnissamut isumaqatigiissuteqartoqarmat, Nuummi 2011-mi akuersissutigineqartumik. Aamma uuliamik gassimillu
qalluinermi mingutsitsinerup pinaveersimatinnissaanut isumaqatigiissuteqartoqarmat,
taannalu Kirunami 2013-imi isumaqatigiissutaalluni.
Isumaqatigiissut nutaaq Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinnut suli pingaaruteqarpoq,
taakkumi 1996-imi pilersinneqarnerisa ki-

ngorna nunat issittut akornanni avataanilu
ataqqineqaleriartuaarsimammat.
Atorfilittat naalagaaffiit sinnerlugit siusinnerusukkut peqataasaraluartut ullutsinni
ministerit pingaarnertut peqataasalerput.
Tamatuma peqatigisaanik naalagaaffiit pissaaneqarluartut soorlu Kina, Korea Kujalleq,
Japan aamma India alaatsinaattutut peqataanissamut tikilluaqqusaapput tamatumani
suliniaqatigiiffiit arlalissuit naalagaaffinnut
attuumassuteqanngitsut aamma taama
inissisimallutik, soorlu WWF, Nunat Avannarliit Ministeriisa siunnersuisoqatigiiffiat
aamma Issittumi Universiteti. Siunnersuisoqatigiit alaatsinaattutut ilaasortanngorusuttunit nutaanit 30-nit ukioq manna
qinnuteqarfigineqarput.

Silap pissusianut atatillugu imminnut akerleriittumik inissisimasut
Ministerit ataatsimiinnissaannut piareersaatitut Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiit suleqatigiissitaata AMAP-ip Issittumi silap pissusiata
allanngoriartorneranut nalunaarusiaq
aarlerinartoq saqqummiuppaa. Tassani
inerniliullugu oqaatigineqarluni Sikuiuitsoq
Avannarleq ukiut qulikkaat marluk qaangiutiinnartut sikuerussimasutut naatsorsuutigineqarsinnaalissasoq. Aakkiartorneratalu
kinguneranik nunarsuarmi illoqarfiit immamut qanittumiittut aarlerinartorsiortinneqalissallutik issittumilu piniarnermik
inuussutissarsiuteqarnermut ajornerusumik
atugassaqartitsilissalluni, tamatumalu peqatigisaanik aningaasarsiornikkut pitsaanerusunik periarfissaqalissalluni, ilaatigut

imaatigut angallannermi nutaanik aqquteqalernikkut aatsitassarsiornikkut aamma
Issittumi uuliamik gassimillu piiaanikkut.
Tamakku kingunerinik Kalaallit Nunaat
nunallu eqqaaniittut imminnut assortuuttumik inissisimatilerpai, tamatumanimi
periarfissat nutaat iluaqutigineqarnissaat
kissaatigineqarmat, peqatigisaanillu qangaaniilli pisarnertut inooriaaseqarnerup
illersorneqarnissaa piumasarineqarluni.
USA-mi nunanut allanut tunngasunut
ministerinngorlaaq Rex Tillerson – Fairbanksimi ataatsimiinnermi nerriviup isuani
issiasoq, Amerikamiut uuliasiortitseqatigiiffissuannut ExxonMobil-imi siornatigut
atorfeqarsimavoq. Vladimir Putinip taanna
immikkut ittumik ikinngutaalluarnera pillugu 2013-imi saqqarmiulerpaa, Russit uuliamik tunisassiornerisa ineriartortinneqarneranut suleqataasimanera pissutigalugu,
oqaatigineqartullu naapertorlugit tamanna
pingaarutilimmik pissutaaqataavoq Donald
Trumpimit atorfimmut pissaaneqaqisumut
tassunga toqqarneqarmat. Taamaattumik
Tillersoq aquttoralugu apeqqutaalerpoq,
Amerikamiut Issittumi silap pissusiata
allanngoriartorneranut samminninnerujussuat allannguuteqarsimanersoq. Tillersoq
tamanna pillugu erseqqissumik akissuteqanngikkaluartoq, USA-p Issittumut
siunnersortaata David Baltonip qanittukkut
oqaatigaa, »pingaartitatut sammineqartut
taamaaginnarnissaat qularutiginagu«.
Balton ilumoornersoq piffissap takutikkumaarpaa. Præsident Trumpip oqaatigeriigai,
tassa USA Parisimi isumaqatigiissummut
ilaajunnaassasoq aamma silap pissusiata

Good bye USA, hyvää päivää Finland:

Formandskabet for Arktisk Råd skifter hænder i
MAGTEN MØDTES I ALASKA
Marc Jacobsen, Fairbanks
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

T

orsdag i denne uge mødtes udenrigsministrene fra de otte arktiske stater
– Canada, Finland, Island, Norge, Rusland,
Sverige, USA, og Rigsfællesskabet – og
repræsentanter for de arktiske oprindelige
folk i Fairbanks, Alaska. Mødet markerede
afslutningen på USA’s toårige formandskab for Arktisk Råd, der har fokuseret på
klimaforandringerne, forbedret økonomi og
levevilkår, og mere sikker søfart i Arktis.
Nu bliver stafetten givet videre til Finland,
som har meldt ud, at deres formandsskab
kommer til at handle om miljøbeskyttelse,
meteorologisk samarbejde, uddannelse og
sammenhæng. Sidstnævnte henviser muligvis til forskellige former for infrastruktur,
men det er endnu ikke gjort helt klart.

Ny bindende forskningsaftale
Øverst på mødets dagsorden var vedtagelsen
af en fælles, bindende forskningsaftale, der
giver bedre betingelser for polarforskere på
tværs af landegrænser. Arktisk Råd er ofte
blevet kritiseret for at være en kaffeklub,
der kun sjældent leverer brugbare resultater. Denne aftale lader dog til at være en velkommen undtagelse, der styrker opfattelsen
af rådet som den førende mellemstatslige
institution i Arktis. For Grønland kan aftalen også få værdifuld betydning; især hvis
idéen om at gøre Nuuk til en forskningshub
bliver en realitet.
Kun to gange tidligere har Arktisk Råd
indgået lignende aftaler: aftalen om beredskab til søs og i luften, der blev vedtaget i
Nuuk i 2011, og aftalen om forebyggelse af
forurening fra olie- og gasudvinding, som
blev indgået i Kiruna i 2013.
Den nye aftale er endnu en milepæl for
Arktisk Råd, der siden etableringen i 1996

gradvist har vundet større anseelse både
indenfor og udenfor den arktiske region.
Hvor det tidligere var embedsmænd,
der repræsenterede staterne, er det i dag
ministre fra øverste hylde. Samtidig er stormagter som Kina, Sydkorea, Japan og Indien
budt velkomne som observatører sammen
med en lang række NGO’er, såsom Verdensnaturfonten, Nordisk Ministerråd og University of the Arctic. I år har Rådet modtaget 30
nye ansøgninger om observatørstatus.

Klimaparadokset
Som optakt til ministermødet udgav Arktisk
Råds arbejdsgruppen AMAP en foruroligende rapport om klimaforandringerne i Arktis.
Konklusionen er, at Ishavet kan være stort
set isfrit om kun to årtier. Mens afsmeltningen udgør en væsentlig trussel mod
alverdens lavtliggende byer og forværrer
betingelserne for det lokale fangererhverv,

betyder det samtidig forbedrede økonomiske muligheder i form af bl.a. nye sejlruter,
minedrift og udvinding af olie og gas i
Arktis. Det stiller Grønland og dets naboer i
et paradoks, hvor man både ønsker at drage
nytte af de nye muligheder og beskytte den
traditionelle levevis.
USA’s nye udenrigsminister, Rex Tillerson – der sad for bordenden ved mødet i
Fairbanks – er tidligere CEO for det store
amerikanske olieselskab ExxonMobil. I 2013
hædrede Vladimir Putin ham med en særlig
Venskabsorden på grund af hans indsats for
udviklingen af den russiske olieindustri,
hvilket efter sigende var en væsentlig årsag
til, at Donald Trump udpegede ham til det
magtfulde embede. Med Tillerson ved roret
er et oplagt spørgsmål derfor, om det ellers
store amerikanske fokus på klimaforandringerne i Arktis er ændret. Mens Tillerson selv
ikke har givet et klart svar, udtalte USA’s Senior Arctic Official, David Balton, for nylig,
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Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiit Kirunami
2013-imi ataatsimiinnerat Aleqa Hammondip
inissaqartitaannginninni pissutigalugu
ilaaﬃgiumajunnaarpaa. Ministerit
Fairbanksimi Alaskamiittumi ulluni
makkunani ataatsimiipput, taannalu Suka K.
Frederiksenip peqataaﬃgaa.

Sermitsiaq Arkiv

Arktisk Råds møde i Kiruna i 2013, som
Aleqa Hammond boykottede, fordi der ikke
var gjort plads til hende. I disse dage er der
ministermøde i Fairbanks Alaska, hvor Suka
K. Frederiksen deltager.

allanngoriartorneri inunnit pilersitaannginnerarlugit oqaaseqarnera allaanerusumik
ersersitsisuupput.

Issittumi oqaluuserinnikkumanngissuseq
Sergey Lavrov – Ruslandip ukiut 13-it ingerlanerini nunanut allanut tunngasunut ministeria – Fairbanksimi aamma ataatsimeeqataavoq. Ukiut marluk matuma siornagut
Canada ataatsimiinnermut assingusumut
Iqalunni, Nunavummiittumi qaaqqusisuummat Lavrov ataatsimiittunut peqataanngilaq. Taamani pisortatigoortumik nassuiaatigineqartoq tassaalluni ullorsiutini
ulikkaavillugit immersorsimammagamigit
piffissaarussimasoq, torsuusanili oqaatigineqarluni tamatumunnga pissutaanerusoq
tassaasoq Canadap Ruslandillu najummassimanartorsiornerat, tassa Ruslandip Krimimik tiguaanera pissutigalugu.
Akaareqatigiinneq ukioq manna aalluneqaqqilersimavoq, aamma naak Russit
timmisartui qaartartunik usisartut sapaatip
akunnerani kingullermi nalunaaqqaaratik
Alaskap silaannartaanut takkutillatsiaralu-

artut, nunanit tamanit oqaatigineqarpoq
Issittumi pissutsit eqqissisimanartuusut
taamaaginnartussaasullu. Tamatumunnga
atatillugu oqaatigineqassaaq, Issittumi
Siunnersuisoqatigiit sakkutooqarnermut
tunngasunik oqaluuserinninnissamut
pisinnaatitaaffeqanngimmata, tamannalu
pissutigalugu akaareqatigiinnerulluni ataatsimiittoqartartoq oqaatigineqarluni.
Pissutsit taamaannerat »issittumi oqaluuserinnikkumannginnermik« nalilerneqakkajuttarpoq, ima paasillugu naalagaaffiit
nunanut allanut attaveqarnerini Issittoq
nunarsuup sinneranut naleqqiulluni sunnerneqannginnerusartoq. Allaammi ilaasa
oqaatigisarpaat Issittumi suleqatigiinnikkut
naalagaaffiit Issittup avataaniittut attaveqaqatigiinnerat pitsaanerulersinneqartartoq. Børge Brendep aamma Anders Samuelsenip – Norgep aamma Danmarkip nunanut
allanut tunngasunut ministeriisa – Issittoq
pillugu ataatsimeersuarnermik angisuumik
aqqissuussinermut Arkhangelskimi pisumi
ilaanerat tamatumunnga tunngassuteqarsinnaavoq. Taamatummi Ruslandimut tikeraarnerat Krimip 2014-imi tigusarineqarnerata kingorna aatsaat siullermik pimmat.

Issittoq: Kalaallit Nunaata aamma
Danmarkip naalagaaﬃit qaﬀasinnerusut suleqatigiinnerannut
aqqutaat
Arkhangelskimi ataatsimeersuarneq Anders
Samuelsenip Danmarkimi nunanut allanut tunngasunut ministeritut issittumut
tunngasunik suliaqarneranut siullersaavoq.
Tamatumunnga assingusumik Fairbanksimi
ataatsimeeqatigiinneq Suka K. Frederiksenip nunanut allanut tunngasunut naalakkersuisutut nunat tamalaat ataatsimeeqatigiinnerinut siullerpaamik peqataaneraa.
Frederiksen tamatuma peqatigisaanik
namminiilivinnermut aamma naalakkersuisuummat, taassuma periarfissaq atorlugu
Naalagaaffeqatigiit ataatsimoorlutik Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni aallartitaqatigiinneranni Kalaallit Nunaata Danmarkip
ataaniinneranut naammagittaaliornissamut
atorusussagaa immaqa ilimagineqarsinnaagaluarpoq.
Aleqa Hammondip Naalakkersuisuni
siulittaasutut qinigaarlaatut Kirunami
ministerit ataatsimeeqatigiinnerannut
ilaajumannginneranut tamannarpiaq

pissutaavoq. Frederiksenip siulia Vittus Qujaukitsoq, Quebecimi decembarimi Arctic
Circle-imi ataatsimeeqataatilluni qallunaat
kalaallit nunanut allanut politikkiannut
akuliunnerarlugit taama nipilimmik oqaatigaa. Ataatsimiinnermi tassani Tillersonip
Amerikami nunanut allanut tunngasunut
ministeritut toqqarneqarnera kissalaartumik tikilluaqquaa. Frederiksen Hammondip
aamma Qujaukitsup oqaasiinut isumaqataagaluarpalluunniit qularutissaanngitsumik
Issittoq pillugu qaffasissumik ataatsimiinnerit Fairbanksimi pisutut ittut Kalaallit
Nunaata nunarsuarmiunut takkorliunnissaannut aamma nutaanik pingaarutilinnik
attaveqalernissaanut periarfissaalluarput.
Marc Jakobsen Københavnip Universitetiani
Statskundskabimi Ph.d.-tut ilinniartuuvoq, Washingtonimilu tunngaveqartumi isummersuiffimmi The Arctic Institute-imi peqataalluni.
(Allaaserisaq aviisip matuma naqinneqarnissaa
pissutigalugu maajip 9-anni allagaavoq, tassa Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni ministerit ataatsimiinnissaat ullunik marlunnik sioqqullugu).

åd skifter hænder i Fairbanks
at han var »meget overbevist om, at fokus
ville vedblive at være det samme«.
Tiden vil vise, om Balton får ret. Præsident Trumps udtalelser om, at han vil
trække USA ud af Paris Aftalen, og hans
afvisning af, at klimaforandringerne er
menneskeskabt signalerer imidlertid noget
andet.

Arktisk exceptionalisme
Sergey Lavrov – Ruslands udenrigsminister
gennem 13 år – var også med i Fairbanks.
For to år siden, da Canada var vært for et
lignende møde i Iqaluit, Nunavut, glimrede
Lavrov ved sit fravær. Den officielle forklaring var dengang, at hans kalender var fuldt
booket, men i korridorerne lød det, at det
snarere skyldtes det meget anspændte forhold mellem Canada og Rusland på grund af
annekteringen af Krim.
I år var den gode tone tilbage og på trods

af, at russiske bombefly i sidste uge aflagde
uanmeldt besøg i Alaskas luftrum, lød det
samstemmigt fra alle lande, at situationen
i Arktis er og bliver fredelig. Her skal det
nævnes, at Arktisk Råd ikke har mandat til
at diskutere militære spørgsmål, hvilket i
sig selv kan bidrage til en mere forsonlig
tone på møderne.
Situationen bliver ofte karakteriseret som
»arktisk exceptionalisme«, forstået på den
måde, at diplomatiet i forhold til Arktis ikke
i samme grad lader sig påvirke af, hvad der
foregår i resten af verden. Nogle går endda
så vidt som at påstå, at samarbejdet i Arktis
ligefrem forbedrer de mellemstatslige relationer uden for regionen. At Børge Brende og
Anders Samuelsen – Norges og Danmarks
udenrigsministre – i marts deltog i en stort
anlagt Arktis-konference i Arkhangelsk kan
muligvis ses i det lys. Besøgene var nemlig
de respektive ministres første i Rusland
siden annekteringen af Krim i 2014.

Arktis: Grønlands og Danmarks vej
til de bonede gulve
Konferencen i Arkhangelsk var Anders
Samuelsens første arktiske engagement som
udenrigsminister for Danmark. Tilsvarende
er mødet i Fairbanks, Suka K. Frederiksens første internationale deltagelse som
naalakkersuisoq for udenrigsanliggender.
Da Frederiksen samtidig er naalakkersuisoq
for selvstændighed kunne det måske være
nærliggende at tro, at hun ville benytte
lejligheden til at markere sin utilfredshed
med, at Grønland er underordnet Danmark
i Rigsfællesskabets fælles repræsentation i
Arktisk Råd.
Da Aleqa Hammond som nyvalgt forkvinde valgte at boykotte ministermødet i
Kiruna var det netop årsagen. I samme dur
udtrykte Frederiksens forgænger, Vittus
Qujaukitsoq, tydelig utilfredshed med,
hvad han mente var dansk indblanding i
grønlandsk udenrigspolitik, da han deltog i

et Arctic Circle møde i Quebec i december.
Et møde, hvor han i øvrigt bød valget af
Tillerson som amerikansk udenrigsminister
varmt velkommen. Uanset om Frederiksen
er enig med Hammonds og Qujaukitsoqs
udtalelser, er der dog ingen tvivl om, at
højtprofilerede arktiske møder som det i
Fairbanks, var en god mulighed for Grønland til at vise sig frem på verdensscenen og
skabe nye, værdifulde relationer.
Marc Jakobsen er Ph.d.-studerende ved Statskundskab, Københavns Universitet, og Senior
Fellow ved den Washington-baserede tænketank
The Arctic Institute.
(Artiklen er på grund af trykning af denne avis
skrevet d. 9. maj; to dage før ministermødet i
Arktisk Råd)
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Tre stemmer, én delegation:

ARKTISK RÅD
Marc Jacobsen, Fairbanks
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk
Twitter: @MarcArctic

S

idste uges ministermøde i Arktisk Råd
var endnu et tydeligt eksempel på, at
Arktis har enormt stor betydning for Rigsfællesskabets internationale pondus. Udover
deltagelse i selve mødet, fik Suka K. Frederiksen og Anders Samuelsen nemlig rig
mulighed for at tale med nogle af verdens
mest indflydelsesrige personer.
Blandt andet holdt de billaterale møder
med Rex Tillerson og Chrystia Freeland,
USA’s og Canadas udenrigsministre, hvor
emner som Pituffik og grænsedragninger i
det Arktiske Ocean var på dagsordenen.
I Fairbanks udviste de to udenrigsministre
synlig stolthed over de store muligheder,
som interessen for Arktis tilbyder en ellers
lille international stemme som rigsfællesskabets.

1, 2, 3, taler
På selve ministermødet havde hver delegation blot 3-minutters taletid. Derfor gjaldt det
om at være velforberedt og at have tungen
lige i munden. Rigsfællesskabet udmærkede
sig her ved – ligesom ved de seneste møder
i Arktisk Råd –, at taletiden var delt i tre
lige store dele, så Danmark, Grønland og
Færøerne hver især kunne præsentere deres
individuelle synspunkter.
Samuelsen roste Arktisk Råd for at markere sig som et beslutningsdygtigt forum med
vedtagelsen af den nye, bindende forskningsaftale.
Frederiksen slog til lyd for større inddragelse af de lokale arktiske perspektiver,
som Grønland og de arktiske oprindelige
befolkninger repræsenterer.
Poul J.S. Michelsen, Færøernes udenrigsminister, fremhævede blandt andet Færøernes vigtige geografiske beliggenhed med
hensyn til klimaforskning.

De væsentligste beslutninger på mødet i
Arktisk Råd, den 11. maj 2017 – udpluk fra
Fairbanks Erklæringen:
- Vedtagelsen af en bindende forskningsaftale, der gør det lettere for polarforskere at
operere på tværs af landegrænser. Det er
den tredje bindende aftale, som Arktisk Råd
har vedtaget
- Anerkendelse af Paris Aftalen, på trods af,
at Donald Trump har truet med at trække
USA ud af aftalen.
- Forpligtigelse på at begrænse udledningen
af sort kulstof med 25-33 procent under
2013-niveauet.
- 7 nye observatører blev budt velkomne:
National Geographic, Oceana, OSPAR, ICES,
WMO, Schweiz og Vestnordisk Råd.
Redaktionen

Den ligelige fordeling udløste stor ros fra
diverse iagttagere, der på de sociale medier
fremhævede det som et eksempel til efterfølgelse.
Frederiksen var efterfølgende også meget
positiv:
– Danmark har været meget imødekommende i det her tilfælde, hvor de har støttet
op omkring vort ønske om at få mere tid;
hvor de har skåret på deres taletid for at
give plads.
At denne opdeling kan lade sig gøre
afhænger af accept fra de andre arktiske
lande, der måske tidligere har overvejet,
hvorvidt det var en god ide af frygt for
lignende krav fra eksempelvis Nunavut
eller nogle af de andre arktiske områder
og befolkninger med ambitioner om større
selvstændighed.
Som Samuelsen pointerede:
– Så kunne de andre delegationer have
sagt, det kan I godt glemme. Det der med
den måde I har delt det op i Kongeriget, det
må I selv ligge og rode med. I kan have én
repræsentant og det er det, vi kan forholde
os til. Men det gør de ikke – de siger, at det
er okay, og det synes jeg, at vi skal anerkende.

Grønlands fremtidige
repræsentation i Arktisk Råd
Selvom Rigsfællesskabets repræsentation på
dette punkt er ligeværdig, så ville Frederiksen dog foretrække, hvis de tre stemmer i
fremtiden igen blev til én. Men denne ene
stemme skal være grønlandsk:
– Selvfølgelig ville det ideelle være, hvis
det var os, der førte hele ordet, og det har
vi også gjort opmærksom på, at det ønsker
vi. Det er de arktiske lande, der sidder i
højsædet, når der er møde i Arktisk Råd, og
Danmark og Færøerne er jo ikke engang en
del af Arktis, så det er helt på sin plads, at
vi ønsker en stemme, der kommer fra vores
del og som støtter op om de problemstillinger, som vi døjer med.
Et skridt på vejen kan måske vise sig at
være en reduktion fra tre til to stemmer
ved at begrænse Færøernes taletid – måske
endda til det rene ingenting. Idéen er ifølge
Frederiksen allerede blevet luftet over for
Michelsen, der har været positivt stemt:
– Færøerne har også tilkendegivet, at
de er villige til at give mere plads, når vi
ønsker det. Og det ønsker vi. Så den velvillighed, håber jeg så på, vil fortsætte. Også
til det næstkommende møde, så vi kan få
den plads, der er nødvendig for at markere
Grønland som et oprindeligt folks land.

Respekt for oprindelige arktiske
befolkninger: fra tale til handling
Hvorvidt Grønland kun er et land for
oprindelige folk, eller om for eksempel
grønlandsk-talende ikke-inuitter kan karakteriseres som grønlændere, er en kompleks
identitetsdiskussion. Det vil Forfatningskommissionen muligvis kaste mere lys over.

Marc Jacobsen

Rigsfællesskabets
taletid i Arktisk Råd
deles mellem Danmark,
Grønland og Færøerne

Naalagaaﬀeqatigiit Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni peqataanermikkut nunarsuarmi
inuit sunniuteqarnerpaat ilaannik oqaloqateqarsinnaanissamut asseqanngitsumik
periarfissinneqartarput. Uani takuneqarsinnaavoq nunanut allanut tungasunut ministeri
Anders Samuelsen peqatigalugit Børge Brende, Sergej Lavrov aamma Gudlaugur
Thór Thórdarson, kingulliit taaneqartut Norgemi, Ruslandimi aamma Islandimi nunanut
allanut tunngasunut ministeriupput.
Deltagelsen i Arktisk Råd giver rigsfællesskabet en unik mulighed for at komme i tale med
nogen af klodens mægtigste folk. Her ses udenrigsminister Anders Samuelsen i selskab med
Børge Brende, Sergej Lavrov og Gudlaugur Thór Thórdarson, der er udenrigsministre for
henholdsvis Norge, Rusland og Island.

Ikke desto mindre er det indiskutabelt, at
Grønland har spillet en væsentlig rolle i ICC
siden oprettelsen for 40 år siden. I Arktisk
Råd – der sidste år fyldte 20 år – spiller ICC
og de fem andre permanente deltagere for
de oprindelige arktiske folk en begrænset
rolle. Udover Inuit, er det Samerne, Athabaskerne, Aleut, Gwich’in og den russiske
sammenslutning af oprindelige folk, forkortet RAIPON.
Landenes respekt for de oprindelige befolkninger bliver ofte fremhævet, men når
tale skal veksles til handling, er det begrænset, hvilken indflydelse de seks permanente
organisationer har. Mest iøjnefaldende er
det, at de ikke har nogen stemmeret. Det er
fuldt ud forbeholdt de otte stater. Ligesom
en hel del andre, mener Frederiksen, at
dette burde være anderledes:
– Når vi snakker om ligeværdigt samarbejde og ligeværdigt osv., så er det da besynderligt, at de ikke har stemmeret.
Som det er nu, er det hovedsageligt symbolik og retorik, der gør, at de oprindelige
befolkninger spiller en større rolle i Arktisk
Råd end de efterhånden mange observatører.
En ny fond kaldet Álgu – der betyder
’begyndelse’ på samisk – kan dog være et
velkomment initiativ til at ændre på det.
Fonden har et ambitiøst mål om at skaffe 30
millioner USD for at fremme de oprindelige
folks interesser i Arktis. Bemærkelsesværdigt er det dog, at kun fem af de seks sammenslutninger for oprindelige folk deltager.
ICC glimrer ved sit fravær; eftersigende
fordi, at de vil se tiltaget an.

Syv nye observatører – 13 afviste
Af de 20 nye ansøgninger om observatørstatus som Arktisk Råd modtog, blev kun syv
godkendt i Fairbanks.
Det var ansøgningerne fra National
Geographic, klimaorganisationerne Oceana
og OSPAR, den intergovernmentale klimaforskningsgruppe ICES, FN’s meteorologiske

verdensorganisation WMO, Schweiz og
Vestnordisk Råd.
Godkendelsen af Vestnordisk Råds ansøgning er særligt interessant, da det giver
Grønland, Færøerne og Island en ekstra
mulighed for at »øve indflydelse på den
politiske beslutningsproces i Arktis«, som
det hedder i en pressemeddelelse, hvori der
også står, at Vestnordisk Råd især vil være
talerør for befolkningerne i de tre lande.
Mongoliet, Tyrkiet og Grækenland er
blandt de afviste ansøgninger, men hvad
mere interessant er, at EU endnu engang
heller ikke er blevet budt indenfor. Første
gang det skete var i 2008. Ved ministermødet i Kiruna i 2013 var hovedårsagen til
afvisningen EU’s importforbud på sælskind,
der på trods af en særlig inuitundtagelse
har ramt de arktiske sælfangere hårdt. Ikke
mindst i Grønland. I år var det Rusland, der
satte foden ned, fordi EU’s sanktioner – der
blev vedtaget i kølvandet på annekteringen
af Krim i 2014 – har været slem ved den
russiske økonomi. På trods af afvisningen,
beholder EU dog sin status som ad hoc
observatør, der giver nogenlunde samme
rettigheder, som de permanente observatører har.
Afvisningen betyder dog ikke, at indflydelse på den arktiske dagsorden er
uopnåeligt for EU. Det vidner Margrethe
Vestagers tale ved Future Greenland om.
Her talte konkurrencekommissæren om
nye rundhåndede investeringer i Grønlands
minedrift. Investeringer, der ikke bliver
gjort for grønlændernes brune øjnes skyld,
men for, blandt andet, at få en fod inden for
i Arktis. Det er blot endnu et eksempel på,
at Grønlands strategisk vigtige placering i
Arktis giver gunstige vilkår for at forstærke
landets internationale relationer.
Marc Jacobsen er Ph.d.-studerende ved Statskundskab, Københavns Universitet, og Senior Fellow ved
The Arctic Institute. Var i Fairbanks for at følge
arktisk Råd.
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Aallartitat ataatsit, nipit pingasut:

Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni minsterit
ataatsimiinneranni Naalagaaffeqatigiit
naligiinnerusumik sinniisoqarput
ISSITTUMI
SIUNNERSUISOQATIGIIT
Marc Jacobsen

marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk
Twitter: @MarcArctic

S

apaatip akunnerani kingullermi Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni ministerit
ataatsimiinnerat ersarissumik assersuutissaaqippoq Issittoq, naalagaaffeqatigiit
nunani tamalaani tutsuvigineqarnerannut qanoq pingaaruteqartigisoq. Tassami
Suka K. Frederiksen Anders Samuelsenilu
inunnik, nunarsuarmi sunniuteqarnerpaat
ilaannik, oqaloqateqarnissaminnut periarfissarissaarsimapput.
Ilaatigut Rex Tillerson aamma Chrystia
Freeland, USA-p Canadallu nunanut allanut
ministerii, illugiillutik ataatsimeeqatigaat,
tamatumani soorlu Pituffik aammalu
Det Arktiske Oceanip killeqarfiliornissaa
oqaluuserineqarlutik. Fairbanksimi ministerit marluk apersorpakka, taakkulu marluullutik Issittup soqutigineqarnerujussuata,
nunani tamalaani imatorsuaq sunniuteqarneq ajortumut Naalagaaffeqatigiinnut,
periarfissaqartitsinerujussua ersarissumik
tulluusimaarutigaat.

1, 2 3 oqalugiarput
Ministerit ataatsimiinneranni nunat aallartitaat minutsini pingasuinnarni oqalugiarsinnaatitaapput. Taamaattumik piareersarluarsimasariaqarpoq oqallorittariaqarlunilu.
Naalagaaffeqatigiit torrallaapput piffissaq
oqalugiarfissaq sivisoqatigiissunik pingasunngorlugu avikkamikku, taamaasilluni
Danmark, Kalaallit Nunaat Savalimmiullu
tamarmik immikkut isummatik saqqummiussinnaallugit. Samuelsenip Issittumi
Siunnersuisoqatigiit oqaloqatigiittarfittut
aalijangiisinnaassusilittut nersualaarpai,
qilersorsimasumik ilisimatusarnermut isumaqatigiissut nutaaq akuersissutigimmassuk. Frederiksenip piumasaraa issittormiut,
Kalaallit Nunaata issittumilu nunat inoqqaavisa, isumaat annertunerusumik tusaaniarneqartassasut. Poul J.S. Michelsenip,
Savalimmiut nunanut allanut ministeriata,
ilaatigut erseqqissarpaa silap pissusianik
ilisimatusarnermut atatillugu Savalimmiut
nunarsuarmi sumiiffimmi pingaarutilimmi
inissisimasoq.
Piffissamik oqalugiarfissamik naligiissumik avitseqatigiinneq malinnaasunit
assigiinngitsunit nersualaarneqartorujussuuvoq, tamannalu nettimi inuit naapittarfiisigut maligassiuisutut taallugu. Siusinnerusukkut Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni
ataatsimiittarnerni Danmarkip piffissaq
oqaluffissaq taamatut avittarsimanngilaa,
taamaattumik ineriartorneq tamanna – kalaallinit isigalugu – eqqortup tungaanut alloriarneruvoq. Tamannalumi Frederiksenip
kingorna nersualaarpaa: »Sivisunerusumik
piffissaqartinneqarnissatsinnik kissaatæitsinnik Danmarkip taperserluta ilakkuminarsimaqaaq; inissaqartikkumalluta piffissa
oqalugiarfissartik sivikillisimavaat«.
Piffissamik oqalugiarfissamik taamatut

avitsinissamut issittumi nunat allat akuersinissaat apeqqutaasimavoq, tamakkua immaqa isumaliutigisimallugu isumassarsiaq
tamanna pitsaasuunersoq, ersissutigalugu
taamatut piumasaqartoqarsinnaasoq, assersuutigalugu Nunavummit imaluunniit
issittumi nunap immikkoortuinit allanit
inuiaannillu, nammineernerulernissamik
anguniagalinnit. Samuelsenip erseqqissaaneratut aallartitat allat imatut oqarsimasinnaagaluarput, »tamanna puiguinnarsiuk.
Kunngeqarfimmi taamatut avissimanersi
nammineq aaqqinniassavarsi. Ataatsimik
sinniisoqarsinnaavusi, tassa tamanna isummerfigisinnaasarput. Taamatulli oqanngillat – oqarput ajunngilaq, isumaqarpungalu
tamanna nersualaartariaqaripput«.

Nunatta siunissami Issittumi
Siunnersuisoqatigiinni
sinniisoqartarnissaa
Naalagaaffeqatigiit sinniisoqarnerat siusinnerusumit naligiinnerulersimagaluartoq
Frederiksenip piumaneruvaa nipit pingasut
siunissami ataasinngorteqqinnissaat. Nipili
taanna kalaallit nipigissavaat: »Soorunami
naleqqunnerpaassaaq uagut oqaaseqartartuugutta, tamannalumi kissaatigalugu oqaatiginikuuvarput. Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiit ataatsimiikkaangata issittup nunai
sallersaasarput, Danmarkilu Savalimmiullu
allaat Issittumut ilaanngillat, taamaattumik
pissusissamisoorluinnarpoq oqaaseqartarneq uagutsinneersuuppat, ajornartorsiutinik sorsuutigisatsinnik tapersersuisumik«.
Immaqa alloriarfiusinnaavoq nipit pingasuniit marlunnut ikilisinnerat, Savalimmiut piffissaq oqaaseqartarfiat naalillugu
– immaqaluunniit piivillugu. Frederiksen
naapertorlugu isuma tamanna Michelsenimut saqqummiunneqareersimavoq,
taannalu pinaasersimanngilaq: »Savalimmiormiut aamma oqarsimapput kissaatigigutsigu piffissaqarnerutikkusussinnaaluta.
Tamannalu kissaatigaarput. Neriuppunga
akuersaarneq tamanna ingerlaannassasoq.
Aamma tullianik ataatsimiinnissami, inissaq, Kalaallit Nunaata nunap inoqqaavisa
nunaattut malunnartinnissaanut pisariaqartoq, pissarsiariniassagatsigu«.

Issittumi nunat inoqqaavinik
ataqqinninneq: oqalunnermiit
iliuuseqarnermut?
Kalaallit Nunaat taamaallaat nunap inoqqaavisa nunagineraat, imaluunniit assersuutigalugu inunnit kingoqqisuunngitsut
kalaallisut oqaluttut kalaaliusutut taaneqarsinnaanersut, kinaassutsimik oqallisissaavoq piuminaatsoq. Tamanna immaqa
inatsisinut tunngaviusunut kommissionip
qulaajarnerusinnaassavaa. Taamaakkaluartoq assortorneqarsinnaanngilaaq ukiut 40-t
matuma siornatigut ICC pilersinneqarmalli
Kalaallit Nunaat pingaarutilimmik inissisimasimasoq. Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni
– siorna ukiunik 20-inngortorsiortumi – ICC
issittumilu nunap inoqqaavinit ataavartumik peqataasut allat tallimat, killilimmik

sunniuteqarput. Taakkua tassaapput Inuit
saniatigut, Saamit, Athabaskerit, Aleutit,
Gwich´init Ruslandimilu nunat inoqqaavisa
kattuffiat, RAIPON-imik naalisarneqartartoq.
Nunap inoqqaavinik nunat ataqqinninnerat erseqqissarneqakulasarpoq, oqaatsilli
iliuusinngortinneqassagaangata kattuffiit
ataavartumik ilaasortaasut arfinillit sunniuteqarnerat killeqartarpoq. Maluginiagassaanersaavoq taakkua taasisinnaatitaannginnerat. Naalagaaffiit arfineq-pingasut
kisimik taasisinnaatitaapput. Allarpassuit
assigalugit Frederiksen isumaqarpoq tamanna allaanerusariaqartoq: »Naligiissumik
suleqatigiinnissaq naligiissuunissarlu il.il.
oqaluuserisaratsigik tupinnarpoq taakkua
taasisinnaatitaanngimmata«.
Pissutsit taamaatsillugit pingaartumik takussutissat oqaatsitillu pissutigalugit nunat
inoqqaavi Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni
pingaaruteqarnerusumik inissisimapput,
alapernaarsuisutut ilaasortarpassuanngorsimasuninngarnit. Aningaasaateqarfilli
nutaaq Álgumik taaguutilik – saamisut ´aallartiffik´- tamatuminnga allanngortitsisussatut suliniutaasinnaavoq tikilluaqqunartoq.
Aningaasaateqarfiup anguniarpaa 30 millioner USD-nik pissarsinissaq, Issittumi nunat
inoqqaavisa soqutigisaasa siuarsarnissaannut atorneqartussat. Maluginiagassaavorli
nunat inoqqaavisa kattuffiinit arfinilinnit
tallimaannaat peqataanerat. ICC-p peqataannginnera maluginiagassaavoq; tusakkat
malillugit tamatumunnga pissutaavoq suliniut qanoq innersoq takuniaqqaaramiuk.

naanni. Ukioq manna Rusland aportitsisuuvoq, pissutigalugu EU-p pillaateqartitsineri
-2014-imi Ruslandip Krimimik tiguaanerata
kinguninngua akuersissutigineqartut – russillu aningaasarsiornerannik eqquinerlussimasorujussuit. EU-li itigartinneqaraluarluni
alapernaarsuisuugallartutut inissisimanini
attatiinnarpaa, tamannalu ataavartumik
alapernaarsuisutut assingusunik pisinnaatitaaffeqartitsivoq.
Itigartinneqarnerali isumaqanngilaq
EU issittumi pisunut sunniuteqarsinnaanngitsoq. Tamanna takuneqarsinnaavoq
Margrethe Vestagerip Future Greenlandimi
oqalugiarnerani. Tassani unammillernermut
kommissæri Kalaallit Nunaanni aatsitassarsiornermut nutaanik amerlasuunik
aningaasaliisoqarnissamik eqqartuivoq.
Aningaasaliissutit, kalaallit isaat kajortut
pissutigiinnarlugit tunniunniarneqanngitsut, ilaatigulli Issittumut iserniutaasut.
Tamanna assersuutissat ilagiinnarpaat Kalaallit Nunaata Issittumi pingaarutilimmik
inissisimanera, nunap nunani tamalaani attuumassuteqarnerata nukittorsarnissaanut
iluaqutaasoq.
Marc Jacobsen Københavns Universitetimi Statskundskabimi Ph.d.-tut ilinniartuuvoq, aammalu
The Arctic Institutemi Senior Fellow-iulluni.

Alapernaarsuisut nutaat
7-t – 13-it itigartitaapput
Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni alapernaarsuisutut ilaasortanngornissamik qinnuteqaatinit 20-nit, Fairbanksimi ataatsimiinnermi arfineq-marluinnaat akuerineqarput.
Taakkua tassaapput National Geographic,
silap pissusianik suliniaqatigiiffiit Oceana
aamma OSPAR, silap pissusianik nunat
tamalaat suliniaqatigiiffiat ICES, FN-ip
nunarsuaq tamakkerlugu silasiornermik
suliniaqatigiiffia WMO, Schweiz aamma Nunani Avannarlerni Killerni Siunnersuisoqatigiit, Vestnordisk Råd. Vestnordisk Rådip
qinnuteqaataata akuerineqarnera immikkut
soqutiginaateqarpoq, tassa Kalaallit Nunaat,
Savalimmiut Islandilu immikkut periarfissaqalissammata »Issittumi politikkikkut
aalajangiiniarnerni sunniuteqarnissaminnut«, soorlu tusagassiorfinnut nalunaarummi allassimasoq, tassanilu aamma allassimavoq Vestnordisk Rådi pingaartumik
nunat taakkua pingasut innuttaat sinnerlugit oqaaseqartarfiussasoq.
Mongoliet, Tyrkia aamma Grækenland
qinnuteqartut itigartitaasut ilagaat, soqutiginarnerusorli tassaavoq aamma allaat EU-p
tikilluaqqusaasimannginnera. 2013-imi
Kirunami ministerit ataatsimiinneranni
EU-p itigartinneqarneranut pingaartumik
pissutaasimavoq EU-p puisit amiinik eqqusseqqusinnginnera, inuit immikkut ittumik
akuerineqaraluartut tamanna issittumi
puisinniartartunut sakkortuumik eqquisimammat. Minnerunngitsumik Kalaallit Nu-

Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiit maajip
11-anni ataatsimiinneranni aalajangiussat
pingaarnerit – Fairbanksimit
Aalajangersakkanit tigulaakkat:
– Ilisimatusarnermut pisussaaﬃliisumik
isumaqatigiissummi, issittumi ilisimatuutut
misissuisut nunat killeqarfii akimorlugit
misissuisinnaanissaasa ajornannginnerulernissaa aalajangiunneqarpoq. Tamanna
Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiit aalajangiussaanni pisussaaﬃliisumik isumaqatigiissutigineqartut pingajoraat.
– Parisimi Isumaqatigiissutip akuersissutigineqarnera, naak Donald Trumpip USA-p
isumaqatigiissummut ilaajunnaarnissaa
qunusaarutigigaluaraa.
– Kulstofimik qernertumik mingutsitsinerup
2013-imi killiﬃanit 25-33 procentinik killiliinissaq.
– Alaatsinaattutut ilaasortat nutaat arfineq marluk ukuusut tikilluaqquneqarput:
National Geographic, Oceana, OSPAR, ICES,
WMO, Schweiz aamma Nunat Avannarliit
Killiit Siunnersuisoqatigiivi.
Aaqqissuisoqarfik
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Tætte naboer,
lang flyrejse

Marc Jacobsen, Iqaluit, Nunavut
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

S

iden 2014, har folk på begge sider af
Davisstrædet måttet kigge langt efter
en flyforbindelse, der kan forbinde de tætte
naboer i Grønland og Nunavut. I stedet for
halvanden times direkte flyrejse, tager det
nu snildt flere dage at tilbagelægge den
ellers korte distance, når stop i København
eller Reykjavik, og en eller flere mellemlandinger i Nordamerika skal medregnes.
I 1981-2001 var der året rundt jævnlige
afgange mellem Nunavut og Grønland.
Indtil 1993 gik turen fra Iqaluit til Nuuk,
hvorefter destinationen i stedet blev Kangerlussuaq. I 2012 blev ruten genetableret
som et sommertilbud, men efter tre år med
begrænset succes, blev også det initiativ
taget af bordet.
Hvad gik galt? Og hvad skal der til for,
at den direkte flyforbindelse igen bliver
aktuel? Sermitsiaq har mødt en af hovedaktørerne fra Nunavut; forfatter, forretningsmand og tidligere æreskonsul for Danmark,
Kenn Harper, der fortæller om flyrutens
historie og fremtidsperspektiver, som de ser
ud fra den vestlige side af strædet.

Begyndelsen til enden
Nedturen startede, da den amerikanske
regering annoncerede, at man ikke længere
ville tage passagerer med fra Kangerlussuaq
til Thule. Derefter måtte Air Greenland overtage ruten. Det fik de imidlertid First Air til
at gøre – og det var der, at problemerne begyndte. I stedet for at flyve direkte til Nuuk,
skulle First Air til Kangerlussuaq. Det betød,
at godset var længere tid undervejs, hvilket
var dårligt for den samlede pris og for madvarernes holdbarhed. Det var dømt til at gå
galt, når First Air ikke blev bedre betalt.
Kort efter besluttede Air Greenland, at
man ville konkurrere med SAS om flytrafikken til København. Til at starte med, tog
First Air sig også af den opgave, men da Air
Greenland købte en jet (Boeing 757-200) i
1998, gled samarbejdet så småt ud i sandet.
First Air forsøgte at opretholde ruten til
Kangerlussuaq, men da det ikke længere var
rentabelt, sluttede det brat i 2001.

Én svale gør ingen sommer
Så snart flyruten ophørte, begyndte Kenn
Harpers intensive lobbyarbejde for at få den
genetableret.
Nye folk havde overtaget magten i First
Air. Folk, der ikke kendte til potentialet i
Grønland, men efter en større kampagne,
så de også lyset. Dernæst blev skytset rettet
mod Grønland, der – med Kuupik Kleist i
spidsen – blev budt velkommen af en stor
charmeoffensiv i Iqaluit.
Indsatsen virkede efter hensigten – godt
hjulpet på vej af de dengang meget store
forventninger til diverse mineprojekter i
Grønland, som kunne tænkes at få gavn af

canadisk ekspertise.
Til en pris på
4.840 kroner per
person kunne 34
passagerer sætte sig
i sædet i en af de
to ugentlige Dash-8
afgange mellem
Nuuk og Iqaluit. I
2013 var det så stor
en succes, at sommertrafikprogrammet fra juni til
september måtte
udvides med hele
40 procent – fra
24 til 33 afgange i
hver retning.
Successen viste
sig dog at være en
enlig svale, så efter
en enkelt sæson
mere stoppede
flyvningerne. Daværende kommercielle direktør for Air
Greenland, Christian
Keldsen, fortalte dengang Nunatsiaq News,
at regnskabet for de
tre års sommerflyvninger til Nunavut var gået
i nul, men at »vi bliver
nødt til at tjene penge i
det tredje år. Det er tommelfingerreglen. Der var en
masse olie- og mineaktivitet
osv.«, men pludselig stoppede
det hele i 2013.
»For at fortsætte flyvningerne,
ville det blive nødvendigt med subsidiering fra regeringerne i Iqaluit og Nuuk«,
sagde Keldsen videre.

S-ordet
I juli 2014 underskrev daværende regeringsledere for Grønland og Nunavut – Aleqa
Hammond og Peter Taptuna – en såkaldt
hensigtserklæring, hvori de blandt andet
fremhævede flyforbindelsen som mulig
basis for nye handelsforbindelser. Som Kenn
Harper pointerer, så er sådanne erklæringer
bare papir, som desværre alt for sjældent
bliver fulgt op af nævneværdige handlinger.
»Ingen i dag vil høre S-ordet. Men subsidier er netop, hvad der er behov for her«.
Harper foreslår, at hvis flyruten skal genetableres, så er det nødvendigt, at de to regeringer garanterer køb af et vis antal sæder
i hvert fly, som så står til deres disposition.
De kunne så bruges til at øge udvekslingen
af ministre, bureaukrater og så videre, så
gode og brugbare relationer for alvor kan
blive etableret.
Med den garanti i baglommen, ville flyselskaberne kunne sælge resten af sæderne
til forskellige slags kunder: mineselskaber,
turister, konferencedeltagere, udvekslingsstuderende, og så videre. Det er ikke nok at
tro, at et mining boom kan ændre det hele.
Mange bække små.

Kalaallit Nunaannit Iqalunnut ungasinngikkaluarpoq, timmisartukkullu attaveqartoqarani.
Nunap assinga Iqalunni ’Intergovernmental Relations’-ip immikkoortortaqarfiani nivingavoq.
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Marc Jacobsen

Subsidier og sats på flere forskellige slags
kunder, kan bane vejen for flyforbindelse
mellem Nunavut og Grønland

Kort afstand fra Grønland til Nunavut. Kortet hænger i afdelingen for ’Intergovernmental
Relations’ i Iqaluit.

Lys i mørket
Harper mindes, at First Air i 1980’erne
arbejdede hårdt for at udvikle markedet
mellem Grønland og Canada til gavn for
flyruten: »De bragte forretningsmænd til
Iqaluit og Nuuk. De gav dem mad, vin og
sørgede for, at de fik et knald. Alt dette ville
skulle gøres endnu engang, men ingen er
villige til at gøre så stor en indsats«.
En anden væsentlig faktor er Air Iceland’s indtog på det grønlandske marked.
Det ser Harper, som den største trussel
mod genetableringen af flyforbindelsen til
Nunavut. En trumf i tidligere tiders charmeoffensiv var netop, at Iqaluit kunne bruges
som transit fra Grønland til mere eksotiske
himmelstrøg – særligt Disney World var
populært – og, modsat til den smukke Disko
Bugt. Med det islandske flyselskab som konkurrent, er det i Harpers optik ikke oplagt
at genetablere flyforbindelsen: »Det bliver

virkelig svært. Jeg gav det mit bedste forsøg,
og ingen troede mere på det end mig«.
I de senere år er udvekslingen mellem
blandt andet Arctic College i Iqaluit og
henholdsvis Råstofskolen og Knud Rasmussen Højskolen i Sisimiut blevet formaliseret
og intensiveret. Kernen i det samarbejde
er især de fælles kulturtræk og livsstil, der
for nogles vedkommende gør det lettere at
falde til i nye omgivelser. ICC og diverse politikere har fra tid til anden netop fremhævet de kulturelle bånd, som en af hovedårsagerne til, at flyforbindelsen er nødvendig.
Indtil videre har det argument ikke fået
flyene på vingerne igen, men hvis lignende
initiativer på andre områder også ser dagens
lys, kan det måske lade sig gøre.
Marc Jacobsen er ph.d.-studerende ved
Statskundskab, Københavns Universitet.
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INUUSSUTIT

Sanileriit imminnut qanittuararsuit,
timmisartumik angalaneq sivisooq
Tapiissutit ilaasunillu assigiinngitsunik arlalinnik
siunniussaqarneq Nunavut Kalaallit Nunaatalu
akornanni timmisartumik attaveqalernissamut
aqqutissiuussisinnaapput

Marc Jacobsen, Iqaluit, Nunavut
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

D

avis Strædip sineriaani marluusuni akileriinni innuttaasut timmisartumik attaveqaatinik, Kalaallit Nunaanni Nunavummilu sanileriit imminnut qanittuararsuusut
atassuteqaatigisinnaasaannik 2014-imiilli
amigaatigilerpaat. Toqqaannartumik akunnerup aappaani affarmi timmisartornermut
taarsiullugu isorartussutsip naakkaluartup
angallavigisarnera maanna ullunik arlalinnik sivisussuseqarsinnaasalerpoq, Københavnimi Reykjavikimiluunniit unnuinerit
kiisalu Amerika Avannarlermi akunninnerit
ataaseq arlallilluunniit ilanngunneqarpata.
1981-imiit 2001-imut Nunavut aamma
Kalaallit Nunaata akornanni ukioq kaajallallugu akuttunngitsumik timmisartuussisoqartarpoq. 1993-ip tungaanut Iqalunniit
Nuummut timmisartuussisoqartarpoq,
tamatumalu kingorna Kangerlussuarmut
timmisartuussisoqartalerluni. Ingerlaarfik
2012-imi aasakkut neqeroorutitut ammarneqaqqippoq, kisianni ukiuni pingasuni killilimmik iluatsiffiusumik atorneqareerluni
matuinnarneqarluni.
Sunaana ajutoorsimasoq? Aamma timmisartumik toqqaannartumik attaveqarnerup
atuutilerseqqinneqarnissaanut suut pisariaqartinneqarpat? Sermitsiaq Nunavummi
ingerlatsisut pingaarnerit ilaannik naapitaqarpoq; atuakkiortoq, niuertoq Danmarkilu sinnerlugu ataqqinaammik aallartitaq,
Kenn Harper, timmisartuussisarnermi
ingerlaarfiup oqaluttuassartaanik siunissamilu periarfissaanik, kitaani sanilitsinnit
isigalugu, oqaluttuartoq.

Matuneqarnissaata
aallartikkiartulernera
Kinguariartorneq aallartippoq Amerikami
naalakkersuisut nalunaarmata Kangerlussuarmiit Pituffimmut ilaasunik tigusisoqartarunnaassasoq. Tamatuma kingorna
Air Greenlandip ingerlaarfik tigusariaqalerpaa. Tamatumanili First Air timmisartuussinermik isumaginnitsippaa – tassanilu ajornartorsiutit aallartipput. First Air Nuummut
toqqaannartumik timmisartuussisarnissamut taarsiullugu Kangerlussualiartartussaavoq. Tamatumalu kinguneranik nassiussat
sivisunerusumik ingerlanneqartalerlutik,
tamannalu akinut tamarmiusunut nerisassallu atasinnaassusaannut ajoqutaalluni.
First Air pitsaanerusumik akilerneqanngippat tamanna ajutoortussatut inissisimavoq.
Air Greenland tamatuma kinguninnguatigut aalajangerpoq Københavnimut timmisartuussisarnermi SAS-imut unammillilerniarluni. Aallaaqqaammut First Airip
suliassaq taanna aamma isumagaa, Air
Greenlandili timmisartorsuarmik 1998-imi
pisimmat (Boeing 757-200) suleqatigiinneq unitsinneqariartuaalerpoq. First Airip
Kangerlussuarmut ingerlaarfik attatiinnar-

niaraluarpaa, akilersinnaajunnaarmalli
2001-imi tassanngaannaq unitsittariaqalerlugu.

Marc Jacobsen

ANGALLANNEQ

Pitsaasoq ajunngitsumik
kinguneqartuaannartanngilaq
Timmisartumik ingerlaarfik atorunnaarniariarmat Kenn Harper ingerlaarfik pilerseqqinniarlugu sunniiniarluni sukumiisumik
sulilerpoq.
Inuit nutaat First Airimi pissaanermik
tigusisimapput. Inuit Kalaallit Nunaanni
periarfissanik ilisimasaqanngitsut, kisianni
paasisitsiniaaneq annertooq ingerlareersorlu isumalluarnartumik takusaqarsinnaalerput. Tulliattut Kalaallit Nunaat siunnerfigineqarpoq –Kuupik Kleist siuttoralugu
– Iqalunni isumaqatissarsiorluni suliami
annertuumi tikilluaqquneqartoq.
Suliniut siunertaq naapertorlugu sunniuteqarpoq – taamani Kalaallit Nunaanni
aatsitassarsiornikkut suliniutinut assigiinngitsunut Canadamiut immikkut ilisimasannit iluaquteqarsinnaasutut isumaqarfigineqarsinnaasut isumalluarfigineqartorujussuusut iluaqutigalugit.
Inummut ataatsimut 4.480 koruuninik
akeqartitsilluni ilaasut 34-t Nuup Iqaluillu
akornanni sapaatip-akunneranut marloriarluni timmisartuussisarnerit arlaannut
ilaasinnaapput. Tamanna 2013-imi ima
ingerlalluartigaaq aasaanerani timmisartuussinissamik pilersaarutit juunimiit
septembarimut atuuttut 40 procentinik timmisartuussinernnut 24-nit 33-nut amerlineqartariaqarlutik.
Ingerlalluarnerli sivikitsuinnaasoq paasinarsivoq, taamaattumillu timmisartuussisarneq ukioq ataasiinnaq ingerlanneqaqqereerluni unitsinneqarluni. Air Greenlandimi
niuernermut pisortaq Christian Keldsen
Nunatsiaq Newsimut taama oqaluttuarpoq,
Nunavummut aasaanerani ukiuni pingasuni timmisartuussisarnernut naatsorsuutit
amigartooruteqarfiunatillu sinneqartooruteqarfiunngitsut, kisianni »ukiut pingajussaanni aningaasanik iluanaaruteqalertariaqartugut, tamanna nalinginnaasumik
najoqqutarineqartarmat. Uuliasiornermi
aatsitassarsiornermilu ingerlatsisorpassuaqarpoq, suulli tamarmik tassanngaannaq
2013-imi unillutik«.
»Timmisartuussinerit ingerlatiinnarneqarsinnaassappata Iqalunni Nuummilu naalakkersuisunit tapiisoqartarnissaat pisariaqassaaq«, Keldsen ilassuteqarluni oqarpoq.

Tapiissutit
Kalaallit Nunaanni Nunavummilu naalakkersuisut siulittaasui Aleqa Hammond
aamma Peter Taptuna siunnerfeqarneq
pillugu nalunaarummik juulimi 2014-imi
atsioqatigiissuteqarput, tamatumanilu
timmisartuussisarneq niuernikkut attaveqaatinut nutaanut tunngavissaasinnaasutut
erseqqissaatigalugu. Kenn Harperip erseqqissaaneratut, nalunaarutit taama ittut
pappialaannaapput, iliuuseqarnernik taasa-

Kenn Harper atuakkiortuuvoq, niuertuulluni Danmarkillu Nunavummi siornatigut ataqqinaammik
sinniisigalugu. Taanna Kalaallit Nunaata Nunavullu akornanni aasakkut ingerlaarfimmut
(2012-2014) tunuliaqutaasut pingaarnerit ilagisimavaat.
Kenn Harper er forfatter, forretningsmand og tidligere æreskonsul for Danmark i Nunavut. Han var
en af de væsentligste aktører bag sommerruten (2012-2014) mellem Grønland og Nunavut.

riaqartunik ajoraluartumik qaqutiguinnaq
malitseqartinneqartartut.
»Kialuunniit tapiissutit ullumikkut tusaajumanngilai. Kisianni tamatumani tapiissutit tassa pisariaqartinneqarput«.
Harper siunnersuuteqarluni oqarpoq,
timmisartuussivik pilerseqqinneqassappat
naalakkersuisut marluusut taakkua timmisartuni tamani issiavinnik aalajangersimasunik pisinissaminnik qularnaveeqqusiisariaqartut, issiaviillu taakkua taakkunannga
atoriaannaallutik inissisimatinneqassasut.
Taakkualu naalakkersuisut, allaffissornermik suliallit allallu paarlaateqatigiinnerannut atorneqarsinnaagaluarput, attaveqaatit
pitsaasut atorsinnaassuseqartullu pimoorullugit pilersinneqarsinnaaqqullugit.
Timmisartortitseqatigiiffiit qularnaveeqqut taama ittoq kaasarfimmioralugu
issiaviit sinnerinik sullitanut assigiinngitsunut tunisaqarsinnaassagaluarput:
Aatsitassarsiorfinnut, takornarianut, ataatsimeersuarianut, ilinniartunut allanullu.
Aatsitassarsiornikkut siuariartupiloornerup
sunik tamanik allanngortitsinissaa upperissallugu naammanngilaq. Annikitsuararpassuit angisuunngortitsisarput.

Assoralisimaarneq
Harperip eqqaamavaa, First Air Kalaallit
Nunaata Canadallu akornanni niuerfimmik ineriartortitsiniarluni annertuumik
suliniuteqarsimasoq timmisartuussiviup
iluaqutissaanik: »Niuertunik Iqalunnut Nuummullu ingerlassisarput. Nerisassaannik,
viinnissaannillu tunisarpaat, tutitassaqarnissaallu isumagisarlugu. Tamakkua tamarmik suliareqqinneqartariaqassagaluarput,
kisianni taama annertutigisumik iliuuseqarnissamut piumassuseqartoqanngilaq«.
Pingaarutilik alla tassaavoq Air Icelandip Kalaallit Nunaannut timmisartuussisalersimanera. Tamanna Harperip
Nunavummut timmisartuussisarnerup
pilerseqqinneqarnissaanut aarlerinaatit
annepaartaattut isumaqarfigaa. Siornatigut
iluareqqusaartarnerni iluatsitsissutigineqartoq tassaasimavoq Iqaluit Kalaallit
Nunaanniit kiattunut angalanerni akunniffittut atorneqarsinnaanerat – pingaartumik
Disney World ornigarneqarluartarsimavoq
– paarlattuanillu Qeqertarsuup Tunua pinnersoq ornigarneqarluartarluni. Islandimiut
timmisartortitseqatigiiffiata unammillertigineratigut timmisartuussivimmik piler-

sitseqqinnissaq Harperip isaani piukkunnartuunngilaq: »Ajornakusoorluinnassaaq.
Sapinngisara tamaat misiliigaluarpunga,
uangali allanit tamanit tamatuminnga upperinnissimavunga«.

Taartumi qaamaneq
Iqalunni Arctic Collegep aamma Sisimiuni
Aatsitassalerinermik Ilinniarfiup aamma
Knud Rasmussenip Højskoliata akornanni
ukiuni kingullerni paarlaaqatigiittarneq
pisortatigoornerusumik atuutilersinneqarsimasvoq sukumiinerulersinneqarlunilu.
Suleqatigiinnermi tamatumani qitiusut
pingaartumik tassaapput kulturikkut ataatsimoorussat inooriaaserlu ataatsimoorussaq,
inuit ilaasa avatangiisinut nutaanut naleqqussalertorsinnaanerannut tunngaviusut.
ICC-mit politikerinillu assigiinngitsunit
timmisartutigut attaveqaatip pisariaqarneranut kulturikkut qilerutit pissutaasut
pingaarnersaasa ilaattut piffissamiit piffissamut erseqqissaatigineqartarsimapput. Tunngavilersuutit taakkua timmisartut maannamut qangattarteqqissinnaasimanngilaat,
kisianni suliaqarfinni allani suliniutit
assingusut ingerlanneqaleraluarpata taava
tamanna immaqa ajornarnavianngilaq.
Pingaartumik nunat issittumiittut
akornanni niueqatigiinnerulerneq assigiinngissutaassagaluarpoq. Tamanna Iqaluit
borgmesteriata Madeleine Redfernip erseqqissaatigaa, tigussaasumillu ’Arctic Free
Trade Agreement’ – Issittumi akileraarusersugaanngitsumik niueqatigiinnissamik
isumaqatigiissut – siunnersuutigalugu.
– Nunat issittumiittut illugiiaallutik
isumaqatigiissusiortarnerannut taarsiullugu
taakkua issittoq tamakkerlugu takorluugaqartariaqaraluarput amerlanernut
iluaqutaasussamik, – taamaalilluni Nunavut
aamma Kalaallit Nunaata akornanni timmisartuussisarneq immikkut soqutiginaateqalissagaluarpoq, borgmesteri oqarpoq.
Nunavummi ulluni makkunani naalakkersuisunngortussanik katiteriniartoqaleruttormat timmisartuussiviup pilerseqqinneqarnissaanut tigussaasumik suli
siunnersuuteqartoqanngilaq, Redfernili
naapertorlugu, tamanna Nunavummi politikerit akornanni akulikinnerujartuinnartumik eqqaaneqartalersimalluni.
Marc Jacobsen Københavns Univesitetimi
ph.d.-nngorniartuuvoq.
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Iqaluits borgmester:

Nunavut kan lære meget af Grønland
I

qaluits rådhus ligger ovenpå en brandstation i en bygning, der mest af alt ligner
én stor kummefryser. Fra sit hjørnekontor
i de beskedne rammer, skuer borgmester
Madeleine Redfern ofte mod Grønland, når
hun skal hente inspiration til, hvordan livet
for de 7.800 indbyggere i Nunavuts hovedstad kan forbedres. For mens kulturen og
dagligdagen er relativt ens, så er Grønland
på mange punkter langt mere udviklet.

Bunden af isbjerget
– Nunavut er årtier bag efter Grønland. Vi
fik vort eget territorium i 1999. Til sammenligning har Grønland haft 30 år med
hjemmestyre og snart ti år med selvstyre.
Det er en væsentlig forskel. Her føler Inuit
stadig ikke, at de ejer deres eget land, siger
Redfern.
85 procent af alle 38.000 Nunavummiut
er Inuit, men på trods af det, er det i mange
tilfælde ikke-Inuit, som sidder ved magten.
Hun beskriver det som at være bunden af
et isbjerg, hvor langt størstedelen er under
vand, mens de få oven vande sidder på
magten. Grunden til det skal især findes i
efterdønningerne fra Canadas kolonisering,
der har efterladt store mentale mén hos
den nuværende befolkning, hvoraf mange
kæmper med at dække helt basale behov, så
hverdagen kan hænge sammen.
– 7 ud af 10 af skolebørnene får ikke nok
at spise, og de fleste hjem er overbefolkede,
hvilket betyder, at hverken børn eller forældre får en god nats søvn. Det har negativ
indflydelse på evnen til at lære og arbejde,
fortæller hun.
Derfor er der få, der formår at gennemføre en uddannelse, mens arbejdsløsheden
er høj; 13,7 procent. Det afspejler sig i bybilledet, hvor der er mange, der fordriver tiden
ved at tigge og hænge ud foran indkøbscenteret.

Status quo er uacceptabelt
En anden grund til det store frafald i uddannelsessystemet skyldes også begrænsede
sprogkundskaber hos de studerende. I

Inspiration fra naboen

En multikulturel by
På et andet punkt, ser bybilledet i Iqaluit
også anderledes ud end Nuuks: de få procent, der ikke er Inuit, har i højere grad
en anden etnisk baggrund end kaukasisk.
Libanesere, filippinere og afrikanere sætter
kulør på tilværelsen. Byen har en moské til
sine cirka hundrede muslimer, og hvert år
afholdes der ’Black History Month’, hvor der
sættes fokus på de sorte indbyggeres kulturelle baggrunde og personlige fortællinger.
På trods af, at mange Inuitter i Nunavut
stadig føler sig undertrykt i deres egen
hjemstavn, er de således alligevel meget
åbne overfor nye medborgere med en anden
baggrund. Ifølge Redfern, kan det skyldes, at
man er geografisk og strukturelt tæt knyttet
til resten af Canada, hvis befolkning består
af indvandrere fra hele verden.
Så selvom, at Nunavummiut ofte føler
sig afskåret fra resten af verden ved blandt
andet ikke at have veje mellem byerne,

På spørgsmålet om, hvad Nunavut kan lære
fra Grønland, slår hun en stor latter op. »I
forbindelse med Arctic Winter Games sidste
år, havde vi samarbejdspartnere fra Nuuk
på besøg. Da jeg spurgte dem om netop det
spørgsmål, sagde de, at det nok kun var
vores hockeyarena, som de manglede«. Ved
nærmere eftertanke tilføjer hun »Nuuk ville
nok gerne have vores lange landingsbane;
men det er de jo også ved at ændre på«.
Udover blandt andet fødevaresikkerhed
og uddannelse er infrastruktur også en
topprioritet i Iqaluit. Redfern fortæller stolt
om den nye lufthavnsterminal, der åbnede
i august og den nye svømmehal og fitnesscenter, der slog dørene op tidligere på året.
I samme åndedrag fortæller hun med beundring om Nuuks nye havn og lufthavnsplanerne, som ifølge Redfern vidner om
klog, strategisk tænkning – noget, som hun
håber, at Nunavuts kommende regering vil
tage ved lære af.
Inspiration får borgmesteren også, når
hun ofte deltager i internationale konfe-

Marc Jacobsen

marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

rencer, såsom nyligt afholdte Arctic Circle
i Reykjavik. Her var der især en grønlandsk
præsentation om udnyttelse af vandkraft,
der er blevet en kilde til stor inspiration,
som hun har delt med de ansvarlige i hjembyen. Det kan med tiden vise sig at være et
kærkomment, grønt supplement til byens
mange dieseldrevne generatorer.
Madeleine Redfern Iqalunni,
Nunavummiittumi borgmesteriuvoq.
Kommunip allaﬃani
allaﬃmminit teqeqqumiittumit
nutaanik isumassarsiornissani
pisariaqartileraangamiuk Kalaallit Nunaata
tungaanut isigisarpoq.
Madeleine Redfern er borgmester i Iqaluit,
Nunavut. Fra sit hjørnekontor på rådhuset
kigger hun ofte mod Grønland, når hun har
brug for ny inspiration.

begrænset skibstrafik pga. lavvande og tilfrosne sejlruter, og ved at have endog meget
ringe internetforbindelse, så er globaliseringen alligevel tydelig. Det er en udvikling,
som borgmesteren byder velkommen med
åbne arme.
Marc Jacobsen er ph.d.-studerende ved
Statskundskab, Københavns Universitet.
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Iqaluit er Inuktitut kun obligatorisk indtil
fjerde klasse, mens man i nogle bygder
længere nordpå – for eksempel Pond Inlet
– har det på skoleskemaet til og med sjette
klasse. Videre i uddannelsessystemet – og i
hverdagen i øvrigt – er Inukitut tredjesprog,
efter engelsk og fransk.
Det bør ifølge Madeleine Redfern ændres,
men hun pointerer samtidig også vigtigheden af, at lokalbefolkningen tager større
selvansvar, og at hensynet til den oprindelige kultur og sprog ikke overskygger en persons faglige kunnen, når der for eksempel
skal ansættes en ny medarbejder: »I alle jobs
– måske lige bortset fra jobbet som pilot –
er der en tendens til, at kulturelle hensyn
vejer tungere end personens færdigheder.
Sådan bør det ikke være«.
Borgmesteren mener desuden, at de
mange forskellige Inuit-organisationer i
Canada er en hæmsko for udviklingen af
Nunavut, da de beskæftiger mange gode,
lokale hoveder, der i stedet for til tider at
modarbejde hinanden, kunne danne fælles
front i Nunavuts embedsapparat. De mange
organisationer er også noget, som Redferns
grønlandske kontakter ofte har været overraskede over, og stillet spørgsmålstegn ved
nødvendigheden af.

Madeleine Redfern pisiniarfissuarmi
’Northmart’-imiittoq, ilagisaa arnaavoq
Iqalunneersoq, taassuma ernini qulingiluanik
qaammatilik amaatiminiitippaa. Amaat
Canadap avannaata kangiani Inuit atugaraat,
aammali Nunatsinni ilisimaneqarluni.
Madeleine Redfern i supermarkedet
’Northmart’ sammen med en lokal kvinde,
der bærer sin 9-måneder gamle søn i en
såkaldt amauti. Beklædningsgenstanden er
typisk for Inuit i det nordøstlige Canada men
kendes også i Grønland som amaat.

Marc Jacobsen
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Iqalunni kommunip allaﬃa qatserutaasiviup
qulaaniippoq. Naluttarfittaaq taassuma
sanianiippoq, illuatungaanilu sanianiilluni
illoqarfiup hockeytarfia.
Iqaluits beskedne rådhus ligger ovenpå
brandstationen. Ved siden af ligger den nye
svømmehal, mens naboen til den anden side
er byens hockearena.
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ISSITTOQ

Borgmesteri illoqarfimmiorpassuit ilaat pisiniarfissuup saavaniittartoq peqatigalugu.
Suliﬃssaaleqisoqaqaaq isumaginninnikkullu ajornartorsiutit amerlaqalutik pisiassallu akioqalutik
– aamma Nunatsinni akinut naleqqiullugit. Tamakku ataqatigiissinnerisigut inuuniarneq
ilungersunarsinnaasarpoq.

Borgmester Redfern pisiniarfissuarmi sulisut ilaat peqatigalugu. Iqaluit Nuummut naleqqiullutik
inuiannit assigiinngitsorpassuarnik innuttaqarpoq. Illoqarfiup ’Black History Month’ ukiut
tamaasa nalliussisarpaa ilaatigullu musliminut illoqarfimmi najugalinnut 100-t missaanniittunut
naalaﬀeqarluni.

Borgmesteren og en af de mange indbyggere, som fordriver tiden ved at hænge ud foran det lokale
supermarked. Arbejdsløsheden er stor, de sociale problemer mange og priserne er høje – også i
sammenligning med Grønland. Det er en kombination, der kan gøre det svært at få hverdagen til at
hænge sammen.

Borgmester Redfern og en medarbejder i det lokale supermarked. I sammenligning med Nuuk, er
Iqaluit langt mere multikulturel. Byen fejrer hvert år ’Black History Month,’ og har bl.a. en moské til de
ca. 100 lokale muslimer.

Iqalunni borgmesteri:

Nunavut Kalaallit Nunaannit
ilikkagaqarsinnaaqaaq
INERIARTORNEQ
Marc Jacobsen, Iqaluit, Nunavut
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

I

qalunni kommunip allaffia qatserutaasiviup illutaani qullermiittoq, qerititsiverujussuartut qaamigut matulittut isikkulimmiippoq. Allaffeqarfiup akimarpasinngitsup
teqeqquani borgmester Madeleine Redfern
allaffimminit Kalaallit Nunaanni pisunut
isiginiallattaasarpoq, tassa Nunavummi
illoqarfiit pingaarnersaanni innuttaasunut
7.800-nik amerlassusilinnut inuunerup
qanoq pitsaanerulersinneqarsinnaaneranut
isumassarsioraangami. Tassami kulturi
ulluinnarnilu inuuneq assigiinngissuteqarpallaanngikkaluartut, Kalaallit Nunaat
assigiinngitsorpassuartigut siuarsimanerusarmat.

Ilulissap naqqani
– Nunavut Kalaallit Nunaannit ukiunik
qulikkuutaartunik arlalinnik kingulliuvoq.
Nammineq nunagisaqartutut 1999-imi
akuerineqarpugut. Tamatumunnga naleqqiullugu Kalaallit Nunaat ukiuni 30-ni namminersornerulluni oqartussaqarfioriarluni
maanna ukiuni qulinngulersuni namminersorluni oqartussaavoq. Tamanna angisuumik assigiinngissutaavoq. Maanimi Inuit
nunaminnik piginnittutut suli misigisimanngillat, Redfern oqarpoq.
Nunavummiut 38.000-iusut 85 procentii
tassaapput Inuit, taamaakkaluartoq amerlasuutigut naggueqatigiinnit Inunninngaanneersuunngitsut pissaanermik tigumiaqartuupput. Taassuma assersuuppaa ilulissap
naqqani inissisimanertut, tassa amerlanerpaat immap qaavata ataaniillutik amerlanngitsuinnaallu immap qaavata qulaaniittut
pissaanermik tigumiartuullutik. Tamatumunnga patsisaasoq ingammik Canadap nunasiaateqarnerata kinguneratut isigisariaqarpoq, tamatumami kinguneranik maanna
tamaani najugaqartut eqqarsartaatsimikkut
kingunipiloqartitsimmata, taakkumi ilar-

passui ulluinnarni inuunertik ingerlassinnaajumallugu pisariaqartitaminnik tunngaviusunik ilungersuuteqartuummata.
– Meeqqat atuartut quliugaangata, arfineq
marluk naammattunik nerisassaqarneq
ajorput, aamma angerlarsimaffiit amerlanersaat inuttuallaartarput tamatumalu kinguneranik meeqqat angajoqqaalluunniit
unnuami eqqissillutik sinissinnaasaratik.
Tamanna ilikkagaqarsinnaanermut sulisinnaanermullu pitsaanngitsumik sunniuteqartarpoq, taanna oqarpoq.
Taamaattumik ikittuinnaat ilinniakkaminnik naammassinnissinnaasarput suliffissaaleqisullu amerlaqalutik; 13,7 procentiugamik. Tamanna illoqarfimmi inuunermi
erseqqittaqaaq, inuimmi ilarpassuisa pisiniarfissuup saavani qinnuuloorlutik asulilu
nikorfaannarlutik piffissaq atortarpaat.

Killiﬃk
akuerineqarsinnaanngitsoq
Ilinniartitaanermi ilinniartut amerlasuut
ilinniarnerminnik taamaatitsiinnartarnerannut patsisaasoq alla tassaavoq ilinniartut
oqaatsitigut killilimmik piginnaasaqarnerat.
Iqalunni Inuktitut taamaallaat 4. klasse
angullugu pinngitsoorani atuartitsissutigineqartussaavoq, nunaqarfiilli ilaanni avannarpasinnerusuniittuni – soorlu Mitsimatalimmi – 6. klasse angullugu atuartitsissutigineqartarlutik. Ilinniagaqarfiusuni
– aammami ulluinnarni inuunermi – Inuktitut Tuluit aamma Franskit oqaasiinut tulliullutik, oqaatsit pingajuattut inissisimapput.
Tamanna Madeleine Redfernip allanngortinneqartariaqarsoraa, tamatumali peqatigisaanik erseqqissarlugu tamaani najugaqartut imminut akisussaaffimmik annerusumik tigusisariaqartut aamma kulturitoqqamut oqaatsinullu tunngasut inuup
piginnaasaannit malunnarnerutinneqartariaqanngitsut, tassa assersuutigalugu sulisussamik atorfinitsitsisoqartillugu: - Suliffinni tamani – timmisartortartoq eqqaasan
ngikkaanni – inuup piginnaasaanit kulturimut tunngasut pingaartinneqarneroqqajaasarput. Taamaattariaqanngikkaluarpoq.

Tamatuma saniatigut borgmesteri isumaqarpoq, Akilinermi Inuit peqatigiiffippassui
Nunavuup ineriartortinneqarnissaanut
akornutaasut, taakkunanimi tamaani najugallit piukkunnaateqarluartut sulisorimmatigik, taakkulu ilaatigooriarlutik imminnut
akerlilersornissaminnut taarsiullugu ataatsimoorlutik Nunavummi atorfiit inuttalersornissaat ilungersuutigisinnaagaluaramikkik.
Peqatigiiffippassuit Redfernip attaveqarfigisaasa kalaallit tupaallaatigigajuttarpaat,
pisariaqartinneqarnerallu apeqqusertarlugu.

Sanilerisamit
isumassarsitinneqarneq
Taanna aperineqarami Nunavuup Kalaallit
Nunaat sutigut ilinniarfigisinnaaneraa,
illalaarujussuarpoq. Siorna Arctic Winter
Gamesertoqarneranut atatillugu suleqatigisatsinnik Nuummeersunik tikeraartoqaratta apeqqummik tamatuminngarpiaq
apeqquteqarfigaakka, hockeytarfipput kisiat
amigaatigigitsik. Eqqarsarlualaariarluni
oqaatsimi ima ilavai: - Nuummit mittarfipput takisooq kissaatigineqarunaraluarpoq;
tamannali aamma allanngulerunarluni.
Ilaatigut inuussutissat isumannaatsuunissaasa ilinniartitaanerullu saniatigut attaveqaqatigiinnermut atortulersuutit Iqalunni
pingaartinneqarnerupput. Redfernip timmisartoqarfittaaq aggustimi atoqqaarfissiorneqartoq aamma naluttarfittaaq timigissartarfittaarlu ukioq manna siusinnerusukkut
ammarneqartut tulluusimaarluni oqaluttuarai. Taama oqariarluni Nuummi umiarsualivittaaq aamma mittarfiliornissamut
pilersaarutit alutorsaatigalugit oqaatigai,
oqaatigalugillu tamakku isumatusaartumik
pilersaarusiorluni eqqarsaataasut – neriuutiginerarlugulu Nunavuup naalakkersuisoriligassaasa ilinniarfigisinnaassagaat.
Borgmesterip nunat tamalaat ataatsimiinneri peqataaffigisani aamma isumassarsiorfigilluartarpai, soorlu Arctic Circle
Reykjavikimi qanittukkut ingerlanneqartoq.
Tassani ingammik kalaallit erngup nukinganik atorluaanerminnik saqqummiussinerat
isumassarsiorfigilluarpaa, illoqarfimmini

akisussaasunut oqaloqatiginnissutigisani.
Tamannami piffissap ingerlanerani qujarullugu illoqarfimmi sarfaliuuterpassuarnut
dieselitortunut mingutsitsinngitsumik
nukissiornissamut iluaqusiisinnaassammat.

Illoqarfik kulturit assigiinngitsut
katersuuﬃat
Pisumut ataatsimut tunngatillugu Iqalunni illoqarfimmi inuit Nuummit aamma
allaanerussuteqarput: Procentit ikittunnguit
naggueqatigiinnit Inunnit allaanerusumik
tunuliaquteqartut, qaqortunik amiliinnaanngillat. Libanonimiut, Filippinerit aamma
Afrikamiut alutornaqutaasunut ilaapput.
Illoqarfik musliminut hunnorujut missaanniittunut naalaffeqarpoq aamma ukiut tamaasa »Black History Month« nalliussineqartarpoq, tamatumani innuttaasut taartumik
amillit kulturikkut tunuliaqutaat inuttullu
oqaluttuassartaat immikkut sammineqartarlutik.
Naak Nunavummi naggueqatigiinnit
Inunneersut nunagisaminni naqisimaneqartutut suli misigisimagaluarlutik, innuttaaqatiminnut allanik tunuliaquteqartunut
ammasorujussuupput. Redfernip oqaatigaa
tamatumunnga pissutaasinnaasoq tassaasoq, nunap inissisimanera aamma aaqqissugaanera Canadap sinneranut qanittumik
inissisimammat, Canadamiummi nunarsuarmi tamarmeersunit nunasisuusarmata.
Taamaalilluni naak Nunavimmiut nunarsuup sinneranut avissaarsimasutut misigisimagaluarlutik, ilaatigut illoqarfiit akornanni aqqusineqanngimmat, immap ikkappallaarnera aamma imaatigut angallavissat sikusarnerisa kingunerinik umiarsuit
angallannerat killeqaraluartut aamma allaat
internetikkut attaviit pitsaanngikkaluaqisut, nunarsuarmioqataaneq ersarilluinnarpoq. Ineriartorneq tamanna borgmesterip
tikilluaqqulluarpaa.
Marc Jacobsen Københavnip Universitetiani
naalagaaffiit pissusiinik ilisimatusarnermi ph.d.nngorniartuuvoq.
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Til tops i Nunavut:

Ny regeringsleder tager
magten på inuit manér
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

P

aul Quassa. Det er navnet på Nunavuts
nye regeringsleder. For 65 år siden blev
han født i en iglo tæt på byen Igloolik. Siden
har han blandt andet underskrevet Nunavut
Land Claims Agreement i 1993 og været
med til at få Nunavut på benene som nyt canadisk territorium i 1999. En erfaren herre,
der er Inuk med stort I. Han kom til magten
fredag d. 17. november på en måde, der er
væsentlig forskellig fra, hvordan vejen til
magtens tinder typisk foregår i resten af i
verden.

Konsensus-regering
At blive udpeget som regeringsleder og
fordele ministertaburetterne i Nunavut er
en helt særlig proces. Først bliver de 22 kandidater valgt, og derpå går der minimum to
uger før de samles i den lovgivende forsamling i Iqaluit for at sætte kandidaterne til de
magtfulde poster i den varme stol.
Systemet er kendt som ’konsensus-regering’, hvor der ikke findes politiske partier,
men hvor hver politiker i stedet repræsenterer sig selv og sin hjemstavn. Fortalere
for systemet fremhæver, at det er særligt
demokratisk og mere ligeværdigt. Kritikere
derimod, mener, at konsensus-delen ophører, så snart regeringen er udpeget, og at der
derefter reelt er to partier: regeringen og
alle andre, som fremstår som en usammenhængende, ukampdygtig opposition.
Seancen i den lovgivende forsamling er
i sig selv en oplevelse værd. Den er på én
gang både formel og afslappet. Fælles bøn
og forbud mod computere, kameraer og
telefoner er det første, der sker. I stedet for
via de sociale medier, kommunikerer politikerne uformelt gennem små papirlapper,
som de sender til hinanden med hjælp fra
unge, uniformerede soldater, der løber fra
stol til stol. Samtidig er der plads til, at børn
kan løbe uforstyrret rundt bagved podiet og
til at en tilhørende i ro og mag kan tage en
kniv med ind i salen.

Fælles kamp for de svageste i
samfundet
I år skulle der stemmes mellem fire kandidater til jobbet som regeringsleder: Patterk Netser, Paul Quassa, Joe Savikataaq og
Cathy Towtongie udgjorde det stærke felt.
Sidstnævnte var én af seks nyvalgte kvinder,
hvilket er rekord for Nunavut.
Efter ti minutters individuel salgstale og
efterfølgende svar på 30 spørgsmål stod det
klart, at kandidaternes fire hovedprioriteter
var nogenlunde enslydende: sundhed, ældreomsorg, uddannelse og boligområdet. Pt.
mangler der ca. 3000 boliger til Nunavuts
38.000 indbyggere, hvilket har negativ
indvirkning på forudsætningerne for at
tilegne sig ny viden og på spredningen af
sygdomme. Eksempelvis er tuberkulose 50
gange mere udbredt i Nunavut end i resten
af Canada.
Ældreområdet er ofte populært blandt
politikere, men i Nunavut er der en ekstra
væsentlig hale på opmærksomheden: da

I for inuktitut
Sproget, er en anden ting, der har en helt
speciel status i Nunavut, hvor inuktitut,
engelsk og fransk er de officielle. Det er
imidlertid kun de to store sprog, som man
kan færdiggøre en folkeskoleuddannelse
med, hvilket er under hård kritik fra de 85%
af Nunavummiut, som er Inuit.
Politikerne skifter flittigt mellem inuktitut og engelsk; endda ikke så sjældent i
en og samme tale, hvor man afhængigt af
emnet og ordforråd finder det ene mere
passende end det andet, hvilket udfordrer
oversætternes evne til at jonglere. Nogle få
politikere mestrer ikke inuktitut, mens en
enkelt ikke-Inuit ved navn Pat Angnakak
taler det flydende.
Samtlige kandidater var enige om, at
mere skal gøres for at fremme inuktitut, så
man i det mindste kan gennemføre folkeskolen på modersmålet. Især den nyvalgte
regeringsleder er klar til at tage hårdere
midler i brug ved at kræve af såvel offentlige institutioner som private virksomheder,
at deres medarbejdere skal lære inuktitut.
»Hvis russere kan lære hebraisk på syv måneder i Israel, så kan det også lade sig gøre
her« lød et af argumenterne fra kandidat
Towtongie.

Selvstændighed?
Selvstændighed blev ikke nævnt med ét ord
af forsamlingen. Selv de største kritikere af
Canadas regering omtalte uden tøven Nunavut som et canadisk territorium. Det kan
skyldes, at Canada er et meget heterogent
land, hvor ikke blot Nunavut, men også
flere andre dele af landet betegner sig selv
som unik, samtidig med, at man er udpræget tilfreds med styret i Ottawa.
Direkte adspurgt af Sermitsiaq om hvorvidt Nunavut er inspireret af uafhængighedsbevægelsen i Grønland var Poul Quassa
også hurtig til at dreje samtalen over på en
anden dimension. Hvis selvstændighed er
et tema, så er det et fælles inuit-projekt på
tværs af nuværende landegrænser i Canada,
Alaska, Chukotka og Grønland. Det er i
hvert fald ikke noget, der står på dagsordenen for regeringen de næste fire år.

Marc Jacobsen

Marc Jacobsen, Iqaluit, Nunavut

man ikke har passende faciliteter – såsom
plejehjem, avanceret lægebehandling og hospice – til denne gruppe, er de tit nødsaget
til at flytte flere tusinde kilometer sydpå,
når livets efterår melder sig. Det betyder, at
de ofte risikerer at måtte være uden deres
familier på sine sidste dage. For Inuit, hvor
ældre er omgivet af ekstraordinær stor
respekt og kærlighed, er dette en særlig trist
omstændighed.

Paul Quassa Nunavummi naalakkersuisunut siulittaasunngorpoq. Pisarneq malillugu
unammereernerup kingorna novembarip 17-ani inissinneqarpoq. Ilinniarneq, peqqinneq, illussat
aamma utoqqaat atugaasa pitsanngorsarneqarnissaat taassumap ukiuni tulliuttuni sisamani
sulissutiginiarpai.
Paul Quassa er Nunavuts nye regeringsleder. Han kom til magten fredag den 17. november efter
traditionelt kampvalg. Uddannelse, sundhed, boligområdet og bedre forhold for de ældre står
øverst på to-do listen for hans 4-årige regeringsperiode.

Marc Jacobsen er ph.d.-studerende ved
Statskundskab, Københavns Universitet.

Siulittaasoq aamma ministerit arfineq-marluk
isertortumik taasinikkut nanineqartarput.
Assimi politikerit 22-it taasinermik
ingerlatsipput.
Regeringslederen og de syv ministre bliver
fundet ved hemmelig afstemning. På fotoet er
de 22 politikere netop i gang med at stemme.

Marc Jacobsen

NY REGERING
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Nunavumi siuttunngortoq:

Naalakkersuisut siulittaasortaavat Inuit
iliortaasiat atorlugu pissaanermik tigusivoq
Marc Jacobsen, Iqaluit, Nunavut
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

P

aul Quassa. Nunavummi naalakkersuisut siulittaasortaavat taamak ateqarpoq. Ukiut 65-it matuma siorna illoqarfiup
Igloliup eqqani apummit illuliami inunngorpoq. Kingorna ilaatigut 1993-mi Nunavut
Land Claims Agreementi atsioqataaffigaa,
aamma 1999-mi Canadami nunat immikkoortortaqarfiattut Nunavut pilersinneqarmat peqataasimavoq. Angut misilittagalik
aamma Inuttut inuuneqarnerminik nuannarisalerujussuaq. Taanna novembarip
17-ani pissaanermik tigusivoq, tigusineralu
nunanut allanut sanilliullugu allaanerusumik ingerlanneqarpoq.

Naalakkersuisut-isumaqatigiissut

Inuiaqatigiinni sanngiitsortat
ataatsimoorussilluni
iliuuseqarfiginerat
Ukioq manna naalakkersuisut siulittaasussaatut sassartut sisamaapput: Patterk
Netser, Paul Quassa, Joe Savikataaq aamma
Cathy Towtongie. Kingulleq tassaavoq arnat
qinigaasimasut arfinillit akornanniittoq,
tamannalu Nunavummi rekortiliineruvoq.
Minutsit qulit imminut peqqusaareernerup kingorna aamma apeqqutit 30-it
akineqareernerata kingorna erseqqissivoq,
sassartut pingaartitaasa akornanni sisamat
imminnut assigiikkannersuusut: peqqinnissaqarfik, utoqqarnik passussineq, ilinniarneq aamma inissaqarniarneq. Ullumikkut
Nunavummi najugaqartut 38.000-it akornanni 3.000-it inissaaleqisuupput, tamannalu ilinnialernissamut nappaatillu tunillaassuunissaata pinaveersaartinneqarnissaanut
akornutitut inissisimavoq. Assersuutigalugu
tuberkulose Canadap sinneranut naleqqiullugu Nunavummi 50-riaamik atorneqarneruvoq.
Utoqqarnut tunngassuteqartut politikerit
akornanni soqutigineqartarput, kisianni
Nunavummi soqutiginninneq immikkuullarissumik pissuteqarpoq: passussivissanik
naleqquttunik peqanngimmat – soorlu
utoqqarmiut, nakorsartinnissat immikkuullarissut napparsimaviillu ajorunnaarsinnaanngitsut toqujartorfissaat – taava
amerlanertigut kujavarterlutik kilometerit
tuusintilikkutaat arlallit ungasitsigisumut
utoqqaliartorlutik nuuttariaqartarput. Tamanna isumaqarpoq ullussat kingulliit
ilaquttatik najornagit atortariaqartarmatigik. Inunnut, utoqqarnik immikkut ataqqisaqartuusunut, tamanna immikkut nuanninngitsumik tiguneqartarpoq.

I tassaavoq Inuktitut
Oqaatsit tassaapputtaaq Nunavummi im-

Inatsisiliortut akornanni ataatsimiinneq najoqqutassiat persuarsiutiginninnginnerlu
assigiimmik atorlugit ingerlanneqarpoq. Assimi Joe Savikataaq qinerneqarsimasut inuusunnerit
ilaanut illarsaarivoq. Savikataaq nammineq siulittaasussatut sassarsimagaluarpoq, kisianni
misilittagaqarnerusumit, Paul Quassamit ajugaaﬃgineqarpoq.
Seancen i den Lovgivende Forsamling er præget af lige dele formalitet og afslappethed. På fotoet
joker Joe Savikataaq med en af de yngste, nyvalgte politikere. Savikataaq var blandt kandidaterne til
posten som regeringsleder, men måtte sig se sig slået af den mere erfarne Paul Quassa.

mikkuullarissumik inissisimasut, tassami
inuktitut, tuluttut franskisullu oqaatsit
pisortatigoortumik oqaasiupput. Kisianni
oqaatsit angisuut marluk tassatuaapput
meeqqat atuarfianni soraarummeerutigineqarsinnaasut, tamannalu Nunavummi Inuit
akornanni, 85 procentiusunut, iluarineqanngitsorujussuuvoq.
Politikerit imaaliallaannaq inuktitut oqaloriarlutik tuluttut oqalulertarput; aamma
akuttunngitsumik oqalunnerup ataatsip
iluani, pineqartoq oqaasissaateqarnerillu
apeqqutaatillugit allamik tulluarnerusumik
oqaaseqarluni oqaluttoqalertarmat. Tamakku nutserisunut unamminartorsiortitsisarput. Politikerit ikittut inuktitut oqalussinnaanngillat, kisianni aamma Inunnut
ilaangitsoq, Pat Angnakak, ajornartorsiutiginagu inuktitut oqalussinnaavoq.
Sassartut tamarmik isumaqatigiissutigaat,
inuktitut oqaaseqarnerup siuarsarneqarnissaa siunertaralugu iliuuseqarnerusoqartariaqartoq, aamma minnerpaamik nammineq oqaatsit atorlugit meeqqat atuarfiannit
soraarummeersinnaasoqartariaqartoq. Pingaartumik naalakkersuisut siulittaasortaavat sakkortunerusumik pisortanut namminersortunullu, sulisut inuktitut ilinniartariaqarneranik piumasaqatalernissamut piareersimavoq. »Russit qaammatit arfineq-marluk
ingerlaneranni Israelimi hebræerisut ilikkarsinnaappata, aamma maani ajornarnavianngilaq«, sassartut ilaat, Towtongie, tunngavilersuivoq.

Namminersulerneq?
Ataatsimiinermi namminersorneq oqaatsimik ataasinnguamilluunniit eqqaaneqanngilaq. Canadami naalakkersuisunut isornartorsiuinerpaat nalornissuteqannguaratik
Nunavut Canadap ilagisaatut taakkartorpaat. Immaqa pissutaasinnaasoq tassaavoq
Canada tassaammat nuna assigiinngisitaartunik katiterneqarsimasoq, aamma Nunavut
kisimi pinnani imminut immikkuullarissutut taagortarpoq, ilutigisaanillu Ottawami
naalakkersuisut malunnartumik iluarisimaarneqarput.
Nunavut namminersulersinnaanermut
tunngatillugu Kalaallit Nunaannut isumassarsiorsimanersoq pillugu toqqaannaq Sermitsiamit aperineqarami, Poul Quassap
oqaloqatigiinneq allamut sangutipallappaa. Namminersornissaq oqallisigisassatut
sammineqartussaasimappat, taava Inuit
ataatsimut suliassaraat, aamma Canadami,
Alaskami, Chukotkami Kalaallit Nunaannilu
killeqarfiit maanna atuuttut akimorlugit.
Apeqqut tamanna qanorluunnit ukiuni tulliuttuni sisamani naalakkersuisut suliassamittut isiginngilaat.
Marc Jacobsen Københavnip Universitetiani
naalagaaffiit pissusiinik ilisimatusarfimmi ph.d.nngorniarpoq.

Iqalunni inatsisartoqarfik
Nunavut 1999-mi
pilersinneqarmat
piareersimasimavoq.
Tassani Nunavut siunissaa
pilersaarusiorneqartarpoq,
taamaattoq Canadap
naalakkersuisui aamma
Canadami Inuit kattuﬃi
oqartussaaﬃlerujussuupput.

Nunavummi illoqarfiit pingaarnersaani Iqalunni inatsisartoqarfik, tallimanngornermi novembarip
17-ani katersuuppoq, tassani ukiuni tulliuttuni sisamani ministerissat naalakkersuisullu
siulittaasussaat toqqarneqarlutik.
Den Lovgivende Forsamling i Nunavuts hovedstad Iqaluit, hvor politikerne samledes fredag
den 17. november for at vælge ministre og regeringsleder for de kommende fire år.

Marc Jacobsen

Marc Jacobsen

Nunavummi naalakkersuisut siulittaasussaanik ministerinillu toqqartuisarneq immikkuullarissumik ingerlanneqartarpoq.
Siullermik sassartussat 22-it nanineqartarput, taava tamatuma kingorna sivikinnerpaamik sapaatit-akuneri marluk utaqqisoqareerluni Iqalunni inatsisartut katersuuttarput, tassanilu kikkut naalakkersuisunut
ilaasortaasanersut toqqarneqartarput.
Periuseq taaneqartarpoq »naalakkersuisut-isumaqatigiissut«, tamaanilu politikkikkut parteeqarani inuit ataasikkaat imminut
aggerfitsillu sinnerlugit issiasarput. Periutsimut illersuisut erseqqissartarpaat, tamanna
immikkut oqartussaaqqataanermik naligiinnermillu pilersitsisartoq. Isornartorsiuisartut killormut isumaqarput oqarlutik, naalakkersuisut-isumaqatigiissut naalakkersuisut pilersinneqariartullu piunnaartartut,
aamma tamatuma kingorna piviusorsiortumik partiit marluk inissisimalersartut:
naalakkersuisut allallu sinneri tamarmik,
taakkulu sinneri ataqatigiinngitsumik iliuuseqallaqqinngitsumillu inissisimallutik
illuatungiliuttunngortartut.
Inatsisiliortut akornanni sulineq takussallugu immini misigisassaavoq. Ataatsikkut
ileqqoreqqusat persuarsiunnginnerillu
ingerlanneqartarput. Siulleq pisartoq
tassaavoq qinoqatigiinneq, aamma qarasaasianik, assiliivinnik oqarasuaatinillu
inerteqquteqarneq. Qarasaasiakkut atassuteqaatit pinnagit, pappilissat atorlugit

politikerit imminnut ilisimatitseqatigiittarput, taakkulu inuusuttunit sakkutuuaqqatut
atikkersorsimasunit issiavinniit issiavinnut
appaqattaarunneqartarput. Meeqqattaaq
ataatsimiititsisup ikorfaata tunuatigut akornusersorneqaratik appaqattaarsinnaapput,
aamma tusarnaariat akornutissaqanngitsumik inersuarmut savimmik nassataqarsinnaapput.

Marc Jacobsen

NAALAKKERSUISUT NUTAAT

Den Lovgivende Forsamling i
Iqaluit stod klar, da Nunavut
blev dannet i 1999. Her
lægges planerne for Nunavuts
fremtid, men såvel den
canadiske regering og de
mange inuitorganisationer
i Canada har også meget at
skulle have sagt.
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Nunanut allanut tunngasuni
naalakkersuisoq, Vivian
Motzfeldt, Ilulissanut tikittoq,
Issittumi naalagaaﬃnnut,
ICC-mut Samerådimullu,
tikeraartitsisooqataajartorluni.

Nunanut allanut ministeri Anders
Samuelsen aallartitanut siuttut allat
peqatigalugit qulimiguulimmik Ilimanamut
tikippoq. Samuelsenip nunanut allanut
ministeritut siullerpaameerluni Kalaallit
Nunaat tikeraarpaa. Siusinnerusukkut
nammineq inuttut maaneereersimavoq.

Vivian Motzfeldt,
Naalakkersuisoq for
Udenrigsanliggender,
ankommer til Ilulissat, hvor hun
var med-vært for de arktiske
stater, ICC og Samerådet.

Udenrigsminister Anders Samuelsen
ankommer til Ilimanaq efter en helikopter
sammen med de øvrige delegationsledere.
Det er første gang, at Samuelsen besøger
Grønland som udenrigsminister. Han har
tidligere været her i privat sammenhæng.

Ilulissat Erklæringen 10 år:

Et fredeligt Arktis
SAMEKSISTENS
Marc Jacobsen, Ilulissat
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

D

en 22. og 23. maj var Ilulissat centrum
for de arktiske stormagters opmærksomhed, da 10-året for den betydningsfulde
Ilulissat Erklæring blev markeret. En markering, der var Vivian Motzfeldts første opgave
som Naalakkersuisoq for Udenrigsanliggender, da hun sammen med Udenrigsminister
Anders Samuelsen var vært.

Vigtig for freden i Arktis
10-års jubilæet var et vigtigt signal om, at
samtlige arktiske stater ønsker fredelig
sameksistens i regionen, trods uenigheder
andre steder i verden og på trods af betydelige overlappende territorialkrav i Det
Arktiske Ocean.
Grønland og Danmark gør sammen krav
på 895.000 kvadratkilometer havbund,
hvilket er 18 gange større end Danmark
og næsten halvt så stort som Grønlands
nuværende landareal. Rusland og sandsynligvis også Canada gør krav på en stor del af
samme område, så for at sikre en fredelig
fordeling er det essentielt at have en fælles
aftale om, hvordan processen skal forløbe.
Det sikrer Ilulissat Erklæringen, som de
fem arktiske kyststater – Canada, Danmark/
Grønland, Norge, USA og Rusland – underskrev i 2008.
Kort fortalt er landene enige om, at FN’s
Kommission for Kontinentalsoklens Grænser
har mandat til at vurdere, hvilke(t) af kravene, der er videnskabeligt og juridisk belæg
for. Det kan være, at flere af kravene godkendes. Hvis det er tilfældet, er det op til landene
selv at finde et kompromis – og hvis ikke det
er muligt, har Den Internationale Domstol i
Haag det endelige ord. Med Ruslands begrænsede respekt for domstolens legitimitet in
mente, er det dog i alles interesse, hvis en
fredelig fordeling sker inden da.
Her skal det nævnes, at USA ikke har
ratificeret FN’s havretskonvention, da de
kræver fri amerikansk bevægelighed til
søs, men skiftende regeringer og landets
officielle Arktis-politik har gentagende
gange understreget tilslutning til Ilulissat
Erklæringen.

Større inklusion ved 10-års jubilæet
Til forskel fra 2008, var Finland, Sverige
og Island med til 10-års jubilæet. Da disse
tre lande udgør de øvrige medlemmer af
Arktisk Råd var de meget skuffede over ikke

at sidde med til bords i sin tid, men da de
ikke grænser op til Det Arktiske Ocean, blev
de dengang udelukket. Det var anderledes i
år, hvor de seks organisationer for oprindelige folk i Arktis også var inviteret med. På
grund af de høje omkostninger ved rejser i
Arktis, var det dog kun Inuit Circumpolar
Council og Samerådet der havde mulighed
for at deltage.
Ved Arktisk Råd Ministermødet i Fairbanks, Alaska, sidste år, indgik medlemslandene en fælles bindende forskningsaftale,
der giver bedre betingelser for polarforskere
på tværs af landegrænser. Nu – præcis ét år
efter – træder aftalen i kraft. Det blev markeret med en session med professor Jason
Box, professor Minik Rosing og Direktøren
for Arktisk Råds Sekretariat, Nina Buvang
Vaaja. Vivian Motzfeldt var ordstyrer. Fra
et grønlandsk perspektiv kan aftalen blive
særligt interessant, når forskningshub’en i
Nuuk engang bliver en realitet.
Sessionen var et godt eksempel på videnskabsdiplomati, hvor forskningen på den
ene side fremmer diplomatiske relationer,
mens diplomatiet på den anden side giver
forskerne bedre arbejdsvilkår. At det foregik
ved Diskobugten, hvor klimaforandringerne
er særligt synlige, gav sessionen en ekstra
dimension, som diplomaterne kan have i
baghovedet i deres fortsatte arbejde med
relation til Arktis.

Bæredygtig økonomisk udvikling
Mødet bød ligeledes på en tur til Ilimanaq,
hvor delegationerne lærte om bæredygtig
økonomisk udvikling, eksemplificeret ved
turisme med respekt for den lokale kultur
og natur. Minik Rosing og Administrerende
Direktør for Visit Greenland, Julia Pars, stod
for de underholdende og indsigtsfulde præsentationerne i et restaureret pakhus, der
for nylig modtog den prestigefulde kulturpris ’Europa Nostra’.
Mens Julia Pars berettede om de udfordringer og mange muligheder, som
Grønlands turismeindustri står over for, så
fortalte Minik Rosing blandt andet levende
om, hvordan August Kroghs nobelprisvidende forskning i kuldioxid fandt sted i
dette hjørne af verden. Mens det er vigtigt
at glædes over den banebrydende forskning,
som Arktis er hjem til, så er det – ifølge
Rosing – samtidig vigtigt at gøre en ekstra
indsats for at videreformidle forskningen til
og inddrage lokalbefolkningen. En besked,
som de tilstedeværende lod til at notere sig.
Det store fokus på bæredygtig økonomisk
udvikling er helt i tråd med Rigsfællesskabets dagsorden for udviklingen i Arktis. I
såvel Grønlands udenrigspolitiske redegø-

Professor Minik Rosingip ilisimatusarneq paasisaqarfiusoq ingerlanneqarsimasoq sulilu Kalaallit
Nunaanni ingerlanneqartoq oqaluttuaraa.
Professor Minik Rosing fortalte om den banebrydende forskning, som har fundet – og stadig
finder – sted i Grønland.

relser, den såkaldte Taksøe-rapport fra 2016
og i den fælles arktiske strategi fra 2011, er
økonomisk udvikling med respekt for lokal
kultur og natur et centralt element. Det blev
ligeledes understreget ved den stort anlagte
konference om bæredygtighedsmålene, som
Rigsfællesskabet var vært for i december
sidste år.
På den måde søger Grønland og Danmark
sammen at promovere et mere nuanceret
syn på udviklingen i Arktis, hvor klimaforandringerne ikke kun byder på negative
konsekvenser globalt, men også på nye
økonomiske muligheder lokalt.

Grønland på verdensscenen
Udover at nuancere synet på udviklingen i
Arktis, promovere turismen og sikre fortsat
tilslutning til fredelig fordeling af havbunden i Det Arktiske Ocean, så var 10-års
jubilæet ligeledes en mulighed for Grønland
til at markere sig internationalt. Derfor
var det også noget af det første, som blev

skrevet ind i Vivian Motzfeldts kalender, da
hun blev udpeget som Naalakkersuisoq for
Udenrigsanliggender i sidste uge.
Interessant nok, fandt ministermødet i
Arktisk Råd sidste år ligeledes sted en uge
efter, at Suka K. Frederiksen var blevet udpeget til samme embede. Timingen er tilfældig, men deres deltagelse understreger, at
arktiske events har en særligt høj prioritet,
da Grønland her har større mulighed for at
påvirke dagsordenen end i andre udenrigspolitiske sammenhænge.
Symbolikken ved, at mødet denne gang
foregik i Grønland og med en Naalakkersuisoq som medvært forstærker kun denne
prioritet. Samtidig er markeringen af fortsat
fredelig sameksistens og rimelig fordeling af
havbunden i Det Arktiske Ocean af væsentlig betydning for Grønland; for til syvende
og sidst er Rigsfællesskabets territorialkrav
på toppen af globussen en potentiel udvidelse af Grønland.
Marc Jacobsen er ph.d.-studerende ved Statskundskab, Københavns Universitet.
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Ilulissani Isumaqatigiissut ukiunik
qulinngortorsiortoq:

Issittoq
eqqissisimasoq
INOOQATIGIINNEQ
Marc Jacobsen, Ilulissat
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

I

lulissani Isumaqatigiissutip ukiunik qulinngortorsiornera malunnartinniarneqarmat Ilulissat Issittumi pissaanilissuit
eqqumaffiginninnerannut maajip 22-ani
23-anilu qitiuvoq. Malunnartitsineq nunanut allanut tunngasuni naalakkersuisup
Vivian Motzfeldtip naalakkersuisutut
suliassaani siullersaavoq, nunanut allanut
ministeri Anders Samuelsen peqatigalugu
tikeraartitsisuugami.

Ilulissani Isumaqatigiissut
Issittumi eqqissinnermut
pingaarutilik
Isumaqatigiissutip pilersinneqarneranit ukiunik qulinngortorsiorluni nalliuttorsiorneq
naalagaaffiit Issittumiittut tamarmik tamaani eqqissisimasumik inooqatigiinnissamik
kissaateqarnerannik pingaarutilimmik oqariartorneruvoq, nunarsuarmi sumiiffinni
allani isumaqatigiinnginneqaraluartoq Issittullu Imartaani killeqarfeqarnikkut piumasqaatit qaleriiaannerat annertugaluartoq.
Kalaallit Nunaat Danmarkilu immap
naqqanik 895.000 kvadratkilometerinik annertussusilimmik ataatsimut piumasaqaateqarput, taakkua Danmarkimit 18-eriaammik annertunerupput Kalaallit Nunaatalu
ullumikkut nunataata affangajaatut annertussuseqarlutik. Rusland qularnanngitsumillu aamma Canada sumiiffiup tamatuma
ilarujussuanut aamma piumasaqaateqarput,
taamaattumik eqqissisimasumik agguataarinissaq qularnaarniarlugu suliassap qanoq
ingerlanissaa pillugu ataatsimoorussamik
isumaqatigiissuteqarnissaq pingaaruteqarpoq. Tamanna Ilulissani Isumaqatigiissummit, naalagaaffiit Issittup imartaanut sineriaqartut tallimat – Canadap, Danmarkip/
Kalaallit Nunaata, Norgep, USA-p Ruslandillu – 2008-mi atsioqatigiissutigisaannit,
qularnaarneqarpoq.
Naatsumik oqaatigalugu nunat isumaqatigiissutigaat FN-imi nunat toqqaviisigut killeqarfinnut isumalioqatigiissitaq, piumasaqaatit sorliit ilisimatuussutsikkut inatsisitigullu
tunngavissaqarnerannik nalilersuinissamut
piginnaassuseqartoq. Imaassinnaavoq piumasaqaatit arlallit akuerineqartut. Taama
pisoqassappat nunat naaperiaqatigiinnissartik namminneq isumagissavaat – tamannalu
ajornassappat, nunat tamalaat akornanni
eqqartuussivissuaq Haagimiittoq inaarutaasumik aalajangiisussanngussaaq. Ruslandilli
eqqartuussiviup atorsinnaaneranik killilimmik ataqqinninnera eqqarsaatigissaganni
tamanna pitinnagu eqqissisimasumik agguataarinissaq tamanit soqutigineqarpoq.
Matumani oqaatigineqassaaq, USA-p
FN-imi immanut pisinnaatitaaffiit pillugit
isumaqatigiissut akuersissutigisimanngimmagu, Amerikamiut imaatigut killeqanngitsumik angalasinnaanissaat piumasarineqarmat, naalakkersuisuusartulli nunallu
Issittumut pisortatigoortumik politikkiata

Ilulissani Isumaqatigiissummut akuersaarneq arlaleriarlutik erseqqissaartarsimavaat.

Ukiunik qulinngortorsiornermi
akuutitsineq annerusoq
2008-mi pisup allaanerussutaanik Finland,
Sverige aamma Island ukiunik qulinngortorsiornermut peqataapput. Nunat taakkua
pingasut Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinnut
ilaasortaanertik tunngavigalugu taamani
isumaqatigiinniarnernut peqataannginnerminnik pakatsissutiginnittorujussuupput,
kisianni Issittup Imartaanut killeqarfeqannginnamik taamani peqataatinneqanngillat.
Ukioq mannali pisut allaanerupput, Issittumi nunat inoqqaavisa kattuffii arfinillit
ilanngullugit qaaqquneqarsimammata.
Taamaattorli Issittumi angalaniarnerup akisoorujussuunera pissutigalugu Inuit Circumpolar Council aamma Samerådet kisimik
peqataanssamut periarfissaqarput.
Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni ministerit Alaskami Fairbanksimi siorna ataatsimeeqatigiinneranni nunat ilaasortaasut
ilisimatusarneq pillugu pituttuisuusumik
ataatsimut isumaqatigiissuteqarput, taamaalillutillu Issittumi ilisimatusartut nunat killeqarfii akimorlugit pitsaanerusumik atugassaqartitaalerlutik. Maanna, ukiup ataatsip qaangiunnerani, isumaqatigiissut atuutilerpoq. Tamanna malunnartinniarneqarpoq professor Jason Box, professor Minik
Rosing aamma Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiit allattoqarfiannut pisortaq, Nina Buvang
Vaaja, peqataasoralugit. Vivian Motzfeldt
aqutsisuuvoq. Kalaallit Nunaata tungaanit isigalugu isumaqatigiissut immikkut
soqutiginaateqalersinnaavoq Nuummi
ilisimatusarnermut aallaavik piviusunngortinneqarpat.
Malunnartitsineq ilisimatuussutsikkut
aallartitaqarnermut assersuutissaalluarpoq,
illuatungaatigut ilisimatusarneq aallartitaqarnikkut attaveqaatinik siuarsaammat,
illuatungaatigullu aallartitaqarneq ilisimatusartunut sulinermi atugassarititaasunik
pitsaanerusunik tunniussaqarmat. Tamatuma Qeqertarsuup Tunuani, silap pissusaata
allanngoriartornerata immikkut takussaaffigisaanni, pineratigut malunnartitsineq

Minik Rosing angallammi peqataasut ilaannik Ilimanaliaassisumiittoq.
Minik Rosing ombord på båden, der fragtede nogle af deltagerne til og fra Ilimanaq.

immikkut pissuseqalersinneqarpoq, tamannalu aallartitanit Issittumut atatillugu suleriaqqinnerminni eqqaamaniarsinnaavaat.

Aningaasarsiornikkut imminut
napatittumik ineriartorneq
Ataatsimiinnermi aamma Ilimanamut takuniaasoqarpoq, aallartitanillu aningaasarsiornikkut imminut napatittumik ineriartorneq, najukkami kulturimut pinngortitamullu ataqqinnilluni takornariaqarnikkut
takutinneqartoq, ilikkagaqarfigineqarluni.
Minik Rosing Visit Greenlandillu pisortaanera Julia Pars quersuarmi nutartikkami,
’Europa Nostra’-mik kulturikkut nersornaammik ataqqinartumik qanittukkut
tunineqartumi, ilisarititsinernik aliikkutaalluartunik paasisimasaqarpaluttunillu,
isumaginnittuupput.
Julia Parsip Kalaallit Nunaanni takornariaqarnikkut unammilligassat periarfissarpassuillu oqaluttuarigai Minik Rosingip
ilaatigut August Kroghip kuldioxidimut
tunngasunik ilisimatusarnerata Nobelip
nersornaasiuttagaanik nersornaaserneqarsimasup nunarsuup ilaani tamaani ingerlanneqarsimanera oqaluttuaraa. Ilisimatusarnerup immikkut paasisaqarfiusup Issittumi
pisimaneranik nuannaarutiginninnissaq
pingaaruteqartoq, Rosing naapertorlugu,
tamatuma peqatigisaaanik ilisimatusarnerup ingerlateqqinnissaanut najukkamilu
innuttaasut peqataatinnissaannut immikkut
iliuuseqarnissaq aamma pingaaruteqarpoq.
Oqaatigineqartorlu najuuttunit maluginiarluarneqarnerpasippoq.
Aningaasarsiornikkut imminut napatittumik ineriartornermik pingaartitsinerujussuaq naalagaaffeqatigiit Issittumi ineriartornermut anguniagaannut naapertuulluinnarpoq. Kalaallit Nunaannit nunanut
allanut tunngasuni nassuiaatini, Taksøep

Jason Box, sermersuarmik ilisimatusaatiginninnermi professori, Ilimanami illutoqqamut
iluarsaanneqarsimasumut angalaqatigiinnit ullormi siullermi takuniaavigineqartumut apuuttoq.
Jason Box, professor i glaciologi, ankommer til en restaureret bygning i Ilimanaq, som
delegationerne besøgte den første dag.

nalunaarusiaani 2016-imeersumi Issittumullu ataatsimut periusissiami 2011-meersumi,
najukkami kulturimik pinngortitamillu
ataqqinnillu aningaasarsiornikkut ineriartortitsineq qitiulluinnarpoq. Tamanna aamma erseqqissarneqarpoq imminut napatittumik anguniakkat pillugit ataatsimeersuarnermi naalagaaffeqatigiit siorna decembarimi aaqqissuussaanni.
Taamaalillutik Kalaallit Nunaat Danmarkilu peqatigiillutik Issittumi ineriartornermut
isiginnittaatsimik tamatigoornerusumik
nittarsaassiniarput, tamatumanimi silap
pissusaata allanngoriartorneri nunarsuarmi
kingunipiloqaannaratik aamma najukkani
aningaasarsiornikkut periarfissanik nutaanik tunniussassaqarput.

Kalaallit Nunaat nunarsuarmi
nittarsaanneqartoq
Issittumi ineriartornermut isiginnittaatsip
tamatigoornerulersinneqarnerata, takornariaqarnerup nittarsaanneqarnerata kiisalu
Issittup Imartaani immap naqqanik eqqissisimasumik agguataarinissap tapersersuarneqarnerata qulakkeerneqarnerata saniatigut ukiunik qulinngortorsiorneq Kalaallit
Nunaata nunat tamalaat akornanni malunnartinnissaanut aamma periarfissaavoq.
Taamaattumik Vivian Motzfeldtip nunanut
allanut tunngasuni sapaatip-akunnerani
kingullermi naalakkersuisunngortinneqarnerani tamanna qaammatisiutaanut siulliit
ilaattut ilanngunneqarpoq,.
Soqutiginaateqartumik Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni ministerit siorna ataatsimiinnerat Suka K. Frederiksenip naalakkersuisuuffimmut tassunga toqqarneqarneraniit
sapaatip-akunnerata qaangiunnerani
aamma pivoq. Piffissamik eqquilluarneq
nalaatsorneruvoq, taakkualu peqataanerisigut erseqqissarneqarluni, Issittumi pisut
pingaarnersiuinermi qaffasissumik inissisimaffeqartut, Kalaallit Nunaat tamatumani
anguniakkanut sunniuteqarnissamut nunanut allanut tunngasunit allanit annerusumik periarfissaqarmat.
Ataatsimiinnerup tamatumuuna Kalaallit
Nunaanni naalakkersuisumillu tikeraartitseqateqarluni ingerlanneqarneratigut
pingaarnersiuineq tamanna nukittorsarneqaannarpoq. Tamatuma peqatigisaanik
eqqissisimasumik inooqatigiittuarnissap
Issittullu Imartaata naqqanik naapertuilluartumik agguataarinissap malunnartinneqarnerat Kalaallit Nunaannut pingaaruteqarpoq; naggaterpiaatigummi naalagaaffeqatigiinnit nunarsuup kaarfani killeqarfiit
annertusineqarnissaannik piumasaqaat
Kalaallit Nunaata annertunerulissutigisinnaavaa.
Marc Jacobsen Københavns Universitetimi
ph.d.-nngorniaavoq.
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ATTAVEQARFIIT
Marc Jacobsen, Reykjavik, Island
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

R

eykjavikimi tusarnaartitsisarfissuaq
Harpa sapaatip-akunnerata matuma
naanerani Arctic Circlemi ukiumoortumik
ataatsimeersuarfiussaaq, ataatsimeersuarnerlu ukiualuit ingerlanerinnaanni issittoq
pillugit ataatsimeersuarnerit annersarilersimavaat. Peqataasut 2000-it sinneqartut
nunanit 60-init amerlanerusuneersut nunarsuup immikkoortortaata tamatuma, ukiut
qulikkuutaat kingulliit ingerlaneranni nunarsuarmi politikkikkut pingaarutilerujussuartut inissisimaqqilersimasup, nunarsmiunit soqutigineqarnerujussuanut uppernarsaatissaapput. Kalaallit Nunaat pisarneq
malillugu sinniisuutitarpassuaqarpoq politikererpassuarnik, niuertunik, ilisimatusartunik allanillu, Issittumi ullormut oqaluuserisassanut sunniuteqarniarsarisunik attaveqatigiinnernillu nalilerujussuarnik nutaanik pilersitsiniartunik.

Kalaallit malunnaateqarluartut
Arctic Circle Kalaallit Nunaanni politikerinit
aallaqqaammulli pingaartitarilluinnarneqarsimavoq. Naalakkersuisut siulittaasorisimasaat, Kuupik V. Kleist, siusinnerusukkut
suliniummut pingaarnertut tunuliaqutaasut
akornanniissimavoq, ataatsimeersuarnermilu siullermi 2013-imi pisumi taamani naalakkersuisut siulittaasorisaat Aleqa Ham-

mond oqalugiartut siullerpaat akornanniippoq. Arctic Circle taamanimiilli Issittoq pillugu ataatsimeersuarnernit angisuunit allanit Tromsømi, Bruxellesimi, Seattlemi, Bodømi aamma Arkhangelskimi, pingaarnerulersimavoq.
Ukioq manna kalaalerpassuit peqataasut
ilaatigut tassaapput Aaja Chemnitz Larsen,
Aleqa Hammond aamma Jacob Nitter Sørensen, umiarsuit angallannerannut niuernermullu tunngasunik oqaluuserinnittussat.
Fang Fang aamma Manumina Lund Jensen,
marluullutik Ilisimatusarfimmi ph.d.-nngorniartuusut, ilisimatusaatigisaminnik kulturikkut silassorissutsimut qimuttunullu tunngasunik saqqummiussissapput.
Asii Chemnitz Narup aamma Kommuneqarfik Sermersooq tallimanngornermi unnukkut kalaallit nipilersugaannik, eqqmiitsuliaannik saqqummiussisaapput nerisassanillu ooqattaarisitsissallutik, Kuupik Kleist
arfininngornermi ullaap tungaani qaqisarfiit annersaannut qaqissaaq Pikialasorsuarmik isumalioqatigiissitaq, Inuit imartarujussuarmik uumasoqarluartumik Kalaallit
Nunaata kitaata avannaata Nunavullu akornanniittumik atuisinnaatitaalernissaannik
suliaqartoq, pillugu saqqummiussiartorluni.

Ataatsimeersuarnermi
pisussarpassuit
Ataatsimeersuarneq pisussarpassuarnik
aaqqissuussivigineqarsimasoq, pisussanik
assigiinngitsunik 90-it sinnerlugit, pinngortitamik illersuinermiit nunat inoqqaavisa
aatsitassarsiornermut pisinnaatitaaffiinut
kiisalu sakkutooqarnikkut ajornartorsiu-
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Kalaallit Nunaat
Issittoq pillugu
ataatsimeersuarnerit
annersaanni
sinniisuutitaqarluartoq

tinut tunngasunik imaqartoq, cirkusimik,
bazarimik pisiniarfissuarmillu taagorneqarluni akuttunngitsumik oqaatigineqartarpoq.
Neqeroorutit amerlaqaat taamaattumillu
ilisarititsinerit oqallinnerillu naleqquttut
nassaariniassagaanni piareersarluarsimanissaq pisariaqarluni.
Oqalugiartussarpassuit Issittumi oqaluuserisassanut sunniuteqarniarlutik tamaviaarlutik suliaqartut, allarpassuarnit periarfissaq iluatsillugu attaveqaatinik suleqatinillu nutaanik pilersitsiniarlunilu nassaarniartoqartarpoq. Suliaqarfiit pisortatigoortut

soorlu Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiit ingerlanneqarnerata akerlianik ataatsimeersuarneq taanna assingusullu allat ingerlatsisut
assigiinngiiaarnerust akornanni isumassarsianik paarlaasseqatigiinnernik naapeqatigiinnernillu pisussaaffiliinnginnerusunik
pisortatigoortuunnginnerusunillu neqerooruteqartarput.
Tamanna piffissap ingerlanerani isumaqatigiissutinik tigussaasunik – soorlu Royal
Arctic Linep aamma Islandimiut Eimskipip
akornanni isumaqatigiissummik – kiisalu
naalakkersuisut ulluinnarni naapeqatigiin-

Grønland er stærkt repræsenteret ved Arctic Circle
NETVÆRK
Marc Jacobsen, Reykjavik, Island
marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

R

eykjaviks koncerthus Harpa slår i
denne weekend dørene op til den årlige
Arctic Circle konference, der på få år er
blevet den største af sin slags. De mere end
2000 deltagere fra over 60 lande vidner om
den store globale interesse for regionen,
der i løbet af det seneste årti har oplevet en
geopolitisk renæssance. Grønland er som
sædvanlig stærkt repræsenteret af en lang
række politikere, forretningsfolk, forskere
med mere, der søger at påvirke den regionale dagsorden og etablere nye værdifulde
relationer.

Tydeligt grønlandsk aftryk
Arctic Circle har fra starten været en top-

prioritet for Grønlands politikere. Forhenværende landsstyreformand, Kuupik V.
Kleist, var i sin tid en af hovedmændene
bag initiativet og ved den første konference
i 2013, var daværende landsstyreformand
Aleqa Hammond blandt de allerførste talere.
Siden da har Arctic Circle rangeret over de
andre store cirkumpolare konferencer i
Tromsø, Bruxelles, Seattle, Bodø og Arkhangelsk.
Den lange liste af grønlandske deltagere i
år indeholder blandt andre Aaja Chemnitz
Larsen, Aleqa Hammond og Jacob Nitter
Sørensen, der skal diskutere skibsfart og
business. Fang Fang og Manumina Lund
Jensen, der begge er ph.d.-studerende ved
Ilisimatusarfik, skal præsentere deres forskning om henholdsvis kulturel intelligens og
slædehunde.
Fredag aften byder Asii Chemnitz Narup
og Sermersooq Kommune på grønlandsk
musik, kunst og madsmagning, og lørdag
formiddag entrerer Kuupik V. Kleist den

største scene for at fortælle om Pikialasorsuaq-kommissionen, der arbejder for
at Inuit kan råde over det store, biologisk
produktive område mellem det nordvestlige
Grønland og Nunavut.

Konference-karrusellen
Cirkus, bazar og supermarked er nogle af
de ord, som ofte bliver brugt til at beskrive
det tætpakkede konferenceprogram, der
byder på over 90 forskellige sessioner om
alt fra naturbeskyttelse og oprindelige folks
rettigheder til minedrift og militære sikkerhedsproblematikker. Tilbuddene er mange
og det kræver hjemmearbejde at finde frem
til netop de præsentationer og debatter, der
passer til ens smag.
Mens de mange talere gør en ihærdig indsats for at sætte præg på den arktiske dagsorden, så benytter mange andre lejligheden
til at udvide netværk og etablere nye samarbejder. Modsat de formelle institutioner

som eksempelvis Arktisk Råd, så tilbyder
denne og lignende konferencer muligheden
for mere uforpligtende ideudveksling og
uformelle møder blandt en bredere skare af
forskellige aktører.
Det kan med tiden resultere i konkrete
samarbejdsaftaler – såsom den mellem
Royal Arctic Line og islandske Eimskip – og
i tættere relationer mellem regeringer, der
kan have sværere ved at mødes i det daglige.
For Grønland – der i nogen grad er underlagt Danmark i udenrigspolitiske spørgsmål
– kan dette være en kærkommen mulighed for at styrke sine egne internationale
relationer.

Asiatisk indflydelse
Muligheden for at lade flere komme til orde
i diskussionerne om den arktiske udvikling
er et af formålene med, at konferencen i sin
tid opstod. To andre incitamenter var, at Island, for det første, var stærkt utilfreds med
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Arctic Circle Reykjavikip tusarnaartitsisarfissuani oktobarip 19-ianit 21-anut ingerlanneqassaaq.
Kalaallit Nunaat pisarnermisut ataatsimeersuarnermut ukiualunnguit ingerlanerinnaanni
Issittoq pillugu ataatsimeersuarnerit annersarilersimasaannut peqataatitarpassuaqarpoq.
Assi siorna naalagaaﬀeqatigiinneq Issittumi ilisimatusarneq pillugu pingaarutilimmik
ataatsimeersuartitsimmat assilisaavoq.
Arctic Circle løber af stablen 19.-21. oktober i Reykjaviks koncerthus. Som sædvanlig har
Grønland mange deltagere på konferencen, der på få år er blevet den største om Arktis. Dette
foto er taget sidste år, da rigsfællesskabet havde en stort anlagt session om arktisk forskning.

pore, alaatsinaatsutut inissisimaffeqalermata.
Asia nalinginnaasumik pingaartumillu Kina atatsimeersuarnermi pisussatut
pilersaarutini nuimasumik ukiuni tamani
inissisimaffeqartarsimapput. Ukioq mannalu allaanerunngilaq, Japanip nunanut
allanut ministeria, Taro Kono, Islandip
ministeriunera tulleralugu siullersaalluni
oqalugiassammat, Kinalu pisarnermisut
aallartitarpassuaqassammat, ilaatigut suliniummik ’Belt and Road’-imik – ’Issittumi
Siilikip Aqqutaatut’ aamma ilisimaneqartumik ilisarititsisussanik.
Arfininngornerup unnukkua Kina unnuanik, ’China Night’, atserneqarsimavoq,
tamatumanilu Kinami nunanut allanut ministereqarfik ataatsimeersuarnermut peqataasunut tamanut nerisassanik, qitinnermik
kung fumillu sassaalliuteqarlunilu saqqummiussaqassalluni, ataatsimeersuarnerlu

nissamut ajornakusoortitsisinnaasut akornanni attaveqarnernik qaninnerusunik
kinguneqarsinnaasarpoq. Kalaallit Nunaannut nunanut allanut tunngasuni Danmarkip ataaniittumut tamanna nunani allani
attaveqarfiit nukittorsarnissaannut periarfissatsialaasinnaavoq.

Asiamiut sunniuteqarnerat
Ataatsimeersuarneq pilersinneqarmat Issittumi ineriartorneq pillugu oqallinnermi
amerlanerusut oqaaseqarnissamut periarfis-

sinneqarsinnaanissaat siunertanut ilaavoq.
Tunngavilersuutigineqartut marluk tassaapput, Islandip siullertut Ilulissani Isumaqatigiissummut 2008-mi qaaqquneqarsimannginnerminik naammaginninngilluinnarnera, aappassaattullu, Islandip præsidentiata
ataatsimeersuarnermillu ilusilersuisup pingaarnerup, Ólafur Ragnar Grímssonip, Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinnik nunarsuarmioqataanerorpalaartumik ilisarnaateqalernissaq pillugu unammillerusussimanera.
Kingulleq 2013-imi iluatsippoq, Italia, Japan,
Kina, India, Korea Kujalleq aamma Singa-

naammassippat Islandimiut Kinamiullu
arsarnernik alaatsinaattarfittaavat, Kárhóll,
ammarneqassalluni. Kina taamaalilluni
Issittumi inissisimaffini ilisimatusarnerup
aqqani nukittorsassavaa, nukittorsaanerullu
tamanut Issittormiut qanoq isumaqarnissaanik eqqarsaatiginninneq oqaloqatigiinnikkut aliikkusersuinikkullu tamatigoortunngortinniarneqarluni.
Sermitsiami sapaatip-akunnerani tullermi
saqqummersumi ataatsimeersuarnermi susoqarsimanersoq pillugu annerusumik atuarit.
Marc Jacobsen Københavns Universitetimi
Statskundskabimi ph.d.-nngorniarpoq, tassanilu
Kalaallit Nunaata Danmarkillu nunat tamalaat
akornanni attaveqatigisaat Issittumut soqutiginninnerujussuat tunngavigalugu allaaseralugit.

UKIUT 25-it
28. OKTOBARI

Arctic Circle
ikke at være inviteret med i Ilulissat Erklæringen i 2008, og, for det andet, at Islands
daværende præsident og konferencens hovedarkitekt, Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson, ville
udfordre Arktisk Råd til at få en mere global
profil. Det sidste lykkedes i 2013, da Italien,
Japan, Kina, Indien, Sydkorea og Singapore
fik observatørstatus.
Asien generelt og Kina især har alle år
haft en privilegeret position i konferenceprogrammet. I år er ingen undtagelse; Japans udenrigsminister, Taro Kono, er første
taler efter Islands statsminister, mens Kina
som sædvanlig stiller med en stor delegation, der blandt andet skal præsentere ’Belt
and Road’ initiativet – også kendt som den
’Polare Silkevej’.
Lørdag aften er døbt ’China Night’, hvor
Kinas udenrigsministerium byder alle
konferencedeltagere på mad, drikke, dans
og kung fu, og når konferencen lukker og
slukker, åbner det nye islandsk-kinesiske
nordlys-observatorium, Kárhóll. I forsknin-

gens navn styrker Kina på den måde sin
position i Arktis, mens man med dialog og
underholdning forsøger at nuancere opfattelsen af, hvad denne styrkelse betyder for
beboerne i Arktis.
Læs mere om hvad der skete på konferencen i
næste uges Sermitsiaq.
Marc Jacobsen er ph.d.-studerende ved Statskundskab, Københavns Universitet, hvor han skriver om
Grønlands og Danmarks internationale relationer
i lyset af den store globale interesse for Arktis.
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Issittumi ilisimatusarneq najukkani
inuiaqatigiinnut tunniussaqarfiunerussaaq
ARCTIC CIRCLE
Marc Jacobsen, Reykjavik, Island
Email: marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk

I

ssittumi ataatsimeersuarnerit annerpaartaat »Arctic Circle« sapaatip-akunnerata
naanerani kingullermi Reykjavikimi ingerlanneqarpoq. Kalaallit Nunaannit peqataasut ilaatigut tassaapput ilisimatusartut,
niuertut politikerillu, Kalaallit Nunaata
avammut nittarsaannissaanut nunallu tamalaat akornanni attaveqarfinnik nutaanik
pilersitsinissamut ataatsimeersuarnermik
atuisut. Kalaallit Nunaannit saqqummiussat ilarpassuini ilisimatusarnerup Kalaallit Nunaanni ineriartornermut atuuffia
saqqummiutillattaarneqarpoq, taakkunanilu arlalinnit kaammattuutigineqarluni
Nuummi ilisimatusarnermut aallaavissamik
piaartumik pilersitsisoqartariaqartoq.

Silap pissusiata allanngornerinit
periarfissat unammilligassallu
Islandip ministeriunera – saamerlerneersoq
Katrín Jakobsdóttir – ammaalluni oqalugiarnermini Issittumi sooq ukiuni makkunani
periarfissanik unammilligassanillu nutaanik
pilersoqarneranut sunniuteqartorujussuarmik immikkut sammisaqarpoq: silap
pissusiata allanngornerinik. Nunarsuarmi
sumiiffinni allani agguaqatigiissilugu kiassuseq Issittumisut qaffariartigisimanngilaq.
Ukiuni kingullerni 50-70-ini pissutsit ineriartorsimanerat qiviaraanni qaffariaat nunarsuarmi agguaqatigiissillugu qaffariaammit
marloriaammik annertuneruvoq. »Tamanna
iliuuseqartariaqalersitsivoq«, Jakobsdóttir
erseqqissaavoq.
Japanip nunanut allanut ministeria, Taro
Kono, tulliulluni oqalugiarnermini sammisaq taanna nangillugu ingerlaqqippoq.
Quiasaarpaluttumik paasinnilluarpasittu-

millu upernaaq Ilulissani tikeraarnermini
»angallammut ilaanermini qiungajassimanini« oqaluttuaraa. Misigisaq tamanna Kono
naapertorlugu »eqqarsaatinik nunarsuup
kiatsikkiartorneranut tunngasuunngitsunik
eqqarsalersitsisimavoq«, angallatilli naalagaa nassuiaateqarsimalluni, sila naatsorsoruminaatsoq, silap pissusiata allanngorneranit inunnit pilersitaasumit pilersinneqartoq,
aamma ulorianartorsiornerujussuarmik
nassataqarsinnaasoq. Japanimi anorersuarujussuit tassaarsuaqarneralu sualulluinnartoq ukiuni kingullerni nalaanneqarsimasut
eqqarsaatigalugit nunanut allanut ministerip tamanna ilisarilluarsinnaanerarpaa.

Issittumi suli eqqissineqassasoq
Ruslandimi senatorip Sergey Kislakip oqalugiaataani Ilulissat aamma eqqaaneqarpoq,
Ilulissani Isumaqatigiissutip atsiorneqarneranit ukiut qulinngortorsiorlugit upernaaq

nalliuttorsiutiginninneq naalagaaffiit Issittumut sineriallit tallimat, Canadap, Danmarkip/Kalaallit Nunaata, Norgep, USA-p Ruslandillu, Issittup Imartaani killeqarfinnut
nutaanut nunat tamalaat akornanni inatsisit ilisimatuussutsillu tunngavigineqarnissaannik suli isumaqatigiinnerannut pingaarutilimmik malunnartitsiniarnerumma.
Ruslandip naalagaffimmi tunisassiarineqartut tamarmiusut 11 procentii nunap
issittortaani tunisassiarineqartarmata Ruslandimi naalakkersuisunit Issittumi suleqatigiinnerup pitsaasup attatiinnarneqarnissaa
immikkut soqutigisarineqarpoq, – Ukrainemi, Syriami nunarsuarmilu sumiiffinni
allani qanorluunniit pisoqaraluarpat. Pisulli
tamakkua tunngavigalugit nunanit killernit
killersuinerit Ruslandip avannarpasinnerpaartaani uuliamik gassimillu qalluinerup
ingerlatiinnarnissaanut unammilligassaapput annertuut, tamatumani teknologii
nunanit killerneersoq amerlanertigut pisa-
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Arctic Circlep ilisarnaataata assiliartarai
inuit arfinillit tasiortut. Inuit ilaannit tamanna
nassuiarneqartarpoq taakkua tassaasut
»Issittumi Naalagaaﬃit Tallimat« Canada,
Danmark/Kalaallit Nunaat, Norge, Rusland
aamma USA – Islandilu.
Ataatsimeersuartarneq pilersinneqarsimavoq Islandip 2008-mi Ilulissani
Isumaqatigiissummut atsioqataanissamut
qaaqquneqarsimannginneranik naammaginninnginnerujussuup kingunerartut.
Arctic Circle’s logo består af seks personer,
der holder i hånd. Nogle tolker det som det
er de såkaldte »Arktiske Fem« – Canada,
Danmark/Grønland, Norge, Rusland og USA
– og Island. Konferencen opstod i sin tid
blandt andet som resultat af stor
utilfredshed med, at Island ikke var inviteret
med til at underskrive Ilulissat Erklæringen
i 2008.

Den internationale Arktis-forskning
skal bidrage mere til lokalsamfundene
ARCTIC CIRCLE
Marc Jacobsen, Reykjavik, Island
Email: marc.jacobsen@ifs.ku.dk
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en største Arktis-konference ’Arctic
Circle’ fandt sted i Reykjavik i sidste
weekend. Grønland var repræsenteret af
blandt andet forskere, forretningsfolk og
politikere, der brugte konferencen til at
promovere Grønland på verdensscenen og
til at skabe nye internationale relationer.
Forskningens rolle i udviklingen af Grønland var et gennemgående tema i mange
grønlandske præsentationer, hvoraf flere
tilskyndede til, at en forskningshub snart
bør etableres i Nuuk.

Klimaforandringernes muligheder
og udfordringer
Islands statsminister – den venstreorientere-

de Katrín Jakobsdóttir – lagde i sin åbningstale vægt på den helt store faktor for, hvorfor der i disse år opstår nye muligheder og
udfordringer i Arktis: klimaforandringerne.
Intet andet sted på kloden er gennemsnitstemperaturen steget så meget, som i denne
region. Hvis man ser på udviklingen over
de seneste 50-70 år, så er stigningen faktisk
dobbelt så høj, som det globale gennemsnit.
»Det kalder på handling«, påpegede Jakobsdóttir.
Japans udenrigsminister, Taro Kono,
fortsatte samme fokus i sin efterfølgende
tale. Her beskrev han med humor og stor
indlevelse, hvordan han under sit besøg
i Ilulissat i foråret var ”ved at fryse ihjel
ombord på et skib”. En oplevelse, der ifølge
Kono ”ledte tankerne hen på alt andet end
global opvarmning”, men at skibets kaptajn
havde forklaret, at det utilregnelige vejr
– forårsaget af menneskeskabte klimaforandringer – netop også kan forårsage stor
fare. Med mange tyfoner og den voldsomme

tsunami, som Japan har oplevet de seneste
år, var det bestemt noget, som udenrigsministeren kunne relatere til.

Fortsat fred i Arktis
Ilulissat blev også nævnt i den russiske senators, Sergey Kislak, tale, hvor forårets 10-års
jubilæum for Ilulissat Erklæringen var en
vigtig markering af, at alle fem arktiske
kyststater – Canada, Danmark/Grønland,
Norge, USA og Rusland – fortsat er enige
om, at international lov og videnskab skal
danne grundlag for de nye territoriale grænsedragninger i Det Arktiske Ocean.
Da hele 11 procent af Ruslands bruttonationalprodukt bliver produceret i landets
arktiske egne, så er den russiske regering i
særlig grad interesseret i at bibeholde det
gode samarbejde i Arktis – uagtet hvad der
sker i Ukraine, Syrien og andre steder i verden. De vestlige sanktioner, der er indført
på grund af disse begivenheder, er imidler-

tid en stor udfordring for fortsat udvinding
af olie og gas i det nordligste Rusland, da
det i mange tilfælde kræver vestlig teknologi. På trods af det – og på trods af »forsøg
på at bringe NATO ind i Arktis« – så ser
senatoren dog »intet potentiale for seriøs
konflikt i Arktis«.

Videnskabsdiplomati
Et gennemgående tema på konferencen var
forskningssamarbejde, der både kan resultere i vigtige opdagelser og tættere relationer
på tværs af landegrænser. Især ikke-arktiske
lande såsom Kina, Japan, Italien og Frankrig
bruger videnskaben til at vise, hvordan de
kan bidrage i Arktis, samtidig med, at disse
indsatser også bliver brugt strategisk til at
legitimere deres tilstedeværelse i regionen.
Arktiske lande lægger dog også meget
stor vægt på forskningens betydning; godt
eksemplificeret ved Grønlands stort anlagte
session på konferencens hovedscene. Naal-
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Ataatsimeersuarnermi qulequtaq sammineqarluartoq tassaavoq ilisimatusarnikkut
suleqatigiinneq, nunat killeqarfii akimorlugit paasisanik pingaarutilinnik qanimullu
attaveqatigiinnermik kinguneqarsinnaasoq.
Pingaartumik nunat issittumiittuunngitsut soorlu Kinap, Japanip, Italiap aamma
Frankrigip ilisimatuussuseq atorlugu Issittumut sunik tunniussassaqarsinnaanertik
takutinniartarpaat, tamatumalu peqatigisaanik suliniutinik tamakkuninnga Issittumiissinnaatitaanerminnut tunngavilersuuteqartarlutik.
Nunalli issittumiittut ilisimatusarnerup
qanoq isumaqartiginera aamma pingaartilluinnarpaat; Kalaallit Nunaata ataatsimeersuarnermi saqqummiussisarfiit pingaarnersaanni takutitsineranit annertuumit
torrallavillugu takutinneqartutut. Naalakkersuisoq Ane Lone Bagger erseqqissaalluni
oqarpoq »ilinniartitaaneq ilisimatusarnerlu
Kalaallit Nunaanni aningaasaqarnikkut
imminut napatissinnaanerulernissamut
matuersaataasut«, »ajoraluartumilli Kalaallit
Nunaanni ilisimatusarnerujussuaq nunaqavissunut naammattumik iluaqutaasanngitsoq«.
Tamatuma allanngortinnissaanut aqqummi alloriarneq tassaassaaq Nuummi
ilisimatusarnermut aallaavimmik nunanit
tamalaanit peqataaffigineqartumik pilersitsinissaq, »tamanna Kalaallit Nunaanni ilisimatusarnermut inuiaqatigiinnillu nukittorsaataassammat«.
Malene Simonip Kalaallit Nunaanni Silap
pissusianik ilisimatusarfimmi aqutsisup
isuma tamanna isumaqaaffigaa. Taanna
nassuiaavoq, aallaavik Kalaallit Nunaanni
nunat tamalaat akornanni ilisimatusarnerup ataqatigiissaarneqarneranut kiisalu
nunaqavissut amerlanerusut paasissutissinneqartarnerannut akuutinneqarneruneran-

Islandip Kalaallit Nunaatalu
akornanni sanileriilluarneq

akkersuisoq Ane Lone Bagger pointerede,
at »uddannelse og forskning er nøglen til
en mere selvbærende økonomi i Grønland«, »men desværre kommer den megen
forskning i Grønland, ikke de lokale nok til
gode«.
Et skridt på vejen mod at ændre det,
vil være at etablere en international
forskningshub i Nuuk, hvilket »vil styrke
grønlandsk forskning og det grønlandske
samfund«.
Det synspunkt var Malene Simon (leder
af Grønlands Klimaforskningscenter) enig i.
Hun forklarede videre, hvordan hub’en især
vil kunne bidrage med koordinering af den
internationale forskning, der finder sted
i Grønland, samt videreformidling til og
bedre inklusion af flere lokale beboere.
Hvornår hub’en bliver etableret, hvad den
helt præcis skal kunne og hvordan den skal
se ud er imidlertid endnu ikke helt klart.
De seneste forlydender er, at man afventer
afslutningen på finanslovsforhandlingerne i
Danmark.

af betydningsfulde konferencedeltagere, der
var i byen på netop det tidspunkt. Med til
åbningen var blandt andre Alaskas senator,
Lisa Murkowski, Maines Guvernør, Paul LePage, og Islands Udenrigsminister, Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson.
Som svar på konferencens sidste spørgsmål, fremhævede Þórðarson netop denne
begivenhed, som eksempel på, at Island
prioriterer oprindelige folks rettigheder på
trods af, at Island er den eneste af Arktisk
Råds otte medlemsstater, der ikke har en
oprindelig befolkning. Til maj overtager
Island formandskabet af Arktisk Råd for
2019-2021. Derfor kan næste års Arctic
Circle meget vel komme til at blive præget
af det.
Marc Jacobsen er ph.d.-studerende ved
Statskundskab, Københavns Universitet,
hvor han forsker i Grønlands og Danmarks
internationale relationer i lyset af den store
globale interesse for Arktis.

Godt naboskab mellem Island og
Grønland
I samme weekend som Arctic Circle, åbnede
Grønlands repræsentation i Reykjavik. En
veltimet begivenhed i lyset af det store antal

Sapaatip-akunnerata naanera Arctic Circlep
ingerlanneqarfigisaa nalerorlugu Kalaallit
Nunaata Sinniisoqarfia Reykjavikimiittoq
ammarneqarpoq. Ataatsimeersuarnermut
peqataasorpassuit pingaarutillit taamaalinerani illoqarfimmiinnerat eqqarsaatigalugu
piffissamik eqquilluartumik pisoqartitsineq.
Ammaanersiornermut peqataasut ilaatigut
tassaapput Alaskap senatoria, Lisa Murkowski, Mainep Guvernøria, Paul LePage,
aamma Islandip nunanut allanut ministeria,
Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson.
Ataatsimeersuarnermi apeqqummut
kingullermut akissutitut Þórðarsonip pisoq
tamannarpiaq Islandip nunap inoqqaavisa
pisinnaatitaaffiinik pingaartitsineranut
assersuutitut erseqqissaatigaa, naak Island
Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinni ilaasortani arfineq-pingasuni kisiartaalluni nunap
inoqqaavinik inoqanngikkaluartoq. Islandip Issittumi Siunnersuisoqatigiinnut
2019-2021-mut siulittaasuuffik upernaaru
maajimi tigussavaa. Taamaattumik aappaagu Arctic Circleqarnissaa tamatuminnga
malunnaateqarluarsinnaassagunarpoq.
Marc Jacobsen Københavns Universitetimi
ph.d.-nngorniaavoq, tassanilu Issittumut
nunarsuarmit soqutiginninnerujussuaq tunngavigalugu Kalaallit Nunaata Danmarkillu
nunanut allanut attaveqarfiinik ilisimatusaatiginnilluni.
Malugiuk: Sapaatip-akunnerani kingullermi
allappugut, Aaja Chemnitz Larsenip (IA) Arctic
Circlemi umiarsuit ingerlaarnerannut niuernermullu tunngasut eqqartorniarai. Pisussat
allassimaffianni pisortatigoortumi tamanna allassimagaluartoq Inuit Ataqatigiit paasissutissiipput,
Larsen peqataanngitsoq.

NB: I sidste uge skrev vi, at Aaja Chemnitz
Larsen (IA) skulle diskutere skibsfart og business
på Arctic Circle. Selvom det stod i det officielle
program, har Inuit Ataqatigiit oplyst, at Larsen
ikke deltog.
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Ilisimatuussuseq tunngavigalugu
aallartitaqarneq

nillu peqataasinnaasoq.
Taamaattorli aallaavik qaqugu pilersinneqassanersoq, sunik suliaqarpiassanersoq
qanorlu isikkoqassanersoq suli paasinarsivissimanngilaq. Tusatsiakkat kingulliit
naapertorlugit, Danmarkimi aningaasanut
inatsisissaq pillugu isumaqatigiinniarnerit
naammassinissaat utaqqimaarneqarpoq.

Arctic Circle tassaavoq nunanut allanut naalakkersuisup Ane Lone Baggerip atorfittaamini nunat
tamalaat akornanni suliaasa annertuut siuillersaat. Matumani Islandip nunanut allanut ministeria
Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson Kalaallit Nunaata Sinniisoqarfiata Reykjavikimiittup ammarneqarnerani
assiliseqatigaa.
Arctic Circle var naalakkersuisoq for udenrigsanliggender, Ane Lone Baggers, første store
internationale opgave i sit nye embede. Her ses hun i selskab med Islands Udenrigsminister,
Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson, ved åbningsreceptionen af Grønlands repræsentation i Reykjavik.

Marc Jacobsen

riaqartinneqartarmat. Taamaakkaluartoq
–»NATO-lu Issittumut akuulersinniarneqaraluartoq« – senatori isumaqarpoq »Issittumi
ilungersunarluinnartumik aaqqiagiinngissuteqartoqalernissaa ilimanaateqanngitsoq«.

Naalakkersuisut siulittaasorisimasaat, Kuupik V. Kleist, Arctic Circlemik pilersitsiniarnermi
pingaarnertut inuttaasimasut ilagaat. Arctic Circle ullumikkut Issittoq pillugu
ataatsimeersuartarnerit annerpaartaraat.
Forhenværende landsstyreformand, Kuupik V. Kleist, var i sin tid en af hovedmændene
etableringen af Arctic Circle, der i dag er den største konference om Arktis.
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ørdag 20. oktober blev Grønlands repræsentation i Reykjavik officielt indviet.
Blandt de 150 gæster var prominente folk
som Islands udenrigsminister, Guðlaugur
Þór Þórðarson og Alaskas senator, Lisa
Murkowski, samt ambassadørerne fra Kinas,
Japans, Finlands og Tysklands ambassader i
Island. Det vidner om den store internationale opmærksomhed, der er for Grønland
og Arktis. En opmærksomhed, som man
ifølge chefen for Grønlands repræsentation
i Island, Jacob Isbosethsen, skal være bevidst
om og drage mest mulig nytte af. Hvad det
mere konkret betyder, kan du læse mere
om i dette interview med Isbosethsen.
Hvad er baggrunden for at etablere en repræsentation her i Reykjavik?
– Formålet er, at det skal skabe mere
vækst i Grønland. Alle de ting skal komme
befolkningen og det grønlandske samfund
til mest muligt gode og dermed skabe arbejdspladser og indtægter til Grønland – og så
ikke mindst have en større synlighed og forbindelse her til Island, som det er kutyme,
når et andet land opretter en ambassade. Vi
kan så gøre det på den her måde inden for
de rammer, der nu engang er, forklarer den
nye repræsentationschef i Reykjavik.
Har du en prioriteret liste over, hvad du først
skal i gang med?
– Til at starte med skal jeg først og
fremmest få styr på kontoret og gøre det
funktionsdygtigt, siger Jacob Isbosethsen og
fortsætter:

Jacob Isbosethsen Reykjavikimi
sinniisoqarfimmi kisimiilluni sulivoq,
naatsorsuutigaali ukiortaami
suleqateqalerumaarluni.
Jacob Isbosethsen er indtil videre eneste
ansatte ved repræsentationen i Reykjavik,
men det forventer han, at der bliver lavet om
på i begyndelsen af det nye år.

– Dernæst skal jeg skabe et overblik over,
hvilke samarbejder, der helt konkret er, og
sammen med Islands udenrigsministerium
og andre myndigheder identificere mulige
nye samarbejdsområder eller problemstillinger. Hertil kan jeg ligeledes trække på de
erfaringer som den danske ambassade og
den færøske repræsentation har.
– Naalakkersuisoq Ane Lone Bagger og jeg
havde møde med den islandske udenrigsminister Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson, hvor de –
udover en lang række andre ting – snakkede
om, at de meget gerne vil have udveksling
på flere områder. Eksempelvis på børne- og
ungeområdet, hvor der både kunne komme
islandske skoleklasser til Grønland og grønlandske skoleklasser til Island. Islands udenrigsminister nævnte, at der åbenbart har
været en islandsk fond med sådan et formål
tidligere, men at den af en eller anden årsag
ikke har kørt specielt godt. Det kunne være
noget, som vi kunne kigge på, for det er jo
oplagt, at det potentielt kunne være til god
gavn for de unge mennesker i begge lande.
– Vi arbejder også på at få en mere to-siddet eksport, så det ikke kun er Island, der
eksporterer til os.
– I Grønland omlader en del fisk til Island,
men spørgsmålet er, om der er så meget
mere eksport end blot det. Der er nogle få
souvenirbutikker, der sælger østgrønlandsk
håndværk og sådan nogle ting, men er det
bare det? Og er vi tilfredse med det? Der
åbner repræsentationen mulighed for, at vi
kan udvide dette område, hvis vi ellers kan
komme i omdrejninger derhjemme.
Samarbejdsaftalen mellem Eimskip og Royal
Arctic Line bliver ofte nævnt som et godt eksempel
på grønlandsk-islandsk forretningssamarbejde.
Hvad kan det helt konkret betyde for Grønland?
– Det kan da i hvert fald være med til
at åbne dørene til det nordamerikanske
marked, samt det meste af verden. Sammen
med den nye havn i Nuuk, de større skibe,
RAL har købt, og den her samarbejdsaftale,
så er der basis for nye muligheder.
Hvis vi zoomer lidt ud, hvad betyder det så for
Grønland at kunne agere endnu mere selvstændigt
på den internationale scene ved nu også at have en
repræsentation i Reykjavik?
– Det betyder, at opmærksomheden om
Grønland bliver meget større. Her i Reykjavik bliver der holdt enormt mange internationale arrangementer – som for eksempel
Arctic Circle – så der er mange gode muligheder for at vise det ”grønlandske flag”
ved sådan nogle begivenheder. Det giver
mulighed for at skabe nogle rammer, som i
sidste ende skal komme dem derhjemme til
gavn, hvad enten det er på politisk niveau,
erhvervet, kulturlivet eller foreninger, med
videre.
Til forskel fra Grønlands repræsentationer i
Washington D.C. og Bruxelles, så ligger denne
i Reykjavik et godt stykke væk fra Danmarks
ambassade. De nærmeste naboer er ambassaderne
for Rusland, Indien, Canada, Sverige og Færøerne.
Er det en bevidst overvejelse om at signalere større
selvstændighed?
– Der har ikke været nogle som helst
overvejelser i den retning. Det har bare
været et spørgsmål om at få vores budget og
økonomi til at hænge sammen, og så har vi
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Grønlands
repræsentation i Island
giver nye internationale
muligheder

Jacob Isbosethsen, ilagalugit Islandip nunanut allanut ministeria Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson
aamma nunanut allanut tunngasunutd naalakkersuisoq, Ane Lone Bagger.
Jacob Isbosethsen i selskab med Islands udenrigsminister Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson og
naalakkersuisoq for udenrigsanliggender, Ane Lone Bagger.

været ret heldige at finde det sted, hvor vi
har fået forhandlet huslejen ned. Dels var
det vigtigt for os at være tæt på byen og ministerierne, Altinget og andre ambassader,
så det har faktisk været de kriterier, der har
vægtet højst. At det så ligger lige der, er bare
en tilfældighed.
– Færingerne og andre har tidligere flyttet
kontor, og det kan jo være, at vi bliver nødt
til at gøre det samme engang i fremtiden.

– Jeg kan i hvert fald sige, at den Joint
Declaration som blev underskrevet af Grønland og Island i 2013 opridser de politiske
prioriteringer, der blandt andet er mellem
Grønland og Island, og det er at udvide
og udbygge det eksisterende samarbejde
og finde nye samarbejder, hvor det giver
mening. Og så skal man heller ikke undervurdere det kulturelle og politiske venskab,
som der er mellem Grønland og Island. Kina
er anderledes end den måde, som vi har
bygget vores samfund op på her i Nordatlanten og i Arktis.
– Vi har i øvrigt et rigtig godt samarbejde
med Danmarks ambassade i Beijing – og
mange af de større handelsdelegationer
går jo til Kina hvert år – så jeg tror det er et
spørgsmål om tid, før de relationer bliver
styrket yderligere.
Hvordan er samarbejdet med Danmarks ambassade her i Reykjavik?
– Vi har altid haft et rigtig godt og tæt
samarbejde. Ambassaden har været meget
behjælpelige og ydet en flot service. Tidligere har de også udført et stort arbejde for
Grønland på sundhedsområdet, hvor Island
tager imod akutte patienter fra for eksempel Østgrønland. Når selvstyret og de forskellige departementer har bedt ambassaden
i Island om hjælp, så er det kun mit indtryk,
at de har været til stor hjælp sammen med
Gert Larsen, som har ydet en fantastisk
indsats for vores landsmænd i nød. (Gert
Larsen har i mange år hjulpet og tolket for
grønlændere, der kom til
Reykjavik. I 2012 modtog han Nersornaat
i sølv for sin indsats red.). At vi åbner en repræsentation her i Reykjavik betyder ikke,
at dette samarbejde ophører. Jeg kan kun
forestille mig, at samarbejdet bliver endnu
mere styrket og relevant, nu hvor vi også er

fysisk til stede. Jeg ser det kun som en rigtig
stor fordel, at vi nu er til stede sammen med
Færøerne og Danmark her i Reykjavik, så vi
kan koordinere vores indsatser, ligesom for
eksempel i København og Bruxelles, hvor vi
alle er tilstede og kan have tæt kontakt og
koordinere.
Island bliver ofte nævnt som et forbillede for
Grønland i og med, at det er en tidligere dansk
koloni, der i dag er selvstændig. Har det været en
overvejelse i forbindelse med at etablere repræsentationen her i Reykjavik først?
– Nej, jeg tror ikke man kan sammenligne det på den måde, men jeg tror det
giver en fordel i samarbejdet, at vi alle har
den samme fortid til fælles. Det er vigtigt, at
Island forstår den position som vi er i under
Kongeriget Danmark; hvordan vi kan agere
og reagere. Det er en fordel, at vi ikke skal
til at forklare det, som andre lande kan have
meget svært ved at forstå; hvad det er for en
konstruktion og rammer, som det er at vi
arbejder inden for.
– Island har jo prøvet, hvordan det er
at være »lillebror i et forhold« – ligesom
Grønland og Færøerne naturligt ikke har
de samme ressourcer i Rigsfællesskabet
som Danmark i kraft af sin økonomiske og
befolkningsmæssige størrelse jo har – så
Island respekterer fuldt ud, hvordan tingene
fungerer og hvilke rammer der eksistere. Alt
andet lige, gør det jo samarbejdet nemmere
og hurtigere.
Hvordan ser dine planer ud for den nærmeste
fremtid? Du er alene på repræsentationen ikke
sandt? Er der udsigt til, at du får nogle medarbejdere snart?
– Lige nu er jeg alene. Men jeg håber, at
jeg fra starten af 2019 får mulighed for at
få en lokalansat sekretær – som kan tale
og skrive islandsk, da det vil være en stor
fordel og hjælp – og så håber jeg også, at
der bliver mulighed for at få en ny praktikant i seks måneder ad gangen, så de unge
mennesker kan få skabt nogle relationer og
erfaringer inden for det grønlandske diplomati. Det er udsigterne, som vi planlægger
ud fra, og så må vi se, om tingene falder på
plads på finansloven for 2019.
Marc Jacobsen er ph.d.-studerende ved
Statskundskab, Københavns Universitet.
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rfininngornermi oktobarip 20-anni
Kalaallit Nunaata Reykjavikimi sinniisoqarfia pisortatigoortumik ammarnersiorneqarpoq. Qaaqqusat 150-it ilagaat
inuit nuimasuut, soorlu Islandip nunanut
allanut tunngasunut ministeria Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson Alaskallu senatoria Lisa
Murkowski, kiisalu Kinap, Japanip, Finlandip Tysklandillu Islandimi aallartitaat.
Tamanna nunat tamalaat Kalaallit Nunaannik Issittumillu soqutiginninnerujussuannik
takutitsivoq. Kalaallit Nunaata Islandimi
sinniisoqarfiata pisortaa Jacob Isbosethsen
naapertorlugu soqutiginninneq tamanna
ilisimaneqarluassaaq sapinngisamillu atorluarniarneqassalluni. Tamanna qanorpiaq
isumaqarnersoq Isbosethsenip apersorneqarnerani paasisaqarfiginerusinnaavat.
Maani Reykjavikimi sinniisoqarfimmik pilersitsinermut suna tunuliaqutaava?
– Siunertaavoq Kalaallit Nunatsinni
siuariartornerulersitsinissaq. Makkua tamarmik nunatsinni innuttaasunut inuiaqatigiinnullu sapinngisamik pitsaanerpaamik
iluaqutissiissapput, taamaasillunilu Kalaallit
Nunaannut suliffinnik isertitassanillu pilersitsillutik – minnerunngitsumillu Islandimi
saqqumilaarnerulissagatta attaveqaqatigiinnerpullu annertunerulersillugu, tamanna
ileqquusarmat nuna nunami allami aallartitaqarfeqaleraangat. Taamaasiorsinnaavugullu sinaakkutassatut atugassarititat iluanni,
Reykjavikimi nunatta sinniisoqarfittaavata
pisortaa nassuiaavoq.
Suliassatit pingaarnersiorlugit tulleriiaarsimavigit?
– Aallaqqaammut siullerpaamik allaffik
iluarsaatissavara ingerlatsilluarsinnaasunngortillugu, Jacob Isbosethsen oqarpoq
nangillunilu:
– Tulliullugu qulaajarniassavara suut
piviulluinnartumik suleqatigiissutigineqarsinnaanersut, Islandillu nunanut allanut
ministereqarfia oqartussaasullu allat peqatigalugit suleqatigiiffigisinnaasanik nutaanik
ajornartorsiutinilluunniit aaqqinniaqatigisinnaasatsinnik paasiniaalluta. Tamakkunatigut aamma qallunaat aallartitaqarfiata
Savalimmiormiullu sinniisoqarfiata misilittagaat iluaqutiginiarsinnaavakka.
– Naalakkersuisoq Ane Lone Bagger ilagalugu Islandip nunanut allanut ministeria
Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson ataatsimeeqatigisimavara tassanilu – suut allarpassuit
saniatigut – oqaluppoq sutigut arlalitsigut
taarseeqatigiittarnissarput kissaatiginarteqigitsik. Assersuutigalugu meeqqat inuusuttullu eqqarsaatigalugit, islandimi atuaqatigiit nunatsinnukartalerlutik, nunatsinnilu
atuaqatigiit Islandimukartalerlutik. Islandip
nunanut allanut tunngasunut ministeriata aamma oqaatigaa siusinnerusukkut
islandimi aningaasaateqarfeqarsimagaluartoq tamatuminnga siunertalimmik, sunali
pissutiginerlugu iluamik ingerlalluarsimanngitsoq. Tamanna misissorsinnaasatta
ilagisinnaavaat, qularnanngilarmi tamanna
nunat taakkua marluk inuusuttortaannut
iluaqutaassasoq.
– Aamma avammut tuniniakkanik
tuniniaaffigeqatigiinnerulernissarput

sulissutigaarput, Islandi kisimi nunatsinnut tuniniaasarani uaguttaaq Islandimut
tuniniaasalerniassagatta.
– Kalaallit Nunaata aalisagarpassuit
Islandimi umiarsuarnut allanut usilersorteqqittarpai, apeqqutaavorli taannaannaanngitsumik avammut tassunga tuniniagassaqarnersoq. Tunumiut sanalugaannik
assassugaannillu pisiniarfeqarpoq ikittunnguanik, taakkuinnaassappalli? Tamannalu
naammagiinnassavarput? Tamakkunatigut
annertusaanissatsinnik sinniisoqarfiup ammaappaatigut, nunatsinni ilungersuutiginnilersinnaasuugutta.
Eimshipip Royal Arctic Linellu suleqatigiinnissamik isumaqatigiissutaat kalaallit-Islandimiut
niuernikkut suleqatigiilluarnerannut assersuutissatsialattut oqaatigineqakulasarpoq. Tamanna
Kalaallit Nunaannut qanorpiaq pingaaruteqartigilersinnaava?
– Amerikami avannarlermi nunarsuullu
annersaani tuniniaavinnut ammaasseqataasinnaalluaqaaq. Nuummi umiarsualivittaassaq, RAL-ip umiarsuit anginerusut pisiai, suleqatigiinnissamillu isumaqatigiissut nutaaq
pissutigalugit nutaanik periarfissaqalerpoq.
Avammut saannerulaariarutta taava Kalaallit
Nunaannut qanoq isumaqarpa nunani tamalaani
suli nammineernerusumik iliorsinnnaalerneq,
maanna aamma Reykjavikimi sinniisoqarfeqalernikkut?
– Tamanna isumaqarpoq Kalaallit Nunaat
sammitinneqarnerujussuanngussasoq.
Maani Reykjavikimi nunanit tamalaanit
peqataaffigineqartunik aaqqissuussarpassuaqartarpoq – assersuutigalugu Arctic
Circle – taamaattumik pisuni tamakkunani
»kalaallit erfalasuata« nittarsaannissaanut
periarfissarpassuaqarpoq. Tamanna sinaakkutassiornissanik periarfissiivoq, naggataatigut nunatsinni iluaqutaasussanik, politikkikkut, inuussutissarsiornikkut, kulturikkut
peqatigiiffeqarnikkullu, ilaalu ilanngullugit.
Kalaallit Nunaata Washington D.C.-mi
Bruxellesimilu sinniisoqarfii Danmarkip aallartitaqarfiisa eqqannguanniittut, Reykjavikimi
sinniisoqarfik Danmarkip aallartitaqarfianit
ungasiartumiippoq. Sinniisoqarfiup qaninnerpaartarai Ruslandip, Indiap, Canadap, Sverigep
Savalimmiullu aallartitaqarfii. Tamanna nammineernerulersimanermik nalunaajaaniarnerua?
– Naami, taamatut eqqarsartoqarsimanngilluinnarsimavoq. Apeqqutaaginnarsimavoq atugassarititat aningaasallu
ataqatigiissinnissaat, iluatsitsilluaqalutalu
inissatsinnik nassaarsimavugut attartorneranut akia isumaqatigiinniutigalugu appartillugu. Ilaatigut uagutsinnut pingaaruteqarsimavoq illoqarfimmut ministereqarfinnullu,
Altingimut aallartitaqarfiillu allat qanittuanniinnissarput, taamaattumik tamakkua
pingaarnerpaatut tunngavissaatinneqarsimapput. Tassungarpiarlu inississimanerput
nalaatsornerinnaavoq.
– Savalimmiormiut allallu siusinnerusukkut allaffitsik nuuttariaqartarsimavaat,
imaassinnaavorlu aamma uagut siunissami
taamaasiortariaqassasugut.
Naalakkersuisut aamma pingaartillugu anguniagaraat Kinami sinniisoqarfeqalernissaq. Soormitaava sinniisoqarfik una salliutinneqarsimasoq?
Islandi suleqatissatut pingaarnerua?
– Tamatumunnga oqarsinnaavunga Joint
Declarationikkut, Kalaallit Nunaata Islandillu 2013-imi atsioqatigiissutigisimasaatigut, Kalaallit Nunaata Islandillu akornanni
politikkikkut pingaarnerutitassat allattorsimammata, tassaappullu suleqatigiiffiusut
pioreersut annertusarnissaat suleqatigiif-

Marc Jacobsen

Nunatta Islandimi sinniisoqarfia nunani
tamalaani periarfissanik nutaanik pilersitsissaaq

Jacob Isbosethsen Kunngeqarfiullu Danmarkip Islandimi ambassadøria Eva Egesborg.
Isbosethsenip naatsorsuutigaa aallartitaqarfimmik qanimut suleqateqarneq nukittunerulissasoq,
maanna Kalaallit Nunaat nammineq nunami tassani sinniisoqarfeqalermat.
Repræsentationschef Jacob Isbosethsen i selskab med Kongeriget Danmarks ambassadør i Island,
Eva Egesborg. Det tætte samarbejde med ambassaden forventer Isbosethsen vil blive yderligere
styrket nu, når Grønland også har sin egen repræsentation i landet.

fissanillu nutaanik, isumassalinnik, nassaarniarnissaq. Aammalu Kalaallit Nunaata
Islandillu kulturikkut politikkikkullu
ikinngutigiissuunerisa sunniutai puigorneqassanngillat. Maani Atlantikup Avannaani
Issittumilu inuiaqatigiinnik ingerlatseriaasitsinnit Kina allaanerusumik ingerlatseriaaseqarpoq.
– Aamma Danmarkip Beijingimi aallartitaqarfia suleqatigilluaqaarput – niuernermillu ingerlatsivissuit angisuut ilarpassui
ukiut tamaasa Kinamukartarput – taamaattumik isumaqarpunga piffissaq apeqqutaaginnartoq attaveqaqatigiinnerit tamakkua
suli sakkortunerulernissaannut.
Maani Reykjavikimi Danmarkip aallartitaqarfianik suleqateqarnersi qanoq ippa?
– Tamatigut pitsaasumik qanimullu
suleqatigisarparput. Aallartitaqarfik ikiuukkusuttarsimaqaaq sullilluartaqalutalu.
Aamma siusinnerusukkut peqqinnissaqarnikkut Kalaallit Nunaat annertuumik sullittarsimavaat, taamaasilluni assersuutigalugu
Tunumi pinartumik napparsimalersut
Islandimut katsorsariarneqartalerlutik.
Nalunngilara namminersorlutik oqartussat naalakkersuisoqarfiillu assigiinngitsut
Islandimi aallartitaqarfimmut ikioqqullutik
qinnuteqaraangata Gert Larsen, nunaqqatitsinnik ajornartorsiortunik tupinnaannartumik ikiuulluartarsimaqisoq, peqatigalugu
ikiuutaasartorujussuusimasoq. (Gert Larsen
kalaallinut Reykjavikimut pisunut ukiorpassuarni oqaluttaasarsimavoq. Sulilluarsimanini pillugu 2012-imi Nersornaammik
sølvimik nersornaaserneqarpoq, aaqq.).
Reykjavikimi sinniisoqarfimmik ammaagatta imaanngilaq suleqatigiinneq unissasoq.
Takorluuinnarsinnaavara suleqatigiinnerput
suli nukittusnerulissasoq piviusuunerulerlunilu, maanna maaniileratta. Savalimmiut
Danmarkilu peqatigalugit maani Reykjavikimiileratta iluaqutissarujussuartut isigaara,
taamaasilluta suliniutivut ataqatigiissarsinnaagatsigit, soorlu assersuutigalugu
Københavnimi Bruxellesimilu pisarnitsitut,
sumiiffimmeeqatigiilluta qanimullu attaveqaqatigiillutalu ataqatigiissaarisinnaalluta.
Island Kalaallit Nunaata maligassaatut oqaatigi-

neqakulasarpoq, tassa qallunaat nunasiarinikuusimammassuk ullumikkullu nuna namminersortuulluni. Tamanna isumaliutigineqarsimava Reykjavikimi
siulliullugu sinniisoqarfiliorsimanermut?
– Naamik, isumaqarpunga taamatut sanilliussisoqarsinnaanngitsoq, isumaqarpungali
tamatta ataatsimut atugaqarsimanerput
suleqatigiinnermut iluaqutaasoq. Pingaaruteqarpoq Islandip paasissagaa Kunngeqarfiup Danmarkip ataaniilluta qanoq inissisimanerput; qanoq pissusilersorsinnaasugut
qisuariarsinnaanersugullu. Iluaqutaavoq
tamanna, nunat allat paasiuminaatsittorujussuat, nassuiartariaqannginnatsigu;
sulinitsinni atugassarisat sinaakkutassallu
suut atornerivut.
– Islandimmi »peqatigiinnermi nukaalluni« qanoq innersoq misiginikuuaa –
soorluttaaq Kalaallit Nunaat Savalimmiullu
aningaasaqarnikkut innuttaasullu amerlassusaatigut piginnaasakinnertik pissutigalugu Naalagaaffeqatigiinni Danmarkimut
sanilliussinnaanngitsut – taamaattumik
Islandip paasilluarsimavaa pissutsit qanoq
ingerlanersut sinaakkutassallu suut atorneqarnersut. Tamannarpiaq pissutigalugu
suleqatigiinneq ajornannginnerullunilu
sukkaneruvoq.
Siuniissamut qaninnerpaamut suut pilersaarutigaagit? Ilaa sinniisoqarfimmi kisimiipputit?
Qanittukkut suleqateqalissavit?
– Massakkorpiaq kisimiippunga. Neriuppungali 2019-ip aallartinnerani maanimiumik allatsitaarsinnaassallunga – islandimiusut oqaluttumik allassinnaasumillu,
iluaqutaallunilu iluaqutaalluassagaluaqimmat – taavalu aamma neriuutigaara qaammatit arfinilikkaarlugit praktikkertunik
nutaanik tikisitsisarsinnaassalluta, taamaasilluni inuusuttut naalagaaffiup attaveqarnerani attaveqarfinnik pilersitsisinnaallutik
misilittagaqalerlutillu. Pilersaarusiornitsinni
tamakkua siunniuppavut, taava takussavarput tamakkua 2019-imut aningaasanut
inatsimmi inissinneqarumaarnersut.
Marc Jacobsen Københavns Universitetimi
Statskundskabimik ph.d.-mik ilinniagaqarpoq.
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Nunavut’s new Premier is Inuk
with capital I

Paul Quassa receives congratulations from his political opponent Cathy Towtongie. (Photo: Marc Jacobsen)

Paul Quassa (65) was born in an igloo close to the
town of Igloolik. He is an Inuk with capital I, who has
played a key role in the development of Nunavut.
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Iqaluit, Nunavut: Last Friday, the 22 newly elected members of Nunavut’s
Legislative Assembly selected a new Premier. Paul Quassa is his name. 65 years
ago, he was born in an igloo close to the town of Igloolik. He is an Inuk with capital
I, who has played a key role in the development of Nunavut.
First, he was part of the negotiations of the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement – entered
into force in 1993 – and six year later, he helped establishing Nunavut as the newest
territory of Canada. Now it is time to take the next steps – in that aim, he is particularly
inspired by the close neighbor to the East: Greenland.
Shortly after Premier Quassa had won the seat in competition with three other
strong opponents, High North News interviewed him about his priorities, relations
with Greenland and international outlook.
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"We have to take care of our elders"
HNN: "Congratulations. What are your main priorities for the next four years?"
Quassa: "Education. I believe education is so very important for Nunavummiut, to make
sure that we have a truly bilingual education system".
"The other one, of course, is our elders. We have to ensure, that we take good care of

them and address the concern that we are sending them down South. Inuit respect their
elders and that is the reason why I want to follow-up on this."
HNN: "What is the reason that elders are send down South?"
Quassa: "We don’t have any facilities to house them here, and that is something I want
to see ﬁxed immediately."

Want to meet with Greenlanders
HNN: "Broadening out the perspective, do you feel inspired by someone else outside of
Nunavut?"

Quassa: "I am always interested in meeting with Greenlanders because we have the
very same culture.
I know that they have had their government way longer than us. I have always looked up
to them, and I want to meet with Greenlanders as soon as I can, because we have a
good working relationship."
HNN: "Is there anything particular in Greenland that you feel inspired by?"
Quassa: "They are very strong in retaining their language, and I think that is something
we can learn from them because language is so vital. That is why I envy Greenlanders.
They have everything in their language and that is how we can do as well."
HNN: "How will you achieve that? What are the ﬁrst steps?"
Quassa: "We have to make sure that our government, private sector respect the
language – not just verbally, but also written language. I am going to make it mandatory
for all companies to learn Inuktitut. So many of our own Inuit say, that we are still using
English in our own government in our homeland – and that has to change."

Sharing of resources
HNN: "Besides language, is there anything in Greenland that inspires you, or do you
think – the other way around – that Greenland could learn something from Nunavut?"
Quassa: "Oh deﬁnitely, there is a great chance for us to exchange and then share
resources – Inuktitut resources – I think we can do way more of that. The other one, of
course, is economic reasons. Greenland is very good at that and that is something we
can learn here in Nunavut."
HNN: "Economic reasons – what, more speciﬁcally, do you think of? Mining? Fisheries?
Or something else?"
Quassa; "Fisheries is vital and important. As you know, we are a marine people. We
have to have that strength; we have to retain that. Just like Greenlanders are doing."
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HNN: "Are there other countries than Greenland you look to for inspiration?"
Quassa; "Oh, deﬁnitely; the circumpolar world. All of us from Alaska, Canada, Greenland
and Chukotka – though I think Alaska, Canada and Greenland are more advanced than

the Chukotka region. I am very pro-Inuit because I am Inuk, and this is what I want to
see."

Unique territory
HNN: "You emphasized in your speech, that you were born in an igloo. Does that mean

something special to you?"

Quassa: "Yes, yes, I think I am the last generation that was born in an igloo. We should
always make sure that we remember the past and use it for the future."

HNN: "What about relations with the government of Canada? How could those be
enhanced?"
Quassa: "Again, we have to ensure that they fully understand that we live in a very
diﬀerent environment. We are very diﬀerent from southern jurisdictions and you know,
this is the unique territory of Inuit, who governs themselves. We are the very ﬁrst
Indigenous people in Canada who got that – and I am very proud to say that it was me
who signed the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement. I think I got everything, yeah."
HNN: "In Greenland, there is a lot of talk about independence in the future. Do you have
the same ambitions?"
Quassa: "Well again, I think that is something ICC has really fought for, and I think as
Inuit we can all do it together. If it is something Inuit wants to see, then we would also
support it."
HNN: "So, is it more likely for Inuit that for Nunavut?"
Quassa: "Yes."
Following the selection of Premier, seven minister were also selected in a secret
vote by all 22 elected politicians. Of the 13 candidates, David Akeeagok, Pat
Angnakak, Jeannie Ehaloak, David Joanasie, Lorne Kusugak, Joe Savikataaq and
Elisapee Sheutiapik came out on top. Now it is up to Premier Quassa to decide
which portfolios they will get. This will be made public on Tuesday.
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Forward! Greenland’s new
government in place

Premier Kim Kielsen (left) and newly appointed Parliament President Hans Enoksen (right) leading Greenland’s 31 parliamentarians into a new
government period. (Photo: Marc Jacobsen)

On Tuesday, Greenland’s new government coalition
and the other parliamentarians took seat in
Inatsisartut. On top of Premier Kielsen’s to-do list
are a new ﬁsheries act, new ambitious infrastructure
projects and improvements of the population’s living
conditions.
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On Tuesday, Greenland’s new government coalition and the other parliamentarians
took seat in Inatsisartut. Following the traditional procession from the house of
Hans Egede (the Danish-Norwegian missionary who colonized Greenland in 1721)
to the legislative assembly via a stop at Our Saviour’s Church, a new four-year
term with Siumut (meaning: forward) at the helm began.

On top of Premier Kielsen’s to-do list are a new ﬁsheries act, new ambitious
infrastructure projects and improvements of the population’s living conditions through
more education, better social work and economic incentives for elders who wish to
keep working. Further down the list is ‘independence’.
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Siumut’s new government quartet
Siumut, Partii Naleraq, Atassut and Nunatta Qitornai are the four parties making up the

new government coalition occupying 16 out of 31 seats in the legislative assembly; the
smallest possible majority. The two latter replaced Inuit Ataqatigiit whose position on
ﬁsheries – which accounts for 90 percent of Greenland’s export – diﬀers too much to
allowing a continuation of the 2016-2018 coalition.

The new coalition agreement bears witness to the impression that Siumut sets the
course for the government quartet. As reported by Greenlandic Broadcasting
Corporation, KNR, most of it is direct copy-paste from Siumut’s election manifesto –
including typos.
One of the ambitions of the agreement which has spurred public debate is the wish to
replace Danish with English as the primary foreign language for schoolchildren, as a
step towards enhancing Greenland’s international position – while loosening the ties to
Denmark. In that light, it is worth noting that the agreement is currently only available in
Greenlandic and Danish.

‘Independence!’ unites; ‘when?’ divides
While all parties except one agree that state-formation is the ultimate goal for
Greenland, the speed towards the ﬁnishing line is one of the issues dividing both the
parliamentarians and the members of cabinet. Last summer, this was also one of the
core questions in the contested election between Kim Kielsen and Vittus Qujaukitsoq for
the chairmanship of Siumut.
While Kielsen is in favor of a gradual and slower transition, Quajukitsoq pleads for a
quick secession from the Danish Realm even though it may cause worse living
conditions when the annual block grant of 3.7 billion DKK – 50 percent of the provincial
treasury’s annual income – is phased out. A position shared by Partii Naleraq, which
derived from Siumut in 2014.
Atassut, the fourth party in the government quartet, was established in 1978 in
opposition to the idea of more Greenlandic self-determination, but today they are in
favor of a moderate transition.

Old enemies join hands
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After losing the Siumut contested election, Qujaukitsoq formed Nunatta Qitornai, which

Aleqa Hammond – former Premier and prominent separatist advocate – recently joined.
During the past years, she has been Siumut’s biggest vote catcher, but after a spending
scandal in 2014 and a subsequent misuse of an oﬃcial credit card for personal
expenses, she was expelled from Siumut in 2016.

Both are now back in Greenland’s parliament; Qujaukitsoq as Naalakkersuisoq (Minister)
for Natural Resources, Labor, Independence and Constitutional Issues, and Hammond
as parliament substitute for Qujaukitsoq, who is on leave of absence while in cabinet.

Moreover, she has also been appointed chairman of the important Foreign and Security
Policy Committee.

On Tuesday, Kim Kielsen welcomed them with smiles and warm hugs, which indicate
that he may have listened to the old proverb: "keep your friends close, and your
enemies closer". In another and more positive perspective, it could also simply be a
gesture to show that the hatchet is buried and it’s time to move forward together, which
reﬂects the Greenlandic tradition of separating politics from personal disagreements,
and not hold grudges.

Kim Kielsen is ready for his second period at the helm of Greenland’s government after a 1615 vote in the parliament. (Photo: Marc Jacobsen).

Greenland’s new ministers by party aﬃliation:
Siumut
Kim Kielsen: Premier, and responsible for Environment and Nature.
Simon Simonsen: Housing and Infrastructure. Also Vice-Premier.
Erik Jensen: Fishery, Hunting and Agriculture.
Vivian Motzfeldt: Education, Culture, Church and Foreign Aﬀairs.
Doris Jensen: Health and Research.

Atassut
Aqqalu Jerimiassen: Commerce and Energy.

Nunatta Qitornai
Vittus Qujaukitsoq: Natural Resources, Labor, Independence and Constitutional Issues.

Partii Naleraq
Pele Broberg: Finance and Taxation

Anthon Frederiksen: Justice, Social and Family Aﬀairs.
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Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year
anniversary

The village of Ilimanaq where the 10-year anniversary of the Ilulissat Declaration began. (Photo: Marc Jacobsen)

The 10-year anniversary of the Ilulissat Declaration is
celebrated in Greenland this week.

FROM
MARC JACOBSEN

In 2008, the signing of the Ilulissat Declaration poured cold water on the rhetorical
escalation in the wake of the (in)famous Russian ﬂag planting on the geographical
North Pole seabed. Ten years later, the Arctic states are celebrating the
achievement with a 2-day meeting in Ilulissat. On the ﬁrst day, sustainable
economic development was on top of the agenda.
After a long ﬂight to Ilulissat, the delegations continued to nearby Ilimanaq where they
had a smooth beginning in the picturesque surroundings. The village recently received
one of Europe’s most prestigious cultural awards – the Europa Nostra designation – for
the restoration of its cultural buildings. While already being a small tourist magnet, this is
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probably going to boost the interest in sustainable Arctic tourism with respect for both

nature and traditional culture even more.
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On top of the agenda: sustainable economic development
The ﬁrst gathering of the anniversary took place inside one of the restored buildings.
Here, CEO of Visit Greenland, Julia Pars, presented the challenges and opportunities
that Greenland’s tourism is facing, and Professor Minik Rosing narrated about how

August Krogh’s Nobel prize-winning research in carbon dioxide took place in this corner
of the world more than hundred years ago.
While it is important to celebrate groundbreaking research, it is also important to do an

extra eﬀort to disseminate the ﬁndings to the local population and include them in Arctic
research, Rosing argued. This served as an appetizer for the next day when the
Agreement on Enhancing International Arctic Scientiﬁc Cooperation – as agreed at the
Arctic Council Ministerial meeting in Fairbanks last year – will come into force.

Geology professor Minik Rosing inside a restored building in Ilimanaq, telling about some of
the unique scientiﬁc achievements made in the area. (Photo: Marc Jacobsen).

The visit and the presentations were in line with the most central elements of Denmark’s
and Greenland’s common ambitions for the Arctic. As stated in their key documents
regarding the circumpolar region, sustainable economic development is the core priority,
which especially echoes Greenland’s need for new sources of income.
Nuancing the understanding of the Arctic as not just a place that should be preserved
but also developed to the beneﬁt of the local citizens, thus, seems to be the underlying
logic of initiating the anniversary with a small ﬁeld trip.

More inclusive invitation – less prominent participants
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Unlike ten years ago, representatives from the governments of Finland, Iceland and

Sweden – who are not signatories to the declaration – are all present in Ilulissat these
days. The same are the Inuit Circumpolar Council and the Saami Council, while the four
other Arctic Indigenous organizations – which altogether constitute the six permanent
participants of the Arctic Council – did not make use of their invitations.

The extended invitations were, however, not sent to the Arctic Council observers
instead. A practical reason for this are the few hotel rooms available in Ilulissat, which –
despite its status as the third largest city in Greenland – have about 4.500 citizens and
approximately 200 decent hotel rooms. This is also the explanation for why the
anniversary takes place ﬁve days prior to the date of the signatory; May 28th. Because
on that date, the conference venue was already booked by someone else.

Professor in glaciology Jason Box arriving a restored building in Ilimanaq. (Photo: Marc
Jacobsen).

More stakeholders have been invited this year, but the level of those participating is not
as high as in 2008. This is probably because the anniversary does not bring anything
new to the table, but merely reconﬁrms the shared will to peaceful cooperation and
delimitation of the Arctic Ocean seabed. As frankly stated by several of the organizers
when confronted with the question, the political climate between Russia and the rest is
not ripe for any such new agreements.

Greenland on the world map
Besides nuancing the perception of the Arctic, promoting tourism, sustainable
development and ensure continuous support to the peaceful delimitation of the Arctic
Ocean seabed, the anniversary is also a welcoming opportunity for Greenland to
position herself as a (more) autonomous player internationally. That is also why it was
one of the ﬁrst things in Vivian Motzfeldt’s calendar after taking up the position as
Naalakkersuisoq (equivalent to Minister) for Greenland’s foreign aﬀairs last week.
The symbolism of the anniversary taking place in Greenland and the fact that a
Naalakkersuisoq is co-hosting only reinforces the decision to prioritize the event.
Moreover, the celebration of continued peaceful coexistence and fair distribution of the
seabed may be of signiﬁcant importance to Greenland; because if the dream of
independence one day becomes true and the Kingdom of Denmark’s territorial claim is
met then the area, ultimately, belongs to Greenland.
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Denmark’s Minister of Foreign
Affairs: The Ilulissat Declaration
Exemplifies Constructive Arctic
Dialogue

Anders Samuelsen, Denmark’s Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs, at the edge of the Disko Bay where he is co-hosting the Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year
anniversary. (Photo: Marc Jacobsen)

High North News met Anders Samuelsen, Denmark’s
Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs, for an exclusive interview
about the importance of the declaration, the purpose
of celebrating the anniversary and about Denmark’s
Arctic agenda.
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Anders Samuelsen, Denmark’s Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs, is co-hosting the
Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year anniversary. High North News met him for an
exclusive interview about the importance of the declaration, the purpose of
celebrating the anniversary and about Denmark’s Arctic agenda.
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HNN: What is the main purpose of celebrating the Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year
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anniversary?

Samuelsen: To maintain the Arctic as a low-tension area with focus on development
with respect for the local citizens while providing them with opportunities for growth and
employment. They should live their lives as they wish. At the same time, it is important
to maintain the constructive communication between the Arctic countries.

HNN: How can Denmark use this event to position itself on the Arctic agenda?
Samuelsen: The Kingdom of Denmark is constructive and contributes to every Arctic
event we participate in. We lead as a good example – and that’s what matters. In
relation to Russia – which is a special case – a cooperation such as this one is a good

example of the two-string strategy, where we – on the one hand – have an undisguised
conﬂict, while we – on the other hand – seek a meaningful dialogue. To do it here,
makes a lot of sense.
HNN: Why are Iceland, Finland and Sweden invited to the 10-year anniversary when they
were not welcome in 2008?
Samuelsen: They also have interests in this area. Even though the area is enormous it is
also closely connected. That’s why we think it is natural to involve them in these
conversations.
HNN: Why, then, is the Arctic Council not (co-)hosting the anniversary?
Samuelsen: There are diﬀerent initiatives. A few weeks ago, I attended the Arctic Circle
Forum on the Faroe Islands, which was a great arrangement. This is just yet another
initiative.
HNN: What do you see as the biggest potential and the biggest threat in the Arctic?
Samuelsen: As demonstrated today, tourism holds an obvious potential. Mining is
another opportunity, but we are still not certain of the exact boundaries in that respect.
Science is also an obvious topic, while new transportation routes – emerging as a
consequence of global warming – is also an opportunity. On the one hand, it is an
opportunity, while it on the other hand also represents an increased vulnerability.
HNN: And what about military security wise?
Samuelsen: It is – as I’ve said – one of those places where the Russians are active. We
need to have an open-hearted dialogue about this.
HNN: Naalakkersuisut’s (the Government of Greenland) new coalition agreement states
that Greenland should have its own seat in the UN, own membership of NATO and use
its own ﬂag at the Olympic Games. Are these ambitions realistic in your view?
Samuelsen: No comments. I have read the new agreement – and I hope and believe in a
good and constructive dialogue. Also with Motzfeldt.
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Ilulissat: Peace, scientific
cooperation and Hans Island

The two hosts, Vivian Motzfeldt and Anders Samuelsen, next to the commemorative plaque in celebration of the 10th Anniversary of the Ilulissat
Declaration. (Photo: Marc Jacobsen).

The second day of the event marking the 10th
anniversary of the Ilulissat Declaration saw, peace,
borders and scientiﬁc cooperation on the agenda.
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In 2008, the signing of the Ilulissat Declaration poured cold water on the rhetorical
escalation in the wake of the (in)famous Russian ﬂag planting on the geographical
North Pole seabed. Ten years later, the Arctic states are celebrating the
achievement with a 2-day meeting in Ilulissat. On the second day, peace, borders
and scientiﬁc cooperation were on top of the agenda.
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Before the oﬃcial program of the day began, Canada and the Kingdom of Denmark sent
out a press release revealing a somewhat surprising initiative of establishing a joint task

force on boundary issues regarding the “sovereignty of Hans Island, the maritime
boundary line in Lincoln Sea and the Labrador Sea continental shelf overlap beyond 200
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nautical miles”.

The announcement was perfectly timed and follows the spirit of ﬁnding constructive and

peaceful solutions to boundary disputes, as underlined in the Ilulissat Declaration.
Especially the barren, uninhabitated, 1.3 km2 Hans Island (in Greenlandic: Tartupaluk)
has been object of reciprocated sovereignty teasing with exchange of whiskey and
schnapps bottles and hoisting of Danish and Canadian ﬂags since 1973.
In 2015, Michael Byers from University of British Columbia and Michael Böss from
Aarhus University, pleaded for the island to be put into a condominium of shared
authority. In response, Greenlandic opposition leader, Sara Olsvig, suggested that it

should be declared ‘Inuit Land’ as it has been used for hunting by the Inuit since the
14th Century. None of the alternative proposals were followed-up and instead a statecentered solution now seems to be the only possible outcome.

Responding to the question why the new initiative will be more successful than previous
attempts, Denmark’s Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs replied: “because it is a new format with

a diﬀerent structure”. What that exactly means is, however, not yet clear.

Head of Delegations, ambassadors, professors and representatives from the Arctic Council,
ICC and the Saami Council on the last day of the Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year anniversary.
(Photo: Marc Jacobsen).

Peace and fruitful cooperation in the Arctic
The ﬁrst session of the oﬃcial program was closed to the press, so participants could
speak freely about how to ‘maintain peace and fruitful cooperation in the Arctic’. Hence,
the only information available from this session was the countries’ respective speaking
points which they each had ﬁve minutes to present.
Denmark and Greenland: ‘Welcome’.
Canada: ‘Peaceful settlement of the territorial claims to the Arctic Ocean’.
Faroe Islands: ‘Business opportunities for small and medium sized enterprises’.
Finland: ‘Arctic Council Chairmanship’.
Iceland: ‘Sustainable Energy in the Arctic region’.
Norway: Business development in the Arctic while ensuring sustainable management of
the marine environment’.
Russia: ‘Agreement on unregulated ﬁshing in the Arctic Ocean’.
Sweden: ‘Adaptation and resilience in Arctic communities’.
USA: ‘Cooperation and marine safety in the Arctic’.
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Representatives from the Saami Council and the Inuit Circumpolar Council (ICC) also

got the opportunity to state their opinion. While there were no announced speaking
points, rumors said that especially the Saami representative strongly disagreed with the
state-centrism of the Ilulissat Declaration. While carefully not going into a debate over
the concept of sovereignty – as they did ten years ago – ICC instead argued that the
Arctic should be oﬃcially declared ‘a zone of peace’ with support from the world
society.

Science as a bridge-builder across national and societal borders
In the subsequent session – which was open to the press – the Arctic Council’s
Agreement on Enhancing International Arctic Scientiﬁc Cooperation oﬃcially entered
into force, hence improving the mobility of scientists and their equipment across

national borders, among other things. Director of the Arctic Council’s Secretariat, Nina

Buvang Vaaja, chaired the session and highlighted the importance of having both Russia
and the USA as signatories to the agreement.

Geology Professor Minik Rosing suggested a 10-year anniversary addendum emphasizing the
will to do more to include local citizens into Arctic research (Photo: Marc Jacobsen).

Following up on his presentation the previous day in Ilimanaq, Professor Minik Rosing
emphasized the importance of the agreement’s article ,9 which encourages the use of
traditional knowledge in scientiﬁc activities and to communicate with and welcoming
participants holding traditional knowledge into Arctic research projects.

Additionally, Rosing suggested an amendment to establish institutions that facilitate
dissemination of scientiﬁc results in the Arctic societies. For Greenland that means
getting a research hub soon. Something, which despite being a top priority for the
Danish government has not yet been realized.

Takuss
After the session, the anniversary concluded with a family photo next to the

commemorative plaque, which the mayor of Ilulissat will later get the honor to place

where people henceforth can reminisce the Declaration of 2008 and how everyone are
best served with a peaceful status quo in the Arctic. Not least the people living there.
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Faroese Foreign Minister: - We
definitely benefit from the Arctic
attention

The Faroe Islands' Foreign Minister Poul Michelsen looks forward to establishing a free-trade agreement with Russia and other members of the
Eurasian Customs Union. (Photo: The Faroese Government)

High North News met Poul Michelsen, the Islands’
Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs, for an exclusive interview
during the 10-year anniversary of the Ilulissat
Declaration. – We deﬁnitely beneﬁt from the Arctic
attention, although we are not as Arctic as
Greenland, he says.
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High North News met Poul Michelsen, Faroe Islands’ Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs,
for a exclusive interview during the 10-year anniversary of the Ilulissat Declaration.
Here, he told about how the Faroe Islands is balancing on the edge between
Europe and the Arctic, how the Arctic attention beneﬁts the Faroese, and how the
Government of Denmark recently made him very upset. Something which,
however, did not restrain the festivities in Ilulissat.
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HNN: What do you think about the celebration of the Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year
anniversary?
Michelsen: It has been a great event in wonderful surroundings, but I think there could
have been a more prominent representation of each country. Of the guests, it is only
Sweden and Russia which have been represented by a minister here. That could have

LATEST
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been better. On the other hand, it looks like the Arctic cooperation in this forum works
ﬁne. There are no conﬂicts and it seems like everyone are doing an extra eﬀort to
maintain peace in the region.

HNN: Why do you think that the anniversary is not attended by representatives from a
higher level like in 2008, when Sergei Lavrov and John Negroponte (then Deputy
Secretary of State of the United States) signed the declaration?
Michelsen: We expected representatives from a higher level, but the US of course just
got a new Secretary of State. If Rex Tillerson had still been in oﬃce, I believe he would

have attended the anniversary like he did in Fairbanks last year (red.: the Arctic Council
Ministerial meeting). The same goes for Lavrov; there has just been election in Russia.
Ilya Shestakov came instead, and he’s a guy which the Faroe Islands often are in
contact with due to his position as Minister for Fisheries. That is a great gesture by
Russia.
HNN: In what way can the Faroe Islands use this signiﬁcant Arctic attention?
Michelsen: We hosted the Arctic Circle Forum a couple of weeks ago where a lot of
people attended. That forum is of course less oﬃcial than this, but it seems like people
are taking it very seriously. Initially, I was a bit skeptical about the event but as I

experienced how serious the people who attended were, and met a lot of people who
were interested in talking with me then I realized that the Arctic is getting more
important. One may ask what that means for the Faroe Islands which are located on the
edge of the region. Honestly, there was made a reconstruction of the map so the Faroe
Islands were included on the regional map, like the doors in an architectural drawing of
a house. We are of course using this to promote the Faroe Islands as a maritime hub for
the ships using the new transportation routes in the north. It seems like we can actually
use this to promote and use our maritime experiences and capabilities. To be honest, I
also think that the Faroese researchers of environmental changes gains a lot from the
attention via, for instance, Horizon 2020. We deﬁnitely beneﬁt from the Arctic attention,
although we are not as Arctic as Greenland, which is the only reason why Denmark and
the Faroe Islands have a say in the Arctic. With that in mind, I think Greenland gets too
little attention. It seems like they are guests in their own house. That is wrong, I feel. I
don’t like it.
HNN: What about the Faroe Islands in the Arctic? Do they get suﬃcient attention or is it
all about the two other parts of the Danish Realm; Denmark and Greenland?
Michelsen: I am not so worried about that, it is more about Denmark’s role. Where do
the Faroe Islands belong? Not in Europe, not in the Arctic. We have to place ourselves
somewhere, and the Arctic is more natural as we are part of the West Nordic Council
together with Iceland and Greenland which is a cooperation that is not easily repressed.
According to my opinion, the West Nordic Council is getting more important. What it
lacks is the ministerial cooperation which other countries have. It is sometimes diﬃcult
to implement what has been decided in the West Nordic Council. Thus, the ministers
participated in the last meeting in Reykjavik which added a greater perspective on how
this cooperation can develop in the future – in addition to other engagements elsewhere
where Denmark is not present.

From right to left: Aleksi Härkönen (Arctic Ambassador of Finland and Chairman of the Arctic
Council), Poul Michelsen (Faroe Islands’ Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs), Ilya Shestakov (Russian
Deputy Minister of Agriculture and Head of the Federal Agency for Fishery), Judith Gail Garber
(U.S. Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental
and Scientiﬁc Aﬀairs), Vivian Motzfeldt (Greenland’s Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs) and Anders
Samuelsen (Denmark’s Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs). (Photo: Marc Jacobsen).

HNN: Last year there was a case where Anders Samuelsen (Denmark’s MFA) intervened
in the West Nordic Council. What happened exactly? And what happened afterwards?
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Michelsen: I got very upset about it and therefore I did not participate in the later

conference in Copenhagen about ‘SDGs in the Arctic’. Deep down, I know I should not
have done so.
The case was that we in the West Nordic Council signed a Memorandum of

Understanding in which the title was ‘Deal’, though the subsequent text was merely a
Memorandum of Understanding. It says nothing about a speciﬁc deal. But the word

‘deal’ was not accepted by the Danish government, which made me furious. I told them

to get lost, and Greenland said that they could adjust to it, but that it was nonsense.

HNN: Has this incident had an inﬂuence on the anniversary during the past two days?
Michelsen: Not at all. We have laughed about it because Denmark has ‘dropped a brick’.
They have made fool of themselves, which was unnecessary. That’s my opinion.
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Greenland's Foreign Minister:
Arctic attention means a lot

Vivian Motzfeldt and Anders Samuelsen – Greenland’s and Denmark’s respective Ministers for Foreign Aﬀairs – co-hosted the Ilulissat
Declaration’s 10-year anniversary. It was Motzfeldt’s ﬁrst international event in her new job, which she was appointed to last week. (Photo: Marc
Jacobsen).

High North News met Vivian Motzfeldt, Greenland’s
Naalakkersuisoq (equivalent to Minister) for Foreign
Aﬀairs, for an exclusive interview in Ilulissat.
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Vivian Motzfeldt, Greenland’s Naalakkersuisoq (equivalent to Minister) for Foreign

Aﬀairs, is co-hosting the Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year anniversary. High North
News met her for an exclusive interview about the importance of the declaration,
the purpose of celebrating the anniversary and about Greenland’s international
agenda.

HNN: How can Greenland use this event to position herself internationally?
Motzfeldt: It means a great deal that it is taking place in Ilulissat. Us, who live in the
Arctic, are the ones in focus; that’s important to remember whenever one is talking

about the region. It is necessary to focus on ‘the good life’ in the Arctic and sustainable
development, because the people inhabiting the Arctic needs economic development.
HNN: Do you think that you have managed to put this on the agenda during the past two
days?
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Motzfeldt: I think all the countries’ speeches this morning mentioned something about

people in the Arctic, for which I am very grateful. So, focus on human beings living in the
Arctic is now more visible on the agenda.
HNN: This morning, we heard that Denmark/Greenland and Canada are going to ﬁnd a
new solution for the Hans Island problematique. What does it mean exactly?
Motzfeldt: It is just yet another example of how important it is to have good cooperation
between the countries – and it is always important to bear in mind that at some point,
the diﬀerent parts need to ﬁnd an agreement. That is the purpose. Also for the Ilulissat
Declaration which focuses on the importance of having a common understanding and a
peaceful Arctic, which many people perhaps take for granted as it has always been
peaceful.
HNN: How do you think that Greenland can use the signiﬁcant attention regarding the
Arctic to enhance its international proﬁle?
Motzfeldt: It is especially in terms of drawing attention to the fact that people are living
in the Arctic. That people from the rest of the world are getting pictures from our
meeting here in Ilulissat means a great deal. Yesterday, we were in Ilimanaq where it was
evident how life there is both vulnerable and strong because the conditions are hard
during winter and fantastic during summer. People there manage to survive and have a
wish for further development.
HNN: Are there anyone special during these two days whom you have had a special
interest in talking with?
Motzfeldt: Every country has contributed with something in their own way. To meet
physically and to put a face to the name means a lot for the relationships between the
countries. I am of course happy to have met the Danish and the Faroese Ministers of
Foreign Aﬀairs. It is also very positive that we have had Americans and Russians sitting
together at the same table discussing the developments of the Arctic. There are frictions
between the two countries, but they still meet in this forum which is very positive.
HNN: How has your ﬁrst meeting with Anders Samuelsen (Denmark’s MFA) been?
Motzfeldt: I think it has been a positive experience. He is a positive and vivacious
person.
HNN: So hosting the anniversary together has been as you had hoped for?
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Motzfeldt: Yes, I think so. We have both contributed with something, but it is important

to remember that the area in focus is the Arctic. That is always important to emphasize.

HNN: Does it mean that the co-hosting has been equal?
Motzfeldt: It has to be an equal relationship, if one wishes a good relationship. That is
very, very important.
HNN: One thing is that it should be equal, another thing is whether it actually is. Is that
the case?
Motzfeldt: I prefer not to comment on this issue.
HNN: In Naalakkersuisut’s (the Government of Greenland) new coalition agreement it

says, that Greenland wants her own seat in the UN, own membership of NATO and to
participate in the Olympic Games under own ﬂag. How will you achieve that?
Motzfeldt: As everybody knows, we have established a Constitutional Commission,
which means that we are about to write our own constitution. We are on our way to

become a sovereign state, like every other country in the world, and every sovereign
state has its own seat in the UN.
HNN: Is it the criteria for ‘Free Association’ – like for instance the Cook Islands have with
New Zealand – that Greenland is striving for?
Motzfeldt: I don’t want to comment on the work of the Commission. They will ﬁnd out
which construction they wish for. Ultimately, it is the people of Greenland who will have
the ﬁnal word.
HNN: More generally, what are Greenland’s most important foreign aﬀairs interests?
Motzfeldt: To be a part of the Arctic has immense signiﬁcance. Our geopolitical location
between two great powers is extremely important.
HNN: Are there any security threats in that regard?
Motzfeldt: Since the Thule Air Base has been established, and the radar facility there still
being very important, it is clear that there are. Everybody knows that there can be
developments which can go both ways.
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The Curious Case of Greenland’s
Research Hub

Minik Rosing is the man behind the idea of establishing a research hub in Greenland. High North News met him in Ilulissat for a talk about his
visions for the hub, and the coming realization of the idea (Photo: Marc Jacobsen).

Following years of talk about establishing a research
hub in Greenland, the idea now appears to make
some material progress.
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In 2013, Minik Rosing got the idea of establishing a research hub in Greenland. In
2017, it was listed as one of the concrete initiatives in the Danish government’s
Foreign and Security Policy Strategy. Despite the attention from the highest
political level in Denmark, the idea has not yet materialized. Now, the DanishGreenlandic Professor in Geology is ready to take the next step in cooperation
with Greenlandic authorities and research institutions. High North News
interviewed him during the Ilulissat Declaration’s 10-year anniversary where he
also pleaded for the idea in his two presentations.
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HNN: You mentioned again that it is time to establish the research hub. What is status?
Minik Rosing: Status is that Ilisimatusarﬁk (University of Greenland), the Greenland
Institute of Natural Resources, and the Climate Research Center have agreed to start
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the research hub together.

We have also been in contact with Sermersooq Business Council and Sermersooq
municipality, which have expressed their interest as well. Now we are ready to start by
hiring one person who will be the hub; just one person, here in the beginning, who can
make an analysis of what the needs are and the options available, so we can start

scaling such a hub. His ﬁrst task is to do some coordination, so the international
scientiﬁc community can start interacting with the Greenlandic society. To get the

diﬀerent research communities to interact is actually also a need, so that is a good place

to start. Next is to establish contact between business and research, because there is a
great need for business circles to learn about research results – and perhaps also the

other way around, so researchers get the opportunity to hear the most relevant
questions from the reality in which the research takes place. In that way, it is rather

straight forward to start slowly, and that way ﬁnd out what the needs actually are,
instead of creating a castle in the air from the beginning and then trying to ﬁnd out what
it should actually do. To create such an organization would both be expensive and take
a long time. There is a need to improve this interaction between society and research,

and the hub could also help facilitate collaboration between Ilisimatusarﬁk and Danish
and foreign research communities about education, so visiting researchers could teach
when they are in Greenland anyway.

Hub to interact with locals
HNN: Apropos castles in the air; it seems like many agree that a research hub is a good
idea, but simultaneously it seems like there is not perfect agreement of what a hub

actually is. From your point of view is the role of the hub to coordinate?

Minik Rosing: Rather to catalyze. It is very important that it is not merely present for the
research communities, but that it also links them with the rest of society. Research is
often good at coordinating its own activities, to make great projects together and so
forth, but we are still missing that interplay with society.
HNN: In your presentation today, you highlighted article 7 and 9 in the Arctic Council’s
new research agreement, which concern how research should beneﬁt local
communities. You said that it is important both to disseminate to the local citizens, and
that the local citizens should be included more in the actual research. How is it possible
to do the latter?
Minik Rosing: If you ask many of the researchers present here in Greenland doing
incredibly exiting projects, then they are very eager to have some local Greenlanders
employed in their projects, sailing the boats and so forth, but they don’t know how to
get in contact with them, thus, they end up bringing someone themselves. There are
many in Greenland – especially young people – who would beneﬁt greatly from visiting
other parts of Greenland, which would normally not be possible for them to visit. At the
same time, they would get to know some researchers, and when they come back, they
would talk with all their friends about what they have learnt, seen and heard. In that way,
local participation in projects could create great contact between research communities
and local society. So a research hub could be a thing where one says ‘okay, I have to go
to Qaanaaq and I will need three assistant. Can I ﬁnd someone? – and then they get in
contact with for instance the university, the high school, or local organizations in
Qaanaaq, depending of what kind of skills they need. In that way, the connection is
established so both parts beneﬁt from it.
From my point of view, it is obvious that it should be located in Nuuk, because that is
where the big research communities are, and that is where most institutions of society
are located. What we could do then, is to create some ‘pop-up hubs’ other places – like
here in Ilulissat – once in a while, where we say ‘okay, there is going to happen a certain
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activity here, or some relevant topic is on the agenda, so now we are establishing a

temporary oﬃce in the school, the municipal oﬃce, or somewhere, where we then are
‘hubbing it’ for a while, so contact to the local business council, the ﬁshing industry – or
whatever is relevant – is established.

HNN: So can it also be a way to formalize some so-called informal competences, so
peoples’ informal skills can be certiﬁed?

Minik Rosing: Yes, exactly! That could be done down the road. Perhaps also together
with Arctic Command, or someone else, one could oﬀer courses where research
assistants can get certiﬁcates for the skills they already have.

What will China do?
HNN: There has been a lot of writing lately about China’s interests in establishing
research infrastructure in Greenland. Would that be possible to combine with the hub, or
would it compete with it?

Minik Rosing: I don’t think it would compete with this – I actually don’t. If Chinese
researcher came, they could also use the hub and interact with local research

institutions and society.

HNN: China’s ’Belt and Road’ initiative has a lot of millions billions. Could they potentially
be beneﬁcial for the hub?
Minik Rosing: I don’t think so – actually not. Starting a hub might perhaps need millions
– but not billions – so it can ﬁnd out what is most relevant to do and then grow
organically. The great danger is, if one starts to say that the hub should do this and that;
have a stockpile of tents and all that kind of stuﬀ. Suddenly, it becomes a giant millstone
round its own neck. I think it is better to cut it to the bone.

Danish support
HNN: First time I heard about the research hub was in the 2016 Review of Denmark’s
Foreign and Security Policy. I have then been told that you were the one who originally
suggested it at a meeting with the Ministry of Higher Education and Science. Where did
you get the idea from?
Minik Rosing: It emerged at some point when there was rather little interplay between
Ilisimatusarﬁk and the Greenland Institute of Natural Resources – and all in all between
all the research communities in Greenland – and then it happened that I had talked with
the National Science Foundation in the United States – because I was Chairman for the
Commission of Scientiﬁc Research in Greenland and later of the Greenland Research
Council, where I made an exploration into who had which interests – and repeatedly,
when one talks to research groups and individual researchers, they said that ‘they were
sorry that they didn’t have the opportunity to explain what we are doing locally in
Greenland, and that they didn’t have any locals to cooperate with’. So it emerged
because it seemed like there was a great need, and that Ilisimatusarﬁk could beneﬁt a
lot from foreign researchers who would care to tell about their research when they were
in Greenland anyway, so they could help strengthening the academic environment at the
university. It was actually straight forward, I think.
I was also incredibly irritated – and that I am still actually – that every time I am in Nuuk
then I don’t have a place to live, so I walk around and live in staircases and sleep under
cardboard boxes and things like that. Thus, I thought that if we had such a research
hotel for scientists just next to the research communities in Greenland then both would
beneﬁt from it.

HNN: What happened when Peter Taksøe-Jensen started working on the Review of

Denmark’s Foreign and Security Policy? Did he approach you, or was it the other way
around, or how does such things work?
Minik Rosing: I guess it worked as things like that do. People talk with each other and
ask ‘what do you think?’ And then he made this report with those input he got.
HNN: The research hub is a rather prominent recommendation in the report – and also in
the Denmark’s Foreign and Security Policy Strategy, so it seems like the interest is intact.
Minik Rosing: I also think that it is an obvious win-win-win-win thing, which satisﬁes

needs and wishes of both parties, so if both the Greenlandic society and the research
communities wish so, then it would be stupid not to pursue it. Without saying that
someone is stupid if they don’t pursue it of cause.
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